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Abstract 

This dissertation addresses there being too much false information shared on social media by 
users during U.S. election seasons. I characterize false information on social media in stages of 
Production, Dissemination, and Consumption. Social media platforms have responded by 
developing Remove, Reduce, and, recently, Inform policies that broadly respond to each stage, 
respectively. This dissertation investigated potential Inform policies and how social media 
platforms can apply them. The most applicable policy options are summarized for Facebook, 
Twitter, and YouTube in short, industry white papers in the appendices. After clarifying terms 
used in discussing disinformation (Chapter 2), I make the case for social media platforms 
enacting or expanding their Inform policies to help users resist false information (Chapter 3). I 
then conduct a literature review of other fields with similar Inform prerogatives (such as public 
health, advertising, and social psychology) and apply principles social media policymakers could 
use in constructing their Inform policies (Chapter 4). I then offer two proofs-of-concept to apply 
Inform policies. I network 7 million tweets using the Louvain community detection algorithm 
and conduct a text analysis to demonstrate principles for how a platform could find users most 
exposed to false information. I recommend a framework for how platforms could decide how to 
locate users most exposed to disinformation in a least-biased way to avoid accusations of 
political bias (Chapter 5). I then apply the most promising finding from the literature review, 
inoculation or “pre-bunks,” in a survey experiment to help respondents (n = 634) resist 
behavioral reactions to disinformation memes from the 2016 U.S. presidential campaign. I test 
how inoculations interact with emotions and how that relates to resistance to persuasion from 
disinformation. I find that inoculations never hurt and sometimes improved resistance to 
disinformation memes (Chapter 6). Finally, I suggest platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and 
YouTube, apply or expand Inform policies through building trust through transparency and 
communication with users, focusing on evidence-based, direct and indirect approaches for 
helping users resist false information, and applying principles of influence with what they know 
of their users to make attractive products to help their users resist false information.  
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1. Introduction 

This dissertation addresses the spread of false information on social media platforms by the 
platforms’ users.1 The goal of this study is to provide research and policy options to platforms to 
help them reduce the amount of false information shared by their users. To manage the overall 
scope of the project, I chose to confine the inquiry to the investigation and identification of 
solutions to false information shared in the U.S. during elections. I summarized chief 
recommendations into short briefs for Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube (See Appendices A, B, 
and C).  

Many social media platforms have adopted similar policy frameworks for dealing with false 
information based on the ideas of Remove, Reduce, and Inform.2 Broadly speaking, Remove 
deals with false content that merits being taken off the platform. Reduce lowers visibility of 
borderline content that does not merit removal. Inform is the newest policy response that directly 
communicates with or prompts users to help them cultivate better information choices and 
behaviors. There are variations to these three policy arms (such as YouTube’s Raise Up 
campaign that promotes quality content), however, Remove, Reduce, and Inform cover most 
major platforms’ policy approaches to moderating false information on their platforms.3  

The Remove, Reduce, Inform policy responses broadly map onto a framework proposed for 
describing stages of transmitting false information: Production, Distribution, Consumption 
(Table 1.1).4 The Production stage in disinformation dissemination deals with the actual 
disinformation itself or those creating it. Remove policies often look to stymie disinformation at 
the Production stage, using both identification and removal techniques (i.e., fact-checking, 
identifying and taking down malicious information and networks).5 The Distribution stage refers 

 
1 Platforms are the online environment provided by a social media company where people can interact with each 
other electronically and socially. 
2 Election Integrity Partnership, Evaluating Platform Election-Related Speech Policies, , October 28, 2020. As of 
May 19, 2021: https://www.eipartnership.net/policy-analysis/platform-policies 
3 Thompson, Clive, “YouTube’s Plot to Silence Conspiracy Theories,” Wired, September 18, 2020. As of February 
13, 2021: https://www.wired.com/story/youtube-algorithm-silence-conspiracy-theories/; Election Integrity 
Partnership, 2020. 
4 Matthews, Miriam, Alyssa Demus, Elina Treyger, Marek N. Posard, Hilary Reininger, and Christopher Paul, 
Understanding and Defending Against Russia’s Malign and Subversive Information Efforts in Europe, Santa 
Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-3160-EUCOM, forthcoming. 
5 Rodrigo, Chris Mills, “Critics Fear Facebook Fact-checkers Losing Misinformation Fight,” The Hill, January 20, 
2020. As of January 20, 2020: https://thehill.com/policy/technology/478896-critics-fear-facebook-fact-checkers-
losing-misinformation-fight; Roth, Yoel & Del Harvey, “How Twitter is fighting spam and malicious automation,” 
Twitter Blog, June 26, 2018. As of May 13, 2021: https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/company/2018/how-twitter-
is-fighting-spam-and-malicious-automation.html  

https://www.eipartnership.net/policy-analysis/platform-policies
https://www.wired.com/story/youtube-algorithm-silence-conspiracy-theories/
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/478896-critics-fear-facebook-fact-checkers-losing-misinformation-fight
https://thehill.com/policy/technology/478896-critics-fear-facebook-fact-checkers-losing-misinformation-fight
https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/company/2018/how-twitter-is-fighting-spam-and-malicious-automation.html
https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/company/2018/how-twitter-is-fighting-spam-and-malicious-automation.html
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to the mechanism through which false information is transferred (social media platforms in this 
study). Many Reduce policies approach disinformation at the Distribution stage (i.e., modifying 
algorithms, limiting the sharing of posts).6 Finally, the Consumption stage focuses on 
information consumers (users in this study).7 Inform policies approach disinformation from the 
Consumption level, though fewer exist (i.e. labeling posts and providing friction, such as asking 
users if they really want to share a post).8  

I refer to Inform policies that approach disinformation at the Consumption level as user-
focused policies. Social media users can spread false information as fast as bots.9 Therefore, 
creating policies focusing on users may be as important as policies focusing on bots. As social 
media platforms developed policies to deal with false information, Remove policies gained 
traction first, followed by more nuanced Reduce policies.10 Inform policies came last to the scene 
and are so far the least developed. This study seeks to investigate and develop Inform policies 
that address false information at the Consumption level. It complements policies focusing on the 
Production and Distribution stages of false information and does so by helping the targets of 
false information, Consumers, better resist it.   
  

 
6 de Freitas Melo, Philipe, Carolina Coimbra Vieira, Kiran Garimella, Pedro OS Vaz de Melo, and Fabrício 
Benevenuto. "Can WhatsApp Counter Misinformation by Limiting Message Forwarding?" In International 
Conference on Complex Networks and Their Applications, pp. 372-384, Springer, Cham, 2019; Twitter Safety, 
“Expanding our policies to further protect the civic conversation,” webpage, September 10, 2020. As of October 12, 
2020: https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/company/2020/civic-integrity-policy-update.html; Thompson, 2020.  
7 These three groups are not mutually exclusive. Consumers can become distributors when they share false 
information as well as producers if they make false information. However, for the sake of clarity, we will keep these 
groups separate. 
8 Election Integrity Partnership, 2020; O'Sullivan, Donie, Naomi Thomas & Ali Zaslav, “Twitter hits Trump for 
'misleading health claims' that could dissuade people from voting,” CNN, August 23, 2020. As of May 20, 2021: 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/08/23/politics/trump-twitter-health-voting-claims-flagged/index.html 
9 Bots are automated social media accounts. Vosoughi, Soroush, Deb Roy, and Sinan Aral, "The Spread of True and 
False News Online," Science, Vol. 359, 2018, pp. 1146-1151. 
10 Election Integrity Partnership, 2020; Thompson, 2021. 

https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/company/2020/civic-integrity-policy-update.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/08/23/politics/trump-twitter-health-voting-claims-flagged/index.html
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Table 1.1: Broad Framework for Stages of False Information with Compatible Policy Responses 

Transmission 
Stage of 
False 
Information  

Production Distribution Consumption 

Examples • Trolls 
• Automated bots 
• False news 

• Platform algorithms 
• Botnets 

• Users  
• Influencers 

Policy 
Response 

Remove Reduce Inform 

Examples 
• Taking down trolls 

and automated bots 
• Fact-checking 

• Algorithm edits 
• Updating rules to 

limit new bot 
behaviors 

• Pre-bunks 
• Labels 
• Friction  

Caveat on Selecting a Simplified Model 

George Box’s famous aphorism, “All models are wrong, but some are useful,” applies to this 
model as well.11 False information can, but does not always, transmit in the linear fashion 
described in this model. The nature of both conversation patterns and social media platforms 
means false information often follows more cyclic patterns, where actors in one group (i.e., 
Consumers) can become actors in another group (i.e. Distributors or Producers). Once a 
Consumer shares a piece of false information, they become a Distributor. Likewise, if the 
Consumer adds any false information to a post before sharing it, the user can also be considered 
a Producer. Likewise, Producers can be closely tied to distribution networks. In some cases, 
Distributors can work in a network, recycling the same material, and can appear to be both 
Consumers and Distributors of their own false information.12 The complex transmission of false 
information can make it difficult to make meaningful separations between Producers, 
Distributors, and Consumers of false information makes this model, with neat delineations, over-
simplified. However, delineations and separations of actors at each stage might be useful for 
analyzing and offering solutions for aspects of this problem.  

Adding to this cyclic complexity of information sharing are the different types of actors and 
their motivations for sharing information, false or not. Journalists, advertisers, influencers, and 
both foreign and domestic authors and disseminators of disinformation all use social media for a 

 
11 Box, George E. P., Norman R. Draper, Empirical Model-Building and Response Surfaces, New York: John Wiley 
& Sons, 1987. 
12 Mak, Aaron, “Twitter Is Shutting Down a Conservative Group’s Automated Tweets,” Future Tense, October 17, 
2017. As of July 13, 2021: 
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variety of purposes, often motivated by decentralized trends platforms have little control over. 
For example, the 24-hour news cycle and profit-motive incentivizes journalists to deliver catchy, 
sensational, or false news. Advertisers are also motivated by profit-motive to use algorithms to 
drive traffic to their products. Influencers may be motivated by profit and benefit from 
algorithms that drive polarized audiences to their content. Foreign and domestic producers of 
disinformation may be motivated by profit or power and take advantage of siloed audiences. 
Audiences or consumers may find themselves siloed in echo chambers due to taking advantage 
of the increasing customizability of their information sources. In all this, government and 
government regulation has proven largely ambiguous or reactionary, with little substance or 
guidance as they themselves grapple with effective policies in the information environment.13  

This complicated environment of cyclic transfers of information, by a multitude of actors, 
driven by a variety of motivations or societal trends makes social media users sharing too much 
false information on social media during elections a complex problem. The best points for 
interventions in this system depends on the actor that is doing the intervention. Each actor will 
have different tools, capabilities, and policy levers that may be useful in this sphere. My chosen 
policy client, social media platforms, have control over their platforms and their policies (subject 
to laws and government regulation). To find promising points for interventions, I decided to 
simplify the cyclic sharing of false information into its foundational transmission pattern, where 
Producers manufacture disinformation, which Distributors then bring to Consumers. I also make 
my focus manageable by selecting the largest group of targeted Consumers, everyday users, and 
leave other groups, such as journalists, influencers, and leaders, to be treated in other research 
(though I reference other groups as they relate to helping everyday users resist false 
information). I finally avoid the need to identify most motivations and methods for Distributors 
and Producers in sharing false information by focusing on Consumers and how to strengthen 
their faculties in discerning, avoiding, and resisting false information. While there are cases 
where understanding the motivation of Producers and Distributors helps in teaching Consumers 
how to discern and resist false information, parsing out the motivation behind each actor is not 
necessary for the goal of helping Consumers become resistant.  

This dissertation focuses on the moment after a Consumer consumes a piece of false 
information. Most every Consumer will have a set of emotions, cognitions, attitudes, behaviors, 
and choices in response to a false information stimulus. My dissertation looks at these aspects 
and how to help users process through disinformation and resist persuasion from it. There are 

 
13 Brown, Nina I. & Jonathan Peters, “Say This, Not That: Government Regulation and Control of Social Media,” 
Syracuse Law Review, Vol. 68, No. 3, 2018; Coldewey, Devin, “Who regulates social media?” Tech Crunch  ̧
October 19, 2020. As of July 13, 2021: https://techcrunch.com/2020/10/19/who-regulates-social-
media/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAFmjo
0qMzAkq-opJ24-
WH_i50uwZkfqlUgap3sF0Dc5YQR41XdnzIScocsJyAbcuykxRjw9xeHD7I5qZGYiYzbH8lSMLZBm7rMoOLyK9
4JQoBkMv1d1ZyxFKWfDZcLP3gyZFREPSM6r3FEimkzF4odAM9k91pI8aydkx76esDisb 

https://techcrunch.com/2020/10/19/who-regulates-social-media/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAFmjo0qMzAkq-opJ24-WH_i50uwZkfqlUgap3sF0Dc5YQR41XdnzIScocsJyAbcuykxRjw9xeHD7I5qZGYiYzbH8lSMLZBm7rMoOLyK94JQoBkMv1d1ZyxFKWfDZcLP3gyZFREPSM6r3FEimkzF4odAM9k91pI8aydkx76esDisb
https://techcrunch.com/2020/10/19/who-regulates-social-media/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAFmjo0qMzAkq-opJ24-WH_i50uwZkfqlUgap3sF0Dc5YQR41XdnzIScocsJyAbcuykxRjw9xeHD7I5qZGYiYzbH8lSMLZBm7rMoOLyK94JQoBkMv1d1ZyxFKWfDZcLP3gyZFREPSM6r3FEimkzF4odAM9k91pI8aydkx76esDisb
https://techcrunch.com/2020/10/19/who-regulates-social-media/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAFmjo0qMzAkq-opJ24-WH_i50uwZkfqlUgap3sF0Dc5YQR41XdnzIScocsJyAbcuykxRjw9xeHD7I5qZGYiYzbH8lSMLZBm7rMoOLyK94JQoBkMv1d1ZyxFKWfDZcLP3gyZFREPSM6r3FEimkzF4odAM9k91pI8aydkx76esDisb
https://techcrunch.com/2020/10/19/who-regulates-social-media/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAFmjo0qMzAkq-opJ24-WH_i50uwZkfqlUgap3sF0Dc5YQR41XdnzIScocsJyAbcuykxRjw9xeHD7I5qZGYiYzbH8lSMLZBm7rMoOLyK94JQoBkMv1d1ZyxFKWfDZcLP3gyZFREPSM6r3FEimkzF4odAM9k91pI8aydkx76esDisb
https://techcrunch.com/2020/10/19/who-regulates-social-media/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAFmjo0qMzAkq-opJ24-WH_i50uwZkfqlUgap3sF0Dc5YQR41XdnzIScocsJyAbcuykxRjw9xeHD7I5qZGYiYzbH8lSMLZBm7rMoOLyK94JQoBkMv1d1ZyxFKWfDZcLP3gyZFREPSM6r3FEimkzF4odAM9k91pI8aydkx76esDisb
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points of connection where users can learn typical distribution techniques or producer 
motivations that help them in their choices and behaviors after viewing false information, and I 
address those. However, I spend the majority of the dissertation focusing on users’ responses and 
acumen in how to help them discern, avoid, and resist disinformation. 

Mindset Change: What Inform or User-focused Policies Aim to Do 

A Consumption- or user-focused approach does not seek to identify and remove false 
information. Rather, it educates or persuades users to better discern, avoid, and resist false 
information. This dissertation sought evidence-based recommendations for how to help users 
discern, avoid, and resist false information during election seasons in an effort to limit or prevent 
the spread of false information immediately following users consuming false information or at 
the Consumption stage.  

Research Questions and Approach  
I focused my research questions on three connected lines of inquiry: 1) facilitating 

communication through a common lexicon, 2) finding users most exposed to false-information, 
and 3) testing a policy-option designed to help those users resist false information.  

Before approaching the subject of disinformation on social media, I first sought to build a 
consensus on terms useful in talking about disinformation. Because disinformation on social 
media is a relatively new and changing issue, definitions are frequently shifting. Discussion can 
often confuse and frustrate parties as the same word might be used to refer to different or 
overlapping concepts. Because of this, I focused on first building a common lexicon. I asked:  
 

1) What are clear, widely acceptable and applicable definitions needed to investigate 
resisting false information on social media?  
 

I used a literature review in related fields to collect candidate definitions and then chose the 
most practical and simple definitions from the perspective of a policymaker at a social media 
platform.  

After coming to clear definitions relevant to this field, I then pursued my next lines of 
inquiry, starting with: How would social media platforms find users most at risk of exposure to 
false information? This operates under the assumption that users most exposed to disinformation 
will be most likely to spread disinformation (compared to less exposed users). Therefore, my 
second research question asked:  

 
2) How might social media platforms use network analysis to locate users most exposed to 

false information? Are there any distinguishing features in how well networks of users 
resist false information? If so, what are they?  
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To answer this question, I collected Twitter data on conversations about the 2016 U.S. 

presidential campaign in the months preceding the election. I then used a combination of 
network analysis (to find users and their networks that feed them information) and text analysis 
(to determine what mix of information on users’ networks is false information). I used this 
combination of methods to suggest a proof-of-concept (rather than a more detailed design-brief) 
policymakers could adapt to their platforms to find their at-risk users.  

Finally, once I explored a method for finding users most exposed to false information, I 
explored what a social media platform might do to help those users resist false information. I 
focused on one promising application from social science research, inoculation theory (or more 
popularly known as “pre-bunking” on social media platforms, derived from debunking, pre-
bunks minimize the effects of false information before exposure rather than after exposure), and 
asked:  

 
3) Can inoculations reduce or prevent increases in emotions in participants? Were there any 

demographic features that correlated with resistance to sharing disinformation? Can 
inoculations reduce participants’ behavioral intent to engage with disinformation? 

 
I tested inoculations or pre-bunks in a survey experiment on a non-representative sample (n = 

634) that matched the U.S. Census for age, sex, and race. This experiment is another proof-of-
concept social media companies could use to help their users resist disinformation.  

I compiled the most applicable and useful findings from my research into short industry 
white papers written for policymakers at Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube (see Appendices A, B, 
and C). Though these interviewees will remain anonymous, their guidance was invaluable and 
helped make these white papers much more applicable and tailored for the intended policy 
clients. 

Answers to these research questions are meant to clarify and streamline the conversation 
around disinformation on social media, help platforms find users most at risk of engaging14 with 
disinformation, and then help platforms help their users resist that disinformation. 

Problem Background 
There is too much false information on social media during election seasons.15 False 

information on social media during elections can threaten civic processes and erode trust in 
democratic systems. The most illustrative example of this is the January 6th insurrection at the 

 
14 I define engagement is a response to information on a social media platform that is recorded by the platform. It 
includes, but is not limited to, a repost or retweet, pressing a “like” button, reacting with emojis, upvoting, etc. 
15 I define election seasons as political campaigns leading up to an election and the election day itself. 
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U.S. Capitol, which stalled democratic processes, cost a number of lives, and occurred after 
months of dis- and misinformation spread distrust in some states’ election results.16 U.S. 
adversaries have also weaponized social media platforms to carry out “information warfare” 
operations.17 According to the Report On The Investigation Into Russian Interference In The 
2016 Presidential Election (colloquially referred to as the Mueller report), Russia used social 
media platforms to exacerbate political and social divisions during the 2016 presidential election 
in service of their information warfare campaign objectives against the U.S.18 Effectively 
defending against false information on social media during elections is the pressing policy 
problem I address in this dissertation.  

Foreign and domestic efforts to influence elections are not new; however, using social media 
to spread false information is relatively novel. Many recent elections have been targets of 
manipulative influence campaigns using falsehoods on social media, including the 2016 U.S. 
presidential election, 2016 Brexit referendum, 2017 French presidential election, 2018 
Taiwanese local elections, 2019 Canadian parliamentary election, and the 2020 U.S. presidential 
election.19 Disinformation efforts have originated from domestic as well as foreign sources.20  

Social media can accelerate the spread of false information. It provides a faster, cheaper, 
more efficient medium through which to spread influential falsehoods.21 A study tracking the 
spread of falsehoods on Twitter found false information spread significantly faster, penetrates 

 
16 Jalonick, Mary Clare, “Takeaways: What hearings have revealed about Jan. 6 failures,” AP News, March 3, 2021. 
As of May 13, 2021: https://apnews.com/article/january-6-capitol-siege-hearings-takeaways-
d51eb0e41299260a231648e5283e4349  
17 U.S. Department of Justice, Report on the Investigation into Russian Interference in the 2016 Presidential 
Election, Volume I of II, Washington, D.C., March 2019. 
18 U.S. Department of Justice, 2019. 
19 Wintour, Patrick, “Russian bid to influence Brexit vote detailed in new US Senate report,” The Guardian, Jan 10, 
2018. As of Jul 10, 2019: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/10/russian-influence-brexit-vote-detailed-
us-senate-report; Conley, Heather A. and Jean-Baptiste Jeangène Vilmer, “Successfully Countering Russian 
Electoral Interference,” CSIS Briefs, Jun 21, 2018. As of Jul 10, 2019: https://www.csis.org/analysis/successfully-
countering-russian-electoral-interference; Ljunggren, David, “CORRECTED-Foreign interference in 2019 Canada 
election very likely -Ottawa” Reuters, Apr 8, 2019. As of Jul 10, 2019: https://www.reuters.com/article/canada-
politics-election/corrected-foreign-interference-in-2019-canada-election-very-likely-ottawa-idUSL1N21Q0A9; 
Colman, Alistair, “Analysis: Website spreads untrue Trudeau rumours ahead of Canada election,” BBC Monitoring, 
October 21, 2019. As of May 18, 2021: https://monitoring.bbc.co.uk/product/c2016acm; Alba, Davey & Joseph 
Plambeck, “What You Need to Know About the Election and Disinformation,” New York Times, November 16, 
2020. As of May 18, 2021: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/16/us/election-disinformation.html 
20 Twitter, Retrospective Review: Twitter, Inc. and the 2018 Midterm Elections in the United States, February 4, 
2019. As of August 12, 2019: https://blog.twitter.com/content/dam/blog-twitter/official/en_us/company/2019/2018-
retrospective-review.pdf  
21 Aro, Jessikka, "The Cyberspace War: Propaganda and Trolling as Warfare Tools," European View, Vol. 15, No. 
1, 2016, pp. 121-132. 

https://apnews.com/article/january-6-capitol-siege-hearings-takeaways-d51eb0e41299260a231648e5283e4349
https://apnews.com/article/january-6-capitol-siege-hearings-takeaways-d51eb0e41299260a231648e5283e4349
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/10/russian-influence-brexit-vote-detailed-us-senate-report
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/10/russian-influence-brexit-vote-detailed-us-senate-report
https://www.csis.org/analysis/successfully-countering-russian-electoral-interference
https://www.csis.org/analysis/successfully-countering-russian-electoral-interference
https://www.reuters.com/article/canada-politics-election/corrected-foreign-interference-in-2019-canada-election-very-likely-ottawa-idUSL1N21Q0A9
https://www.reuters.com/article/canada-politics-election/corrected-foreign-interference-in-2019-canada-election-very-likely-ottawa-idUSL1N21Q0A9
https://monitoring.bbc.co.uk/product/c2016acm
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/16/us/election-disinformation.html
https://blog.twitter.com/content/dam/blog-twitter/official/en_us/company/2019/2018-retrospective-review.pdf
https://blog.twitter.com/content/dam/blog-twitter/official/en_us/company/2019/2018-retrospective-review.pdf
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deeper,22 and spreads wider23 than true information across all tested categories, including 
political news, terrorism, natural disasters, science, urban legends, and financial information. 
Notably, false political news spread faster, deeper, and wider than falsehoods from any other 
category.24  

Context of the Problem 

Falsehoods on social media do not exist in a closed system. Other trends and influences 
contribute to the spread and speed of false information on platforms. Two of these considerations 
are the 24-hour news cycle and a societal trend toward “truth decay.” 

The Role of Journalism and the 24-hour News Cycle  

A large contributor to the increase in false information on social media is the changing role 
of journalism. The rise of the 24-hour news cycle, profit motive, and increasing competition 
from partisan, niche news organizations have prioritized commentary or breaking coverage over 
investigative journalism in some print and television journalism.25 This is compounded by the 
increase in diverse online news sources that allow consumers to select news that conforms with 
their biases.26  

Journalists can also unwittingly spread false information as they report on it. Joan Donovan, 
a leading disinformation researcher at Harvard’s Shorenstein Center, says there are ways 
journalists can report on events without boosting the profile of disinformation or manipulation 
campaigns, but many journalists have yet to follow these practices.27 

Truth Decay  

 Truth decay is characterized by the diminishing role of facts and analysis in American public 
life in favor of opinions, disagreement over facts, and declining trust in formerly respected 
sources of factual information.28 Researchers tracked earlier episodes of truth decay in America 

 
22 measured by the number of retweets 
23 measured by the number of users retweeting 
24 Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral, 2018. 
25 Kavanagh, Jennifer and Michael D. Rich, Truth Decay: An Initial Exploration of the Diminishing Role of Facts 
and Analysis in American Public Life. Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2018. 
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR2314.html. 
26 Wicks, Robert H., Jan L. Wicks, and Shauna A. Morimoto, “Partisan Media Selective Exposure During the 2012 
Presidential Election,” American Behavioral Scientist, Vol. 58, No. 9, pp 1131-1143, 2013 
27 Donovan, Joan, “How journalists can avoid being manipulated by trolls seeking to spread disinformation,” 
International Journalists' Network, April 23, 2018. As of August 20, 2019: https://datasociety.net/output/how-
journalists-can-avoid-being-manipulated-by-trolls-seeking-to-spread-disinformation/; Ingram, Mathew, “Media can 
help fight misinformation, says Harvard’s Joan Donovan,” Columbia Journalism Review, May 21, 2019. As of 
August 20, 2019: https://www.cjr.org/the_new_gatekeepers/media-misinformation-joan-donovan.php 
28 Kavanagh and Rich, 2018. 

https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR2314.html
https://datasociety.net/output/how-journalists-can-avoid-being-manipulated-by-trolls-seeking-to-spread-disinformation/
https://datasociety.net/output/how-journalists-can-avoid-being-manipulated-by-trolls-seeking-to-spread-disinformation/
https://www.cjr.org/the_new_gatekeepers/media-misinformation-joan-donovan.php
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to the 1890s, when sensationalism was used to increase newspaper readership.29 Today, truth 
decay is seen in a confusing information climate, increasing tendencies for people to blur or 
abandon facts, and declining trust in institutions and the news media, all while the speed of 
information is increasing more than it ever has in the past.30  

Truth decay can also have harmful implications for democratic processes. One study showed 
that successive elections in developing countries where information regarding the economy was 
non-transparent, contradictory, or unreliable resulted in lower confidence in democracy and, in 
some cases, a coup or replacement of the democratic system.31 While researchers did not observe 
coups in developed countries, it is important to recognize the harm decayed information 
environments can have on democratic systems. 

Scope 

I scoped this dissertation to the U.S. information environment, my unit of analysis is social 
media users, and I focus on false information specific to political campaigns during elections. I 
am aware the scope of my dissertation rests inside a larger context. Different countries have 
different information environments that interplay in a global environment. Social media users are 
just one type of actor in a larger system of supply and demand for false information, including 
journalists, foreign and domestic authors of disinformation, automated bots, trolls,32 and many 
more actors. Finally, there are many other topics of false information besides political topics. I 
chose a limited scope to better investigate specific, applied ways to increase social media users’ 
resistance to false information. By limiting my scope to one country, one type of actor in the 
information environment, and one topic of disinformation, I worked to find principles and 
practices that social media companies could use to help their users better resist false information. 
These principles and practices might be generalizable to other contexts, information 
environments, and topics of disinformation, but that is outside the scope of this study. 

Social Media User as the Unit of Analysis 

The unit of analysis in my dissertation is the social media user. I chose social media users 
(Consumers) over Production and Distribution agents of false information because 1) this 
approach is under-researched, 2) it complements current approaches focusing on Production and 
Distribution of false information, and 3) by focusing on making users “hard-to-hit” targets of 

 
29 Kavanagh and Rich, 2018. 
30 Kavanagh and Rich, 2018. West, Darrell M., “How to Combat Fake News and Disinformation,” Brookings, Dec 
18, 2017. As of Jul 11, 2019: https://www.brookings.edu/research/how-to-combat-fake-news-and-disinformation/ 
31 Hollyer, James R., B. Peter Rosendorff, and James Raymond Vreeland, “Information, Autocracy and Democracy: 
Economic Transparency and Political (In)Stability,” Cambridge University Press, 2018. 
32 Trolls are users who stir up strife by making deliberately offensive or provocative posts. 

https://www.brookings.edu/research/how-to-combat-fake-news-and-disinformation/
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disinformation, it permits a Producer-agnostic defense rather than countering specific bad actors, 
who can either change or be politically precarious to focus on (especially in the case of domestic 
disinformation groups).  

Social Media Platforms as the Policy Client 

I choose select social media platforms as my policy clients. Social media platforms are 
hardly the only actors in finding solutions for false information in the U.S. information 
environment. However, I focused on social media platforms as my policy-client because 1) most 
major platforms have an interest in making their platforms more secure against false information 
and 2) they have an ability to directly interact with social media users, the Consumers of 
information. As evidenced in the existence of Inform policies, platforms have the ability, agility, 
and interest in strengthening their users and protecting their platforms against disinformation. I 
acknowledge there are many different types of social media companies (Twitter, WhatsApp, 
Reddit, Tumblr, etc.) and my methods will not apply to all of them. However, I later categorize 
social media companies and further scope which social media companies my findings can be 
most useful to.  

A Note About Realities Beyond the Scope of this Research 

Although not included in the scope of this research, one important reality facing social media 
policymakers is the role of government and government regulation in their efforts to reduce 
disinformation on their platforms. The politically charged atmosphere currently surrounding 
social media companies’ disinformation efforts is a persistent consideration and can be a 
limitation. As I did not study the role government and regulations play in platforms’ efforts to 
limit disinformation, I can offer no advice. However, if I had, relevant questions might have 
guided this research include the following:  

1) What role, if any, should regulators play in guiding user-focused policies?  
2) What historic precedents might inform regulations, including FCC regulations of radio, 

television, and print journalism, FTC regulations of trades and industries, and models 
from other fields?  

3) What regulatory steps have other countries taken and where might there be possible 
application in the U.S. context?  

4) As platforms take an increasingly active role in enacting user-focused, Inform policies, 
what regulatory or legal framework will support and incentivize companies and also 
protect the public?  

5) What are the costs of identifying false information and enforcing regulations and who 
will bear those costs—platforms, users, an existing or new government agency, or some 
combination?  

6) What might improve working relationships between elected government officials and 
platforms in their current low-trust, politically-fraught interactions?  
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7) What agency will handle enforcement of false information regulation on platforms if 
false information predominantly targets one side of the political spectrum? How can the 
public be assured this agency’s enforcement is unbiased? Will this agency also shield 
platforms from legislative or executive backlash if these branches believe (without 
evidence) that platform enforcement was biased? What are the political consequences for 
both platforms and agencies of being perceived as politically biased, and how can these 
consequences be avoided? 

All these questions and more consistently present themselves to social media platforms as 
they test and field interventions to reduce disinformation on their platforms. While these 
questions fall outside the scope of this research, these and the broader question of, ‘What role, if 
any, will government and regulation play in platforms’ efforts to reduce disinformation on their 
platforms?’ will need to be answered as platforms move forward in helping their users resist 
false information.  

Organization of the Dissertation 
Each chapter in this dissertation builds on previous chapters. Chapter 2 answers the first 

research question by building a lexicon. Chapter 3 studies the case for social media platforms 
enacting more user-focused policies by discussing influence literature, the power of persuasive 
technology, the ethics of persuasion, and social media affordances. Chapter 4 then presents 
several topics of research from related fields for how to effectively communicate and persuade. 
Each topic is applied to social media platforms helping their users resist false information. It can 
be read as a reference guide for social media policymakers seeking to expand their use of Inform 
policies.   

Chapter 5 focuses on the second research question (how platforms might locate users most 
exposed to false information). It uses social network analysis and text analysis on Twitter data to 
suggest a proof-of-concept social media platforms could adapt to their platforms in finding at-
risk users.  

Chapter 6 answers the final research question (what methods could platforms use to help 
their users resist false information) by reporting on the results of a survey experiment testing 
inoculation or pre-bunking.  

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the research. It points readers to three short industry white 
papers summarizing practical applications from this dissertation to help policymakers at 
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube in helping their users resist disinformation (see Appendices A, 
B, and C).   
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2. Definitions  

The lack of clear, common definitions hinders the efficient investigation of false information 
on social media. Many fields and experts discuss false information using a wide variety of terms 
with an even wider variety of definitions. This lack of a common lexicon leads to confusion and 
wasted time as fellow experts and laypeople labor under a mistaken assumption of common 
definitions, often to find, much later in a discussion, the need to go back and establish common 
terms. Establishing a common lexicon at the beginning can bypass this confusion, save time, and 
help the conversation spend more time on problems and potential solutions for false information 
rather than discovering a disagreement in terms.  

To facilitate a clearer and streamlined discussion of false information, I conducted a literature 
review to establish definitions for resisting false information on social media. This was in 
support of research question one discussed in the previous chapter. I chose definitions based on 
general agreement already established in the literature (such as with common terms like attitude 
or behavior that has long been defined in psychology). If there was no general agreement (as was 
the case with most terms more closely associated with disinformation), I selected definitions 
based on their clarity and applicability for a policymaker at a social media company. As this 
dissertation was intended for social media policymakers, I selected definitions that were most 
accessible for them and easily applied on a day-to-day basis.  

This chapter investigates several fields, including communications, public health, military 
studies, sociology, and psychology, to better define and understand terms related to false 
information. It concludes with a few less contested definitions from social media (such as user, 
influencer, bot, etc.) that are included for clarity in the discussion going forward and not because 
there is a lack of agreement on these terms. 

Clarifying Definitions to Better Address False Information  

Summary of Chosen Definitions 

Table 2.1 summarizes definitions I use in discussing false information on social media. 
Recall these definitions were chosen either for the general agreement already established in the 
literature for these definitions, or, secondarily, for their clarity and usability by social media 
company policymakers. Clarifying definitions is imperative for effectively discussing false 
information. Definitions provide conceptual common ground and a common starting point, they 
avoid wasting time and attention on redefining concepts, and they bound the field, so attention is 
not diluted across several problems. These definitions are grouped by category in the table 
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below, and longer discussions follow that further explain, contextualize, or describe why I chose 
these definitions.  

Table 2.1: Definitions Surrounding False Information 

Category Term Definition 

Information 

Disinformation The deliberate dissemination of false information33 shared for a 
specific motivation34 

Misinformation The dissemination of false information, due to negligence or an 
honest mistake35 

False Information Misleading information disseminated for any reason or lack 
thereof 

Influence 

Influence 

The process of using direct or indirect means to produce a 
desired behavior or belief in a target person or population. 
Influence can be divided into three groups, rational persuasion, 
manipulation, and coercion36 

Persuasion Influence resulting in affecting behavior or beliefs through reason 
and argument37 

Manipulation 

“Nonrational but noncoercive influence by altering choices 
available or altering a person’s perception of choices available.” 
It can be subdivided into three groups:38 
 
Reason-Bypassing Manipulation is “bypassing a person’s 
reasoning capacities and often their awareness, with examples 
including framing, setting up defaults, setting up the environment 
a certain way, and priming using subconscious cues”  
 
Reason-Countering Manipulation is “influence that operates by 
countering a person’s reasoning capacities, with examples 
including social norms/pressures, inducing affective states, 
playing on desires”  
 
Manipulation by Omission—concealing or removing options or 
information  

Coercion Influence resulting in affecting behavior or beliefs through force 
or severe threats39 

Targets of 
Influence 

Attitude “an evaluative integration of cognitions and affects experienced 
in relation to an object”40 

Attitude Certainty the level of conviction, confidence, correctness, or validity with 

 
33 King’s Centre for Strategic Communications and NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence, “Fake 
News: A Roadmap – Executive Summary,” in Jente Althuis, and Leonie Haidan, eds., Fake News: A Road Map, 
Riga, Latvia, 2018, p. 2. As of December 4, 2018: https://www.stratcomcoe.org/executive-summary-fake-news-
roadmap 
34 Wardle, Claire, “Fake News. It’s Complicated,” First Draft, February 16, 2017. 
35 King’s Centre for Strategic Communications and NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence, 2018.  
36 Blumenthal-Barby, J.S., “Between Reason and Coercion: Ethically Permissible Influence in Health Care and 
Health Policy Contexts,” Kennedy Institute of Ethics Journal, Vol. 22, No. 4, December 2012. 
37 Blumenthal-Barby, 2012. 
38 Blumenthal-Barby, 2012. 
39 Blumenthal-Barby, 2012. 
40 Crano, W. & Prislin, R., “Attitudes and Persuasion,” Annual Review of Psychology, Vol. 57, p. 347, 2006. 

https://www.stratcomcoe.org/executive-summary-fake-news-roadmap
https://www.stratcomcoe.org/executive-summary-fake-news-roadmap
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Category Term Definition 
which one believes his or her attitude41 

Behavior an organism’s activities in response to external or internal 
stimuli42 

Environment Information 
Environment 

“the aggregate of individuals, organizations, and systems that 
collect, process, disseminate, or act on information”43 

Skill Information 
Discernment 

The ability and practice to perceive or detect misleading 
information 

Information Definitions  

The first group of definitions deals with types of misleading information: dis-, mis-, and false 
information. Before defining these types of information, it is worth noting why I selected these 
terms over popular terms like ‘fake news.’ The recent explosion of ‘fake news’ led the British 
government to conduct an 18-month study of the phenomenon. The report states fake news has 
taken on added connotations to indicate news one does not agree with. They recommended 
abandoning the term ‘fake news’ in favor of definitions for misinformation and disinformation.44 
People of specific political persuasions also use the term fake news. A study from Oxford 
University’s Computational Propaganda Project studying 13,400 Twitter users and 48,000 public 
Facebook pages showed that ‘fake news’ is shared more frequently in the U.S. by those on the 
political right, especially Donald Trump supporters.45 By August of 2017, Facebook had quietly 
changed their terminology from ‘fake news’ to ‘false news.’46 With the political bias and 
polarizing nature of the term ‘fake news,’ and because not all false information found on social 
media is news, I adopted dis-, mis-, and false information. 

 
41 Clarkson, Joshua J., Zakary L. Tormala, and Derek D. Rucker, “A New Look at the Consequences of Attitude 
Certainty: The Amplification Hypothesis,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol. 95, No. 4, pp. 810–
825, 2008. 
42 APA Dictionary of Psychology, “behavior,” webpage, 2018. As of November 25, 2019: 
https://dictionary.apa.org/behavior 
43 United States: Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-13; Information Operations, , February 13, 2006. As of 
August 13, 2019: https://www.hsdl.org/?view&did=461648 
44 House of Commons Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee, Disinformation and ‘fake news’: Final Report, 
Eighth Report of Session 2017-19, February 14, 2019.  http://www.politics.co.uk/comment-analysis/2018/07/29/it-s-
time-to-ditch-the-term-fake-news 
45 Narayanan, Vidya, Vlad Barash, John Kelly, Bence Kollanyi, Lisa-Maria Neudert and Philip N. Howard, 
“Polarization, Partisanship and Junk News Consumption over Social Media in the US,” Project on Computational 
Propaganda, Oxford University, February 6, 2018. As of December 20, 2018: http://blogs.oii.ox.ac.uk/comprop/wp-
content/uploads/sites/93/2018/02/Polarization-Partisanship-JunkNews.pdf 
46 Oremus, Will, “Facebook Has Stopped Saying “Fake News”,” Slate, August 8, 2017. As of December 3, 2018: 
https://slate.com/technology/2017/08/facebook-has-stopped-saying-fake-news-is-false-news-any-better.html; 
Whitney, Jake, “How the Right Co-Opted ‘Fake News,’” The Daily Beast, April 11, 2017. As of December 19, 
2018: https://www.thedailybeast.com/how-the-right-co-opted-fake-news 

https://dictionary.apa.org/behavior
https://www.hsdl.org/?view&did=461648
http://www.politics.co.uk/comment-analysis/2018/07/29/it-s-time-to-ditch-the-term-fake-news
http://www.politics.co.uk/comment-analysis/2018/07/29/it-s-time-to-ditch-the-term-fake-news
http://blogs.oii.ox.ac.uk/comprop/wp-content/uploads/sites/93/2018/02/Polarization-Partisanship-JunkNews.pdf
http://blogs.oii.ox.ac.uk/comprop/wp-content/uploads/sites/93/2018/02/Polarization-Partisanship-JunkNews.pdf
https://slate.com/technology/2017/08/facebook-has-stopped-saying-fake-news-is-false-news-any-better.html
https://www.thedailybeast.com/how-the-right-co-opted-fake-news
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Mis-, Dis-, and False Information 

Most sources agree on definitions for misinformation and disinformation. I selected 
definitions from the King’s Centre for Strategic Communications and NATO Strategic 
Communications Centre of Excellence’s report, Fake News: A Roadmap.47 These sources define 
both mis- and disinformation as the dissemination of false information, but for different 
motivations, either deliberate (disinformation) or negligence (misinformation). I selected these 
definitions because they were the most accessible, applied, and clear. I also chose them because 
they came from academic and reputable sources, giving these definitions some resilience to 
changing political connotations. 

When the motivation behind sharing mis- or disinformation is unclear, I simply refer to it as 
false information. False information is misleading information disseminated for any reason or 
lack thereof.48 On the occasions when social media users identify false information shared with 
them, they often do not know if it is deliberate disinformation or mistaken misinformation. 
Disinformation turns into misinformation the moment it is believed and shared. From a user’s 
perspective, the effect of both mis- and disinformation is often the same, believing or acting on 
information they think is true. However, the distinction between mis- and disinformation matters 
for social media policy makers in how they construct policy. So, wherever the intention is known 
behind sharing false information, I use mis- or disinformation. When intention is unknown, I use 
false information. 

False Information Typology 

To further classify types of mis- and disinformation, I adopted Claire Wardle’s typology 
from First Draft, “7 Types of Mis- and Disinformation.”49 Wardle’s spectrum of false 
information, from ‘Satire or Parody’ to ‘Fabricated Content,’ spans the spectrum of false 
information and bounds the field (Figure 2.1).  

I chose Wardle’s typology over others for three reasons. I reasoned the most useful 
definitions for mis- and disinformation for a social media client would be ones that are 
accessible, applied, and within a sound framework that could withstand both academic and 
political scrutiny. Although Fallis (2009) has an excellent and philosophically-sound definition 
of false information, it proves too dense and abstract to be readily applied.50 Social media 

 
47 Since most definitions agreed on definitions for mis- and disinformation, I chose these sources for their 
reputability and history in defining and combatting disinformation. These sources are also less partisan in nature, 
especially in the context of American politics, and were intentionally chosen to mitigate partisanship in discussing 
the problem of false information on social media. 
48 This definition is my own, since I did not find sources clearly defining mis- and disinformation when it was 
unknown if the intent for sharing the false information was deliberate or negligent. 
49 Wardle, 2017. 
50 Fallis, Don, “A Conceptual Analysis of Disinformation,” Conference Proceedings: iConference 2009, February 
28, 2009. Fallis’s philosophical concept analysis resulted in the following formula. While thorough and well 
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companies themselves operate with their own definitions of falsehoods. I found these to be 
applied and accessible, but not necessarily able to withstand political changes. The term ‘fake 
news,’ as discussed earlier, is one example of how a term may be politicized and undergo a 
change in meaning. Frequently changing definitions confuse the field. Wardle’s typology offers 
an academically thorough framework that is accessible and easily applied while not being 
politically charged. It is an excellent framework for understanding the spectrum of false 
information on social media.  

Figure 2.1: First Draft’s 7 Types of Mis- and Disinformation by Claire Wardle 

 
SOURCE: Wardle, Claire, “Fake News. It’s Complicated,” First Draft, February 16, 2017. 

Influence Definitions  

After defining types of information, the next group of terms deals with types of influence. 
Influence is an umbrella term with various types of influence branching below it, including 
persuasion, manipulation, and coercion. Several definitions for influence exist. Cialdini 
researched and authored his famous book Influence. In it, he details six principles of influence 
derived from both experiments and observations of professional influencers, such as salespeople, 
advertisers, and politicians. However, Cialdini principally describes how to influence and does 

 
defined, Fallis’s philosophical concept analysis of what constitutes disinformation it is not easily used by social 
media policy makers. It also only deals with disinformation and not misinformation. I discarded it for these reasons, 
however his formula for deciding if something is disinformation follows: “You disinform X if and only if: 1. You 
disseminate information i. 2. You believe that p is false. 3. You foresee that X is likely to infer from the content of 
information i that p. 4. p is false. 5. It is reasonable for X to infer from the content of information i that p.” 
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not offer a clear, applicable definition of influence itself.51 Perhaps he relies on a common 
language definition of influence. The Oxford English Dictionary defines influence as “the 
capacity to have an effect on the character, development, or behavior of someone or something, 
or the effect itself.” Cialdini’s book, written for a general audience, likely adopts a common 
definition like this. The U.S. military’s Strategic Communication Joint Integrating Concept 
defines influence as, “convincing others to think and act in ways compatible with [the 
influencer’s] objectives, whether this means causing others to adopt a specific course of action or 
simply understand [the influencers] better and accept [them] more.”52 This definition allows for 
influence to result in a measurable action, or in attitude or belief change. However, it is specific 
to a military viewpoint and not as readily applicable to social media companies. In all, these 
separate fields agree that influence is doing something to cause a desired change in someone 
else. However, the most applied and thorough definitions for influence and its derivatives 
(persuasion, manipulation, and coercion) comes from bioethics research.  

Influence Typology 

Blumenthal-Barby’s research on bioethics offers the most clearly bounded, direct, and 
applied definitions of influence. She defines influence as “the process of using direct or indirect 
means to produce a desired behavior or belief in a target person or population.”53 In this 
dissertation, I chiefly use influence as a verb that describes attempts to alter someone’s beliefs or 
behaviors. When influence is used as a verb, it refers to using that process or method to gain that 
influence or produce the desired behavior or belief. Applied to this dissertation, social media 
platforms may ethically influence their users in how they interact with false information. 
Blumenthal-Barby defines each subcategory of influence and discusses the ethical use of each.  

Persuasion 

She defines persuasion as, “influence resulting in affecting behavior or beliefs through 
reason and argument.”54 Persuasion seeks to influence through transparent methods of reasoning 
and argumentation. Persuasion is typically an ethical course when influencing others.  

Types of Manipulation 

While persuasion is an ethical use of influence, manipulation and coercion are progressively 
less so. Blumenthal-Barby seeks to clarify definitions of manipulation in the gray area between 

 
51 Cialdini, Robert B., Influence: Science and Practice, Glenview: Scott, Foresman and Company, ed. 5, 2008. 
52 U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, Strategic Communication Joint Integrating Concept, Strategic Communication JIC 
V1.0, Washington D.C., October 7, 2009. As of December 20, 2018: 
http://www.jcs.mil/Portals/36/Documents/Doctrine/concepts/jic_strategiccommunications.pdf?ver=2017-12-28-
162005-353 
53 Blumenthal-Barby, 2012. 
54 Blumenthal-Barby, 2012. 

http://www.jcs.mil/Portals/36/Documents/Doctrine/concepts/jic_strategiccommunications.pdf?ver=2017-12-28-162005-353
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ethical persuasion and unethical coercion. She describes manipulation as “nonrational but 
noncoercive influence” that alters choices available, alters the perception of choices available, or 
omits choices.55 She subdivides manipulation into three types: reason-bypassing, reason-
countering, and omission. These paths in influence are illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

Figure 2.2 Blumenthal-Barby’s Influence Classification Tree 

 

Reason-Bypassing Manipulation  

This is manipulation that bypasses “a person’s reasoning capacities and often their 
awareness, with examples including framing, setting up defaults, setting up the environment a 
certain way, and priming using subconscious cues.”56 This type of manipulation sets up the 
environment to favor a pre-designed choice before any overt persuasion or communication 
occurs. Cialdini also explored this principle of influence and termed it pre-suasion. Pre-suasion is 
what we say or do "immediately before making an appeal” and it typically “significantly affects 
its persuasive success."57 As an example, he describes a mattress store wanting its customers to 
favor comfort over cost. When a store put fluffy clouds in the background and loading page of its 
website, customers browsed more comfortable, higher cost mattresses than when they put dollar 
signs in the background and loading page.58 Pre-suasion, or this type of reason-bypassing 
manipulation, sets up the environment to influence subjects in favor of a pre-selected choice. 
Another example of reason-bypassing manipulation is the Sunstein and Thaler’s Nudge 

 
55 Blumenthal-Barby, 2012. 
56 Blumenthal-Barby, 2012. 
57 Cialdini, Robert, Pre-suasion: A Revolutionary Way to Influence and Persuade, New York: Simon and Schuster, 
2016, p. 209. 
58 Cialdini, 2016. 
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principle.59 Nudges are ways to set up an environment to make desirable choices easier to make. 
For example, a school cafeteria may put healthier foods at eye level and leave less healthy foods 
in harder to reach places. Likewise, defaults on social media settings can be set to options 
preferred by the social media platforms. More nefarious reason-bypassing manipulation includes 
disinformation memes and ads that use false context to frame an issue. Reason-bypassing 
manipulation can be used in both ethically acceptable and ethically dubious ways. 

Reason-Countering Manipulation 

Reason-countering manipulation “operates by countering a person’s reasoning capacities, 
with examples including social norms/pressures, inducing affective states, and playing on 
desires.”60 This manipulates emotions, desires, or social context to influence a decision. Many 
political ads use this type of manipulation to play on emotions rather than engage reasoning 
skills in their viewers. It is arguable Cambridge Analytica’s targeting of “the persuadables” with 
an inundation of political ads and messages during the U.S. 2016 presidential election played so 
much on emotions, social norms, and perceptions of reality for this group of undecided voters 
that they were manipulated using reason-countering manipulation.61 

Omission 

This type of manipulation involves leaving out or concealing choices or information so as 
not to offer those choices to participants. This manipulation limits agency and does not allow a 
participant autonomy in decision-making.  

These types of manipulation are not always unethical. In fact, Blumenthal-Barby asserts 
that rather than normatively labeling each category as ethical or unethical, it is more beneficial to 
use a criterion to decide the ethics of each piece of influence. Deciding how ethical these forms 
of manipulation are depends on 1) the impact of the manipulation on the subject’s autonomy and 
2) the relationship between the influencer and the influenced. If the influenced retains much 
autonomy and feels free to favor choices not favored by the influencer, this type of manipulation 
may be ethical and even welcomed by the influenced. An example of this may be incentives 
from one’s bank to receive a higher interest rate by keeping a higher amount in savings. The 
influenced person may freely choose to keep less savings, and their relationship with the bank is 
not in jeopardy by not responding to the manipulation. It is important for social media platforms 
considering helping their users to discern, avoid, or resist false information to weigh a potential 
manipulation against the autonomy of their user and their relationship with the platform. If their 

 
59 Sunstein, Cass R. and Richard H. Thaler, Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness, 
New York: Penguin Books, 2009. 
60 Blumenthal-Barby, 2012. 
61 Noujaim, Jehane and Karim Amer (Producers & Directors). (2019). The Great Hack [motion picture]. USA: 
Netflix.  
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autonomy is preserved and their relationship with platform remains intact, then their potential 
manipulation may be ethical and even desirable.  

Coercion 

Finally, coercion according to Blumenthal-Barby is “influence resulting in affecting behavior 
or beliefs through force or severe threats.”62 This is influence through threat of force and is not 
ethical in communication influence and has been used for malicious purposes in the past.63 

Targets of Influence Definitions: Attitude and Behavior 

After defining diverse types of information and influence, the next group of definitions 
focuses on the psychological targets of influence messages, attitude, and behavior. To define 
these psychological terms, I relied on the widely-agreed-upon definitions found in psychology 
dictionaries and research. According to an Annual Review of Psychology, attitude is “an 
evaluative integration of cognitions and affects experienced in relation to an object.” This means 
that attitude is the culmination of what we judge something to be, based on our thoughts and 
feelings about it. Attitude certainty is how strong that attitude is, or the level of conviction, 
confidence, correctness, or validity with which one believes that attitude64 The level of one’s 
attitude certainty affects what kind of persuasive tools or methods work better. Some persuasive 
techniques used on someone with strong attitude certainty may backfire and lead to greater 
attitude certainty against the target behavior while an ambivalent person may react favorably to 
the same persuasive technique and be persuaded. Understanding attitude and attitude certainty 
are both important for selecting persuasive techniques and is addressed in the next chapter. 

Attitude affects behavior. Behavior is defined as an organism’s activities in response to 
external or internal stimuli.65 Applied to this study, behavior is social media users’ response to 
external stimuli (including false information, group pressures, and platform features) and internal 
stimuli (including attitudes, biases, and past experiences). Several different user behaviors that 
social media platforms can track may be of interest in this study, including re-sharing links, 
posts, or tweets, language or emotional information in posts, and time spent on social media. 

Information Environment Definitions 

After describing information types, forms of influence, and the targets of that influence, I 
now describe the context that information resides in, or the information environment. 
Information exists inside a system with many other entities. To describe the information 

 
62 Blumenthal-Barby, 2012. 
63 Thomas, Timothy L., “Russia’s Reflexive Control Theory and the Military,” Journal of Slavic Military Studies, 
No. 17, 2004, p. 241. 
64 Clarkson, Tormala, and Rucker, 2008. 
65 APA Dictionary of Psychology, 2019. 
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environment, I looked to academic research, non-profits, and U.S. military studies. Although 
these disparate fields have little contact with each other, I found striking similarities in their 
descriptions of this environment, especially from the U.S. military and an information resilience 
and journalism non-profit, Internews.66 These different fields converged to a similar point in how 
they describe the information environment, which gives weight to their conceptualization. Both 
groups describe information as existing inside a system (either an environment or an ecosystem) 
with three components. The military describes three dimensions: the physical, informational, and 
cognitive dimensions of the information environment. Internews has three levels, key structures 
(analogous to the physical dimension), information market (informational dimension), and 
information flows through human and social systems (cognitive dimension).  

Because both frameworks were similar, I decided to use the military’s framework, due to its 
brevity, clarity, and its emphasis on playing an active role in the information environment. 
Internews’s definition carries the connotation that information happens to entities, whereas the 
military’s definition makes these entities active. Since my dissertation focuses on interventions 
for social media users, I selected the conceptualization that framed users as active in their 
environment.  

Information Ecosystem: The U.S. Military’s Perspective 

The U.S. military has many components which explicitly seek to understand, describe, and 
control various aspects of information systems and how they persuade both friend and foe. They 
adopt the term information environment, as defined by Joint Publication 3-13, where the 
information environment is “the aggregate of individuals, organizations, and systems that 
collect, process, disseminate, or act on information” (Figure 2.3).67 This definition means that the 
environment that information exists and travels in is defined by the sum of the actors in that 
environment (individuals, organizations, and systems) and what they do with that information 
(collect, process, and disseminate). Applied to social media users, the information environment is 
the sum of the users, contacts, social groups, news groups, and social media platforms and how 
information is viewed, shared, suggested, populates feeds, the speed with which content may be 
shared, and choices in how groups are formed and how they share information. This dissertation 
focuses on social media platforms (physical), information shared on those platforms 
(information), and the emotional and persuasive effects that information has on social media 
users (cognitive) in the U.S. information environment.  
 

 
66 Internews, “Mapping Information Ecosystems to Support Resilience,” webpage, undated. As of December 18, 
2019: https://www.unhcr.org/innovation/wp-
content/uploads/2017/10/Internews_Mapping_Information_Ecosystems_2015.pdf 
67 United States: Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2019. 

https://www.unhcr.org/innovation/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Internews_Mapping_Information_Ecosystems_2015.pdf
https://www.unhcr.org/innovation/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Internews_Mapping_Information_Ecosystems_2015.pdf
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Figure 2.3: Three Dimensions of the Information Environment, adapted from JP 3-13 

 
SOURCE: United States: Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-13; Information Operations, , February 13, 2006. As 
of August 13, 2019: https://www.hsdl.org/?view&did=461648 

Information Skills Definition 

Now that I have defined types of information, types of influence, the psychological targets of 
that influence, and the environment information exists in, I next define a desired skill in 
encountering false information on social media. Specifically, information discernment.  

To better define desirable user interactions with information on social media, I defined and 
described a novel term, information discernment. Information discernment is the ability and 
practice to perceive or detect false information. In investigating resistance to false information, I 
found no delineation between resisting virtuous persuasion and resisting persuasion based on 
false information. It became clear that without discerning what type of information was used in a 
persuasive message, social media users could resist even virtuous persuasion and become 
stubborn rather than sophisticated in their consumption of information. I found no unified 

https://www.hsdl.org/?view&did=461648
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concept that described an ability to resist persuasion based on false information while being 
susceptible and open to persuasion based on true information. Hence, information discernment 
was a necessary term to contribute to the conversation.  

Information Discernment Skills and Evaluation 

Although there is little research and evaluation on concepts related to improving information 
discernment, there is preliminary research suggesting practices and habits that could be useful. 
Closely related to the concept of information discernment is media literacy. Media literacy trains 
people to discern false from true information in the news by educating them on news source 
biases, distinguishing fact from opinion, and using fact-checking tools. Dozens of media literacy 
tools, courses, and websites have emerged in the United States and across Europe. In 2019, 
RAND researchers compiled a database of all U.S. online tools from non-profits and civil society 
organizations for detecting disinformation.68 These tools include bot and spam detection tools, 
text and photo verification tools, education and training curricula, and more. These tools, and the 
associated practices and habits necessary to use them, may increase participants’ abilities to 
discern false information.  

However, the effectiveness of these tools and courses remains unknown. Very few media 
literacy programs have been evaluated to determine if they improve information consumption or 
discernment.69 However, one of the few evaluations shows some promise. Participants of the 
Learn to Discern (L2D) media literacy program in Ukraine were evaluated 18 months after the 
conclusion of their course for the long-term effects of media literacy.70 In a survey using a 
stratified random sample comparing 207 participants with a control group of 205 respondents, 
matched for age, gender, region, and education level, participants were: 

 
• 28 percent more likely to demonstrate sophisticated knowledge of the news media 

industry 
• 25 percent more likely to self-report checking multiple news sources 
• 13 percent more likely to correctly identify and critically analyze a fake news story 
• 4 percent more likely to express a sense of agency over what news sources they can 

access71 
 

 
68 Kavanagh, Jennifer, Hilary Reininger, and Norah Griffin, Fighting Disinformation Online: A Database of Web 
Tools. Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2019. https://www.rand.org/pubs/tools/TL323.html. 
69 Huguet, Alice, Jennifer Kavanagh, Garrett Baker, and Marjory S. Blumenthal, Exploring Media Literacy 
Education as a Tool for Mitigating Truth Decay. Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2019. 
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR3050.html. Also available in print form. 
70 IREX, Impact Study on Citizens’ Ability to Detect Disinformation 1.5 Years After Completing a News Media 
Literacy Program, 2017. As of November 2, 2018: https://www.irex.org/resource/impact-study-citizens-ability-
detect-disinformation-15-years-after-completing-news-media 
71 IREX, 2018. 

https://www.rand.org/pubs/tools/TL323.html
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR3050.html
https://www.irex.org/resource/impact-study-citizens-ability-detect-disinformation-15-years-after-completing-news-media
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While this evaluation stands alone, it suggests literacy programs could help improve users’ 
information discernment.  

In addition to improving discernment through active media literacy training, information 
discernment may also be improved through cultivating healthy information habits. Many studies 
encourage social media users not to check social media when tired or right before going to bed. 
Mental alertness is at its lowest right before sleep and checking phones can decrease mental 
alertness the next day.72 Access to full mental faculties may help users discern false information 
by putting in effort to check sources or verify a story before reposting. There are also many non-
research-based suggestions for healthy social media habits. While not yet researched, these 
include engaging with social media with purpose, setting time limits, and pausing before 
posting.73 Future research is required for determining what improves information discernment.  

Defining Common Social Media Terms 

The following are common terms used in social media and their definitions that I will use 
going forward. Unless otherwise indicated, definitions are adapted from the Oxford English 
Dictionary or Hootsuite, a marketing firm with accounts at over 80 percent of the Fortune 1000 
companies that updates a glossary of current social media terms.74 

• social media platform, platform: a website and application that enables people with an 
account on that website to create and/or share content or to participate in social 
networking. Those without an account can often observe content on a platform. 

• social media user, user: a person who uses or operates a social media platform. 
• follower: a user who has liked another user’s social media account and tracks content 

from that user. 
• influencer: a user with a significant number of followers who can drive awareness or 

action about trends, topics, or other matters. This following is sometimes based on the 
influencer’s expertise, knowledge, authority, or influence on a topic. 

• post: content a user puts on a platform, including a status update, text, photo, or 
video. 

• repost: content a user posts that shares previously posted content. Reposting can have 
different words on different platforms, including regramming (Instagram), repining 
(Pinterest), or retweeting (Twitter). 

 
72 Chang, Anne-Marie, Daniel Aeschbach, Jeanne F. Duffy, and Charles A. Czeisler, “Evening use of light-emitting 
eReaders negatively affects sleep, circadian timing, and next-morning alertness,” Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences, Vol. 112, No. 4, pp. 1232-1237, January 2015. 
73 Nazish, Noma, “Five Healthy Social Media Habits You Can Start Today,” ForbesLife, January 31, 2019; 
Bateman, Kylee, “6 Healthy Social Media Habits You Need in Your Life,” Medium, January 11, 2017. 
74 Hootsuite, “Dictionary of Social Media Terms,” webpage, undated. As of June 17, 2021: 
https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-media-definitions/; Oxford Languages, “Oxford English Dictionary,” webpage, 
undated. As of June 17, 2021: https://languages.oup.com/research/oxford-english-dictionary/ 

https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-media-definitions/
https://languages.oup.com/research/oxford-english-dictionary/
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• like: a form of engagement on social media that indicates a user likes posted content, 
usually by simply clicking a “like” button. 

• bot: an automated social media account. It is often able to post automated content 
rapidly.75  

• troll: a user who stirs up strife by making deliberately offensive or provocative posts 
on social media. 

• hashtag: a word or phrase preceded by hash sign “#”, used to identify posts as part of 
a larger conversation or topic. Hashtags are searchable, and clicking a hashtag reveals 
the latest posts also using that hashtag. 

• handle: the online name of a user. It is written with an “@” immediately before the 
username (i.e., @has_reininger).   

Summary of Definitions  

In this chapter, I defined a difference between disinformation and misinformation 
(misleading information shared either deliberately or unknowingly, respectively) and included 
both under the umbrella of false information when the motivation for sharing misleading 
information is unknown. I then described the additional umbrella term of influence (using means 
to produce a desired behavior or belief in someone else) and described types of influence that use 
different means to change behavior or beliefs. These included persuasion (influence through 
reason), coercion (influence through force or threat of force), and manipulation (influence 
through nonrational, noncoercive means). I subdivided manipulation into three branches to better 
understand this type of influence. They included reason-bypassing manipulation (influence 
through sidestepping a person’s reasoning skills and/or awareness by doing such things as setting 
defaults, arranging an environment, or framing issues), reason-countering manipulation 
(influence using considerations that oppose reasoning, including peer-pressure or emotional 
states to influence decisions), and manipulation by omission (influence by concealing or 
removing options). These main definitions were important for understanding misleading 
information and influence on social media. I then turned to definitions focused on the targets of 
influence (users) and their environment and skills.  

Those targeting users with disinformation often target their attitude, attitude certainty, or 
behavior. In this context, attitude is an evaluative integration of thoughts and feelings users form 
about am object or topic. Their attitude certainty is how strongly they believe their attitude. 
Behavior is a user’s activities in response to some stimuli. Forming attitudes and exhibiting 
behaviors happens in the context of an information environment, the whole system of 
individuals, organizations, and systems that process and act on information. A skill users can 
develop and use in their information environment is information discernment, a new term 

 
75 Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral, 2018. 
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meaning a user’s ability or practice in detecting misleading information. These terms, combined 
with common terms associated with social media platforms, set the stage for the discussion going 
forward for how to help social media users resist false information. 
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3. Persuasion on Social Media: Tools to Guide Social Media 
Platforms in Making User-focused Interventions  

This chapter applies the definitions from the last chapter to three main pillars of influence in 
the information ecosystem. These pillars are the role of technology in persuasion, social media 
affordances enabling persuasion, and the ethics of that persuasion. This sets up the conversation 
in the next chapter discussing research social media platforms may apply to ethically influence 
their users to better discern, avoid, and resist false information.  

Persuasion in Mass Media 
My starting point for explaining the context behind influence through social media begins in 

post-WWII America with communication influence research pioneered by Paul Lazarsfeld, 
Robert K. Merton, and Elihu Katz. These mid-twentieth century social scientists studied 
influence through mass communication and developed several theories that defined the field of 
communication influence research. Lazarsfeld, along with fellow researchers Berelson and 
Gaudet, developed the two-step flow theory of communication after studying the role of mass 
media in influencing voter habits in the 1940 U.S. presidential election.76 They found that most 
people were not influenced by mass media (mostly radio at that time) but by opinion leaders who 
consume media and share their thoughts and findings interpersonally. Lazarsfeld and Katz 
further investigated this in their book, Personal Influence (1955), which suggests that people are 
more influenced by their social circles than mass communication.77  

Studies suggest Two-step Flow theory appears to retain some explanatory power today where 
social media is a dominant form of mass media. Research using an agent-based model in 2007 
suggests the effects of Two-step Flow are present but considerably weakened past the 
influencer’s direct followers.78 However, other studies of social media users suggest Two-step 
Flow influence effects remain strong. A 2017 study of 300,000 Twitter users over one month 
showed that two-step flow still had descriptive power in explaining patterns of influence on 

 
76 Lazarsfeld, Paul, Bernard Berelson, and Hazel Gaudet, The People’s Choice: How the Voter Makes Up His Mind 
in a Presidential Campaign, New York: Columbia University Press, 2nd ed., 1948. 
77 Lazarsfeld, Paul and Elihu Katz, Personal Influence: the part played by people in the flow of mass 
communications, New York: Free Press, 1955. 
78 Liu, Frank C. S., “Constrained Opinion Leader Influence in an Electoral Campaign Season: Revisiting the Two-
Step Flow Theory with Multiagent Simulation,” Advances in Complex Systems, Vol. 10, No. 2, pp. 233-250, 2007. 
As of October 24, 2019: https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219525907001008;  

https://doi.org/10.1142/S0219525907001008
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Twitter.79 The study found evidence of a two-step flow in communications on Twitter, as most 
content was retweeted by numerous followers of a relatively small group of influencers, who 
were in turn influenced by other influencers. Another study found two-step flow applied to 
communications in online political forums as well.80 It found that smaller numbers of influential 
users were the source of most of the opinions in the network. In addition, these influencers were 
not content creators, but simply influential in propagating their opinions and content they had 
received. These studies show that two-step flow applies to information flows in some social 
media sites, and it is reasonable to expect that it could apply to more.  

In addition to two-step flow theory, Lazarsfeld and Merton pioneered the narcotizing effect, 
another phenomenon in how information flows from mass media to people. The narcotizing 
dysfunction is where a deluge of information from media creates more apathy and less 
engagement in listeners.81 The more information people had, the less engaged they became. Too 
much information desensitized subjects. Given the 24-hour news cycle and constant access social 
media and the internet give to information, the narcotizing effect is observable in social media 
users today, often producing well-informed people with little time for decision and action.82 This 
wealth of information and the pursuit of it has the effect of making users feel satisfied in their 
knowledge and involvement with an issue without ever taking action. 

Understanding users are influenced more by their trusted circle than directly by mass media 
and that too much information generates apathy should inform platforms on how to best make 
interventions to help their users resist false information. Interventions that are intended to 
primarily be shared by users, that appeal to influencers or wide circles of users, and avoid 
overwhelming users with too much information could help users trust messages from social 
media platforms regarding resistance to false information. 

Technology as a Persuasive Actor 

Technology can be programmed to employ persuasive principles and research suggests 
people can see technology as a persuasive actor. B.J. Fogg researches persuasive technology, 

 
79 Gangadharbatla, Harsha, and Masoud Valafar, "Propagation of user-generated content online," International 
Journal of Internet Marketing and Advertising, Vol. 11, No. 3, 2017. As of October 24, 2019: 
https://www.inderscienceonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1504/IJIMA.2017.085655 
80 Choi, Sujin, "The Two-Step Flow of Communication in Twitter-Based Public Forums," Social Science Computer 
Review, Vol. 33, No. 6, pp. 696-711, 2015. As of October 24, 2019: 
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0894439314556599 
81 Lazarsfeld, Paul and Robert K. Merton, “Mass communication, popular taste, and organized social action,” In W. 
Schramm (Ed.), Mass Communications, 2nd ed., pp. 492–512, Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1960 (Original 
work published 1948); Lazarsfeld, Paul and Robert K. Merton, “Section of Anthropology: Studies in Radio and Film 
Propaganda,” Transactions of the New York Academy of Sciences, Vol. 6, No. 2, Series II, pp. 58-74, December 
1943. 
82 Eşitti, Şakir, “Narcotizing Effect of Social Media,” Cankiri Karatekin University Journal of Institute of Social 
Sciences, Vol. 7, No. 1, pp. 1015-1030, April 1, 2016. 
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where the source of persuasion is a laptop, phone, or other device. His research suggests users 
can treat computers as social agents and allow them to become persuasive social actors.83 Fogg 
also discovered a new phenomenon in persuasive technology called Mass Interpersonal 
Persuasion (MIP). MIP is a powerful combination of persuasive elements made possible through 
online social networking sites. MIP includes six components:  

1. Persuasive Experience: An experience that is created to change attitudes, behaviors, 
or both. 

2. Automated Structure: Digital technology structures the persuasive experience. 
3. Social Distribution: The persuasive experience is shared from one friend to another. 
4. Rapid Cycle: The persuasive experience can be distributed quickly from one person 

to another. 
5. Huge Social Graph: The persuasive experience can potentially reach millions of 

people connected through social ties or structured interactions. 
6. Measured Impact: The effect of the persuasive experience is observable by users 

and creators.84  
The first time MIP was observed in 2007 when Facebook launched Facebook Platform, its 

API and other tools that allows third parties to create and serve web applications (apps) to 
Facebook users.85 This was the first time all six components appeared together, surpassing other 
diverse influence methods, such as multi-level marketing, chain letters, gossiping, forwarding to 
email lists, and even software viruses.86  

These six components are powerful when delivered together. For example, an app developer 
may create an influential experience through an app (persuasive experience), whether it centers 
around playing a game, purchasing products, or increasing awareness. This influential experience 
distributed through an environment like Facebook is delivered automatically through a digital 
structure (automated structure). Users are able to suggest the app to their friends online (social 
distribution), and there is rapid turnaround time between a person receiving a recommendation to 
the app and being able to download and use it (rapid cycle). Facebook and other social 
networking sites connect a vast number of people through which popular apps could be 
recommended virally (huge social graph). Finally, on Facebook and other platforms, the users 
and creators may measure the impact of the app, through downloads tracked across time, 

 
83 Fogg, B.J., Persuasive Technology: Using Computers to Change What We Think and Do (Interactive 
Technologies), San Francisco: Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, 2003. 
84 Fogg, B.J., "Mass Interpersonal Persuasion: An Early View of a New Phenomenon," H. Oinas-Kukkonen et al. 
(Eds.): Persuasive 2008, LNCS 5033, pp. 23–34, 2008.  Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2008. 
85 Fogg, 2008. 
86 Fogg, 2008. 
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feedback loops, and visibility into other friends now using the app (measured impact).87 This 
combination allows ready access to powerful influence that can carry a large impact.  

As social networking sites appreciate the massive influential power they offer third parties, a 
firm understanding of the ethics of persuasion may empower their policies to protect their sites 
from disinformation and unethical manipulation. They may do this by strengthening the targets 
of disinformation, their users, through ethically influencing them to discern, avoid and resist 
false information.  

Ethics of Persuasion 
This dissertation recommends social media companies create effective interventions based on 

social-psychological principles intended to persuade their users to exercise discernment, 
avoidance, or resistance to false information. It would be irresponsible to present this research 
without devoting attention to the ethics of using persuasive psychological principles to influence 
users. This section describes ethical persuasion and its application in social media technology.  

As stated earlier, persuasion uses reason and argument to influence behavior or beliefs.88 
There are many frameworks for ethical persuasion. Some are more theoretical, including 
pragmatism, utilitarianism, and universalism, while others are very applied, such as Cialdini’s 
seven principles of ethical persuasion.89 The framework used here is adapted from a framework 
of ethics in persuasive technology and is selected for its clarity and applicability to social media 
platforms.  

Researchers from the Persuasive Technology Lab at Stanford University articulated eight 
principles of persuasive technology design.90 These are included below with a brief description 
of each. These principles include key ethical guideposts, such as privacy, transparency, and 
manipulation. They culminate in a “golden rule” principle, which is that creators and designers 
of persuasive technology “should never seek to persuade a person or persons of something they 
themselves would not consent to be persuaded to do.”91 This principle includes exceptions. For 
example, it is not unethical for a father who smokes to try to persuade his son to not smoke, even 
if the father himself would not be open to that persuasion himself.92 Exceptions to these 
principles are a cause for greater scrutiny and judgement, rather than a wholesale condemnation 

 
87 Fogg, 2008. 
88 Blumenthal-Barby, 2012. 
89 Simons, Herbert W., Joanne Morreale, and Bruce Gronbeck, Persuasion in Society, Thousand Oaks: Sage 
Publications, 2001; Cialdini, 2016. 
90 Berdichevsky, Daniel and Erik Neuenschwander, “Towards and Ethics of Persuasive Technology," 
Communications of the ACM, Vol. 42, No. 5, May 1999. 
91 Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander, 1999. 
92 Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander, 1999. 
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of a design as unethical. While this code of principles is not perfect, it offers useful guideposts 
for social media companies, technology policy makers, and technology designers to evaluate 
their persuasive designs (Table 3.1).  

Table 3.1: Eight Principles of Persuasive Technology Design 

 Principle 

1. Context  The intended outcome of any persuasive technology should never be one that 
would be deemed unethical if the persuasion were undertaken without the 
technology or if the outcome occurred independently of persuasion. 

2. Motivations The motivations behind the creation of a persuasive technology should never 
be such that they would be deemed unethical if they led to more traditional 
persuasion. 

3. Responsibility 
for Outcomes 

The creators of a persuasive technology must consider, contend with, and 
assume responsibility for all reasonably predictable outcomes of its use. 

4. Privacy The creators of a persuasive technology must ensure that it regards the 
privacy of users with at least as much respect as they regard their own privacy. 

5. Privacy with 
Third Parties 

Persuasive Technologies relaying personal information about a user to a third 
party must be closely scrutinized for privacy concerns. 

6. Transparency The creators of a persuasive technology should disclose their motivations, 
methods, and intended outcomes, except when such disclosure would 
significantly undermine an otherwise ethical goal. 

7. Manipulation Persuasive technologies must not misinform in order to achieve their 
persuasive end. 

8. Golden Rule The Golden Rule of Persuasion: The creators of a persuasive technology should 
never seek to persuade a person or persons of something they themselves 
would not consent to be persuaded to do. 

SOURCE: Adapted from Berdichevsky, Daniel and Erik Neuenschwander, “Towards and Ethics of Persuasive 
Technology," Communications of the ACM, Vol. 42, No. 5, p. 52, May 1999. 
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Social Media Typology  
Now that I have discussed persuasion in media, the powerful persuasive capability of social 

media platforms, and ethical guideposts for persuasive interventions, I now clarify a typology of 
social media companies and indicate which types I focused on in this dissertation.  

There is no universally accepted typology for social media companies in the academic 
literature.93 However, advertising and marketing companies have defined 11 types of platforms. 
Biteable, an online video marketing website serving several Fortune 500 companies and 
producing over 100,000 videos a year, and Hootsuite, a marketing firm with accounts at over 800 
of the Fortune 1000 companies, have both defined types of social media companies. I have 
integrated their typologies and provided a few examples of each.94 While some platforms may be 
organized into more than one category (i.e., a video hosting site may also have a social 
networking capability), it is still useful to loosely organize the many social media platforms into 
the following categories (Bold indicates the social media platforms most relevant to this study): 

Table 3.2 Types of Social Media Platforms 

Social Media 
Category 

Social Media Type Examples 

Conversation-focused 
sites 

Social networking sites Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn 
Community blogs Medium, Tumblr, WordPress 
Discussion sites Reddit, Quora, Digg 

Visual-focused sites 

Image-sharing sites  Instagram, Snapchat, Imagur 
Video hosting sites YouTube, Vimeo, Flickr 
Bookmarking and content 
curation networks 

Pinterest, Flipboard 

Commerce-focused 
sites 

Social review sites  Yelp, TripAdvisor, Zomato 
Sharing economy networks  AirBnB, Rover, Uber, 

TaskRabbit 
Social shopping networks  Polyvore, Etsy, Fancy, OfferUp 

Miscellaneous sites 
Interest-based networks Goodreads, Houzz, Last.fm 
Anonymous social networks Whisper, Ask.fm 

 

 
93 Lee, In, “Social media analytics for enterprises: Typology, methods, and processes,” Business Horizons, Vol. 61, 
No. 2, pp. 199-210, March-April 2018. 
94 Biteable, “Biteable,” webpage, undated. As of September 11, 2019: https://biteable.com/; Hootsuite, “Hootsuite,” 
webpage, 2019. As of September 11, 2019: https://hootsuite.com/ 
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The bolded social media platforms most relevant to this study include sites where either 
conversation is one of the main focuses of the site or the site is highly trafficked—making it a 
bigger target for manipulation. Conversation sites include social networking sites, where the 
principal function of the site is to socially connect to others. These include sites like Facebook 
and Twitter. It also includes community blogs and discussion sites where focused, topical 
information is shared in a social setting. These include sites like Reddit and Medium. Sites where 
text is the dominant medium for information-sharing might find methods in this research most 
applicable. However, some research findings may be adapted for sites sharing mostly images or 
videos, like YouTube and Instagram. Later, I highlight which platforms may find which research 
findings most applicable, in part, based on their affordances.  

Social Media Affordances 

Affordances theory comes from James J. Gibson’s 1979 piece describing features of animals’ 
physical environments that afford or permit different animals to live there.95 It applies to other 
fields, including technological affordances. Affordances in the social media context are the 
allowable actions for users due to the platform’s capabilities.96 Digital anthropologist danah boyd 
describes four major affordances available on social media: persistence, replicability, scalability, 
and searchability of online content.97 These affordances constitute functional affordances and 
help shape what users can do on the platform. They ensure content on platforms is permanent or 
lasts for some duration (persistence), may be duplicated (replicability), shared widely 
(scalability), and that content can be searched (searchability). In addition to these functional 
affordances, Moreno and D’Angelo (2019) and Majchrzak et al. (2013) discuss affordances that 
affect identity, emotion, and social grouping.98 For example, if a user wanted to make a new 
online identity to broadcast a professional brand separate from a personal account, YouTube, 
Instagram, and Twitter all afford or allow that user to do so easily, given their sparse profiles and 
low or almost no barriers to creating a new account. Facebook, with its identity-rich profile, 
makes creating a new identity more laborious. WhatsApp, on the other hand, affords a new 
account only with a new phone number. Hence, users might not use WhatsApp to make a new 
online identity, because it does not afford an affordance termed generative-role taking.  

 
95 Gibson, James J., “The Theory of Affordances,” The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception, Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1979. 
96 Schrock, Andrew Richard, "Communicative Affordances of Mobile Media: Portability, Availability, Locatability, 
and Multimediality, " International Journal of Communication, Vol. 9, p. 1230, 2015. 
97 danah boyd, "Social Network Sites as Networked Publics: Affordances, Dynamics, and Implications," in Zizi 
Papacharissi, ed., Networked Self: Identity, Community, and Culture on Social Network Sites, , pp. 39-58, 2010.  
98 Moreno, Megan A, and Jonathan D'Angelo, "Social Media Intervention Design: Applying an Affordances 
Framework," Journal of Medical Internet Research, Vol. 21, No. 3, March 2019; Majchrzak, Ann, Samer Faraj, 
Gerald C. Kane, and Bijan Azad, "The Contradictory Influence of Social Media Affordances on Online Communal 
Knowledge Sharing," Journal of Computer-mediated Communication, Vol. 19, pp. 38–55, 2013. 
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Affordances theory is important for resisting false information on social media, because the 
different affordances of each platform determine which tools, interventions, and research 
findings apply to that platform. Conversely, platforms’ affordances can be used to spread false 
information. Understanding the affordances of each platform is therefore useful for determining 
interventions that apply to platforms and platform vulnerabilities for spreading false information.  

Each platform offers users different sets of affordances which allow platforms different types 
of interventions and users different types of tools for resisting false information. Table 3.2 briefly 
explains prominent affordances found in the literature. (Affordances in bold indicate categories 
of affordances while those below them are included in that category). This list is not exhaustive 
but provides an organized framework for examining social media platforms and the types of 
possible interventions, given their specific affordances.  

Figure 3.1: Affordance Types 

Affordance Explanation Affordance Explanation 
Identity Platform allows for identity 

development and portrayal 
Emotional Platforms that can stimulate an 

emotional response in users 
Generative role-
taking 

User may take on or create new 
roles or identities 

Generating 
Empathy 

Users feel emotional connection or 
empathy based on other users’ 
content on the platform 

Social Allows a sense of belonging 
through being grouped with others 
of similar interest, experience, 
religion, etc. 

Functional Principle functions of platforms that 
govern how content is transmitted or 
saved 

Network-
informed 
Associations 

Platform offers suggestions for 
whom to connect with 

Replicability User content being copied and shared 
by other users 

Audience 
Management 

User ability to monitor reactions to 
their posts 

Scalability When content is shared widely 
beyond the original audience 

Metavoicing Users voicing their thoughts in 
reaction to or inside the context of 
others’ content on the platform 

Searchable Users may search through content  

Cognitive Affordances that expand learning or 
enhance creativity 

Permanence Platforms’ preservation of user 
content or others’ ability to preserve 
user content 

Triggered 
Attending 

Users joining platform 
conversations when notified through 
an automated alert of new content of 
interest 

Editability Platform allows users to edit or 
delete content, once posted 

SOURCE: Adapted from Moreno, Megan A, and Jonathan D'Angelo, "Social Media Intervention Design: Applying an 
Affordances Framework," Journal of Medical Internet Research, Vol. 21, No. 3, March 2019; Adapted from Majchrzak, 
Ann, Samer Faraj, Gerald C. Kane, and Bijan Azad, "The Contradictory Influence of Social Media Affordances on 
Online Communal Knowledge Sharing," Journal of Computer-mediated Communication, Vol. 19, pp. 38–55, 2013. 
Adapted from danah boyd, "Social Network Sites as Networked Publics: Affordances, Dynamics, and Implications," in 
Zizi Papacharissi, ed., Networked Self: Identity, Community, and Culture on Social Network Sites, , pp. 39-58, 2010. 
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The Case for Making User-focused, Inform Policies 
In summary, most social media platforms offer any user of their platform tremendous 

persuasive capabilities and many affordances with which to execute those persuasions or 
manipulations. It is easy for some actors to manipulate these platforms and their users to spread 
disinformation. This vulnerability makes a strong case for platforms to expand or add user-
focused, Inform policies to their existing Remove and Reduce policies to better address false 
information on their platforms. This chapter attempted to facilitate platforms adopting user-
focused, Inform policies by offering a framework for ethical interventions as well as guidance 
from social science literature that could be used in making effective policies. The following 
chapter expands on this social science literature and offers findings from social-psychology, 
sociology, influence, marketing, and public health literature that could be adapted to Inform 
policies to more effectively help platform users resist false information.  
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4. Evidence-based Interventions for Social Media Platforms to 
Help Users Resist False Information 

Now that I have made the case for platforms fielding user-focused, Inform policies, this 
chapter takes an in-depth look into what elements those policies could incorporate. I present 
findings from existing research that social media platforms could apply to help their users 
discern, avoid, and resist bad faith persuasion from false information. These applications come 
from social and behavioral research and are presented as a reference guide. Each topic includes a 
summary of research, an application, and its limitations. Some applications are more suited to 
certain social media platforms than others, so policy-makers will need to adapt it to their 
platforms as needed. However, this research guide provides a seed-bed of knowledge and 
practical applications that could be adjusted, tested, and used to strengthen social media users in 
resisting false information.  

What Research Might Inform Social Media Companies in Helping their 
Users Resist False Information?  

Many fields research influence, persuasion, and resistance to persuasion and have offered 
useful insights social media companies may use to help their users resist false information. Fields 
as diverse as marketing, social psychology, and public health all endeavor to influence the public 
in ethical ways. They offer insights that can be adapted to social media platforms to influence 
users to refrain from engaging with false information. I studied intervention methods from these 
fields and organized findings based on Lasswell’s model of communication. His model describes 
communication as, “Who, Says What, In Which Channel, To Whom, With What Effect?”99 He 
investigates the source of the message, the message itself, the medium it is transmitted through, 
and the audience it targets. These four independent variables affect the dependent variable, 
effect. The effect, sometimes called impact, is an attitude change, leading to a behavior change, 
signifying the person was influenced.  
  

 
99 Lasswell, Harold D., “The structure and function of communication in society,” in L. Bryson, ed., The 
Communication of Ideas, New York: Harper and Row, 1948, pp. 37-51. 
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Table 4.1: Lasswell’s Communication Model 

Source 
 

Who 

+ Message 
 

Says What 

+ Medium 
 

In Which 
Channel 

+ Audience  
 

To Whom 

= Effect 
 

With What 
Effect? 

SOURCE: Adapted from Lasswell, Harold D., “The structure and function of communication in society,” in L. Bryson, 
ed., The Communication of Ideas, New York: Harper and Row, 1948, pp. 37-51. 

 
Though this framework models traditional one-to-many messaging that may be outdated in 

social media, it still provides a sufficiently applicable and clear framework for organizing several 
research findings in ways that allow policy makers to select policies targeted at certain areas. I 
grouped my findings into topics under this framework. Each topic has subheadings of Topic, 
Research, Suggested Applications for social media companies, and Challenges and Limitations.  

This guide is to assist social media policy makers to ethically and successfully help their 
users resist false information encountered on their platform. Along with bots and trolls, social 
media users share responsibility for spreading disinformation on platforms.100 Alongside 
deactivating bot or troll accounts, a proactive approach by social media companies would also 
strengthen users against false information. Investing in evidence-based interventions to help 
users discern, avoid, and resist false information may help decrease the spread of disinformation 
on platforms. This guide proposes proactive interventions based on lessons learned in public 
health, social-psychology, and communications. As social media users become more adept at 
discerning, avoiding, and resisting false information, the spread of false information would likely 
decrease as users refrain from sharing it. Having a more sophisticated user population is an 
under-utilized policy goal that complements technological, legal, and other policy efforts 
currently being pursued. I distilled these findings into brief white papers written for Facebook, 
Twitter, and YouTube; these are included in Appendices A, B, and C.   

Outline of Existing Research 

What follows is an outline of topics on existing research for how social media platforms 
could construct interventions to help their users better resist false information. It is organized 
based on Lasswell’s communication model. Not all topics are mutually exclusive, and some 
categories have been subdivided to better organize the research. Table 4.2 presents the topics 
discussed in rest of the chapter selected for their potential in helping social media policymakers 
effectively help their users resist disinformation. 

 
100 Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral, 2018. 
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Table 4.2: Existing Research Organized by Lasswell’s Model of Communication 

Component Topic 

Source 1. Trust 
2. Influence principles—social proof, liking, authority, unity 

Message 
1. Inoculation - Message 
2. Engagement 
3. Social Affirmation 

Medium 1. Patterns of spread 
2. Network effects 

Audience (individual) 

1. Influence through Identity 
2. Attitude 
3. Attitude Valence: Attitude Certainty, Ambivalence, and Amplification 

Hypothesis 
4. Dual Systems for Processing Information 
5. Cognitive Effort 
6. Biases 
7. Resistance Strategies 
8. Corrections 
9. Public Commitments 
10. Resistance to Persuasion 
11. Inoculation – Audience (Individual) 

Audience (group) 
1. In-group Minorities 
2. Vicarious Dissonance 
3. Network Density and Political Affiliation 

Source 

The source is the origin of the information. Social media platforms trying to target the source 
of false information or trying to improve their status as a source of true or fact-checked 
information might consider applying some of the following findings from existing research. 

Topic 1: Trust 

Research Findings 

Social media companies can better persuade their users to discern, avoid, and resist false 
information if their users trust them. The Edelman Trust Barometer is a public relations and 
advertising firm’s measurement of trust around the world. Edelman has been measuring trust 
annually for 20 years and does so through 34,000 interviews across 28 countries.101 They found 
decreasing trust in all sectors and most industries across the majority of the 28 countries 
surveyed. They also found that 61 percent felt the government does not understand emerging 
technologies enough to regulate them, and that 76 percent supported CEOs stepping forward to 
solve problems rather than waiting for government solutions.102 Pew research also reports 

 
101 Edelman, “2020 Edelman Trust Barometer Reveals Growing Sense of Inequality is Undermining Trust in 
Institutions,” webpage, January 19, 2020. As of March 30, 2020: https://www.edelman.com/news-awards/2020-
edelman-trust-barometer 
102 Edelman, Edelman Trust Barometer 2020: Global Report, , January 2020. As of March 1, 2020: 
https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2020-
01/2020%20Edelman%20Trust%20Barometer%20Global%20Report.pdf 

https://www.edelman.com/news-awards/2020-edelman-trust-barometer
https://www.edelman.com/news-awards/2020-edelman-trust-barometer
https://www.edelman.com/sites/g/files/aatuss191/files/2020-01/2020%20Edelman%20Trust%20Barometer%20Global%20Report.pdf
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historic lows in public trust for government.103 Pew reports Americans overwhelmingly believe 
social media companies have a responsibility to prevent their platforms being misused to 
influence the 2020 presidential election (78 percent). However, most Americans (74 percent) 
have little or no confidence these companies will or can prevent their platforms being misused.104 
These findings, from both global and American publics, suggest there may be public support for 
social media platforms leading and innovating to protect platform users from disinformation. 
With global public support for CEOs providing solutions, global distrust for government and 
government regulations on tech industries, and at least American support for (apparently without 
expectation of success) social media companies protecting against platform abuse during 
elections, companies may have an opportunity to innovate to help their users resist false 
information. This innovation could include user-centered interventions to build resistance to false 
information.  

Ideas for Application  

A social media platform, such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, or YouTube, might build 
trust with their users in order to help them trust company interventions to help users resist false 
information. Companies can build this trust in part through transparency. Transparency in how 
policies are applied to suspicious posts and then consistently applying those policies can build 
trust. Similarly, transparency in communicating a plan for helping their users discern, avoid, and 
resist false information. A plan would inform users of ethical principles the company adheres to, 
various stages of the effort with what to expect, and endeavor to build community buy-in to 
make the platform safer for all.  

A plan to help users resist false information might include interventions such as public 
service announcements, ads, click-through slides, suggestions for educational games, or 
suggestions of false information detection services (such as feed filters, bot-detectors like 
Botson, or automated news source checkers, such as NewsGuard).105 Platforms may carry out 
interventions for the general user population or for some subset of users, perhaps determined by 
country, profile, or network characteristics. If the platform has not yet done so, it might also set 
up an information awareness page with links to media literacy tools and other helpful resources. 
In this way, companies would be able to build trust as they address the problem of false 
information on their platforms.  

 
103 Pew Research Center, “Public Trust in Government near Historic Lows,” webpage, September 24, 2019. As of 
March 31, 2020: https://www.pewresearch.org/chart/public-trust-in-government-near-historic-lows/ 
104 Gilberstadt, Hannah, “Few Americans are confident in tech companies to prevent misuse of their platforms in the 
2020 election,” Pew Research Center: FactTank: News in the Numbers, February 24, 2020. As of March 31, 2020: 
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/02/24/few-americans-are-confident-in-tech-companies-to-prevent-
misuse-of-their-platforms-in-the-2020-election/ 
105 For more tools, see Kavanagh, Reininger, and Griffin, 2019.  

https://www.pewresearch.org/chart/public-trust-in-government-near-historic-lows/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/02/24/few-americans-are-confident-in-tech-companies-to-prevent-misuse-of-their-platforms-in-the-2020-election/
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Challenges and Limitations 

One of the greatest challenges to building trust with users is understanding how to build trust. 
Efforts perceived as insincere could create more distrust while efforts that may work for one 
group of users may not build trust with other users. Consulting with professionals, clear and 
effective communication with users, as well as understanding users through surveys, polls, and 
other methods may all help in understanding how to build trust most effectively.  

Additionally, there are legitimate barriers to transparently publishing all rules in an easily 
accessible place. It might allow bad actors to game the system or limit how quickly policy-
makers can adapt rules to rapidly changing situations. In these situations, companies might at 
least publish what they can, such as what documents their rules are based on, the process for how 
they are applied, what rules take precedence when two conflict (prioritization), and publish rules 
unlikely to change. 

Topic2: Principles of Influence: Social Proof, Authority, Likeness, and Unity 

Research Findings 

Cialdini’s seminal work, Influence, and subsequent work, Pre-suasion, establish seven 
principles of influence.106 Four of Cialdini’s seven principles apply to influence via the source: 
social proof, authority, likeness, and unity.  

Social proof states people are more likely to be influenced by something when they observe 
others being influenced by it. It is also more likely they will be influenced if the social group or 
influencer are like them.  

Likeness holds we are influenced by people we like, are alike with, or are attracted to. As 
well-liked politicians, family members, or attractive celebrities approve of certain things, people 
who like them tend to follow suit.  

Similarly, authoritative figures, findings, and organizations also influence people. For 
example, many individuals would find a math teacher more authoritative on how to teach math 
than perhaps a neighbor or grocery store clerk.  

Finally, unity states that the more of an “us” perception people have with the influencer, the 
more easily influenced those people are. We are more heavily influenced by those falling into the 
same social categories as us, including, but not limited to, race, ethnicity, language, nationality, 
location, education, socio-economic status, family, religion, or political affiliation. This is why 
music stars sometimes reinvent their image or politicians emphasize various parts of their 
background or experience to appeal to a different fan base or constituency.  

Social media companies that identify whom their user groups look to for social proof, whom 
they like, see as authoritative, or feel unity with can incorporate those factors into their anti-

 
106 Cialdini, 2008; Cialdini, 2016. 
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disinformation messaging and expect to influence their users more effectively in discerning, 
avoiding, or resisting false information. 

Ideas for Application 

A social media company like Instagram, Facebook, or YouTube, might use these principles 
in showing a general public service announcement or a warning before dubious content loads. 
Companies may utilize social proof, authority, likeness, and unity principles to select effective 
messages or spokespersons for public service announcements. Not every public service 
announcement would work with every audience. The same general message, and perhaps even 
the same content, could be delivered by different spokespeople, depending on the audience. If a 
company identifies a lot of false information being shared by specific groups, after understanding 
these groups, the company might place a 10-second public service ad employing a spokesperson 
(such as an expert, a local, a celebrity, or quotes from a historical figure) that the group either 
respects or identifies with to help users look out for false information before content of 
questionable veracity loads. 

Challenges and Limitations 

Enacting these principles requires effectively defining groups of social media users, 
understanding who they are and what they find influential, and then matching an influential 
source or message to them. In countries or communities where groups are comparatively more 
homogeneous, determining influential sources may be easier. Even in heterogeneous groups, this 
may be simple on some platforms, such as group pages on Facebook. It may be more difficult for 
groups of Facebook users, as well as Twitter or Instagram, where communities may need to be 
identified through social network analysis and understood through machine-reading text or 
images from those communities. However, simply using the least offensive or most well-liked 
spokesperson, while still being engaging and influential, may be an effective tactic if audience 
analysis is impractical. For example, many Superbowl commercials and other TV network 
commercials appeal to a wide audience through selecting spokespeople that are well-liked that 
avoid offending the majority of viewers. A similar tactic may be taken by social media 
companies not willing or not able to micro-target their intervention messages to particular 
groups. 

Message 

The message is the content of the information. Social media platforms trying to target 
message content may consider applying some of the following findings from existing research. 
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Topic 1: Inoculation–Message 

Research Findings 

Inoculation is a well-established method for increasing resistance to persuasion. Similar to a 
physical inoculation, this method inoculates people to resist persuasion by providing participants 
with a weakened version of an upcoming persuasive attack to their attitude, conveys a sense of 
threat, and then gives refutations.107 For example, inoculation has been tested in several 
experiments involving health attitudes. 108 One attitude tested was engaging in unprotected sex, 
among college students, ages 18-21. Of 120 participants, those receiving inoculations showed 
resistance to pressures to engage in unprotected sex compared to a control group. Additionally, 
those treated also showed resistance to pressures to binge drink.109 This experiment is one 
example of how inoculation has been shown to strengthen participants’ resistance to persuasion 
in treated as well as untreated topics. Inoculations have also been shown to last over time,110 
however, a resistant response is strengthened when the time between an inoculation and a false 
information attack is less than two weeks.111 A spillover effect has also been documented in 
inoculation treatments. A survey of 54 inoculation studies showed that providing counter-
arguments for specific persuasive arguments also inoculated against other persuasive 
arguments.112 It suggests inoculating against specific arguments can lend inoculation for other 
arguments as well. This is encouraging, as it is difficult to anticipate specific arguments using 
false information before they spread. Finally, simply priming participants for persuasive attempts 
(through implicitly warning them of forth-coming persuasive attempts) increased their resistance 
to persuasion.113  

Some inoculation methods have also seen success in using visuals. Nabi (2003) played audio 
counterarguments while cycling through photographs on a screen. She found that when 
refutations and counter arguments matched in emotional intensity (e.g., both were of high 

 
107 Banas, John A. and Stephen A. Rains, “A Meta-Analysis of Research on Inoculation Theory,” Communication 
Monographs, Vol. 77, No. 3, September 22, 2010. 
108 Compton, Josh, Ben Jackson, & James A. Dimmock, “Persuading Others to Avoid Persuasion: Inoculation 
Theory and Resistant Health Attitudes,” Frontiers in Psychology, Feb. 9, 2016. See Table 1. 
109 Parker, Kimberly A., Bobi Ivanov & Josh Compton, “Inoculation's Efficacy with Young Adults' Risky 
Behaviors: Can Inoculation Confer Cross-Protection Over Related but Untreated Issues?” Health Communication, 
Vol. 27, Iss.3, pp. 223-233, 2012. As of October 14, 2020: 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10410236.2011.575541  
110 Kelly, Donna and Michael D’Aust Garcia, “Resisting persuasion: Building defenses against competitors’ 
persuasive attacks in the context of war-gaming methodology,” Journal of Medical Marketing, Vol. 9, No. 2, April 
3, 2009. 
111 Banas and Rains, 2010. 
112 Banas and Rains, 2010. 
113 Fransen, Marieke L., Edith G. Smit, and Peeter W. J. Verlegh, “Strategies and Motives for Resistance to 
Persuasion: an Integrative Framework,” Frontiers in Psychology, Vol. 6, Article 1201, pp. 7, August 14, 2015. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10410236.2011.575541
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emotional intensity, or both were of low emotional intensity), inoculation from these emotionally 
evocative visuals increased.114 This shows that inoculation messages can incorporate visual 
components and maintain inoculative power when both visuals and verbal components match in 
emotional intensity. 

Ideas for Application 

In anticipation of an upcoming election cycle, a social media company, like Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram, or YouTube, might inoculate a vulnerable social network (or all users in 
that country, generally) for misinformation from friends. The platform could illustrate 
unintentional misinformation shared by friends with examples of misinformation shared widely 
in other countries’ elections. Sharing examples from other countries rather than the target 
country would preserve the platform’s neutrality. The platform could then point users to 
information tools, games, reputable news sources, or candidate websites to use as the election 
season begins. 

Challenges and Limitations 

Some challenges with inoculation methods include creating original content that is adapted 
for both a message and an audience, being careful not to lose trust with users by warning them of 
disinformation messages, and governing which disinformation messages or for which groups to 
create inoculations in a way that is viewed as fair and builds trust with users.  

First, platforms may need to build internal capacity or outsource to create inoculations that 
are attractive, sharable, and based in fact. Inoculations that are simply memes or other text- or 
photo-based documents are easier to generate compared to animations or filmed messages from 
spokespeople or actors. However, most social media companies have or can hire the talent, 
including advertisers and social researchers, to create, test, and field these messages. Secondly, if 
users lose trust in how a company decides what to inoculate against, their efforts may backfire, 
and users may believe the disinformation the company is trying to inoculate against.  

Finally, trust and influence may be gained or lost in how the company decides what 
inoculations it targets toward which audiences. Clearly describing which pieces of 
disinformation to inoculate against and why would both guide the company’s efforts and build 
transparency and trust with users. In lieu of selecting specific pieces of disinformation to 
inoculate against, a company, like Facebook, YouTube, or Twitter, may simplify their 
inoculation strategy and only field general inoculation messages to all users at key times, such as 
the beginning of an election season. In this way, they are not partisan, can cultivate trust, and can 
focus on predictable events rather than get in the weeds of specific disinformation around those 
events. Examples of these general inoculations might include examples of disinformation from 

 
114 Nabi, Robin L., “’Feeling Resistance’: Exploring the Role of Emotionally Evocative Visuals in Inducing 
Inoculation,” Media Psychology, Vol. 5, No. 2, 2003, pp. 199-223. 
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other countries’ elections or might warn of disinformation that could be spread by unknowing 
friends or acquaintances in their social network. Devising a purposeful, principled, and sensitive 
inoculation campaign and communicating clearly, frequently, and frankly, while dispelling any 
false rumors about their inoculation practices as soon as they surface would be essential in 
leveraging a successful inoculation campaign.  

Topic 2: Engagement 

Research Findings 

Researchers suggest that resistance to persuasion occurs more when subjects care about the 
issues and when persuasive arguments are weak.115 Presenting messages in ways that help 
subjects care about the issues or see how disinformation negatively affects issues they care about 
should help increase attention and resistance.  

Subjects believed messages that acknowledged some negative aspect of itself (the 
message).116 Messages that were completely positive about its content were considered less 
trustworthy, while messages that acknowledged a failing in the message’s content were seen as 
more trustworthy. In studies, participants often discounted the negative aspect of the argument if 
the sender acknowledged it first. They rationalized the negative aspect was not so bad if the 
message itself acknowledged its own failing. Social media companies may increase their users’ 
receptiveness to their messages when they are forth-coming with any negative aspects or 
drawbacks of their messages. 

Finally, subjects were more persuaded when the persuasive message promised emotional 
consequences that matched the emotional experiences they were having.117 Continuity between 
what the message promised and what the subject was feeling improved message persuasiveness. 
Similar to a resonance, if the message and the person were aligned emotionally, the person was 
more likely to be persuaded. Applying this finding requires social media companies to 
understand their users’ emotional responses and to fit the message to users’ experiences.  

Ideas for Application 

With the goal of not only resisting false information, but discerning and avoiding it, social 
media platforms could empower users to engage on their platforms using healthier habits that 
help them discern, avoid, and resist false information. Healthier habits, such as limiting time 
spent on social media, not checking when tired, and silencing notifications during productive 

 
115 Zuwerink, Julia R. and Patricia G. Devine, “Attitude Importance and Resistance to Persuasion: It's Not Just the 
Thought That Counts,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol. 70, No. 5, 1996. 
116 Kelly and D’Aust Garcia, 2009. 
117 Prislin, R., & W. Wood, “Social Influence in Attitudes and Attitude Change,” in D. Albarracin, B.T. Johnson, & 
M.P. Zanna, eds., The Handbook of Attitudes, Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005, pp. 671-706. 
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times of the day can help users engage purposefully. Purposeful engagement limits the time and 
attention users have available for posts containing false information.  

Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube already introduced time management tools to its users in 
2018. Figure 4.1 shows an example from Facebook’s platform. Innovations allowed users to 
view how long they spent on these apps each day, reminders when they were reaching their pre-
set daily time limit, and a way to mute notifications for a period of time when users needed to 
focus.118 YouTube also added features in 2018 that allows users to track how much time they 

spend each day on YouTube, allows users to set a reminder to take a break, and allows them to 
receive notifications once per day.119 These features enable users to engage purposefully and 
control their usage to help them better discern, avoid, and resist false information.  
 

 

SOURCE: Ranadive, Ameet and David Ginsberg, “New Tools to Manage Your Time on Facebook and Instagram,” 
FACEBOOK webpage, August 1, 2018. As of December 18, 2019: https://about.fb.com/news/2018/08/manage-your-
time/ 

 
118 Ranadive, Ameet and David Ginsberg, “New Tools to Manage Your Time on Facebook and Instagram,” 
FACEBOOK webpage, August 1, 2018. As of December 18, 2019: https://about.fb.com/news/2018/08/manage-
your-time/ 
119 Wojcicki, Susan, “Mid-year Update on Our Five Creator Priorities for 2018,” YouTube Webpage, July 20, 2018. 
As of December 19, 2019: https://youtube-creators.googleblog.com/2018/07/mid-year-update-on-our-five-
creator.html 

Figure 4.1: Facebook Allows Users to Monitor Their Usage of the App 

https://about.fb.com/news/2018/08/manage-your-time/
https://about.fb.com/news/2018/08/manage-your-time/
https://about.fb.com/news/2018/08/manage-your-time/
https://about.fb.com/news/2018/08/manage-your-time/
https://youtube-creators.googleblog.com/2018/07/mid-year-update-on-our-five-creator.html
https://youtube-creators.googleblog.com/2018/07/mid-year-update-on-our-five-creator.html
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Challenges and Limitations 

Creating these time-management tools runs counter to most platforms’ profit models, where 
attention and time spent on the app produces more ad revenues. Despite this drawback, many 
social media companies have shown concern about their users’ time and want to ensure quality 
engagement over the long term, not just quantity engagement in the short run. Quality 
engagement has the potential to make users happier and loyal for longer. Additionally, these 
“Time Well Spent” policies may not be affecting advertisers’ strategies yet in ways that would 
reduce revenue for social media platforms.120 While it is still early to tell, 55 advertisers polled at 
the end of 2018 said they have no plans to change their social marketing strategies due to these 
self-management features.121  

Topic 3: Social Affirmation 

Research Findings 

There is also evidence showing pro-social behaviors that are better than average typically 
continue when reported to the person with an injunctive message (a message of approval or 
disapproval). A study reporting energy usage to residents was conducted. Each household’s 
energy usage was reported compared to their neighbors, showing if they consumed more or less 
than average consumption. Those that consumed less than the average increased their energy 
usage to match the average, thus losing the social benefit of reduced energy consumption and 
creating a boomerang effect. However, those who consumed less energy than their neighbors and 
received a hand-drawn smiley face with their energy report, affirming their habits, maintained 
the low energy usage.122 This suggests that outside affirmation of positive behavior may 
encourage a continuation of that behavior.  

Ideas for Application 

A social media company may fortify users who decline sharing false information by 
providing an encouraging message that could help them continue that positive behavior. In a 

 
120 “Time Well Spent” is a movement started by former Google design ethicist Tristan Harris that endeavors to 
influence social media platforms and technology designers to design in ways that minimize distraction and respect 
users’ attention. He formed a non-profit, Centre for Humane Technology, focused on encouraging companies to 
adopt these design features. From Centre for Humane Technology, “About Us,” webpage, 2019. As of December 
19, 2019: https://humanetech.com/about-us/; Newton, Casey, “The leader of the Time Well Spent movement has a 
new crusade,” The Verge, April 224, 2019. As of December 19, 2019: 
https://www.theverge.com/interface/2019/4/24/18513450/tristan-harris-downgrading-center-humane-tech 
121 Gesenhues, Amy, “Marketers say Time Well Spent movement isn’t influencing social media plans,” 
MarketLand, December 11, 2018. As of December 19, 2019: https://marketingland.com/time-well-spent-movement-
isnt-influencing-social-media-plans-say-marketers-253358 
122 Schultz, P. Wesley, Jessica M. Nolan, Robert B. Cialdini, Noah J. Goldstein, and Vladas Griskevicius, “The 
Constructive, Destructive, and Reconstructive Power of Social Norms,” Association for Psychological Science, Vol. 
18, No. 5, 2007. 
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platform like Facebook, which has invested in fact-checking organizations assessing information 
on the platform as true or false, supportive messages could be displayed after a user views 
certified false information but does not share it. The supportive message could thank them for 
not spreading the false information they just viewed. The warning message Facebook provides 
before viewing false information would continue to appear and no message would appear if 
someone chose to share the false information post. This procedure could help point out to users 
their pro-social behavior and encourage them continuing in that behavior.    

Challenges and Limitations 

This procedure could run the risk of back-firing if the supportive message is seen as 
patronizing or repressive. To ensure the message is viewed as supportive, companies could keep 
it brief, fun, or simple, such as a smiley face or gratitude gif with a short caption. Also, the reach 
of this procedure is limited as this application is for certified false information, which only a few 
platforms check for and which comprise only a small portion of all the false information online. 
However, over time, its effect may grow beyond those who view the supportive message as they 
converse about a heart-warming, memorable, or humorous supportive message they saw about 
their pro-social behavior on their favorite social media platform. Also, fact-checkers tend to 
check false information that is gaining a following. Using these pro-social, supportive messages 
on fact-checked items may reach a growing audience. 

Medium 

The medium is the way in which the message content is distributed. Social media platforms 
seeking to target the distribution or amplification of false messages may consider applying some 
of the following findings from existing research. 

Topic 1: Patterns of Spread 

Research Findings 

Researchers studied 11 years of Twitter data (2006-2017) containing about 126,000 news 
stories verified as false or true by six fact-checking websites. 123 Through studying the diffusion 
of all verified true and false news during this time, they found bots did not increase the rate at 
which false news spread compared to true news. However, false news still spread significantly 
farther, faster, deeper, and more broadly than verified news in all categories. This indicates that 
users, not bots, hold the most responsibility for spreading false information on Twitter. False 
stories that tended to spread through the network fastest were novel and inspired fear, disgust, 
and surprise. Most true stories that moved slower inspired anticipation, sadness, joy, and trust.  

 
123 Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral, 2018. 
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Despite users’ part in spreading misinformation, researchers found that users can play a 
similar role in spreading inoculation messages.124 They found inoculations can spread through 
the same viral means as misinformation. A byproduct of inoculation is participants often talk 
about it, both online and in-person. This conversation can spread inoculation messages through a 
social network, much the same as misinformation is spread. Inoculating a person or a few people 
in a network with sharable, attention-grabbing inoculation messages, may lead to inoculating a 
network. This finding, combined with Katz and Lazarsfeld’s work on two-step flow in 
communication applied by Choi and other researchers to Twitter networks, shows that users 
often get information they trust from influencers.125 Authoritative figures whom users do not see 
as one of their influencers have less effect on users compared to those they do see as influencers. 
Pew Research also showed that, among American users, 80 percent of tweets are from 10 percent 
of users.126 This suggests Twitter has a strong influencer presence and targeting the small 
population of influencers with sharable inoculation materials may help spread an inoculation 
throughout a network. Targeting influencers on social networks with inoculation materials could 
increase the reach of inoculation in a viral way.  

Ideas for Application 

A social networking site, such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, or Reddit, might 
inoculate a network by inoculating influencers with sharable content. The company could 
identify a network of users as well as a tactic, intent, or content of false information prevalent in 
that network. Next, the company could identify influencers in that network using social network 
centrality measures. Finally, the network could share a tailored, attractive inoculation message, 
link, or other sharable content with those influencers, along with a hashtag. These companies 
could then track how far and fast the inoculation spreads and adjust as needed. 

Challenges and Limitations 

There are a few challenges to this policy, including criteria for selecting who or for what the 
inoculation would be administered, creating novel inoculation content, and monitoring and 
maintaining trust with users. Each company would need to decide on a criteria or policy that 
triggers creating an inoculation message. This may be general (i.e., all networks receive the same 
inoculations) or specific (i.e. networks found sharing a certain threshold of false information 
would receive specific inoculations) or a strategy combining the two. This should be a policy 
rather than a set of ad hoc decisions so that the platform maintains trust with users, can claim 

 
124 Ivanov, Bobi, Claude H. Miller, Josh Compton, Joshua M. Averbeck, Kylie J. Harrison, Jeanetta D. Sims, 
Kimberly A. Parker, & James L. Parker, “Effects of Postinoculation Talk on Resistance to Influence,” Journal of 
Communication, Vol. 62, pp 701-718, 2012. 
125 Choi, 2015; Interscience Publishers. "The importance of influencers on social media," ScienceDaily, 10 August 
2017. As of September 30, 2020: www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/08/170810104849.htm 
126 Wojcik, Stefan and Adam Hughes, “Sizing Up Twitter Users,” Pew Research Center, April 24, 2019. 
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non-partisanship, and refrains from fatiguing or overwhelming platform resources. Each 
company would also need a system to quickly create inoculations, ideally comprising a 
multidisciplinary team of social and behavioral science, advertising, and creative and artistic 
experts. Finally, maintaining users’ trust would increase the likelihood inoculation messages are 
received, rather than delegitimized or distrusted from the beginning. It may increase trust to 
transparently share the criteria used to determine when an inoculation is given. Monitoring user 
reactions to inoculations can be done in tandem with monitoring the health of the platform 
against the spread of false information. Information from text and image analysis, user surveys, 
or other means can help give the platform feedback on how their approach is being received. The 
decreased spread of false information can be used to infer the success of the inoculations. Having 
different hashtags for different campaigns would allow companies to track the success of various 
campaigns and retire hashtags that have run awry of popular opinion. 

Topic 2: Network Effects 

Research Findings 

Some research on network effects studied simple and complex information propagation 
through complex networks.127 Many social media platforms have complex social networks that 
are highly clustered. Simple information propagation happens when a single node sending out a 
message is enough to trigger a cascade where that information is propagated across the network. 
Alternatively, complex information propagation relies on a local critical mass of nodes acting in 
unison to trigger a cascade. This research found that at certain thresholds for complex 
propagation in a complex network, weak ties to distant clusters of nodes can reduce the growth 
of the cascade, especially compared to complex propagation through a simple, lattice network. 
At some thresholds, too many random links can prevent cascades from occurring altogether.  

Complex networks with complex propagation patterns are applicable to most platforms, 
including Twitter, Facebook, and WhatsApp. This suggests that the presence and prevalence of 
weak ties to distant clusters may reduce the spread of information on these platforms. At certain 
thresholds, it may even prevent the spread of information. This information could be either false 
information or inoculation messages. For this reason, it would be important for platforms to 
understand their networks where possible and field interventions that help stop the spread of 
false information. 

Ideas for Application 

As out-of-network, weak ties are increased, spontaneous complex propagation of future 
disinformation may be avoided. Platforms with visibility into their social networks (i.e., Twitter, 
Instagram, etc., excluding WhatsApp) may be able to modify algorithms to suggest friends or 

 
127 Centola, Damon, Víctor M. Eguíluz, and Michael W. Macy. "Cascade dynamics of complex propagation." 
Physica A: Statistical Mechanics and its Applications, Vol. 374, No. 1, pp 449-456, 2007. 
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populate news feeds with suggestions that are different from the network users’ typical 
connections. Weak ties that are still relevant to the user may be suggested, including ties to 
users’ geographic groups or groups they have shown low to moderate interest in. For example, in 
2018, Facebook reduced how much users would see posts from businesses and media and 
emphasized local news and events.128 Organizing News Feed posts to include regional geography 
as a priority can produce a different and usually more diverse mix of posts than organizing by 
affinity or corporate advertising. This reorganization of relevant content along geographic and 
community lines enables increased weak ties to people outside a user’s affinity groups, but still 
within relevant groups of shared location. Similar reorganizations may be enacted on other 
features of social media sites, in which suggestions are still relevant to the user, but encourage 
the growth of weak ties that can reduce cascades of false information spreading through dense, 
closed networks.  

Conversely, while a network is still dense and closed, the structure of these siloed networks 
can be used to spread inoculation materials. Because inoculations can spread through the same 
viral means as false information, fielding attractive inoculations (or other interventions) to siloed 
networks may promote a cascade sharing that content. Through network and text analysis, social 
media platforms may identify dense networks with few connections to other groups and deploy 
tailored, sharable inoculation materials and rely on the network structure to spread the 
information.  

Challenges and Limitations 

Introducing geography as a priority in serving friend, event, or group suggestions may be 
difficult for users that do not declare their location. Device location data would need to be 
accessible and the platform’s privacy policies would need to allow the platform to use that 
information in its algorithms.  

Audience (Individual) 

The audience is the target of the false information. Social media platforms seeking to directly 
strengthen their individual users against false information might consider applying some of the 
following findings from existing research. 

 
128 Hutchinson, Andrew, “Facebook Expands Test of Local News and Events Section in News Feed,” Social Media 
Today, March 29, 2018. As of December 19, 2019: https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/facebook-expands-test-
of-local-news-and-events-section-in-news-feed/520218/; Garcia, Albizu, “The Biggest Social Media Changes So Far 
in 2018 - And How to Keep Up,” Social Media Today, April 12, 2018. As of December 19, 2019: 
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/the-biggest-social-media-changes-so-far-in-2018-and-how-to-keep-
up/521154/ 
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Topic 1: Influence through Identity 

Research Findings 

Social Identity Theory states that membership in groups influences identity.129 As social 
media users join groups, such as Facebook groups, active commenting threads on Reddit, or 
using group-based hashtags such as #BlackLivesMatter, #MAGA, or #ImWithHer, they begin to 
identify with group members. As they identify with group members, some of Cialdini’s 
principles of influence (social proof and likeness) have greater power to persuade them. Social 
proof is where people look to what other people are believing or doing to decide what they will 
believe and do.130 This is seen in disturbing increases in suicides after news reports of 
suicides.131 It can also be observed in advertising suggesting safety in numbers (i.e., “Fifty 
Million Americans Can’t be Wrong”).132 Social proof is most influential under two conditions, 
one of which is similarity. We are more persuaded by people similar to us. This leads to the 
second influence principle at play here, liking. Liking is where people are more influenced by 
those they know, like, or are similar to.133 The more connection users have to groups, the more 
their social identity may be molded by group membership and the more similar they likely 
become to the group. As users join various groups, the group can influence their identity, which 
especially exposes them to group influence through social proof and likeness.  

Ideas for Application 

A social networking company like Twitter, Facebook, or YouTube, may influence more 
people in a social network by first influencing the influencers and allowing them to influence the 
members of their group. Companies could identify influencers using network analysis, views, 
retweets, or other metrics and then give a tailored inoculation intervention sharable with 
followers. Using sharable content vs. ad space would allow influencers to disseminate the 
tailored message to their followers, much in the same way false information is disseminated, and 
increase the influence of the message. As an inoculation message is shared widely from 
influencers to followers, more people could be inoculated in a viral way from someone they are 
already influenced by.  

 
129 Hogg, Michael A., Deborah J. Terry, and Katherine M. White, “A Tale of Two Theories: A Critical Comparison 
of Identity Theory with Social Identity Theory,” Social Psychology Quarterly, Vol. 58, No. 4, 1995, pp. 255-269. 
130 Cialdini, 2008. 
131 Cialdini, 2008. 
132 Cialdini, 2008. 
133 Cialdini, 2008. 
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Challenges and Limitations 

There is a risk for a boomerang effect (i.e., becoming more entrenched in sharing or 
believing false information) if the influencer rejects the inoculation message. Great care to 
inoculate in sensitive, empathetic ways or choosing not to attempt inoculation that counters 
strongly-held, existing beliefs would help avoid backfire. Understanding the user group and 
testing interventions is advisable before using them on large social networks vulnerable to false 
information. This process may also take time. A streamlined procedure for assessing false 
information, identifying influencers, and creating tailored inoculation content would need to be 
implemented to maximize the effects of inoculation. The experimental portions in this 
dissertation are meant to provide a proof of concept for how major pieces of this this 
identification and inoculation system may work. 

Topic 2: Attitude 

Research Findings 

The Theory of Planned Behavior134 hypothesizes components that contribute to behavior. In 
the figure below, behavior is a result of intention which is made up of three components. These 
components include the person’s attitude toward the behavior, the person’s perception of the 
behavior, and how much control the person feels he or she has over their behavior. This last 
component also has indirect influence over the behavior itself. According to this model, intention 
and perceived behavioral control are the best indicators of what a person’s behavior might be.  

 
134 Ajzen, Icek, “The Theory of Planned Behavior,” Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, 
Vol. 50, No. 2, pp. 179-211, December 1991. 
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Figure 4.2: Theory of Planned Behavior Model 

 
SOURCE: Orzanna, Robert, “File: Theory of planned behavior.png,” Wikimedia Commons, webpage, August 11, 
2015. As of January 20, 2021: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Theory_of_planned_behavior.png 

 
However, other research has highlighted that, over time, habits replace the strength of 

intentions.135 This is useful for technology policy-makers to understand as social media can 
create habits that may or may not be helpful in resisting false information. 

Ideas for Application 

A social media company may design its technology to avoid producing addictive habits and 
validate their persuasive design using the Eight Principles of Persuasive Technology Design 
presented earlier.136 Google has already started something like this by hiring design ethicists 
responsible for considering how their technology designs affect billions of users cognitively and 
socially.137 Where designs are found to produce unethical, poor, or addictive habits, new policies 
may be adopted to ethically reach the goals of the company while developing users empowered 
with desirable information habits.  

 
135 Prislin and Wood, 2005. 
136 Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander, 1999. 
137 Harris, Tristan, “How Technology is Hijacking Your Mind — from a Magician and Google Design Ethicist,” 
Medium, May 18, 2016. As of December 1, 2019: https://medium.com/thrive-global/how-technology-hijacks-
peoples-minds-from-a-magician-and-google-s-design-ethicist-56d62ef5edf3 
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Challenges and Limitations 

Challenges include coordinating inter-disciplinary teams to assess and address habit-inducing 
technologies. This is not beyond the experience of most social media companies, but for some 
that may not yet work with ethicists or social scientists, this may present an initial challenge. 
Another challenge is deciding on and committing to an ethical code company policies follow. I 
suggest the Eight Principles of Persuasive Technologies, but each company and their teams 
would need to understand and support a code they ascribe to or create.138 Impartially 
implementing an ethical code would create consistency, predictability, and trust on the part of the 
users toward the platform, which trust is necessary for a healthy, successful relationship with 
users.  

Topic 3: Attitude Valence: Attitude Certainty, Ambivalence, and Amplification Hypothesis 

Research Findings 

Attitude certainty, ambivalence, and amplification hypothesis help answer why some 
warning messages backfire. To understand why, it is important to understand attitude certainty, 
ambivalence, and the amplification hypothesis. Attitude certainty is the level of conviction, 
confidence, correctness, or validity with which someone believes his or her attitude.139 
Ambivalence is where someone does not have a decided belief and is often more susceptible to 
persuasion. Attitude certainty is a characteristic of ambivalent as well as univalent attitudes. An 
ambivalent person can have high attitude certainty and a person with a univalent attitude can 
have low attitude certainty. An example of having a high certainty, ambivalent attitude is 
someone deciding to eat a pastry if he or she believes eating a lot of sugar is both delicious and 
unhealthy. Finally, amplification Hypothesis explains boomerang effects where persuasion 
backfires, and targets of the persuasion become even more committed to their original 
viewpoints.140 

Amplification Hypothesis rests on how increasing attitude certainty amplifies the dominant 
effects of univalent and ambivalent attitudes.141 The dominant effect of ambivalent attitudes is to 
seek resolution or some univalent attitude, which makes ambivalent attitudes susceptible to 
persuasion. The dominant effect of univalent attitudes is to remain univalent and results in being 
more resistant to persuasion. Increasing attitude certainty was shown to amplify the decidedness 
of the univalent (leading to strong resistance to persuasion) or the undecidedness of the 
ambivalent (leading to weak resistance to persuasion).  

 
138 Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander, 1999. 
139 Clarkson, Tormala, and Rucker, 2008. 
140 Clarkson, Tormala, and Rucker, 2008. 
141 Clarkson, Tormala, and Rucker, 2008. 
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Table 4.3: Attitude Certainty and Resistance to Persuasion 

 INCREASING ATTITUDE CERTAINTY 
UNIVALENT Increases resistance to persuasion 
AMBIVALENT Decreases resistance to persuasion 

 
How might attitude certainty be increased? Attitude certainty can increase or decrease as the 

result of persuasive attacks. Tormala and Petty (2002) found that attitude certainty is increased 
when subjects believe both that the persuasive attack was strong and that they resisted well. They 
showed attitude certainty did not increase when participants resisted an attack but believed it was 
a weak attack.142 In this way, attitude certainty is like a muscle. With significant effort, certainty, 
like a muscle, grows, but with little effort, certainty levels remain the same. Conversely, attitude 
certainty can decrease (and therefore resistance to persuasion decreases) when subjects believe 
they resisted poorly or when they believe their counter-arguments were weak.143 This suggests 
that even if subjects are successfully resisting persuasion, if their attitude certainty is low 
because they are not confident in their counter-arguments, the persuasive argument tends to 
erode their attitude certainty and could lead to attitude change. However, attitude certainty may 
be increased through elaboration on topics that emotionally engage subjects.144 Successfully 
resisting persuasion increases attitude certainty when elaboration (expanding on a topic) is high. 
Elaboration may increase when subjects are engaged on values important to them. 

This research implies that undecided or ambivalent people are more fruitful targets for 
persuasion. Endeavoring to persuade those who have already adopted an attitude may backfire 
and increase their attitude strength, unless their attitude strength is weak, and they believe they 
weakly resisted a persuasive attempt. Although there is some disagreement,145 most research 
finds that ambivalent attitudes decrease resistance to persuasion and that the ambivalent are low-
hanging fruit for persuasion.146 Social science research has generally found that strong attitudes 
are harder to change, more predictive of behavior, and less sensitive to behavioral feedback.147 
Those with ambivalent attitudes are generally more open to persuasion, if that persuasion is 

 
142 Tormala, Zakary L., & Richard E. Petty, “What Doesn’t Kill Me Makes Me Stronger: The Effects of Resisting 
Persuasion on Attitude Certainty,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol. 6, 2002, pp. 1298-1313. 
143 Tormala, Zakary L., Joshua J. Clarkson, and Richard E. Petty, “Resisting Persuasion by the Skin of One’s Teeth: 
The Hidden Success of Resisted Persuasive Messages,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol. 91, No. 
3, 2006. 
144 Tormala, Zakary L. and Richard E. Petty, “Resistance to Persuasion and Attitude Certainty: The Moderating 
Role of Elaboration,” Society for Personality and Social Psychology, Vol. 30 No. 11, November 11, 2004. 
145 Forehand, Mark, Mark Staton, and Brian Tietje, “Ambivalence as an Inoculating Agent: A Built-In Defense 
Against Attitude Change,” Advances in Consumer Research, Vol. 34, 2007. 
146 Prislin and Wood, 2005. 
147 Prislin and Wood, 2005. 
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packaged in appeals that emotionally engages the participant.148 Researchers also found that 
apathy reduces resistance to persuasion.149  

Ideas for Application 

Understanding users’ attitude strength on key areas of false information and knowing how to 
improve that attitude strength is important for social networking sites that want to help their 
users resist false information. There are ways social media companies may indirectly approach 
attitude certainty and thereby strengthen desirable attitudes. Instead of addressing specific issues 
that users may have strong attitude certainty about, a social media platform might inoculate users 
against tactics used by false information messages. Platforms like Twitter, Facebook, or 
Instagram, might identify common markers of manipulative, false information messages (i.e. 
logical fallacies, cherry-picking evidence, using fake experts, impossible expectations, or 
conspiracy theories) and inoculate their users to be wary when messages use one or more of 
these tactics (see Figure 4.3).150 They could then offer strong counter-arguments against these 
persuasive tactics and highlight they even tend towards manipulation and help the user dismiss 
them as a persuasive argument and encourage them to avoid being manipulated. 
  

 
148 Pfau, Michael, Erin Alison Szabo, Jason Anderson, Joshua Morrill, Jessica Zubric, and Hua-Hsin Wan, “The 
Role and Impact of Affect in the Process of Resistance to Persuasion,” Human Communication Research, Vol. 27, 
No. 2, April 2001. 
149 Pfau et al., 2001b. 
150 Cook, John, Peter Ellington, & David Kinkead, “Deconstructing Climate Misinformation to Identify Reasoning 
Errors,” Environmental Research Letters, February 6, 2018; Cook, John, “A History of FLICC: the 5 Techniques of 
Science Denial,” webpage, 2020. As of February 22, 2021: https://skepticalscience.com/history-FLICC5-techniques-
science-denial.html  
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Figure 4.3: Taxonomy of Misinformation Techniques Used in Climate Science  

This taxonomy helps identify disinformation techniques social media platforms could inoculate against. 

 

SOURCE: SkepticalScience, CC BY-SA 4.0, webpage via Wikimedia Commons, no changes made, undated. As of 
June 24, 2021: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0 

 
A social media company may assist ambivalent users by increasing their awareness of 

specific pieces or themes of false information shared on their platform to reduce ambivalence 
toward those themes. They might use educational memes, click-through slides, ads, or other 
items targeted to emotionally engage groups of users with tailored content. As users become less 
ambivalent, they will likely become less susceptible to persuasion, particularly from false 
information. This method may be especially needed during elections when undecided voters are 
targeted. Targeting these same groups with messages warning of manipulation techniques of 
other ads and encouragement to study and decide on a vote for themselves may help users 
become decided through their own efforts rather than through manipulation. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0
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Although evidence of backfire has decreased in the last 10 years,151 avoiding any backfire 
that might happen when trying to persuade users, platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
and YouTube would need to understand users’ attitude certainty levels if seeking to take a direct 
approach in persuading them. Companies could use a text analysis method (stance analysis) and 
refer to its measures of certainty and uncertainty present in their posts compared to other users. 
Stance requires a corpus (a large body of textual posts from users) and compares it to a baseline 
of speech and measures how many words are used that connote certainty or uncertainty. This 
certainty measure could be a proxy for attitude certainty and help determine if that user is more 
open to direct persuasion or needs a different approach. This may be especially applicable when 
sharing a message with influencer groups. Understanding their attitude certainty would inform if 
a direct persuasive appeal is advisable (under conditions of weak attitude certainty) or an indirect 
appeal, targeting the Periphery or System I process (under conditions of strong attitude 
certainty). 

Challenges and Limitations 

Attitude strength and its effect on persuasion means social media platforms creating 
interventions need to avoid backfire effects, where the undesired attitude is strengthened. This 
may be avoided by appealing to general, core desires and expectations or by appealing to higher 
identities. Rather than get into the substance of disinformation topics, making general appeals to 
a person’s desire not to be manipulated and offering guides from trusted civil society 
organizations on how to avoid manipulation may fare better. Additionally, some disinformation 
may play on users’ identities to gain acquiescence. For example, both conservative and liberals 
in the U.S. can have differing views of climate change, gun control, and abortion that fall along 
party lines. Helping those who strongly identify with one argument to rise above party identities 
might be accomplished through appeals to higher or more core identities as citizens or parents. 
By keeping interventions general or appealing to more core identities, social media platforms 
may be able to avoid backfire effects and help their users better discern, avoid, and resist false 
information.  

Some of these considerations may be avoided by adopting a nurturing approach where 
instead of breaking down false information, the platform invests in building up positive ads and 
measures about sincere connection, kindness, listening more than speaking, critical thinking, or 
any other trait a platform considers ideal for its users interacting on the platform. 

 
151 Lewandowsky, S., Cook, J., Ecker, U. K. H., Albarracín, D., Amazeen, M. A., Kendeou, P., Lombardi, D., 
Newman, E. J., Pennycook, G., Porter, E. Rand, D. G., Rapp, D. N., Reifler, J., Roozenbeek, J., Schmid, P., Seifert, 
C. M., Sinatra, G. M., Swire-Thompson, B., van der Linden, S., Vraga, E. K., Wood, T. J., Zaragoza, M. S., “The 
Debunking Handbook 2020,” 2020. As of February 26, 2021: https://sks.to/db2020. DOI:10.17910/b7.1182 
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Topic 3: Dual Systems for Cognitive Processing  

Research Findings 

Several psychologists have diagrammed a dual-system humans use to process information 
and make decisions. Understanding this dual system will help social media companies create 
effective, persuasive material to help their users decrease the amount of false information they 
interact with on the platform. Daniel Kahneman described a dual information processing system 
in his book Thinking, Fast and Slow.152 System I is automatic thinking, judgements, and 
activities that are fast, instinctive, and emotional. System II is thinking, judgements and activities 
requiring attention. Attention is a limited resource, so information processing is only switched 
from the fast System I to the slower, more resource-heavy System II when paying attention is 
warranted. When a social media user is viewing information on a platform, System I is in play 
unless the user finds a reason to give direct attention and employ System II.  

This is similar to the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM).153 ELM also proposes two 
processing systems: peripheral and central. The peripheral is similar to System I in that it is less 
attentive information processing while the central system is like System II in that it is more 
effortful information processing. 

Ideas for Application 

A social media company, like YouTube, Twitter, or Facebook, may decide to engage users’ 
System II or central processing systems to help them actively discern, avoid, or resist false 
information. Some ways to draw user attention is to direct them to look for a certain item in an 
image, stimulate curiosity with a question and an appealing graphic or animation, or create 
anticipation by flashing short phrases on a screen while waiting for content to load. However, 
some attention-grabbing features become commonplace and no longer command attention. 
Animations of balloons and confetti on Facebook when users type comments like 
“CONGRATS!” can draw attention the first time. However, it will draw less and less attention 
the more the user expects it.  

Further, a platform could design an intervention to both measure System II engagement and 
also be persuasive to System II thinking. For example, an ad might appear in a feed asking users 
to “name that tune.” If the ad is clicked on and open for at least a few seconds, or if a response is 
given, the platform would know it engaged the users’ System II processing. YouTube has a form 
of this. YouTube offers users a choice to complete a short survey or continue watching ads 
before loading content. System II is likely engaged to complete the survey and System I is 
engaged to continue watching ads. However, because users might simply select an option 

 
152 Kahneman, Daniel, Thinking, Fast and Slow, New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2011. 
153 Petty, Richard E. and John T. Cacioppo, “The Elaboration Likelihood Model of Persuasion,” in Communication 
and Persuasion: Springer Series in Social Psychology, New York: Springer, 1986. 
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without reading the survey, System I might still be the only system engaged. However, if taking 
the survey takes more than a few seconds or if two or more options are selected, it may be 
assumed that System II was engaged and the user paid attention to that message. A 
disinformation application would be to have a multiple-choice question for how to spot 
disinformation and reward right answers with balloons as Facebook’s “Congrats!” message and 
encourage with another attention-grabbing graphic if they get it wrong. 

However, when persuasion is not likely, engaging System II on other topics may help shift 
attention or expectations of media information. Persuasion may be unlikely when user groups 
have strong attitude certainty, leading to elevated risk of backfire (users becoming more strongly 
committed to the original attitude). Platforms may be able to avoid backfire but still progress in 
building a healthier information environment. They might invest in ads or experiences that 
positively reinforce desirable behaviors or values. For example, the Foundation for a Better Life 
creates public service announcements regarding values they hope most find “encouraging and 
relevant.”154 They select values and construct a message around that value for billboards (below), 
television, and radio. While not directly engaging System II thinking for countering 
disinformation, this type of messaging gives airtime to positivity, unity, and creates good 
feelings based on inspirational values. This is the opposite atmosphere disinformation creates. 
While the effect of campaigns of this type may not be direct in reducing the spread of 
disinformation, it might prepare the environment for expecting or searching for media that 
embodies those values, like civility or compassion. It also can increase attention to uplifting and 
inspiring topics and starve divisive disinformation topics of some attention. 

 
154 Pass It On, “About Us: The Foundation for a Better Life,” webpage, 2000-2020. As of March 23, 2020: 
https://www.passiton.com/who-we-are 
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Figure 4.4: Foundation for a Better Life PSAs 

   
Pass It On billboards from the Foundation for a Better Life share messages of generally accepted and relevant values 

through a PSA campaign.155 

When trying to move from System I to System II engagement, platforms or advertisers can use 
forms of manipulation, including reason-bypassing and reason-countering types. These 
manipulations include color choices (i.e., blue to evoke trust), background and animation 
choices, default settings, or environmental arrangements (i.e. burying discouraged settings in 
layers of menus or asking users if they are sure they want to post a comment before posting it). 
Additionally, ads that use peer pressure or play on emotions or desires can influence users’ 
choices.  

Challenges and Limitations 

While understanding how to draw users’ attention in order to engage their System II, or 
central processing is important in understanding how to persuasively influence users to resist 
false information, there are both challenges and limitations in implementing this research. One 
challenge is determining when to target System II directly or indirectly, based on attitude 
certainty and other factors. Platforms can use stance analysis, a text analysis tool, to measure 
how certain communities talk about a topic compared to a baseline. This certainty measure could 
proxy for attitude certainty and help guide choices about directly engaging on the topic or not. 
Another challenge is social media platforms will have to decide what manipulations, if any, they 
are willing to use, from innocuous ones (like intentional color choices) to more overt ones (such 
as manipulating emotions or using peer pressure to influence).  

 
155 Pass It On, “Pass It on Billboards,” webpage, 2000-2020. As of March 23, 2020: 
https://www.passiton.com/inspirational-sayings-billboards 
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Topic 4: Cognitive Effort 

Research Findings 

This research simply states that cognitive work is required to build greater resistance to 
persuasion directly through System II thinking or Central Processing. Enticing subjects to engage 
in cognitive work typically requires engaging them on what they value.156 

Ideas for Application 

A social media company seeking to actively and directly reduce the spread of false 
information on its platform may try to better understand its users and their values in order to 
tailor interventions for those groups. If an intervention appeals to a group based on what the 
group values, it is more likely to engage cognitive effort and better persuade users to discern, 
avoid, or resist false information. Companies like Facebook may understand their users through a 
variety of methods, including user statistics, user posts, or results from surveys to understand 
who their users are and what they value. These findings could be incorporated into targeted 
inoculations or other interventions to help increase resistance to persuasion.  

Challenges and Limitations 

It is worth noting that active, direct measures to decrease the amount of false information on 
a platform may backfire if users have high attitude certainty or if they have been frequently 
exposed to the false information in question. In cases of entrenched beliefs, targeting System I or 
Peripheral Processing or elevating the beliefs of an in-group minority may be more effective 
approaches. System I and Peripheral Processing require less cognitive effort, but repeated 
exposure over time may increase likelihood of persuasion later. Also, in-group minority or 
dissenting opinions can increase cognitive effort as the majority considers the opinion and 
readjusts its surrounding beliefs. In either case, it is important to know how strongly users 
believe in the targeted false information and choose a method accordingly.  

Topic 5: Biases 

Research Findings 

Several biases affect the way users process information. I only touch on two prominent ones: 
intergroup bias and blind spot bias. Intergroup bias is “the systematic tendency to evaluate one’s 
own membership group (the in-group) or its members more favorably than a non-membership 
group (the out-group) or its members”157 This means that subjects have a bias in favor of those in 

 
156 Blankenship, Kevin L. and Duane T. Wegener, “Opening the Mind to Close It: Considering a Message in Light 
of Important Values Increases Message Processing and Later Resistance to Change,” Journal of Personality and 
Social Psychology, Vol. 94, No. 2, 2008. 
157 Hewstone, Miles, Mark Rubin, and Hazel Willis, “Intergroup Bias,” Annual Review of Psychology, Vol. 53, 
2002. 
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their group and a bias against those outside their group. Blind spot bias is readily seeing biases in 
others and failing to recognize it in oneself. Neither awareness of biases nor recognizing the 
impact of those biases prevents having a blind spot bias.158 This makes it difficult for subjects to 
see their own biases as well as consider outside information on equal grounds as inside 
information. 

Ideas for Application 

Being aware of these two biases would aid social media companies in testing and fielding 
interventions to help their users better discern and resist false information. Companies, like 
Facebook and Instagram, could ensure interventions avoid divisive identities and instead tap into 
unifying identities most users share. For example, if a user group is divided politically (such as 
residents of a purple district or state), referring to a unifying or alternate identity to persuade 
users (such as being Americans, Iowans, or being a part of family) may be more successful than 
involving a divisive identity (such as membership in a political party). Examples of appealing to 
a shared identity include referencing revered past presidents like Lincoln or Washington, using 
inspiring quotes about being an American, or tapping into family identities of doing your best as 
a mother, father, or child. By navigating biases and contextualizing interventions using the most 
inclusive in-group possible while still remaining meaningful, platforms may be more successful 
in persuading users to discern and resist false information. 

Challenges and Limitations 

Companies would need to understand their users well to understand what groups users 
identify most strongly with in order to be able to navigate users’ in-group and blind-spot biases. 
They may understand this through a combination of social network and text analyses, observing 
online activity and behavior, surveys, or other methods open to social media companies. 

Topic 6: Resistance Strategies 

Research Findings 

Research shows that individuals adopt predictable strategies to resist persuasion. These 
strategies are based on the type of threat they perceive from a persuasive message.159 Three types 
of persuasive threats include Concerns for Deception, Threats to Freedom, and Reluctance to 
Change. In all three threat cases, participants’ predictable strategy to resist persuasion was first 
Avoidance. If they could not avoid the threat, secondary strategies were used either during or 
after the threat. These strategies included Contesting, Empowerment, and Biased Processing.  

 
158 Pronin, Emily, Daniel Y. Lin and Lee Ross, “The Bias Blind Spot: Perceptions of Bias in Self Versus Others,” 
Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, Vol. 28, No. 3, March 2002, 369-381. 
159 Fransen, Smit, and Verlegh, 2015. 
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Contesting means subjects disputes the source, the strategy used to persuade, or the content 
of the persuasion. This is an ideal response strategy for dealing with false information, as it leads 
to critical thinking that could reveal information veracity, no matter if it is false or true. 
Contesting is a typical response strategy if participants felt Concerns for Deception or Threats to 
Freedom.  

Empowerment includes strategies intended to increase self-confidence or attitude strength in 
order to reduce vulnerability to the persuasion. This strategy is less ideal as a response to false 
information, as participants may empower beliefs that may be false. Participants resorted to this 
resistance strategy when they felt Threats to Freedom or a Reluctance to Change. 

Finally, Biased Processing are strategies that reduce the impact of the message by either 
distorting the message to fit prior attitudes and beliefs (via weighting attributes or reducing 
impact of the message) or minimizing the impact (via optimism bias). This is also a less ideal 
response strategy to persuasive attempts, as it could be applied when true information is shared. 
Participants that felt a Reluctance to Change resorted to this resistance strategy.  

Figure 4.5: Predictable Resistance Strategies for Persuasive Attempts  

Threat Type  Primary Resistance 
Strategy 

Secondary Resistance 
Strategy 

Concerns for Deception Avoidance Contesting 

Threats to Freedom Avoidance Contesting  
OR 

Empowerment 

Reluctance to Change Avoidance Biased Processing  
OR 

Empowerment 

 
Figure 4.5 shows people’s typical resistance strategies for percieved persuasive threats. 

These typical resistance strategies are useful for social media platforms to anticipate so they can 
try to help users see false information as a persuasive attempt triggering Concerns for Deception. 
This can encourage Contesting, and its attendent critical thinking strategies, to come into play. 

Ideas for Application 

Given these response strategies to persuasion, it would be ideal for users to view the threat of 
false information as a Concern for Deception or a Threat to Freedom. It is important to avoid 
persuasive attempts that cause users to feel a Reluctance to Change.  

To frame false information as a Concern for Deception threat, a social media company might 
cast intervention efforts in the light of protecting users from false information and be sure to 
avoid triggering perceived Threats to Freedom (such as freedom of thought, freedom to have 
divergent opinions, freedom from ridicule) or Reluctance to Change (i.e., not pressuring or 
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judging a change in thinking or behavior). A company may do this by explicitly allaying fears of 
the other two threats or by presenting through analogy.  

Allaying fears of threats to freedom or reluctance to change might include explicitly 
communicating something like, “We’re not here to tell you how to think or that you need to 
change anything. We are responsible to alert you when there is misleading information in your 
feed, and this is one of those times.”  

Companies could also present problems of false information through analogy, giving another 
context most users would not have strong prejudices against. For example, the platform could 
describe the role of misinformation in the elections of a less-well-known country before relating 
it to elections in the user’s country. This analogy would be designed to produce a desired 
emotional response before relating it to threats of deception facing the user. This may lead users 
to naturally contest the source or content of dubious information and thereby make a platform 
more secure to disinformation. 

Challenges and Limitations 

Characterizing false information as a threat may create new fears in a user that could lead to 
greater distrust of information. Moderation in distrust is likely best, as too little distrust may lead 
to gullibility and vulnerability and too much distrust lends to paranoia and belief in conspiracy 
theories. Ensuring the balance of distrust and fear does not become overwhelming to users would 
be important in messaging about false information and anticipating resistance strategies. 

Topic 7: Corrections 

Research Findings 

Significant research has been carried out showing correcting misinformation frequently fails 
to eliminate misperceptions and can even backfire and increase misperceptions.160 A meta-
analysis of 32 studies on the effectiveness of corrections showed that while the most successful 
corrections come from the source of the misinformation and are in-line with the audience’s 
worldview, less successful corrections occur after the misinformation has been repeated and time 
has elapsed after the misinformation was delivered.161 This presents a problem, because many 
corrections occur well after the misinformation has been stated and repeated. In addition, 
repeating false information in order to correct it may further ingrain it in a user’s perception.162 

 
160 Nyhan, Brendan and Jason Reifler, “When Corrections Fail: The Persistence of Political Misperceptions,” 
Political Behavior, No. 32, pp. 303-330, March 30, 2010. 
161 Walter, Nathan & Riva Tukachinsky, “A Meta-Analytic Examination of the Continued Influence of 
Misinformation in the Face of Correction: How Powerful Is It, Why Does It Happen, and How to Stop It?” 
Communication Research, June 22, 2019. As of February 22, 2021: https://doi.org/10.1177/0093650219854600 
162 Pennycook, Gordon, Tyrone D. Cannon, and David G. Rand, “Prior Exposure Increases Perceived Accuracy of 
Fake News,” Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, Vol. 147, No. 12, pp. 1865-1880, 2018. 
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One solution is to focus on a counter narrative rather than correct pieces of false information 
already being broadcast through a narrative.163 This is based on neuroscience and other research 
suggesting humans understand informational input through creating stories about the input. 
These stories are cause-and-effect understandings making sense of input from the world around 
them.164 It is theorized that correcting the input of someone’s story is less effective at debunking 
false information because changing the input may negate the explanatory power of the story. 
However, offering a different story or narrative may be more successful because it offers both 
the input and sense-making structures together. This allows the brain to grasp the information 
more easily and potentially replace the old narrative with the new. 

Ideas for Application 

Instead of trying to change the facts in someone else’s story, the corrections problem may be 
avoided by creating a new story with the facts accurately presented. This is called a counter-
narrative, and many groups in Eastern Europe are already employing in it combatting Russian 
disinformation narratives. A notable example is the Ukraine Crisis Media Center (UCMC), a 
public-private partnership consisting of representatives from government and each media 
industry in Ukraine. They meet frequently, identify prominent false narratives from Russian 
sources, and then determine a unified Ukrainian message or story. This counter narrative is then 
promulgated through each media sector, allowing viewers and listeners to replace the Russian 
story with a more factual Ukrainian story heard on several media streams. The UCMC also 
builds public trust through press briefings and conducts focus groups to identify strategies to 
effectively reach their audiences.165  

A social media company whose users discuss news topics frequently, such as Twitter, 
Facebook, Reddit, and even YouTube, may identify false narratives prevalent in their social 
networks and partner with journalistic or fact-checking organizations to investigate and create 
counter-narratives packaged in memes, tweets, posts, or short videos easily shared by users. 
Advertising space could be offered to these journalistic institutions at low cost to run these 
factual, attractive counter-narratives to targeted social network groups. To build trust and 
transparency with users, the partnership should claim the ad or message. 

Challenges and Limitations 

Social media companies may be limited by time, the capabilities of their partners, and the 
criteria they use to decide what narratives to address. Keeping pace with counter-narratives or 
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broadcasting original narratives would take time and partner capacity. Social media companies 
may be limited by partner capability or interest in developing counter narratives. They would 
also need to work with partners to determine how best to broadcast the counter narrative. 
Creating narratives can be reactionary (creating counter-narratives for narratives already 
circulating) or proactive (deciding on and creating narratives for the platform, for example, 
narratives that communicate platform purpose or goals). Platforms would need to decide what 
narratives to address with counter-narratives and what original narratives to produce. 

Topic 8: Public Commitments 

Research Findings 

Both Cialdini (2008) and Nyer and Gopinath (2008) found that making public commitments 
influences someone’s susceptibility to persuasion.166 Public commitments form a strong 
obligation in someone to complete a commitment and appear consistent.167 Commitments related 
to discerning, avoiding, or resisting false information include committing to better habits of 
information consumption or habits that would expose them to less false information. Companies 
should be careful and ethical in what they ask their users to commit to. 

Ideas for Application 

Social media companies, such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, may incorporate 
commitments into their hashtags, requests for likes, or any educational or training material they 
share. For example, a hashtag may be crafted to say #ImKeepingItReal instead of 
#KeepingItReal in order to encourage commitment; a meme, video, or message on checking 
sources before reposting may ask for a like or share if they commit to checking sources; and an 
educational, four-slide, click-through slideshow on savvy information consumption may ask for 
that person’s commitment to being a savvy consumer. 

Challenges and Limitations 

Social media companies may have two major challenges with public commitments: selecting 
what commitments to support and maintaining trust with their users. Each company would need 
to decide what commitments to use to fortify their users against false information. A code of 
ethics or principles that are clearly communicated and intuitive for users to understand could 
both guide the selection of commitments and maintain trust and transparency with their users. 
The Eight Principles of Persuasive Technology Design presented earlier can provide a starting 
point for each platform.168 Platforms could also cultivate trust and reciprocation by 

 
166 Nyer, Prashanth U. and Mahesh Gopinath, “The Effect of Public Commitment on Resistance to Persuasion: 
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communicating what both the company and any visible company leaders are doing to keep the 
same commitments. 

Topic 9: Resistance to Persuasion 

Research Findings 

The research here notes that resistance to persuasion can be increased before and during a 
persuasive attempt and also details a few disinformation techniques used to weaken resistance to 
persuasion.   

Priming subjects, or warning them of forth-coming persuasive attempts has also been shown 
to increase resistance to persuasion.169 A practical example of forewarning is seen in Clayton et 
al.’s (2020) study of Facebook’s “Rated false” and “Disputed” tags.170 Clayton tested several 
headline types (including headlines that were either pro- or anti-Trump and either false or true) 
that either carried no label, a “Rated false” label, or a “Disputed” label. After testing 3,000 
participants on Amazon Turk, Clayton and her colleagues found participants perceived tagged 
headlines as less accurate, regardless of their political leanings. They also noted that unlabeled 
stories were perceived as accurate unless a general warning for all headlines was issued. A 
general warning caused participants to doubt the veracity of both false and true stories. This 
study shows forewarning users affects their perception and, if warned of false or disputed titles, 
may help them resist persuasion from disinformation.  

In addition to priming and forewarning, researchers found that resistance to persuasion is 
increased when a subject publicly commitments to a position prior to a persuasive attempt.171 
Research shows that there are spillover effects where people can still resist something that is not 
specifically treated for in resistance treatments.172 When subjects are primed, forewarned, or 
inoculated against a specific piece of false information, they may show resistance to other 
content as well. However, another study found that forewarning of message content can cause 
either acquiescence or greater resistance (backfire effect). However, forewarning of undue 
manipulative intent reliably resulted in the intended resistance to persuasion.173 When unsure of 
how strongly a group believes in false information or how they will react to an intervention, it 
may be useful to warn when messages or sources have deceptive or undue manipulative intent 
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(such as fringe or some foreign state-news sources) rather than warn them of specific content 
(i.e., what those news sources are saying). This same study also found that participants who 
believed they were vulnerable to persuasion resisted better. Pfau et al. (2001) also found that 
successful appeals to resist persuasion often engage subjects emotionally, and that emotional 
engagement often comes through addressing topics subjects care about. Conversely, apathy 
reduces resistance to persuasion.174 

During a persuasive attempt, researchers found resistance to persuasion occurs more often 
when subjects believe they resisted well or when they believe it is socially desirable to do so.175 
Resisting well means the subjects are confident in their counter arguments. Additionally, 
resistance to persuasion occurs most when subjects both care about the topic and when the 
persuasive message is weak.176 Caring about the topic promotes elaboration (thinking about the 
topic and comparing new information with existing information).  

Conversely, disinformation campaigns can reduce users’ resistance to persuasion through 
acknowledging their arguments’ weaknesses. Researchers found subjects had decreased 
resistance to persuasion when a persuasive message admitted a negative aspect about its position. 
This voluntary acknowledgment of flaws caused participants to discount the negative aspects of 
the message and led them to view the persuasion as more credible.177 Fortunately, researchers 
found that when using inoculation techniques (see below) to increase resistance to persuasion, 
acknowledging weaknesses the adversary will likely acknowledge and offering counter-
arguments improves resistance to persuasion.178  

Additionally, the Disrupt-then-Reframe (DTR) technique may be used to reduce resistance to 
persuasion. DTR first gives confusing information (in the experiment, jargon about plasma TVs) 
and then supplies a new framing or narrative (clear reasons and benefits for buying the TV) 
while the target is confused in order to decrease their resistance to persuasion.179 In the 
experiment, interest in buying the TV increased the most for those given the confusing disruption 
then the reframing, even more than giving just the positive reframing. Disrupt-then-Reframe has 
been seen in Russian disinformation campaigns where disinformation fuels confusion and 
disruption and the reframing is delivered through narrative. The Ukraine Crisis Media Centre is a 
public-private partnership between the Ukrainian government and heads of several media groups 
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in Ukraine. They combat Russia’s use of DTR by coordinating and delivering a unified narrative 
across several media streams to counter Russian narratives.180 

Overall, securing public commitments, forewarning of persuasive intent, cultivating 
awareness of susceptibility to being manipulated, shoring up self-perceptions of how strong 
one’s resistance to persuasion is, pitching emotionally engaging messages, and giving quality 
counter arguments that allow participants to think, elaborate, and feel they resisted strong attacks 
are all likely to increase resistance to persuasion. 

Ideas for Application 

Social media companies, like Facebook, Twitter, or YouTube, may help their users resist 
false information by acknowledging bias in all news sources but specifically forewarning them 
of the persuasive intent of fringe news organizations. They would also do well to acknowledge 
any negative aspects of their message in order to head off counter attacks to their anti-false 
information messages. If companies do not feel comfortable directly warning of news biases, 
they may offer cheap ad space to organizations that warn of persuasive intent of fringe or other 
organizations. The platform would also decide, based on their ethical code or terms and policies, 
whether to place that ad with all users generally or with a targeted population. 

Challenges and Limitations 

Challenges for resistance to persuasion include backfire effects that further ingrain the 
opposite behavior from what the resistance treatments intend. Additionally, resistance to 
persuasion techniques can be used by any group. Social media platforms that are first-movers in 
helping their users discern and resist persuasion would have an advantage, as well as more trust, 
over spoilers or bad actors using resistance to persuasion tactics against platforms. Finally, there 
are several ways to help users resist persuasion. Platforms would need to experiment and find the 
ways that work best for their users.  

Topic 10: Inoculation – Audience (Individual) 

Research Findings 

Inoculation helps a person resist persuasion by sharing a weakened version of the persuasive 
argument they will encounter and then offer refutations and counter arguments for that 
persuasion. This technique has been well researched in psychology, sociology, and applied in 
marketing, public health, communications, and other fields. A meta-analysis of 54 inoculation 
studies found inoculation messages are more effective at cultivating resistance to persuasion than 
supportive messaging (messaging that simply supports the desired message).181 They also made 
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the surprising discovery that refutational-same preemptions (where counter-arguments are 
specific to persuasive attacks) and refutational-different preemptions (where counter-arguments 
are not specific to persuasive attacks) both performed the same in reducing attitude change and 
increasing resistance to persuasion. This confirms a spillover effect, where inoculation can help 
inoculate against persuasive attacks it does not specifically address. This meta-analysis also 
showed that inoculations have a 14-day shelf life before their potency starts to degrade when no 
persuasive attack is encountered. This study also found that participants’ awareness of the 
severity of a threat gave no additional motivation to resist persuasion. 
 Van der Linden et al. (2017) found that inoculation can spread through the same means as 
misinformation.182 Inoculating a person or a few people in a network may lead to inoculating a 
network as users socially share inoculation materials and ideas, just as misinformation is socially 
shared. This network inoculation is in part possible because of some of the byproducts of 
inoculation. One byproduct is talking about the inoculation treatment, which increased resistance 
to persuasion.183 Inoculation can also boost attitude certainty, confidence, concentration, and 
reduces self-consciousness.184  

Finally, Lim and Ki (2007) found that inoculation prepares viewers to detect manipulation, 
be less influenced by manipulative content, and disfavor manipulative sponsors.185 Their 
research studied the effectiveness of refutational preemption in helping viewers of YouTube 
parody videos in detecting unduly manipulative intent and resisting its influence. Viewers 
receiving a preemptive inoculation message 1) were better able to detect unduly manipulative 
intent, 2) were more resistant to attitude change, and 3) showed less favorable attitudes toward 
the sponsor of the parody video. This research shows that inoculation prepares viewers to detect 
manipulation, be less influenced by manipulative content, and disfavor manipulative sponsors.  

Ideas for Application 

Inoculation techniques can be applied in most interventions by social media companies 
seeking to fortify their users against false information. One application includes a social media 
company, like Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, or Instagram, using a 3-slide click-through training 
on politically-based false information tactics. This could be displayed before using a service or 
be a clickable icon or ad. Making the content sharable would help spread the inoculative effects. 
Using inoculation techniques puts social media companies in a preventative, proactive position 
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rather than a reactive one and helps make their platforms more resistant to sharing false 
information.  

In a related application, Facebook might more effectively reduce the spread of false 
information by fielding non-profits or state election commissions’ inoculation messages on the 
same micro-targeted groups selected during election seasons. Many fear that the 200 articles a 
month that Facebook’s six fact-checking partners are able to fact-check does not make a 
meaningful impact on the deluge of false information shared on the platform.186 Microtargeting 
ads have been used for dubious purposes by Cambridge Analytica and Russian agents to 
inundate Facebook users with manipulative ads during elections.187 During an election season, 
giving non-partisan, non-profits or election commissions cheap or free access to these micro-
targeted populations and prioritizing their ads before other groups’ ads may help inoculate 
Facebook’s most vulnerable users to false information. If the ads following the inoculations 
refrain from using disinformation tactics, viewers should not be affected, and sponsors should 
see no change in the effectiveness of their microtargeted ads. If, however, the sponsor is using 
tactics to unduly manipulate, the inoculations should have an impact and might also incentivize 
sponsors to refrain from using disinformation tactics to spread their message.  

Challenges and Limitations 

Limitations of inoculations include monitoring what may need to be inoculated against, 
deciding what concepts or tactics to inoculate against, creating inoculations, and determining 
whom to distribute inoculations to. Each company would need to decide on a clear and effective 
set of principles for selecting what types of inoculations to use and a way for finding potential 
opportunities to inoculate users. Companies may decide to inoculate against general 
disinformation tactics before and throughout elections or they may decide to target specific types 
or purveyors of disinformation. A clear system will simplify and streamline platform decisions as 
well as form the basis for clear communication about intervention decisions to users. Both can 
increase users’ trust in the platform. Platforms would also need to have means for creating 
inoculations, whether this is contracted out to graphics vendors or civil society groups or if they 
are made in-house. Finally, social media companies would need to decide whom to distribute 
inoculations to. Some may follow a general campaign and give all users in a certain region or 
country the same inoculations while others might give targeted inoculations to targeted 
populations. In either case, it would be in the platform’s interest to increase users’ trust in them 
while also increasing users’ abilities to discern, avoid, and resist false information.  

 
186 Rodrigo, 2020.  
187Cadwalladr, Carole and Emma Graham-Harrison, “Revealed: 50 million Facebook profiles harvested for 
Cambridge Analytica in major data breach,” The Guardian, March 17, 2018. As of March 30, 2020: 
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/17/cambridge-analytica-facebook-influence-us-election; Murphy, 
Hannah and Javier Espinoza, “How to combat the threat of Facebook ads in US elections,” Financial Times, 
February 26, 2020. As of March 30, 2020: https://www.ft.com/content/87651b8a-e9e3-11e9-aefb-a946d2463e4b   

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/17/cambridge-analytica-facebook-influence-us-election
https://www.ft.com/content/87651b8a-e9e3-11e9-aefb-a946d2463e4b
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Audience (Group) 

The audience is the target of the false information. Social media platforms seeking to directly 
strengthen networks of users or other groups against false information might consider applying 
some of the following findings from existing research. 

Topic 1: In-group Minorities 

Research Findings 

In-group minorities have a strong ability to influence and persuade in an indirect way over 
the long-term.188 In-group minorities are those with a minority opinion inside the majority’s 
group. In order to preserve group integrity, the majority tends to consider their in-groups’ 
positions open-mindedly and without derogation. This has been shown to increase majority 
members’ elaboration (thinking and expanding on a topic).189 In turn, considering these alternate 
ideas upsets the “constellation of beliefs” groups hold. In order to stabilize it, groups will modify 
surrounding beliefs around that focal belief and studies show that modification is enduring.190 
The in-group minority does not tend to change the focal belief, but surrounding beliefs tend to 
shift in durable ways as a result of majorities openly considering in-group minorities’ opinions. 

Ideas for Application 

A social media company may be able to raise the profile of in-group minorities to help 
moderate anti-social majority opinions or behaviors. Pro-social behaviors are voluntary 
behaviors intended to benefit others (like expressing empathy) while anti-social behaviors (such 
as bullying) are those that violate societal protective rules, conventions, or codes of conduct or 
are aggressive, impulsive, or violent in nature.191 After using a network and lexical analysis to 
define groups and understand any anti-social behaviors of a group majority, a social media site 
that hosts discussions, like Reddit, Facebook, or Twitter, could find those behaviors that are pro-
social and minority and raise them to the top of the discussion page as a counter-point to spur 
discussion. Similar to Amazon reviews that often show recent ratings with the highest and lowest 
number of stars, this discussion feature would juxtapose counterpoints in an effort to spur 

 
188 Crano, William D., & Xin Chen, “The leniency contract and persistence of majority and minority influence,” 
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol. 74, pp. 1437-1450, 1998. 
189 Pfau, Michael, Joshua Compton, Kimberly A. Parker, Elaine M. Wittenberg, Chasu An, Monica Ferguson, 
Heather Horton, and Yuri Malyshev, “The Traditional Explanation for Resistance Versus Attitude Accessibility: Do 
They Trigger Distinct or Overlapping Processes of Resistance?” Human Communication Research, Vol. 30, No. 3, 
pp. 329–360, July 2004; Gordijn, Ernestine H., Nanne de Vries, Carsten K. W. de Dreu, “Minority Influence on 
Focal and Related Attitudes: Change in Size, Attributions, and Information Processing,” Personality and Social 
Psychology Bulletin, Vol. 28, No. 10, pp. 1315-1326, September 2002; and Crano and Chen, 1998. 
190 Crano and Chen, 1998. 
191 Pam, N., “Antisocial Behavior” and “Prosocial Behavior,” Psychology Dictionary, April 7, 2013. As of 
December 18, 2019: https://psychologydictionary.org/antisocial-behavior/ 

https://psychologydictionary.org/antisocial-behavior/
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elaboration and discussion. This may be a method for opening up tightly-knit, closed 
communities that share a disproportionate amount of false information. Many researchers have 
characterized political extremist groups and conspiracy groups as densely connected networks 
and recommend opening the networks or introducing new information. 192 Elevating minority 
opinions may be one feasible way to do so without elevated risk of backfire. 

Challenges and Limitations 

Determining anti-social behaviors may be difficult and should be guided by ethical, pre-set 
policies. Social media companies may determine these pre-set, ethical policies through research 
and discussions with those in legal studies, behavioral studies, corporate histories, peer 
companies, user communities, and other groups. This research is an investment of time and 
resources but would be a worthwhile step in helping their most aggressive and persuaded users 
become more secure from false information on their platforms. 

Topic 2: Vicarious Dissonance 

Research Findings 

Cognitive dissonance is the mental discomfort when there are inconsistencies among one’s 
attitudes, beliefs, or behaviors. To resolve this dissonance, either one’s beliefs may be updated to 
reflect the reality, or one may hold on to the beliefs and try to satisfy the cognitive discomfort by 
rationalizing or justifying the behavior. Vicarious dissonance is where people change their 
attitudes when they witness inconsistent behavior from a personally important, in-group 
person.193 Viewing inconsistencies in a boss’s tweet or conference presentation, for example, 
may lead the in-group observers to justify or rationalize the boss’s actions, even though those 
actions are not their own. If a president or other leader displays dissonant behavior, that leader’s 
supporters may rationalize the behavior to satisfy the vicarious cognitive dissonance they are 
experiencing. 

Ideas for Application 

This research may help social networking sites, like Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram, 
understand shifts in false information patterns and better explain and anticipate group behavior 
where membership and unifying features are well-known. Understanding if cognitive dissonance 
is taking place would help inform any interventions they may choose to make. For example, a 
leader of a political group might behave or speak in ways that might cause vicarious dissonance 

 
192 Boutyline, Andrei, and Robb Willer. "The social structure of political echo chambers: Variation in ideological 
homophily in online networks." Political Psychology, Vol. 38, No. 3, pp. 551-569, 2017; Mitra, Tanushree, Scott 
Counts, and James W. Pennebaker, “Understanding anti-vaccination attitudes in social media,” AAAI Press, 2016. 
193 Norton, M.I., B. Monin, J. Cooper, and M.A. Hogg, “Vicarious dissonance: Attitude change from the 
inconsistency of others,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol. 85, pp. 47-62, 2003. 
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in group constituents. Social media platforms might note this through text analysis and notify 
civil society partners or allow academic and civil society partners access to data. 

Challenges and Limitations 

Verifying that vicarious cognitive dissonance is at play may be a challenge for these 
companies. Also, this tactic requires homing in on one population, which may prompt questions 
of platform bias and engender distrust. 

Topic 3: Network Density and Political Affiliation 

Research Findings 

Some research has shown that certain political groups have typical network structures that 
impact how information is shared. This research suggests both conservatives and political 
extremists on both sides of the U.S. spectrum (i.e., extremely liberal or extremely conservative) 
favor certainty, show more political homophily, and have tighter, more densely connected social 
networks than those with more moderate or liberal political beliefs. Information travels more 
quickly and reaches more people in these dense networks than those in more loosely connected 
liberal or moderate networks. 194 

Ideas for Application 

Information about typical network structures can help social media companies better identify 
and prioritize groups and interventions as well as monitor the spread of false information. 
Understanding that information typically spreads faster in dense, tightly-knit networks can help 
companies more effective monitor susceptible networks. Particularly proactive social media 
companies may also take the initiative (or hire a vendor) to monitor fringe news sites known to 
report false news catering to extreme or conservative groups. Before false news stories from 
fringe sites enter the mainstream, companies could create inoculations or other materials and 
deploy them to these tight-knit networks in an effort to head off the spread of false news into the 
mainstream.  

Challenges and Limitations 

Companies risk appearing partisan and biased by monitoring partisan fringe news sites and 
targeting groups who share the same political persuasion. To avoid these risks, platforms may 
need to clearly communicate their policies to monitor networks based on their structure, and not 
their content. Any interventions may also need to be universal for all networks of that structure 
(for example, warning of manipulative intent rather than warning of specific, political content). 
Platforms seeking to be very proactive and head off false news before it reaches the mainstream 
might do well to sell cheap ad space to organizations that fulfill this function for them, as it 

 
194 Boutyline and Willer, 2017. 
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would be difficult to keep from appearing partisan and untrustworthy if the platform targeted 
partisan news itself. 

Conclusion 

In summary, there are many findings in related research that social media platforms can 
apply to make effective user-focused, Inform policies. This guide of existing research can help 
ground policies in evidence and guide testing and fielding of successful Inform policies that help 
users resist false information.  

Now that I have described several suggestions for what user-focused, Inform policies could 
contain, the next chapter shifts to the second research question: how could a social media 
platform find users most at risk of exposure to false information? Finding these at-risk users may 
help platforms better understand their users and disseminate more helpful Inform products to 
help their users resist false information.  
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5. Identifying Users for Interventions: Social Network and Text 
Analysis of False Information in Twitter Communities  

This chapter addresses the second set of research questions: How might social media 
platforms use network and text analysis to locate users most exposed to false information? Are 
there any distinguishing features in how well networks of users resist false information? If so, 
what are they? For this section, I use Twitter data and operationalize resistance to false 
information as the ratio of tweets sharing false information in each online community. I then 
characterize each community using social network and text analysis and discuss findings. This 
procedure is intended to provide a conceptual framework that some social media platforms may 
adapt to detect susceptible communities on their own platforms and prioritize interventions for 
communities that share false information. The following discusses data collection, methods of 
analysis, results, and a discussion of how my findings answer these research questions.  

Data Collection  
Using popular campaign hashtags, I collected 10,460,573 tweets about the 2016 U.S. 

presidential campaign from 22 July – 22 September 2016. Data was gathered through the Twitter 
API195 using RAND’s GNIP196 account. A pilot data pull was first taken from the first, middle, 
and last days of the period to ensure the data was topical before a full dataset was pulled. An 
API, or application programming interface, is a software intermediary that allows a user to 
submit queries to Twitter and get served tweets answering those queries. GNIP’s API did not 
serve content from deleted or suspended accounts.197  

I collected data based on the most tweeted hashtags of the U.S. presidential campaign, found 
in an analysis from Crimson Hexagon and the PEORIA Project.198 Their project found the most 
tweeted political hashtags related to the 2016 candidates’ campaigns and reported when their 
usage peaked (as of 19 September 2016). As a caveat, this project reported #BlackLivesMatter as 
one of the most tweeted political hashtags of 2016. However, since this hashtag was not 
explicitly associated with either election campaign, I excluded it. I bounded my search window 

 
195 An API stands for Application Programming Interface and is software that allows computers or computer 
programs to communicate with each other in requesting and delivering information. Twitter provides APIs that give 
access to some of its data.  
196 GNIP is a service that handled making information requests through Twitter’s API for RAND. 
197 I compiled the Twitter data in July 2019. Any accounts that were deleted or suspended before July 2019 would 
not have been included in my data. 
198 Cohen, Michael, “Top Political Hashtags of 2016,” Medium, September 19, 2016. As of 1 May 2019: 
https://medium.com/soapbox-dc/nine-hashtags-that-are-driving-the-2016-presidential-election-b1ce248bf703 

https://medium.com/soapbox-dc/nine-hashtags-that-are-driving-the-2016-presidential-election-b1ce248bf703
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to 22 July – 22 September based on when the top hashtag from each major campaign peaked. 
The top hashtag from the Trump campaign (#MakeAmericaGreatAgain or #MAGA) peaked on 
16 September 2016 while the top hashtag of the Clinton campaign (#ImWithHer) peaked on 28 
July 2016. I chose two months in order to give a manageable number of tweets but also enough 
tweets for text analysis. The query terms I used appear in Table 5.1 below. 

Table 5.1: Query Terms for Twitter Data  

U.S. 2016 presidential election query terms 
#Election2016 
#ImWithHer  
#DeleteYourAccount 
#NeverTrump  
#MakeAmericaGreatAgain / #MAGA 
#LockHerUp 
#CrookedHillary 
#BasketOfDeplorables 
#LoveTrumpsHate 
#FeeltheBern 

 
I selected Twitter data as the target for analysis based on its public availability, the political 

conversations often held there, and the ease with which it can be networked and subjected to text 
analysis. Many Americans use Twitter to discuss politics and find election and news updates. 
The Pew Research Center studied adult American Twitter users and reported that 71 percent of 
these users consult Twitter for news, 42 percent use the site to discuss politics at least some of 
the time, and 87 percent have public facing accounts, making it relatively easy to study their 
conversations.199 Twitter also allows users to mention and tweet at each other, producing a 
conversation that allows researchers to infer a meaningful social unit of analysis.  

Data Limitations 

However, there are a few caveats to using Twitter data. A Pew Research Center poll 
concluded American Twitter users are not representative of the American electorate. Most users 
are younger, more educated, have higher incomes, and more lean left than average in the U.S.200 
This study also found about one in five adult Americans use Twitter, with just 10 percent of 

 
199 Hughes, Adam & Stefan Wojcik, “10 facts about Americans and Twitter,” Pew Research Center, August 2, 
2019. As of August 19, 2019: https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/08/02/10-facts-about-americans-and-
twitter/ 
200 Hughes and Wojcik, 2019a.  

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/08/02/10-facts-about-americans-and-twitter/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/08/02/10-facts-about-americans-and-twitter/
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those users authoring 80 percent of tweets, and more than half of these prolific users are female 
(65 percent).201 Fortunately, this skew in sample complements my research. My topic is how to 
help social media users resist false information, not how to help the general U.S. population 
resist false information. It is important to note that U.S. Twitter users are demographically 
different from the general U.S. population, but it does not change the focus of my research, 
which is to understand what will help U.S. social media users resist false information during 
elections. Therefore, Twitter not mirroring the U.S. population informed, but did not hinder, my 
research.  

Another concern with Twitter data is that Pew reported 66 percent of links shared on Twitter 
likely originate from bots (albeit many from advertisers).202 Bots on Twitter are automated 
accounts tweeting or retweeting messages to influence users. However, this did not greatly 
impede my research. My network and text analysis do not focus on the origination of false 
information, but on users’ behavior with it (i.e., if they retweet or discuss it). GNIP does not 
collect tweets from deleted accounts. Since I collected these tweets over two years after they 
were tweeted, it is possible Twitter deleted several bot accounts and their tweets after this 
publicly scrutinized election. There may be some presence of false information attributable to 
bots in my analysis, however, if no one retweeted it, it should not register very much. However, 
if users retweeted or discussed it, then I am measuring what I intend to measure, user behavior 
amid false information.  

A final major caveat is that some of my findings may be applicable only to Twitter, and 
additional research will be needed to generalize findings to other platforms. However, even if 
findings are only applicable to Twitter, Twitter has a meaningful share of U.S. social media users 
and arguably an outsized effect on the spread of false political information due to its users’ 
engagement in political discussions. In all, given Twitter’s advantages as a source of political 
conversation, breaking news, and the few caveats listed, Twitter data is a relevant data choice for 
my topic. 

Potential Criteria for Finding At-Risk Users  
There are several criteria for identifying users who are most likely to be exposed to false 

information. I present a framework for these criteria in brief here, refer to a few criteria in my 
analysis, and discuss each in greater detail in the Recommendations section.  

Figure 5.1 summarizes five criteria social media platforms could employ to identify users 
most likely exposed to false information. It shows a 2x2 portion within a larger field. One axis of 
the 2x2 focuses on the platform identifying users either through the users’ network or by the 

 
201 Hughes, Adam & Stefan Wojcik, “Key takeaways from our new study of how Americans use Twitter,” Pew 
Research Center, April 24, 2019. As of August 19, 2019: https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/04/24/key-
takeaways-from-our-new-study-of-how-americans-use-twitter/ 
202 Hughes and Wojcik, 2019a.  

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/04/24/key-takeaways-from-our-new-study-of-how-americans-use-twitter/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/04/24/key-takeaways-from-our-new-study-of-how-americans-use-twitter/
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influencers they follow. The other axis in the 2x2 focuses a platform on choosing to identify at-
risk users either with a network and text analytics-based criteria or criteria based on historic 
context, prior knowledge of that network or influencer sharing false information in the past. 
Outside this 2x2 is a catch-all criteria that makes no distinction between users and at-risk users, 
but instead applies the same policies to all users to help them resist false information.  

Figure 5.1: Five Identification Criteria that Platforms Could Adopt to Identify Users Most at Risk of 
Exposure to False Information 

Blanket 
Sharing 
Reduction 
Criteria:  
Universal 
limitations 
on how many 
times a 
tweet, post, 
or content 
may be 
shared  

 

 
Network Influencer 

Criteria Criteria-based Network 
Identification: Use text and 
network analytic thresholds to 
identify users at risk of 
exposure to false information 

Criteria-based Influencer 
Identification: Use follower 
thresholds, frequency of posts, 
and expected virality of posts 
to identify and monitor 
influencers likely to share false 
information  

Context Context-based Network 
Identification: Use a prior 
history in sharing false 
information to identify and 
monitor networks sharing false 
information 

Context-based Influencer 
Identification: Use a prior 
history in sharing false 
information to identify 
influencers sharing false 
information  

To analyze my data, I employed a criteria-based, network identification scheme, looking at 
network and text analysis measures to find networks of users most at risk of exposure to false 
information. I chose these criteria because it can be applied to an exploratory analysis like mine, 
required no historical data on previous information-sharing habits nor influencer behavior that I 
did not have access to, and still required a more in-depth analysis of neighboring communities, 
unlike the blanket policy criteria. In the Recommendations section, I discuss where each of these 
five criteria could be best applied. 

Methods 

Networking Data 

After selecting and collecting the data (using a context-based, network identification 
criteria), I grouped Twitter data into communities using RAND-Lex. RAND-Lex is RAND’s 
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proprietary text and social network analysis software. It is a scalable, cloud-based analytics 
suite allowing network, text, and visualization analysis.203 It uses the Louvain community-
detection algorithm. The Louvain algorithm infers connections based on the number of 
documents passed between users.204 In the case of Twitter, it infers social relationship based on 
the number mentions (including retweets) between users. Of the 10 million tweets collected, 
7,630,620 tweets had user mentions and were included in this network. The Louvain algorithm 
works by optimizing local changes first, which create communities, and then aggregating 
nearby communities into metacommunities until the network cannot be made any more efficient 
or modular. This resulted into two types of networks, a community and metacommunity 
network. Figure 5.2 shows an example of a community structure color-coded for the higher 
meta-community structure. As you can see, there are many communities or nodes (signified by 
purple or green dots), but they predominantly associate into just two meta-communities based 
on the tweets, retweets, and mentions between communities (metacommunities signified by the 
purple and green colors). The weight or thickness of the lines connecting each community 
represents how many tweets, retweets, or mentions are made between each group (interaction 
between the two green nodes is strongest). 

  

 
203 For other papers using RAND-Lex, see Kavanagh, Jennifer, William Marcellino, Jonathan S. Blake, Shawn 
Smith, Steven Davenport, and Mahlet Gizaw, News in a Digital Age: Comparing the Presentation of News 
Information over Time and Across Media Platforms, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-2960-RC, 2019. 
As of July 15, 2021: https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR2960.html or Marcellino, William, Krystyna 
Marcinek, Stephanie Pezard, and Miriam Matthews, Detecting Malign or Subversive Information Efforts over Social 
Media: Scalable Analytics for Early Warning, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-4192-EUCOM, 2020. 
As of July 15, 2021: https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR4192.html 
204 Blondel, Vincent D., Jean-Loup Guillaume, Renaud Lambiotte & Etienne Lefebvre, “Fast unfolding of 
communities in large networks,” Journal of Statistical Mechanics: Theory and Experiment, Vol. 2008, October 9, 
2008. As of September 1, 2020: https://arxiv.org/pdf/0803.0476.pdf 

https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR2960.html
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR4192.html
https://arxiv.org/pdf/0803.0476.pdf
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Figure 5.2: Example of a Networked Community Structure 

This community structure is color-coded to show the meta-community groups. There are only two meta-communities 
with many constituent communities making up those meta-communities. 

 

 
In Table 5.2, I show the top eight meta-communities and communities by number of tweets 

networked by RAND-Lex. I found elbows in the data where the number of tweets reduces by an 
order of magnitude. For this analysis, I studied the most populous communities above these 
elbows. The top two meta-communities, 1196 (Pro-Trump) and 9125 (Trump Alternatives), 
dwarf all meta-communities below them. However, these meta-communities were too 
aggregated to yield interesting results, so I studied their most populous constituent communities. 
I studied five communities above a natural elbow at 350,000 tweets. This is the second elbow 
where the number of tweets drops by an order of magnitude, but most tweets in the two meta-
communities are largely accounted for in these five communities. Table 5.2 displays which 
communities I studied, color-coded by which meta-community they are from. RAND-Lex 
assigns a random number to each community; however, I named each community I studied 
based on the content of their tweets. The pink is meta community 9125, which I termed Trump 
Alternatives for their support of candidates other than Donald Trump, and the green 
metacommunity, 1196, I termed Pro-Trump for its support of Donald Trump. 
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Table 5.2: Twitter Communities and Number of Tweets  

Meta 
Communities 

Tweets  Communities Tweets 

1196 4,692,118  1724 2,635,074 
9125 2,920,908  1873 2,041,109 
5763 199  344 2,030,330 
690 75  11406 359,148 
267 41  10005 351,084 
7740 39  1731 27,420 
468 35  13214 25,150 
8239 35  10252 22,068 

 

Visualizing Networked Data 

I fed the two Louvain-derived networks (both communities and meta-communities) into a 
network visualization software (Gephi) to create network visualizations and observe network 
measures for each network. Measures of interest include nodes, edges, and centrality measures. 
For the communities graph, nodes represent the communities of users, while edges are the 
tweets connecting them. This is a directed network, with edges pointing from users in 
communities doing the mentioning to users in communities being mentioned or retweeted (the 
arrow points from the mentioner to the mentioned). Edges have various weights denoted by line 
thickness. Edge weight is how many documents (i.e., mentions or retweets) are passed between 
the nodes. Centrality measures are attributes of each node that show its relationship to the rest 
of the network. Centrality measures include closeness (how close a node is to all other nodes), 
betweenness (the degree to which a node lies on the shortest path between other nodes), and 
degree (number of connections or edges to or from a node). Degree can be broken out into in-
degree and out-degree. In-degree is the number of directed connections to the node, including 
when that node was mentioned or retweeted. Out-degree is the number of directed connections 
from the node, including mentioning and retweeting other users. For this network, I am 
interested in degree centrality because it reports both raw and weighted connections between 
Twitter users and is a proxy for how many tweets are shared between communities. Also, the 
communities network is rather simple, with a diameter (how many steps it takes to get from one 
end of the graph to the other at its widest point) of three, which makes betweenness and 
closeness centralities less informative.  

Below is the full communities graph, where each node is a community of users (Figure 5.3). 
They are color coded by meta-community (pink for Trump Alternatives and green for Pro-
Trump). The five largest communities (by number of users) are labeled. The number in the label 
is arbitrarily assigned by the software. I added descriptive labels based on the content discussed. 
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These descriptive labels are self-explanatory, with the exception of #TCOT, which was a 
common hashtag used that stands for Top Conservatives on Twitter. 

Figure 5.3: Communities from 2016 Twitter Data 

 

Simplifying Network Visualizations 

I simplified this visualization to display nodes with a minimum degree centrality, or a 
minimum number of connections to other nodes. The visualizations below are simplified to 
nodes with a degree of 50 or more. These show the five largest communities by number of users, 
connections, and tweets. I altered what their node size represents to show various characteristics 
of these communities and added labels I derived and explain later in this chapter. The graph on 
the left bases node size on the number of users (weight) while the graph on the right bases node 
size on the number of tweets (weighted degree). From this we can see that the most populous 
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nodes are the not the most prolific nodes in terms of tweeting or being retweeted (Figure 5.4). 
This and other features of each community were analyzed in concert with a text analysis, 
discussed below. 

Figure 5.4: Comparison of the Number of Users in Each Community with the Number of Tweets, 
Represented by Node Size  

Node size by Number of Users (weight) Node Size by Number of Mentions (weighted 
degree) 

  

RAND-Lex for Text Analysis 

After collecting, networking, and visualizing the data, I used RAND-Lex to conduct text 
analysis. RAND-Lex’s analytical tests and methods are based on existing approaches in corpus 
linguistics, digital rhetoric, and natural language processing. I selected RAND-Lex based on its 
user-friendliness, availability, cloud data storage that relieves computing load, and its history 
answering a wide range of policy questions using social media data.  

RAND-Lex offers a suite of tools I used in this analysis, including Keyness, Collocates, and 
View in Context.  

- Keyness tests for over-presence or under-presence of words compared to another 
text.205 For example, a collection of transcripts from C-SPAN may have an over-
presence of words like ‘vote,’ ‘bill,’ or ‘congress’ compared to a collection of 
transcripts for biological sciences documentaries. Words that are statistically over- or 
under-present make that text distinctive and are more key. For this analysis, I 

 
205 Scott, Mike, WordSmith Tools Manual, Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 1996; Scott, Mike, "PC Analysis 
of Key Words - and Key Key Words," System, Vol. 25, No. 2, 1997, pp. 233-245; Scott, Mike, "WordSmith Tools 
Version 6," Stroud: Lexical Analysis Software, 2012. 
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compared the key terms and measures for the top 100 over- and under-present words. 
I chose the top 100 arbitrarily as a large yet manageable number.  

- Collocate testing allows detection of words that co-occur together.206 Collocates 
detects two- and three-word groups (bigrams and trigrams) that appear next to or near 
each other frequently and might include phrases like ‘North Carolina,’ ‘fake news,’ or 
‘campaign finance reform.’ For this analysis, I analyzed both bigrams and trigrams in 
each community. 

- Finally, View in Context is a concordance that allows viewing any key term with up 
to three words on either side of it (for a total of a seven-word window or phrase), as 
well as how often that phrase occurred in the corpus. This helped make the context 
clear around such words as “granddaughter” or “blame.” I used View in Context to 
better understand words with high Keyness values or that appeared in distinctive 
collocates.  

These three tests helped characterize each community and describe what each one talked about.  
I carried out Keyness and Collocate tests for each of the five communities of interest and 

observed the measures in Table 5.3. In addition to over or under-presence of words, each word 
had a statistical significance of how over- or under-presence a word was, measured using (LL). 
Log likelihood is a confidence measure that the over- or under-presence is not due to random 
variation.207 It compares the frequency of the key term in the test corpus with its expected 
frequency calculated from the baseline corpus. Any measure over 1000 indicates an extremely 
specialized corpus with highly significant terms. Percent difference is a measure of effect size for 
how informative key terms are in a target corpus compared to the baseline corpus.208 It is 
calculated using the normalized frequencies of the key word from both the target and baseline 
corpora. A percent difference of 100 percent means the key word is 100 percent more key in the 
target corpus compared to the baseline corpus. Similarly, a percent difference of 50 percent 
means the key word is only 50 percent more key than in the baseline corpus, signifying the key 
word appears in both corpora, but with greater frequency in the target corpus. Document 
frequency is how many documents contain the key word. Documents in my study are tweets, so 
document frequency is the percentage of tweets containing a key word. Measures in Table 5.3 all 
measure Keyness while only log likelihood was used to measure Collocates. 

 
206 Xiao, Richard & Tony McEnery, "Collocation, Semantic Prosody, and Near Synonymy: A Cross-Linguistic 
Perspective," Applied Linguistics, Vol. 27, No. 1, 2006, pp. 103-129. 
207 Dunning, Ted, "Accurate Methods for the Statistics of Surprise and Coincidence", Computational Linguistics, 
Vol. 19, No. 1, 1993, pp. 61-74. 
208 Gabrielatos, Costas, & Anna Marchi, “Keyness: Appropriate Metrics and Practical Issues,” CADS International 
Conference 2012, University of Bologna, Italy, 2012. 
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Table 5.3: Keyness Statistical Measures  

Measure Description 
Over/Under Present If a word appears more or less often than it appears in a 

baseline text  
Log Likelihood (LL) Keyness: Statistical significance measure for how key a 

word is compared to a baseline text. It is a statistical test 
of actual frequencies of words compared to expected 
frequencies from a baseline text 
Collocates: Measures the level of confidence the 
relationship between the words is not random 

Percent Difference 
(%DIFF) 

Measure of effect-size. It measures how key or 
informative a word is compared to a baseline text. It is 
calculated using a normalized frequency of the term in 
the corpus and baseline  

Document Frequency 
(DocFreq) 

The percentage of documents in the corpus in which that 
word appears  

 
I also examined bigram and trigram collocates in each community, using log likelihood (LL). 

Detecting Ratios of False News Shared in Each Community  

This analysis originally relied on tracking the most shared URLs in each community, cross 
referencing them with lists of domain names that publish false information, and creating a ratio 
for how much false information is shared on each platform. However, all the shared links in the 
Twitter data were broken. Twitter shortens each link to reduce the character count of a tweet and 
appeared not to support them by the time I collected and analyzed them. However, my 
contingency plan was selecting a few false news stories as case studies and searching each 
community for elements of those stories.  

An Alternate Way to Find False News Ratios 

To find notional ratios of false news in each community, I used data from Craig Silverman’s 
collaboration with Buzzfeed News that found the top 60 false news stories shared on Facebook 
in the nine months prior to the 2016 election.209 This analysis is a legitimate source for popular 
false news stories and matched my research needs well. It is cited widely by fact-checking 

 
209 Silverman, Craig, “This Analysis Shows How Viral Fake Election News Stories Outperformed Real News on 
Facebook,” BuzzFeed News, November 16, 2016. As of July 25, 2020: 
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/viral-fake-election-news-outperformed-real-news-on-
facebook 

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/viral-fake-election-news-outperformed-real-news-on-facebook
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sources like PolitiFact,210 mainstream news sources, and some peer-reviewed journals.211 Allcott 
and Gentzkow (2017) compiled false news stories from 2016 using Silverman’s list and fact-
checking sites Snopes and PolitiFact to build a more complete list. They noted all three sources 
had both common and unique entries, underscoring there is no standardized list of false news 
stories popular during 2016.212 However, Silverman and his team collected stories in a unique 
way that suited my data well. They collected the top shared false news stories in three-month 
increments leading up to the election. Because my Twitter data is collected over a two-month 
period, it is sensitive to what stories were popular and widely circulating during those two 
months. Silverman’s list allows me to select stories that may have been most prevalent during the 
time I collected my data. Additionally, Silverman generated his list using searches on BuzzSumo 
that can be replicated using BuzzSumo or other content-analysis tools like Crimson Hexagon.  

A limitation with Silverman’s data is they are the most popular false news stories based on 
Facebook engagements, not Twitter engagements. I use the popularity of these false stories on 
Facebook as a proxy for how popular they may have been on Twitter. Despite this limitation, 
false news stories from this analysis were useful to my study due to the analysis’s being broadly 
cited, its use in building other lists of false news stories, its replicable method, and, most of all, 
its unique division into three-month increments.  

Silverman and his team used BuzzSumo, a content-analysis tool, to scour Facebook for 
keywords, URLs, and shares within a time range. They extracted the most shared URLs on 
Facebook during three three-month periods leading up to the election and then classified their 
domain names as either a false news site or not. To classify the domains, the team created lists of 
known false news or hyper partisan sites from both the right and left, including over 100 pro-
Trump sites located in Macedonia that Buzzfeed News had identified in a previous analysis. This 
is not a comprehensive list and undoubtedly more false news sites exist, but it is extensive. They 
cross-referenced the URLs with highest number of engagements on Facebook with this list to 
identify a list of the most shared false information.213  

Procedure for Finding False News  

From this list, I selected the top five most shared false news stories in each three-month 
period for a total of 15 news stories. I determined the publication date of each and excluded the 
stories published after 22 September 2016, the end of my Twitter data collection period. From 

 
210 Holan, Angie Drobnic, “2016 Lie of the Year: Fake news,” PolitiFact, December 13, 2016. As of July 25, 2020: 
https://www.politifact.com/article/2016/dec/13/2016-lie-year-fake-news/ 
211 Allcott, Hunt, Matthew Gentzkow & Chuan Yu, “Trends in the diffusion of misinformation on social media,” 
Research and Politics, April-June 2019, pp. 1-8. As of July 25, 2020: 
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/2053168019848554 
212 Allcott, Hunt, and Matthew Gentzkow, “Social Media and Fake News in the 2016 Election,” Journal of 
Economic Perspectives, Vol. 31, No. 2, Spring 2017, pp. 211–236. 
213 Silverman, Craig, 2016.  

https://www.politifact.com/article/2016/dec/13/2016-lie-year-fake-news/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/2053168019848554
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there, I selected the stories with the highest numbers of shares that catered to the right and the 
same for the left. I determined the political leaning of the story by both story content and by 
using independent media bias ratings. This left me with two right leaning news stories (“Donald 
Trump Sent His Own Plane to Transport 200 Stranded Marines” 214 from American Military 
News and “Pope Francis Shocks World, Endorses Donald Trump for President, Releases 
Statement”215 from Ending the Fed) and two left leaning news stories (“Ireland Is Now Officially 
Accepting Trump Refugees From America”216 from Winning Democrats and “Mexico Says 
They Will Close Their Border if Trump is Elected”217 from Departed.co).  

Next, I searched for evidence of these stories being shared in each of my studied Twitter 
communities. I selected several keywords from each article and searched the Keyness and 
Collocate results of each community for terms from these articles. Wherever these terms were 
found, I conducted a View in Context search to verify the word was associated with that false 
news title. I recorded the number of tweets that contained a reference to a false news story for 
each community. After I searched each community for each of the four case studies of false 
news, I created a ratio of tweets referencing false news to total tweets in each community and 
normalized it (multiplied it by a factor of 10,000) to better compare ratios across communities. I 
was then ready to use network and text analysis along with this false news ratio to conduct 
qualitative and quantitative characterizations of each community.  

Results: Characterizing Twitter Networks 
Both network and text analysis measures were used to characterize these communities and 

answer the question of what indicators social media platforms might use to detect how well 
communities resist false information.  

Meta-Communities 

Through running the community detection algorithm twice, I grouped the communities found 
in the data into a community of communities structure, or meta-communities. These meta-
communities grouped into a network of just two nodes or groups. I characterized these groups as 
Pro-Trump and Trump Alternatives based on who their largest constituent communities 

 
214 Emery, David & Brooke Binkowski, “Did Donald Trump Transport Stranded Troops on His Own Airplane?” 
Snopes, October 22, 2016. As of September 2, 2020: https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/donald-trumps-marine-
airlift/  
215 Evon, Dan, “Pope Francis Shocks World, Endorses Donald Trump for President,” Snopes, July 10, 2016. As of 
September 2, 2020: https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/pope-francis-donald-trump-endorsement/  
216 MacGuill, Dan, “FactCheck: No, Ireland is NOT "officially accepting Trump refugees"” The Journal.ie, 
November 10, 2016. As of September 2, 2020: https://www.thejournal.ie/ireland-officially-accepting-trump-
refugees-inishturk-facts-3074777-Nov2016/ 
217 LaCapria, Kim, “Mexico to Close Border if Trump is Elected,” Snopes, June 14, 2016. As of September 2, 2020: 
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/mexico-border-trump-elected/ 

https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/donald-trumps-marine-airlift/
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/donald-trumps-marine-airlift/
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/pope-francis-donald-trump-endorsement/
https://www.thejournal.ie/ireland-officially-accepting-trump-refugees-inishturk-facts-3074777-Nov2016/
https://www.thejournal.ie/ireland-officially-accepting-trump-refugees-inishturk-facts-3074777-Nov2016/
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/mexico-border-trump-elected/
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supported. The Pro-Trump meta-community was made up of two large Trump-supporting 
communities, while the Trump Alternatives group hosted three large communities supporting 
Secretary Hillary Clinton, Senator Bernie Sanders, or Libertarian Governor Gary Johnson. 

Table 5.4: Summary of Network Measures for Meta-communities  

Tweets Name Tweets with 
False News 

Total False 
News 
Ratios 

Weighted 
Degree 

Weighted 
In-degree 

Weighted 
Out-degree 

4,692,118 Pro-Trump 32 0.068 902,681 365,320 537,361 

2,920,908 Trump 

Alternatives 
7 0.027 902,681 537,361 365,320 

Table 5.4 reports the number of tweets shared in each meta-community, their false news 
ratio, as well as three measures for weighted degree (number of mentions or retweets total 
(weighted degree), as well as the number of mentions or retweets coming into (in-degree) or 
going out of (out-degree) the meta-community).218 It also reports the number of tweets 
mentioning one of the four false news stories that I tested for. The Pro-Trump group had four 
times as many tweets mentioning one of the false news stories as the Trump-Alternatives group. 
The Pro-Trump community also tweeted about 1.5 times more than the Trump Alternatives 
group (weighted out-degree) and shared almost 2.5 times more false information (of the stories 
tested). Pew reports that most Americans on Twitter lean left, which is reflected in the higher 
number of users in the Trump Alternatives group.219 However, the Pro-Trump group was much 
more vocal and apparently tight-knit than the left-leaning Trump Alternatives group, suggesting 
there could be an echo chamber in the Pro-Trump group. An echo chamber has no agreed-upon 
parameters, but it is described as an “information cocoon” where users are exposed to 
information that reinforces their existing beliefs.220 To get a better look at the communities 
possibly contributing to the echo-chamber-like qualities, I further characterized the five major 
communities comprising the Pro-Trump and Trump Alternatives meta-communities. 

Communities 

Drilling down from the meta-community to the community level, Table 5.5 shows network 
measures for the five largest communities. The False News Ratios are highlighted from the 
deepest shade to the lightest shade for communities sharing the most to the least false news, 

 
218 Since this table represents the entire networked dataset, the total weighted degree for both meta-communities is 
the same, because it is the total weighted degree for the dataset. 
219 Hughes and Wojcik, 2019a.  
220 Sunstein, Cass R., #Republic: Divided Democracy in the Age of Social Media, Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2017; Barberá, P., Jost, J. T., Nagler, J., Tucker, J. A., & Bonneau, R., “Tweeting from Left to Right: Is 
Online Political Communication More Than an Echo Chamber? Psychological Science, Vol. 26, No. 10, pp. 1531–
1542, 2015. As of September 9, 2020: https://doi.org/10.1177/0956797615594620 

https://doi.org/10.1177/0956797615594620
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respectively. As you can see by degree, the largest group with the most raw connections is 
Hillary Supporters. However, there are two large Trump supporting groups that, when combined, 
far outnumber Hillary Supporters. Hillary Supporters also have a much higher degree centrality 
(or number of connections) than all other groups, including both Trump groups combined, 
however, the weighted degree of each Trump group alone is an order of magnitude greater than 
the Hillary group’s weighted degree.221 This suggests that the two Trump groups have multiple 
mentions and retweets between users, suggesting the Trump groups possess more echo-chamber 
like qualities.  

Table 5.5: Summary of Network Measures for Twitter Communities  

Meta 
Community 

Name Tweets Total False 
News Ratios 

Degree / 
Weighted 
Degree 

In-degree / 
Weighted 
In-degree 

Out-degree / 
Weighted 
Out-degree 

Pro-Trump #TCOT  2,635,074 1.134693 

848 / 

1,649,107 

491 / 

576,783 

357 / 

1,072,324 

Trump 

Alternatives 

Johnson 

Supporters 359,148 0.055687 

260 / 

335,236 

140 / 

199,155 

120 / 

136,081 

Trump 

Alternatives 

Bernie 

Supporters 351,084 0.028483 

236 / 

252,691 

127 / 

127,376 

109 / 

125,315 

Trump 

Alternatives 

Hillary 

Supporters  2,030,330 0.024627 

2342 / 

761,002 

1496 / 

434,513 

873 / 

326,489 

Pro-Trump 

Trump 

Campaign 2,041,109 0.014698 

1361 / 

1,739,235 

996 / 

1,032,425 

365 / 

706,810 

 
Table 5.6 below summarizes quantitative text analysis features for each community. The 

final two columns measure effect size and document frequency.  
Effect size (measured by percent difference) compares how prevalent the key words (top 

over- or under-present words) are relative to a baseline corpus. The baseline corpus was speech 
from the other four communities. Key words with large effect sizes (i.e., > 90 percent) means 
that word appears most prevalently in that corpus and appears almost not at all in the other four 
communities. Words with high effect sizes are unique to that community (i.e., “libertarian,” 
“@danscavino”), while words with lower effect sizes are more universal and appear in more than 
one community (i.e. “#maga,” “#nevertrump”).  

Document frequency reports in what percentage of tweets does a key word appear. Those 
communities with higher percentages of tweets using the same words suggest a unified idea, 
topical consistency, and possible echo chamber qualities.  

 
221 Weighted degree is based on the number of mentions tweeted between users. 
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Table 5.6: Summary of Text Measures for Twitter Communities  

Communit
y 

False 
News 
Ratio 

Effect Size  Document Frequency 

#TCOT 1.1347 

Median 81 

Mean 73 

SD 18  

Range 14-90% 

Median 1.1 

Mean 4.1 

SD 12   

Range .43-92%  

Johnson 

Supporters 0.0557 

Median 98 

Mean 94 

SD 10 

Range 40-99.9% 

Median .68 

Mean 2.0 

SD 4.9 

Range .32-38% 

Bernie 

Supporters 0.0285 

Median 96 

Mean 94 

SD 7.9 

Range 61-99.9% 

Median 1.1 

Mean 2.7 

SD 4.0 

Range .40-32% 

Hillary 

Supporters  0.0246 

Median 98 

Mean 92 

SD 13 

Range 33-99.7% 

Median .93 

Mean 3.0 

SD 7.0 

Range .42-42% 

Trump 

Campaign 0.0147 

Median 75 

Mean 72 

SD 12  

Range 33-91% 

Median 1.4 

Mean 3.6 

SD 7.0 

Range .41-46% 

 

Text Characteristics of #TCOT  

Resistance Movement with a High False News Ratio 

The #TCOT community was named for its unique over-presence of the term #TCOT. Recall 
#TCOT means Top Conservatives on Twitter. The hashtag was created in 2008 to reveal and 
connect top conservative voices on Twitter.222 This list and the movement around it led to the 
Tea Party movement, which suggests #TCOT may have existed as a community before 
apparently adopting Mr. Trump as their 2016 candidate.223 The Tea Party started as a type of 
populist resistance movement among conservatives of the Republican Party in part in reaction to 

 
222 Newkirk, Vann R. II, “The American Idea in 140 Characters,” The Atlantic, March 24, 2016. As of August 19, 
2020: https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=news&id=urn:contentItem:5JCN-5JR1-JCG7-V0JW-
00000-00&context=1516831. 
223 Newkirk, 2016. 

https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=news&id=urn:contentItem:5JCN-5JR1-JCG7-V0JW-00000-00&context=1516831
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document?collection=news&id=urn:contentItem:5JCN-5JR1-JCG7-V0JW-00000-00&context=1516831
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the election of President Obama.224 The political resistance that characterizes the #TCOT group 
and Tea Party led to me characterizing this group as a Resistance group. I characterized each 
community in terms of the political orientation of that group in context with the other groups. 
This includes a Mainstream characterization for mainstream or major candidates (the candidates 
of the two major parties) and an Alternative characterization for alternative choices to the two 
mainstream candidates (the far-left Bernie Sanders, who lost the Democratic nomination, and the 
Libertarian candidate Gary Johnson). Rather than simply offering an alternative candidate or 
viewpoint, the Tea-Party originally resisted the Republican establishment and the direction it was 
taking, and so I gave the #TCOT group a “Resistance” political characterization.  

The #TCOT community was the largest community by number of tweets and shared the 
highest ratio of false news stories (of those stories tested) by two orders of magnitude. #TCOT 
retweeted by far the most of any other group. “RT” (signifying retweet) appeared in 92 percent 
of tweets, suggesting this community retweeted or asked for retweets in almost every message.  

Additionally, #TCOT had the most twitter handles in their top key words (handles are 
“@<username>”, which means that user was mentioned or retweeted). The high Keyness value 
of these handles indicated these accounts were retweeted or mentioned often and were likely 
influencers.225 Most of the handles in the top key words appeared to be private citizens but could 
have been bots or trolls, most of whose accounts are now either suspended or deleted. I found 
that other communities also had handles as keywords, but they were largely public figure 
influencers. None of the top 15 key terms in #TCOT were mainstream Trump campaign 
personnel, including Donald Trump himself. In contrast, all other groups mentioned the 
candidate they supported in their top three key terms. This suggests the #TCOT group was 
largely propelled by non-mainstream influencers, who may or may not have been authentic, and 
perhaps was less influenced by the day-to-day actions of their adopted candidate.  

#TCOT Network Measures: Weighted Out-Degree, Document Frequency, and Effect Size 

#TCOT had the highest weighted out-degree of all the communities, showing there were 
more documents (tweets, retweets, mentions) being tweeted out from the #TCOT community 
than any other community.  

This group also tied for second highest median document frequency after the Trump 
Campaign. This means there were several terms that appeared in a comparatively large 

 
224 Ball, Molly, “Is the Anti-Trump 'Resistance' the New Tea Party?” The Atlantic, February 9, 2017. As of October 
1, 2020: https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/02/resistance-tea-party/516105/; Steinhauer, Jennifer, 
“G.O.P. Senators Fail to Head Off Primary Challenges by Tea Party Rivals,” New York Times, August 30, 2013. As 
of October 1, 2020: https://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/31/us/politics/gop-senators-fail-to-head-off-tea-party-
rivals.html  
225 My data limited me from pursuing an influencer-based criteria for finding users most exposed to false 
information. However, using text analysis to discover who likely influencers are could allow a social media platform 
to branch into investigating influencers rather than an entire network, if they so chose. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/02/resistance-tea-party/516105/
https://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/31/us/politics/gop-senators-fail-to-head-off-tea-party-rivals.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/31/us/politics/gop-senators-fail-to-head-off-tea-party-rivals.html
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proportion of the group’s tweets, suggesting this community had a few repeating and widely 
shared messages, a quality of being an echo chamber.  

In comparing the top 100 significant over- and under-present words, effect sizes were across 
the board (about 40-90 percent). Terms with smaller effect sizes belonged also to the Trump 
Campaign community (“#trumptrain,” “#trumppence16”) and terms with the largest effect size 
(>85 percent) were handles for a few users that appeared to be influencers and hashtags unique to 
this group. These influencers included a few suspended accounts, several accounts that had the 
appearance of grassroots influencers but could have been inauthentic bots or trolls, and only a 
couple of verified, mainstream, right-wing influencers like Sean Hannity. The apparent (but 
possibly inauthentic) grassroots influencers did not signify in their Twitter profile that they were 
professional politicians or pundits, but rather concerned citizens. They had followers and tweets 
in the hundreds of thousands and usually followed about as many others.  

Table 5.7: Summary of Text Measures for #TCOT Campaign  

Community Effect Size  Document Frequency (%) 

#TCOT 

Wide range of effect sizes. Lower 

effect sizes for terms also used by 

Trump Campaign, mostly mainstream 

hashtags (#trumptrain, 

#trumppence16). Higher effect sizes 

for handles of self-made influencers. 

This suggests this group supports 

candidate Trump but has different 

influencers and perhaps other agenda 

items from the Trump Campaign 

group.  

Top Terms: rt (92), #MAGA (35), 

hillary (10), #crookedhillary (9.7) 

Takeaways: Tied with Bernie 

Supporters for second highest median 

values. RT mentioned in 92 percent of 

tweets, signifies most messages are 

retweets or are asking for a retweet. 

The number of retweets is a strong 

indicator of being an echo chamber 

and perhaps of automation.   

 
Collocates for the #TCOT group almost all included “rt” meaning retweet. This was usually 

followed by the handle belonging to a top key word or a top hashtag. There were some more 
unique bigrams and trigrams, such as “george sorosthis,” which, after using View in Context, 
may have referenced conspiracies about philanthropist George Soros and his funding decisions. 
Overall, there were few indicators of a conversation with unique or connected terms, but rather, 
an overwhelming amount of retweeting a handful of accounts. 

Differences between #TCOT and Trump Campaign Groups 

Despite supporting the same candidate, #TCOT had several differences from the Trump 
Campaign group. Of the top 100 over- and under-present words in each group, #TCOT only 
shared six over-present terms in common with Trump Campaign. Though the groups both 
supported the same candidate, they did not share many topics of conversation in common beyond 
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that. Also, Trump’s handle, “@realdonaldtrump,” was significantly under-present in the #TCOT 
community, while his handle was over-present in both Trump Campaign and an opposition 
community (Hillary Supporters). Forms of his handle were tweeted in the #TCOT community, 
but usually in combination with a hashtag rather than directly tweeting or conversing with Mr. 
Trump. While #TCOT supported Mr. Trump for president, there was little or no talk directed at 
him or about his campaign stops or speeches.  

The #TCOT group appeared to be a dense circle supporting Mr. Trump, retweeting a few 
accounts (perhaps grassroots influencers, perhaps inauthentic bots or trolls, a good portion of 
whom now have suspended or deleted accounts), including only one major influencer from 
public life (pundit Sean Hannity). They retweeted or asked for retweets in almost every tweet 
and, like an echo chamber, shared many of the same messages, perhaps enabled by automation. 
While the Trump Campaign community includes handles of nationally recognizable campaign 
officials, #TCOT has the appearance of a grassroots group, retweeting mostly grassroots or 
inauthentic influencers, and only sharing a few ideas in common with Trump Campaign, 
encapsulated in hashtags (i.e., “#maga,” “#americafirst”).  

It is unclear if the influencers in the #TCOT group are grassroots or if they are inauthentic 
users. The high retweet rate in this group (92 percent of tweets are retweets) suggests the 
retweeting could be automated, signifying the users doing the majority of the retweeting could be 
inauthentic users or authentic users behaving more as Distributors rather than Consumers of 
information. I was unable to investigate this further in my data but suggest a social media 
company delve further into the behavior of users to determine the authenticity of influencers in a 
community with high retweet rates. Overall, the high level of retweets and closed network 
structure of this group suggests information and false information travel fast, making this group 
most susceptible to persuasion from false information. 

Text Characteristics of Johnson Supporters 

Johnson Supporters was a group supporting Libertarian candidate Governor Gary Johnson. It 
had the second highest amount of disinformation shared, two orders of magnitude lower than the 
highest group, #TCOT. Its document frequency was smallest of the communities, suggesting 
there were not as many unified and repeated ideas in this group, and it bore less resemblance to 
an echo chamber. However, a few standouts include “#nevertrump” (appearing in 38 percent of 
tweets), “trump” (17), “#election2016” (13), “@govgaryjohnson” (9.3), and “#teamgov” (5.4). 
The effect size was very large for most terms, >95 percent, suggesting this was a very unique 
community with unique terms not shared in other communities. Unlike anti-Trump rhetoric, 
there was no anti-Hillary rhetoric in the top significant, over-present terms. Key words in this 
group mostly comprised handles of libertarians (“@govgaryjohnson”), far-right pundits 
(“@seanhannity,” “@benshapiro”), and other alternative right candidates (“@tedcruz” and 
“@evan_mcmullin” (which was not the official account of Evan McMullin and is now deleted)), 
and encouraged voting (“#voteyourconscience”). Johnson Supporters also retweeted a small 
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group of influencers who appeared to be private citizens, similar to grassroots influencers in 
other groups (Table 5.8).  

Table 5.8: Summary of Text Measures for Johnson Supporters Campaign 

Community Effect Size  Document Frequency (%) 

Johnson 

Supporters 

High median effect size indicates 

speech that is unique to this group 

and less used in other groups.  There 

was no anti-Hillary rhetoric but some 

anti-Trump rhetoric. Appears to be 

vying for a similar pool of users as 

Trump.  

Top Terms: #nevertrump (38), trump 

(17), #election2016 (13), 

@govgaryjohnson (9), #teamgov (5),  

Takeaways: Lowest median value and 

greatest diversity in terms discussed. 

Suggests it is a less ideologically 

united group. 

 
A Collocate analysis of the Johnson supporters revealed more diversity in bigrams and 

trigrams, shedding more light on a conversation that was more likely a part of the discourse in 
this group. Collocates mostly mentioned Governor Johnson, a Doonesbury comic strip, or things 
like “fought hard.” The bigram “rt” was third on the list via log likelihood, indicating there was 
still a lot of retweeting in this group, as well as trigrams mostly consisting of at least of 
retweeting Governor Johnson’s handle, “rt @govgaryjohnson” and one other word that appears 
to be part of a sentence. Overall, despite the prominence of retweets, this group contrasted with 
the #TCOT group as more conversational, with topics that were intelligible and timely (such as 
discussion and link sharing around a Doonesbury cartoon strip). 

Text Characteristics of Bernie Supporters 

Bernie Supporters was named for the support shown Democratic candidate Bernie Sanders, 
although a few tweets refer to the Green Party candidate, Jill Stein. This group shared the third 
largest ratio of false news for the stories tested and did so among the fewest tweets of any group. 
The typical document frequency among Bernie Supporters was tied for second highest of all 
groups, with standouts of #feelthebern (appearing in 32 percent of tweets), @wikileaks (14 
percent), #dncleak (9.0 percent), @berniesanders (8.4 percent), and dnc (7.0 percent). The effect 
sizes were very high, >95 percent, which made this a very unique community and its key terms 
not widely mentioned in other communities. Many key terms are hashtags or handles, but this 
group uniquely also included a lot of non-campaign-words as key terms, perhaps signifying more 
discussion (words like “committee,” “release,” “emails,” “national,” “primary,” “delegates,” 
“rigged,” and “wikileaks”). From collocate analysis, the group appeared to focus on justice after 
the DNC WikiLeaks scandal where the DNC favored Hillary. This community appears 
committed to Bernie, with key terms being “#bernieorbust,” “illegitimate,” “#stillsanders,” and 
“#ourrevolution.” There was very little anti-Trump or anti-Hillary, showing a focus on their own 
narrative. In all, this community was relatively small, focused, has high document frequency 
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suggesting high unity of message, and seems to have made the message themselves, rather than 
reacting to a narrative (Table 5.9).  

Table 5.9: Summary of Text Measures for Bernie Supporters Campaign  

Community Effect Size  Document Frequency (%) 

Bernie 

Supporters 

High median effect size indicates 

speech that is unique to this group 

and less used in other groups. There 

are more words than hashtags or 

mentions compared to other 

communities, perhaps indicating 

more original discussion among 

members. 

Top Terms: #feelthebern (32), 

@wikileaks (14), #dncleak (9.0), 

@berniesanders (8.4), us (7.7), dnc 

(6.9) 

Takeaways: Highest document 

frequency after the Trump groups. 

Suggests their message is more 

unified or cohesive.  

 
A Collocate analysis of Bernie Supporters seemed comparable to Johnson Supporters in 

seeming to have a conversation with unique topics and less like the mass retweets seen in the 
#TCOT group. Although “rt” was the top bigram, other bigrams indicated a conversation about 
Wikileak’s leak of DNC emails “rigging” the nomination against Bernie. Trigrams were less 
revelatory and mostly consisted of “Bernie Sanders” with some verb or preposition, like 
“organizing, supporting, attacking.” In all, Collocates suggest this group, while still having a lot 
of retweets, had a topical conversation rather than a barrage of hashtags and mentions of 
influencers.  

Text Characteristics of Hillary Supporters 

The Hillary Supporters group was named for its supportive terms regarding the Clinton 
campaign. They bore similarities to the mainstream conservative group, Trump Campaign, in 
number of tweets and false news ratio. Hillary Supporters had the second lowest false news ratio 
overall. Median document frequency was comparatively low (.98 and second lowest of all 
communities), suggesting a lower unity of message where more ideas or messages were tweeted 
in this community compared to more echo-chamber-like communities like #TCOT. However, 
several outlier terms were mentioned in a large proportion of tweets, including “#imwithher” 
(appearing in 42 percent of tweets), “#nevertrump” (18 percent), “@hillaryclinton” (18 percent), 
and “trump” (14 percent). These Hillary Supporters draw on anti-Trump narratives quite heavily, 
mentioning the collocate “donald trump” more often and more significantly than “hillary 
clinton.” Most terms had large effect sizes (>90 percent), showing terms were fairly unique to 
this community and seldom used in other communities. The majority of top key terms were 
handles (including “@hillaryclinton” and other accounts of apparently grassroots influencers 
with followers in the hundreds of thousands, none of the top accounts were suspended, unlike 
several grassroots leaders in the #TCOT group) or hashtags (“#imwithher,” “#nevertrump,” 
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“#strongertogether,” “#demsinphilly,” “#uniteblue,” “#clintonkaine,” “#lovetrumpshate,” and 
“#voteblue”). The Hillary Supporters community was a large community with highest degree 
centrality but lower weighted degree centrality, meaning the group was well connected, but it did 
not tweet and retweet across those connections as much as the Trump groups. This suggests the 
Trump groups were closer to being echo chambers than the Hillary Supporters group.  

Overall, Hillary Supporters were comparable with Trump Campaign in terms of number of 
tweets and false information ratios. However, unlike Trump Campaign and #TCOT, Hillary 
Supporters did not tweet and retweet as often or with repeated terms as both Trump supporting 
groups did (Table 5.10).  

Table 5.10: Summary of Text Measures for Hillary Supporters Campaign 

Community Effect Size  Document Frequency (%) 

Hillary 

Supporters  

High median effect size indicates 

speech that is unique to this group 

and less used in other groups. The 

exceptions are anti-Trump hashtags 

(i.e., #nevertrump) appear in Johnson 

and Bernie Supporter groups. 

Top Terms: #imwithher (42), 

#nevertrump (18), @hillaryclinton 

(18), trump (14), @realdonaldtrump 

(11), amp (7.7), #demsinphilly (5.1) 

Takeaways: There are fewer common 

terms being shared here than in both 

Trump groups and Bernie, suggesting 

low message cohesion and unity. 

 
A Collocate analysis of Hillary Supporters suggested less conversation than the Bernie and 

Johnson groups, but a few less hashtags, retweets, and handles than the #TCOT group. The most 
common terms that appeared together were “rt,” campaign hashtags like “imwithher,” and some 
form of Hillary’s name. there were more unique conversational elements that suggests a 
discussion of Hillary inspiring daughters and granddaughters and some negative campaign talk 
about the other side’s inabilities. Overall, this group had several retweets, but also several unique 
topics or word pairs that indicated some type of conversation, rather than retweeting, was 
happening.  

Text Characteristics of Trump Campaign 

Finally, the Trump Campaign group was named for its chatter about campaign stops and 
speeches of Mr. Trump. It was the second largest community by number of tweets and had the 
smallest ratio of false news for the stories tested. It displayed the greatest unity of message of all 
the groups, meaning key words appeared in higher percentages of tweets, suggesting this group 
shared common topics of conversation. Words appearing the most included “@realdonaldtrump” 
(46 percent), “#maga” (34), Trump’s head of social media “@danscavino” (13), and 
“#crookedhillary” (9). Effect sizes suggested top terms in this community were not exclusive to 
this community (percent difference is between 50-80 percent for most key words). This means 
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that Trump Campaign terms, like “#crookedhillary,” “#maga,” “#trumptrain,” and 
“@realdonaldtrump,” were used in other communities. This aligned with the fact that Mr. Trump 
had more than one community of supporters on Twitter.  

The Trump Campaign community appeared to be Trump supporters who mention central 
figures in the Trump campaign (“@realdonaldtrump,” “@danscavino,” “@mike_pence,” and 
“@donaldjtrumpjr”). There were a few top hashtags (“#maga,” “#trumppence16,” 
“#imwithyou,” “#americafirst,” and “#dobbs”), but mostly it appeared to be a lot of talking about 
campaign stops and speeches (using words like “thank,” “join,” “florida,” “ohio,” “iowa,” “poll,” 
“amazing law enforcement,” and “white house”). In all, this is a large group of mainstream 
Trump campaign supporters with some hashtags and handles that are also mentioned in other 
communities. It has the strongest unity of message (document frequency) of any other 
community and shares the least false news for stories tested of any community (Table 5.11). 

Table 5.11: Summary of Text Measures for Trump Campaign 

Communit
y 

Effect Size  Document Frequency (%) 

Trump 

Campaign 

Effect sizes are lower compared to 

other communities, suggesting these 

key terms are also used in other 

communities. 

Top Terms: @realdonaldtrump (46), 

#maga (34), you (18), @danscavino 

(13), #makeamericagreatagain (12), 

thank (11) 

Takeaways: Highest median values, 

suggests highly cohesive, unified 

message. 

 
A Collocate analysis of the Trump Supporters indicated the campaign stops and customary 

“thank you’s” typical of a campaign trail. The majority of bigrams and trigrams included “thank 
you” and locations. There was retweeting of mainstream or campaign influencers in this group, 
such as the Trump campaign’s Director of Social Media, @danscavino, Mr. Trump’s handle, and 
political pundits, like @loudobbs. The bigram “rt” was prominent, indicating there were a lot of 
retweets in this group, but overall, it seemed to be an official group of customary thank you’s 
and announcements about the Trump campaign trail.  

Discussion 

The main findings from this study describe community features and unusual features of one 
particular community. Recall I characterized communities as politically Mainstream, Alternative, 
or Resistance, based on their political orientation to each other and the candidates they preferred. 
My analysis showed the most false news was shared in the least Mainstream groups. Table 5.12 
shows the groups that shared the most false information, ranked from most to least, include 1) 
#TCOT (Resistance), 2) Johnson Supporters (Alternative), 3) Bernie Supporters (Alternative), 4) 
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Hillary Supporters (Mainstream), and 5) Trump Campaign (Mainstream). Overall, there were 
very few tweets sharing false information from the four tested stories. However, there were large 
differences in how much some groups shared. This single study showed the resistance group 
possessed several unique differences from the mainstream and alternative groups. It uniquely 
possessed a high presence of false news, conspicuously high Keyness for “RT” and handles of 
influencers who appeared to be private citizens but could have been inauthentic bots or trolls, 
several deleted or suspended accounts among these influencers, and was a clear echo chamber. It 
is unclear why false information prevalent in the #TCOT community did not spread to its closely 
connected neighbor, the Trump Campaign community. More research is needed to understand 
this mechanism and corroborate these other findings. 

Table 5.12: Communities Sharing the Most False Information 

Mainstream, Alternative, and Resistance Groups  

The groups that shared the most false information appeared to be the least-mainstream 
groups. Though #TCOT supports a mainstream candidate, the #TCOT hashtag is a resistance 
hashtag and has the appearance of a grassroots movement more than a mainstream movement. 
The many citizen influencers that suggest this group could be a grassroots group (influencers that 
portrayed themselves as concerned citizens rather than public figures, public figures which were 
common in the other four groups) also suggested the influencers could be bots, trolls, or humans 
that are merely retweeting rather than reading and consuming tweets.226 This is because of the 
extremely high retweet rate. #TCOT had almost exclusively apparent private citizen accounts 
among their top accounts while all other groups have a majority of public figures in their top key 
words.  

Resistance and alternative groups sharing more false information than mainstream groups 
may reflect a pattern seen in the spread of false news. False news has been observed gaining 

 
226 Humans that rapidly retweet without consuming information are similar to the example with #PJNET that was 
removed from Twitter for spam. See Mak, 2017.  

 Most False News Shared Political 
Characterization 

False News Ratio 

1 #TCOT resistance 1.1347 
2 Johnson Supporters alternative 0.0557 
3 Bernie Supporters alternative 0.0285 
4 Hillary Supporters mainstream 0.0246 
5 Trump Campaign mainstream 0.0147 
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traction in alternative or fringe circles before mainstream circles pick it up.227 This suggests there 
may be more safety from exposure to false information in the mainstream, and the further you go 
from the middle, the more likely you will encounter false news. 

Despite these three types of groups sharing false information at different rates, very few 
tweets shared false information from these four stories. This may be product of only testing for 
four news stories and needs to be explored in future research. 

Unique Attributes of Resistance Group, #TCOT 

#TCOT shared the most false news and had several unique characteristics not shared by the 
other groups. Further research could reveal if these characteristics are markers of susceptibility to 
sharing false information or if users in #TCOT behave more as Distributors than Consumers. If 
dealing with more Distributor behavior than Consumer behavior, different policy options would 
be needed to deal with the spread of false information from this group.  

#TCOT had the highest number of suspended or deleted accounts in the top over-present key 
terms of any other community. Johnson-Supporters had only one suspended account and the 
other communities had none in the top 15 key terms. It is unclear specifically why these accounts 
were suspended, but if they are or were connected to inauthentic or foreign influence agents 
(trolls or bots), it may be reasonable more agents may try to influence this group again. Since 
this group existed before the 2016 Trump campaign, it is reasonable to suspect it will endure 
after, and that it may be targeted and susceptible to sharing false information in the future. 
Paying attention to communities like these may help social media platforms detect communities 
and influencers either vulnerable to co-option by outside agents or vulnerable to sharing false 
information. 

#TCOT is the community most like an echo chamber of the five. The high number of tweets, 
high weighted out-degree, high document frequency for retweets, and relatively high unity of 
message (shown by median percent difference) all point to this group continually sharing 
information that reinforces the same views. While the Trump Campaign group also shared some 
of these qualities (high weighted-out degree, high unity of message, and relatively high number 
of tweets), it drastically had a lower retweet rate compared to #TCOT. As mentioned previously, 
fully 92 percent of #TCOT tweets had “rt” in the text, most of which referenced the fact the 
tweet was a retweet.228 Most collocates also included “rt” in the bigram or trigram. This 
extremely high retweet rate suggests automation might be involved in the #TCOT group. If user 

 
227 Zannettou, Savvas, Tristan Caulfield, Emiliano De Cristofaro, Nicolas Kourtelris, Ilias Leontiadis, Michael 
Sirivianos, Gianluca  Stringhini, & Jeremy Blackburn, “The web centipede: understanding how web communities 
influence each other through the lens of mainstream and alternative news sources,” IMC '17: Proceedings of the 
2017 Internet Measurement Conference, November 2017, pp 405–417. As of October 12, 2020: 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3131365.3131390  
228 “RT” appeared automatically at the beginning of a tweet if that tweet was a retweet. Only rarely did “rt” appear 
to be written by the user in the text of the message. In these cases, the user was usually asking for a retweet. 

https://doi.org/10.1145/3131365.3131390
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accounts in #TCOT were automated to retweet the same or similar messages, it could be these 
users are more accurately characterized as Distributors than Consumers of false information. If 
Distributors, each social media platform likely already has a set of policies to carry out 
concerning inauthentic, coordinated behavior, bot-nets, or automation that amounts to spamming. 
However, if user behavior is determined to be authentic and users are retweeting unique tweets 
after likely consuming them, more Consumer- or user-focused policies would be appropriate. If 
these users are Consumers, they have a higher chance of sharing false information due to the 
echo-chamber of retweets present in their community. Social media platforms may do well to 
monitor high-retweet communities to determine user behavior (whether they exhibit more 
Distributor or Consumer behavior) and employ appropriate policy options.  

Comparing #TCOT with Trump Campaign 

#TCOT and Trump Campaign provide an informative juxtaposition, because they support the 
same candidate and have several network similarities, including number of users, total weighted 
degree (number of mentions or retweets), and share the strongest connection of any other two 
communities (they mention users in the other community and vice versa more than any other pair 
of communities). However, they are on opposite ends of the scale for false news shared. #TCOT 
shared the four tested false news stories 100 times more often than Trump Campaign. It is 
unclear why false information shared widely in the #TCOT group did not appear to spread to the 
Trump Campaign community. Possible explanations include the actual numbers of tweets 
sharing false information is very low, so perhaps false information from #TCOT either never 
reached or was not of interest to the Trump Campaign group. More research is needed to 
describe why false information ratios were not more comparable between such connected 
groups. 

Limitations 

There were a few limitations of note in this study. The first limitation is with how 
representative the selected false news stories were of the actual false information shared. Being 
able to test all false news stories may have been more representative. Better still would have 
been if the links still worked and their domain names could be compared with previously used 
lists of websites sharing false information. As false information can move from fringe 
organizations to more mainstream outlets, a combination of checking domain names and looking 
for specific, widely shared false information may have been more perfectly representative of 
false information shared in these communities. These four stories, despite how widely shared 
they were on Facebook during this time, may be a good representation of the actual ratios of 
false information shared on Twitter Additionally, the false news stories selected targeted the 
right and left, not Libertarians or Bernie Supporters directly. However, this procedure or an 
adaptation of it serves as a starting point for a proof of concept that can be developed to increase 
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detectability of communities sharing, or vulnerable to sharing, false information. Developing a 
procedure that tests a sample of prominent false information affords appropriate trade-offs 
between speed and accuracy. Using a well selected sample of false information may not find 
conclusive ratios of false information shared, but it could provide a rank-ordered list of 
communities sharing more false information, which would allow social media companies to 
triage their interventions accordingly to reduce the amount of false information shared on their 
platforms. The method for detecting ratios of false information is not perfect, but it is likely 
informative enough to get to the next step for platforms making concerted efforts in working 
with their users to help them discern, avoid, and resist false information.  

In addition to selecting representative false news stories to most accurately capture false 
information ratios in each community, there may be limitations in how I counted mentions of 
false information I did test for. I counted any mention of a false news story, including if it was 
clear in the tweet the false news was being disputed. Even though very few tweets clearly 
disputed false news, I counted the few disputes as mentions of false news because there was not 
an accurate and efficient way to determine with confidence every tweet’s mention of false 
information, whether it was to support or refute it. This may not have captured nuance, but with 
the limited context available with the View in Context feature and no context available for seeing 
how a tweet fit in with a conversation, it would be too difficult to differentiate between disputing 
false information and spreading it. However, some research reports correcting misinformation 
rarely changes political misperceptions and can even backfire.229 Some researchers suggest 
corrections that offer an alternative narrative may be more successful.230 In either case, it was not 
possible to accurately differentiate between tweets that disputed or supported false information 
with the tools available to me. What’s more, it may not be a useful nuance, as correcting or 
disputing political misperceptions may have the opposite of the intended effect. 

Recommendations  
This section highlights both opportunities for further research as well as suggests 

interventions social media platforms may make to help their users discern, avoid, and resist false 
information.  

Further research to explain why false information in the #TCOT group did not appear to 
spread to the mainstream Trump Campaign group is needed. Additionally, research is needed to 
understand why there are so many more tweets and users for the Trump groups when American 
Twitter users generally lean more left. Perhaps Trump supporters were more active on Twitter 
than were average left-leaning Twitter users. This might make sense, since their candidate was so 

 
229 Nyhan and Reifler, 2010. 
230 Paul, Christopher and Miriam Matthews, “The Russian "Firehose of Falsehood" Propaganda Model: Why It 
Might Work and Options to Counter It,” Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2016. As of August 28, 2020: 
https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PE198.html. 

https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PE198.html
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active on Twitter as well. However, given Russian interference with the 2016 election in favor of 
Donald Trump, it is possible the numbers could have been bolstered by bots or trolls. Indeed, in 
both the 2016 and 2020 U.S. presidential elections, there is evidence of Russian trolls and bots 
active in the political conversations on Twitter in the United States.231   

Additional opportunities for future research include verifying correlations between how 
much false information communities share and their network and text characteristics. In this 
study, false information ratios were highest for non-mainstream communities, echo-chamber 
communities, and communities with high document frequencies of certain terms (like “RT”). 
However, other studies would need to corroborate and expand on these findings to ensure their 
reliability. Research is also needed to characterize and understand persevering groups that share 
high ratios of false information, including the #TCOT group. 

In addition to further research, this section provides grounds for some social media 
platforms, like Twitter, Reddit, and Facebook, to better detect and intervene on their users’ 
behalf in helping them discern, avoid, or resist false information. This chapter is meant to serve 
as a proof-of-concept for how social media platforms may detect users and communities most 
vulnerable to false information. The next chapter deals with what platforms can do once these 
users and communities are detected. The following is a more in-depth discussion of the potential 
criteria for finding at-risk users mentioned earlier in the chapter. Where there are major caveats 
for using a set of criteria, I suggest where it could be used for greatest advantage.   

Blanket Sharing Reduction Policies 

Social media platforms may apply user-agnostic limitations on how many times a tweet, post, 
or content may be retweeted or shared in order to reduce the spread of false information shared. 
Some platforms have already adopted sharing reduction policies. A study of a WhatsApp policy 
that limited a message to five forwards from the same user showed the policy helped slow the 
spread of disinformation.232 Twitter has adopted policies to reduce the visibility and spread of 
tweets earning warning labels.233 These approaches and others provide an impartial, rules-based 
approach to evenly reducing the spread of false information.  

 
231 Marcellino, William, Christian Johnson, Marek N. Posard, and Todd C. Helmus, Foreign Interference in the 
2020 Election: Tools for Detecting Online Election Interference, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-
A704-2, 2020. As of July 06, 2021: https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RRA704-2.html; Marcellino, 
William, Kate Cox, Katerina Galai, Linda Slapakova, Amber Jaycocks, and Ruth Harris, Human-machine detection 
of online-based malign information, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-A519-1, 2020. As of July 05, 
2021: https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RRA519-1.html 
232 de Freitas Melo, et al., 2019. 
233 Twitter Safety, 2020. 

https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RRA704-2.html
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RRA519-1.html
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Criteria-based Network Identification 

Platforms may reduce the spread of false information by defining relative text and network 
features that, if met, constitute an echo chamber and then triaging those groups for observation 
and interventions. For Twitter, these echo chamber thresholds might be communities with high 
weighted out-degree, low weighted in-degree, and high document frequencies of certain terms 
like “RT.” High document frequencies for other terms uniquely associated with current false 
information stories might also help detect vulnerable communities. However, defining echo 
chambers can become a political mine field. Platforms should communicate transparently their 
process and even ensure political bipartisanship or non-partisanship from detection teams to 
increase confidence in the fair application of criteria.  

Additionally, a complicated criterion may not be necessary if platforms can find markers that 
could indicate echo chambers. Twitter, for example, might observe communities with a high 
percentage of tweets containing “RT” (i.e., a document frequency of 60 percent or higher for 
“RT”). Echo-chamber communities may be more vulnerable to spreading disinformation. 
Finding these communities first and then further investigating to see if what is being retweeted 
includes false information would help more quickly find and monitor communities vulnerable to 
disinformation. 

Criteria-based Influencer Identification 

Influencers have an outsized effect on their communities. If not already doing so, social 
media platforms should adopt or expand policies of regularly observing users at certain influence 
thresholds. Criteria-based influencer-observation policies can help platforms quickly identify and 
act if influential users abuse the influence the social media platform affords them. Potential 
criteria for influencer thresholds include users’ number of connections, number and frequency of 
posts, and expected virality of posts. Many platforms already have the metrics to detect these 
influencers. Using this detection criteria and monitoring posts for false information, if not 
already doing so, would likely help identify and reduce the amount of false information shared 
on social media.  

Context-based Network Identification 

Though less rule-based and potentially politically precarious, context-based network 
identification may help identify false information shared in known groups that have a history of 
abusing social media platforms. The finding that the two mainstream candidates’ groups shared 
the least false information suggests that triaging detection efforts on non-mainstream groups first 
may find communities sharing false information more quickly.  

False information may not be shared as widely among supporters of mainstream candidates 
for two reasons. The first is there is more news attention from reputable news sources on top 
candidates and less attention on runners-up. This leaves more space for alternative sources or 
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self-made grassroots influencers to share information they find and like. Grassroots influencers 
and alternative media sources do not answer to journalistic standards or media censure as pundits 
or campaign officials would. Secondly, false information may not be shared as widely among 
mainstream supporters because of the larger, relatively more diverse members of those groups. 
America’s two-party system necessitates that both major parties eventually appeal to a wide 
range of voters. According to Chadwick, Vaccari & O'Loughlin, the more diversity in online 
groups, the more negative feedback will come from the group for posts.234 Their study found that 
users who engaged with or had more diverse audiences received more negative feedback for 
sharing falsehoods. The comparatively more diverse audiences in mainstream politics compared 
to resistance, alternative, or fringe politics may provide more negative feedback for some 
information, leading to reduced sharing of false information in these groups. Given these 
findings, it might make sense to monitor non-mainstream groups first for how much false 
information is shared. However, it has the potential to alienate political groups from the social 
media platform. Monitoring groups based on context-based identification may be more 
successful with anti-social groups or those connected to anti-social groups that consistently break 
terms of service (such as when ISIS uses Twitter and Facebook to recruit). 

Context-based Influencer Identification 

Like context-based group identification, social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook, 
may be able to monitor influencers spreading false information based on what that influencer 
typically says or the kinds of groups they typically influence. Like context-based group 
identification, this is more politically precarious, but very useful in cases where influencers 
frequently share false information. This type of monitoring and prompt action was seen in how 
Twitter monitored and quickly applied its terms of service to tweets from @realdonaldtrump. 

Using these methods in series is most recommended, where blanket sharing reduction 
policies are employed for known threats, such as known disinformation stories. Next, criteria-
based network identification could be used to find several problematic conversations, perhaps 
around specific pieces of false news. Finally, though politically precarious, there are some 
instances in which repeat offenders in sharing false information could be tracked and specially 
targeted with appealing, persuasive interventions to help them resist false information. Using this 
graduated method could help streamline decision-making in detection procedures, make platform 
actions more predictable, transparent, and trustworthy, and help find users exposed to false 
information and eventually help them better resist false information. 

In all, this chapter provides a proof-of-concept method for identifying communities that share 
more false information, characterizes those communities using their social network and text 

 
234 Chadwick, A.; Vaccari, C.; O'Loughlin, B., “Do tabloids poison the well of social media? Explaining 
democratically dysfunctional news sharing,” New Media & Society, 2018. As of September 8, 2020: 
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1461444818769689  

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1461444818769689
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features, and concludes with methods social media platforms may implement to detect their own 
user communities sharing false information. The key in this chapter is rapid, transparent, and 
politically viable detection of user networks sharing false information. Once these communities 
are detected, the platform may use appropriate, transparent interventions to help their users 
discern, avoid, and resist false information. The next chapter discusses one of the most promising 
intervention methods for helping users resist false information, inoculation theory.  
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6. Inoculating Users Against False Information  

The previous chapter explored how a social media platform might identify the users and 
networks most vulnerable to spreading false information through social network and text 
analysis. The current chapter explores how platforms might proactively strengthen these users 
against sharing false information. I tested the emotional and cognitive resilience of people using 
inoculation theory, a promising method used in public health, advertising, and social science 
research since the 1960s. In this chapter, I first describe research on inoculation theory, explain 
how I applied its methods to a survey experiment, and discuss results for how this intervention 
might help users resist sharing false information.   

This chapter suggests platforms can be proactive rather than respond reactively to individual 
pieces of false information. Proactive approaches include inoculations against specific false 
information tactics, against the general presence of false information, or manipulative intent 
behind false information.  

Inoculation Theory 
Inoculation theory uses specialized warnings to build enduring resistance to persuasive 

attempts. It does not claim to change minds, but protects people from changing their minds and 
even strengthens existing attitudes when an influence attempt is made.235 First studied in health 
communications in 1961, inoculation theory draws an analogy between physically inoculating 
against disease to inoculating against persuasion.236 Just as physical inoculation introduces a 
weakened strain of a disease to stimulate antibodies in the immune system to prevent future 
infection, inoculation strengthens someone’s resistance to persuasion by presenting both a 
weakened form of a persuasive counter argument (the disease) and refutations (the antibodies) 
that help the individual resist the persuasive attempt (McGuire and Papageorgis, 1961; McGuire 
1964). To be clear, inoculation only strengthens a pre-existing opinion, it does not change 
opinion. Also, for inoculation to trigger resistance to persuasion, individuals need to feel their 
opinion, belief, or attitude is in danger of being influenced. This fear is called a threat. 
Inoculations involve communicating an individuals’ opinions will be under threat, giving them 

 
235 Pfau, Michael, and Michael Burgoon, “Inoculation in Political Campaign Communication,” Human 
Communication Research, Vol. 15, No. 1, pp. 91-111, Fall 1988.  
236 McGuire, W. J., and D. Papageorgis, “The Relative Efficacy of Various Types of Prior Belief-Defense in 
Producing Immunity against Persuasion.” Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, Vol. 62, 1961. 
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small doses of forth-coming persuasive counter-arguments, and then offering robust refutations 
to those counter-arguments.237  

Cook, Lewandowsky, and Ecker (2017) provided an example of inoculation to climate 
change disinformation. 238 One of their experiments inoculated participants by warning them that 
some messages try to change their mind about climate change using “fake experts” (threat). They 
explained fake experts is a strategy that tries to throw scientific consensus into doubt by using a 
large group of inauthentic “experts” to state something contrary to the scientific consensus 
(counter-argument). Researchers then exposed participants the “Oregon Petition,” a long list of 
non-experts with science degrees mostly in fields other than climate-science who oppose the 
scientific consensus on human-caused global warming (weakened persuasive counter-argument). 
They then told respondents that using those with science degrees to refute climate experts’ 
findings is like asking a dentist to perform heart surgery (refutation). When participants received 
this inoculation procedure, they were more successful at identifying the fake experts strategy and 
better resisted disinformation conveyed using that strategy.239 

My survey experiment is an exploratory study looking at whether or not an inoculation can 
prevent not only opinion changes, but emotional changes, such as reduced levels of fear or 
anxiety compared with a Control group. Emotional manipulation has figured prominently in 
recent election disinformation. Helping users identify and avoid emotional attacks may help 
reduce the spread of disinformation online.  

Findings in Inoculation Theory 

Inoculation theory has accumulated studies in many fields, including sociology,240 
psychology,241 political sciences,242 health,243 climate change communication,244 and 

 
237 Compton, Josh & Bobi Ivanov, “Vaccinating Voters: Surveying Political Campaign Inoculation Scholarship,” 
Annals of the International Communication Association, Vol. 37, No. 1, pp. 251-283, 2013. As of September 17, 
2020:https://doi.org/10.1080/23808985.2013.11679152 
238 Cook, John, Stephan Lewandowsky, and Ullrich K. H. Ecker, “Neutralizing Misinformation through Inoculation: 
Exposing Misleading Argumentation Techniques Reduces their Influence,” PLoS ONE, Vol. 12, No. 5, May 5, 
2017. 
239 Cook, Lewandowsky, and Ecker, 2017. 
240 Stout, Jane G., Nilanjana Dasgupta, Matthew Hunsinger, & Melissa A. McManus, “STEMing the Tide: Using 
Ingroup Experts to Inoculate Women’s Self-Concept in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
(STEM),” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol. 100, No. 2, 255–270, 2011. 
241 Jackson, Ben, Josh Compton, Ashleigh L. Thornton, James A. Dimmock, “Re-Thinking Anxiety: Using 
Inoculation Messages to Reduce and Reinterpret Public Speaking Fears,” PLOS One, Vol. 12, No. 1, January 26, 
2017. 
242 Compton and Ivanov, 2013.  
243 Compton, Jackson, and Dimmock, 2016, see Table 1. 
244 Cook, Lewandowsky, and Ecker, 2017. 

https://doi.org/10.1080/23808985.2013.11679152
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marketing.245 In examples below, I convey some key findings from inoculation theory, including 
helpful pre-conditions for successful inoculation, types of inoculations that work best, and post-
inoculation effects. 

Helpful Pre-Conditions 

Research suggests inoculation works better when it is seen before disinformation and when 
subjects already hold similar attitudes as the inoculation.246 Prior attitudes that match the 
inoculation are strong indicators of inoculation working.247 For example, participants who 
already believed in human-caused global warming and were inoculated to sustain that belief 
would be less vulnerable to persuasions from the Oregon Petition, because the Petition holds 
contrary views to those participants.   

Organizations wishing to use inoculation messaging might benefit from anticipating the 
timing of false information campaigns, particularly prior to elections, and fielding inoculations 
warning of specific tactics before political or microtargeted ads are purchased and fielded.  

Types of Inoculations 

A meta-analysis of 54 inoculation studies found that inoculating against one attitude can lead 
to inoculation against additional attitudes not specifically referenced in the inoculation.248 This is 
would be like a flu inoculation also inoculating for the common cold. The technical term for 
inoculations that inoculate against a target attitude is refutational-same preemptions (where an 
inoculation’s counter-arguments match persuasive attempts encountered later). The term for 
inoculations that inoculate for something other than the target attitude is refutational-different 
preemptions (where an inoculation’s counter-arguments do not match later persuasive attempts, 
but still have an inoculative effect). This meta-analysis found that both refutation-same and 
refutation-different inoculations performed the same in reducing attitude change and increasing 
resistance to persuasion.249 Although the literature has not yet explored the boundaries of this 
“all-encompassing protection,” it means that inoculations can inoculate against more than one 
persuasive argument. An example of refutational same and refutational-different pre-emptions 
was shown in an experiment inoculating against unprotected sex in college students.250 Of 120 

 
245 Lessne and Didow Jr., 1987. 
246 Lewandowsky, et al., 2020; Pashupati, Kartik, Laura Arpan, and Alexandre Nikolaev, “Corporate Advertising as 
Inoculation Against Negative News: An Experimental Investigation of Efficacy and Presentation Order Effects,” 
Journal of Current Issues and Research in Advertising, Vol. 24, No. 2, Fall 2002 
247 Pashupati, Arpan, and Nikolaev, 2002; Cronen, Vernon E. and Gary La Fleur, “Inoculation Against Persuasive 
Attacks: A Test of Alternative Explanations,” The Journal of Social Psychology, Vol. 102, 1977; Cook, 
Lewandowsky, and Ecker, 2017. 
248 Banas and Rains, 2010. 
249 Banas and Rains, 2010. 
250 Compton, Jackson, and Dimmock, 2016, see Table 1. 
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participants, those receiving inoculations to resist pressures for unprotected sex engaged in 
unprotected sex less often compared to a control group (refutational-same preemption). 
Additionally, those receiving the unprotected sex inoculation were also better at resisting 
pressures to binge drink (refutational-different preemption).251 This and other research show 
inoculations can inoculate against more than one type of persuasive attempt.252 Additionally, 
inoculation messages were more effective at increasing resistance to persuasion than supportive 
messaging (messaging that simply supports desired behavior).253 This suggests that not only are 
inoculations more effective for increasing resistance to persuasion, but that inoculations can be 
preventative.  

Post-Inoculation Effects 

Additionally, there appears to be an ideal time frame for individuals to view persuasive 
messaging after an inoculation is given. Banas and Rains’ (2010) meta-analysis found that 
subjects displayed resistance for up to 14 days after being inoculated. A decline in resistance was 
observed after 14 days when no persuasive attack was encountered. This shows how long and 
under what conditions inoculations are viable. It also shows that the most effective inoculations 
are given shortly before users are exposed to the anticipated false information.  

There are also by-products of inoculation that increase immunity. These include participants 
talking about the inoculation with others and disfavoring manipulative sponsors. One study 
showed by-products of inoculation (i.e. talking about the inoculation treatment with others) 
increased resistance to attitude change in subsequent tests.254 Another study showed how 
refutational preemption helped viewers of YouTube parody videos detect unduly manipulative 
intent and resist its influence.255 Viewers who received an inoculation message regarding 
manipulative intent 1) were better able to detect unduly manipulative intent, 2) were more 
resistant to attitude change, and 3) showed less favorable attitudes toward the sponsor of the 
parody video.  

One study showed inoculation can be used to strengthen not only attitude, but other 
important characteristics in resisting persuasion, including attitude certainty, confidence, and 
concentration.256 The study looked at the effect of inoculation on self-confidence and task self-
efficacy (i.e., confidence in one’s ability). A control and test group were both given pre-task 
instructions and messages, with the test group receiving an inoculating message. Participants 
then performed the task while a research assistant gave them standardized negative feedback. 

 
251 Parker, Ivanov, and Compton, 2012.  
252 Banas and Rains, 2010. 
253 Banas and Rains, 2010. 
254 Ivanov et al., 2012. 
255 Lim and Ki, 2007. 
256 Jackson et al., 2015. 
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Researchers controlled for participants’ baseline self-efficacy, their performance in the task, and 
measures of their resilience and self-confidence and still found those receiving the inoculation 
message reported higher confidence in their ability to perform the task than the control group. 
The test group also had fewer concentration disruptions and fewer concerns for self-presentation 
during the task than the control group. This study shows how inoculation can be applied to boost 
more than just attitude certainty, but also confidence, concentration, and reductions in self-
consciousness, which can all lead to attitude change. The authors discussed that perhaps the 
inoculation led them to believe the tasks required of them in the experiment would be harder than 
they were, leading to greater feelings of self-efficacy. Additionally, the inoculation’s message 
helped them view the negative feedback as means for growth and improved performance. This 
may have led to greater feelings of confidence, reduced self-consciousness, and improved 
concentration as expectations for task difficulty were not met and the inoculation helped them 
interpret the feedback as helpful.  

Researchers found that inoculation can spread virally through the same means as 
misinformation.257 In light of the Two-step Flow of communication258 (where most people trust 
information from their personal networks over official sources), this means that if social media 
platforms successfully inoculate influencers with sharable content, they may be able to inoculate 
a network of users virally.259 Potentially being able to compete with the spread and speed of viral 
misinformation with viral inoculation would help social media platforms combat the spread of 
misinformation. Viral inoculations would need to be sharable (i.e., links, memes, posts, games, 
etc.), attractive, tailored, and wisely targeting manipulative intent rather than content so as to 
reduce chances of the message backfiring.260  

These studies suggest inoculation may be a promising method to help social media users 
resist disinformation and thereby better secure platforms against the viral spread of user-shared 
false information.  

Demographic Characteristics Associated with Resistance 

Some research suggests demographic characteristics are related to resistance to 
disinformation, specifically, age, political inclinations, and self-perceived susceptibility to 

 
257 Ivanov et al., 2012. 
258 Lazarsfeld and Katz, 1955. 
259 Lazarsfeld and Katz, 1955; Compton, Josh & Michael Pfau, “Spreading Inoculation: Inoculation, Resistance to 
Influence, and Word-of-Mouth Communication,” Communication Theory, Vol. 19, No. 1, February 2009, pp. 9–28. 
As of September 14, 2020: https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-2885.2008.01330.x  
260 Sagarin et al. (2002) defined a difference between two types of forewarnings. Forewarning of message content 
caused polarizing responses: either greater resistance to the message or greater acquiescence. However, forewarning 
of persuasive intent reliably resulted in greater resistance. 

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-2885.2008.01330.x
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disinformation.261 Older Americans consumed or shared more false information during the 2016 
U.S. presidential election than Americans from younger age groups.262 Research has shown 
information spreads more rapidly on densely-connected, closed social networks.263 These 
network structures were common among groups with extreme (either extremely liberal or 
extremely conservative) or conservative political viewpoints.264 Finally, other research found 
those that consider themselves susceptible to persuasion were, in fact, less susceptible.265 Given 
these findings, I included several questions to test if demographic features and other 
characteristics were significant to participants resisting disinformation.  

Applying Inoculation to Emotional Manipulation in a Survey Experiment  

Often times, political messages (both from campaigns and news coverage) generate strong, 
usually negative emotions.266 Research has shown emotional messaging in political campaigns is 
effective at influencing desired actions.267 This tactic manipulates emotions, can alter perceptions 
of reality, and is compounded by effects from selective media exposure. Selective media 
exposure, applied to political campaign messaging, has shown that individuals tune into media 
that confirms their political predispositions. This means that many citizens seek out and receive 

 
261 Brashier, Nadia M. & Daniel L. Schacter, “Aging in an Era of Fake News,” Current Directions in Psychological 
Science, Vol. 29, No. 3, pp. 316-323, 2020; Seo, H, M. Blomberg, D. Altschwager, & H.T. Vu, “Vulnerable 
populations and misinformation: A mixed-methods approach to underserved older adults’ online information 
assessment,” New Media & Society, May 27, 2020; Hjorth, Frederik &, Rebecca Adler-Nissen, “Ideological 
Asymmetry in the Reach of Pro-Russian Digital Disinformation to United States Audiences,” Journal of 
Communication, Vol. 69, No. 2, pp 168–192, April 2019; Grinberg, Nir, Kenneth Joseph, Lisa Friedland, Briony 
Swire-Thompson, & David Lazer, “Fake news on Twitter during the 2016 U.S. presidential election,” Science, Vol. 
363, No. 6425, pp. 374-378, January 25 2019; Sagarin et al., 2002. 
262 Guess, Andrew, Brendan Nyhan, & Jason Reifler, “Selective Exposure to Misinformation: Evidence from the 
consumption of fake news during the 2016 U.S. presidential campaign,” European Research Council, January 9, 
2018; Guess, Andrew, Jonathan Nagler, & Joshua Tucker, “Less than you think: Prevalence and predictors of fake 
news dissemination on Facebook,” Science Advances, Vol. 5, No. 1, 2019. 
263 Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral, 2018. 
264 Boutyline and Willer, 2017. 
265 Susceptibility was determined by measuring perceived personal vulnerability to a health risk. Sagarin, et al., 
2002. 
266 Schemer, Christian. “Reinforcing Spirals of Negative Affects and Selective Attention to Advertising in a 
Political Campaign.” Communication Research, Vol. 39, No. 3, pp. 413–34, June 2012. As of February 27, 2021: 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0093650211427141; Patterson, Thomas E., “News Coverage of the 2016 General Election: 
How the Press Failed the Voters,” Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy, December 7, 2016. As 
of February 27, 2021: https://shorensteincenter.org/news-coverage-2016-general-election/; Rudolph, Thomas J., 
Amy Gangl, & Dan Stevens, “The Effects of Efficacy and Emotions on Campaign Involvement,” The Journal of 
Politics, Vol. 62, No. 4, November 2000. 
267 Brader, Ted, “Striking a Responsive Chord: How Political Ads Motivate and Persuade Voters by Appealing to 
Emotions,” American Journal of Political Science, Vol. 49, No. 2, Pp. 388-405, April 2005. As of August 19, 2019: 
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.0092-5853.2005.00130.x; Miller, Patrick R., “The Emotional Citizen: Emotion as a 
Function of Political Sophistication,” Political Psychology, Vol. 32, Iss.4, pp 575-600, August 2011. As of August 
19, 2019: https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-9221.2011.00824.x  

https://doi.org/10.1177/0093650211427141
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content from perspectives like their own. Repeated exposure to an echo chamber268 of a unitary 
perspective, sometimes charged with emotionally manipulative messaging, can make users more 
susceptible to believing that presentation of reality.  

I applied inoculation theory to an exploratory survey experiment to test if inoculation could 
reduce the self-reported emotional and cognitive reactions to content from political memes. I 
found limited research directly testing if people can be inoculated against emotional 
manipulation leading to emotional over-reactions (such as overwhelming fear or anger). 
However, one survey measuring emotional reactions to political campaign ads suggested 
inoculating against an emotionally evocative strategy rather than a specific argument can be 
more successful at increasing attitude resistance to persuasive messaging.269 There are also new 
studies suggesting inoculation messages (originally text about a page long), may be done in a 
message as short as a tweet.270 Nabi (2003) studied the use of visuals and emotions in 
inoculation. While playing identical audio while giving counter-arguments and refutations of an 
inoculation against medical testing on animals, images were shown to elicit either high emotional 
responses or low emotional responses. Inoculations were more successful when they used 
emotionally consistent images (i.e., high emotional intensity images accompanying both counter 
arguments and refutations or low emotional intensity images accompanying both).271 Taken 
together, this research gives grounds to suggest that inoculating against an emotionally evocative 
strategy, using short messages or visuals, and emotionally consistent counterarguments and 
refutations may be successful in testing the effectiveness of inoculating against strong emotional 
reactions.    

The Link Between Beliefs and Behaviors: Theory of Planned Behavior  

I used the theory of planned behavior to assess possible actions survey respondents might 
take in spreading disinformation. In the Theory of Planned Behavior (Figure 6.1),272 as noted in 
Chapter 4, Ajzen gives a model for foundational components that drive behavior.273 They are 1) 
the person’s attitude toward the behavior, 2) the person’s perception of subjective norms around 
the behavior, 3) how much control the person feels over his or her behavior, and 4) intention. 

 
268 Recall an echo chamber has no agreed-upon parameters but can be described as an “information cocoon” where 
people are exposed to information that reinforces their existing beliefs. Sunstein, 2017; Barberá et al., 2015. 
269 Compton and Ivanov, 2013; Pfau, M., Park, D., Holbert, R. L., & Cho, J., “The effects of party- and PAC 
sponsored issue advertising and the potential of inoculation to combat its impact on the democratic process,” 
American Behavioral Scientist, Vol. 44, No. 12, pp. 2379–2397, 2001. 
270 Romero, D. N., B. Meeder, J. Kleinberg, “Differences in the Mechanics of Information Diffusion across Topics: 
Idioms, Political Hashtags, and Complex Contagion on Twitter,” WWW '11: Proceedings of the 20th International 
Conference on World Wide Web, March 2011. 
271 Nabi, 2003.  
272 Ajzen, 1991. 
273 Ajzen, 1991. 
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Ajzen theorized the first three components influence intention, which is the major contributor to 
a person’s chosen behavior. Ajzen also noted that component 3) perceived behavioral control has 
an indirect influence over behavior as well.  

Figure 6.1: Theory of Planned Behavior Model 

 

SOURCE: Orzanna, Robert, “File: Theory of planned behavior.png,” Wikimedia Commons, webpage, August 11, 
2015. As of January 20, 2021: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Theory_of_planned_behavior.png 

 
Ajzen explained more about what each of these components mean for behavior. Attitude 

towards a behavior is the integration of a person’s thoughts and feelings about the behavior, 
which can drive their intention to do or not do the behavior. For example, a person may have a 
negative attitude toward sharing political memes online. This attitude can reduce their intention 
and therefore behavior to share political memes. Ajzen explains perceptions of subjective norms 
are when a person feels social pressure to do or refrain from doing a behavior. In a social media 
context, a user may feel pressure from their network to post certain events (like only positive 
events and no negative events) or make certain kinds of posts with some regularity (like stories 
or reels) that can all influence behavior through intention. Finally, perceived behavioral control 
is how feasible an action is. For example, if a person wants to post to social media, but they are 
on a plane and cannot connect to the Internet, that person might want to, but not even try to act 
on their intention to post because they feel it is infeasible. These three all impact behavioral 
intention, which is the desire or plan of an individual to engage in a behavior or not. Intention 
mediates the other three’s impact and is a top-level driver of behavior. An example of intention 
in a social media context is a user intending to get updated on the news and deciding to open 
their newsfeed or Twitter. Their attitude that it is good to be informed (attitude), perception that 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Theory_of_planned_behavior.png
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others get regular updates from the news (subjective norms), and knowledge that their phone has 
a good wi-fi connection currently (perceived behavioral control) might have all affected that 
intention, but the intention itself, the decision to check newsfeed, mediates all these, is 
measurable, and often leads to a behavior (i.e., checking their newsfeed). 

Ideally, I would have measured participants’ behavior on social media (i.e., their engagement 
with content, such as liking, sharing, or commenting). My design and access to social media data 
did not allow me to do that. As a proxy, I used survey questions to measure respondents’ 
behavioral intention to engage with content on social media. I used the Theory of Planned 
Behavior as a basis to claim that participants’ behavioral intention to engage with content 
indicates a greater likelihood they would actually exhibit that behavior and engage with the 
content.274 In Ajzen’s model, I focused on just measuring behavioral intention. When the 
intention from participants was not clear, I occasionally referenced attitude, subjective norms, or 
perceived behavioral control, but I primarily focused on intention as a measurable indicator of 
behavior.  

Research Questions  

In this experiment, I studied if inoculation can be applied in a new context, against emotional 
changes rather than just attitude or opinion changes. My research questions are: 

1) Do inoculations reduce participants’ self-reported emotional responses to these memes 
compared to a Control group?  

2) Do demographic characteristics correlate with resistance to disinformation? 
3) Do inoculations reduce participants’ behavioral intent to engage with disinformation 

compared to a Control group? 

Methods 
I designed a 2x2 survey experiment (Table 6.1) that included an emotional treatment 

(warning of manipulative attacks to participants’ emotions), a cognitive treatment (warning of 
persuasive attacks to participants’ reasoning and judgment), and an emotional-cognitive 
treatment (warning of both cognitive and emotional attacks). These were accompanied by a 
control condition, which received no warning.  
  

 
274 Godin, Gaston & Gerjo Kok, “The Theory of Planned Behavior: A Review of its Applications to Health-Related 
Behaviors,” American Journal of Health Promotion, Vol. 11, No. 2, 1996. As of June 3, 2021: 
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.4278/0890-1171-11.2.87 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.4278/0890-1171-11.2.87
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Table 6.1: 2x2 Survey Design Testing Cognitive and Emotional Inoculations 

    Emotional Inoculation 

    No Yes  

Cognitive 
Inoculation 

No  Control   
Emotional 
(Treatment 1) 

Yes 
Cognitive 
(Treatment 2) 

Cognitive -
Emotional 
(Treatment 3) 

 

Sample and Participants  

I fielded the survey on Prolific, a survey research service that provided a U.S. representative 
sample for age, sex, and ethnicity (based on the 2015 U.S. Census).275 Prolific pre-screens its 
respondents based on five categories for age (18-27, 28-37, 38-47, 48-57, and 58+), two 
categories for gender (male and female), and five categories for ethnicity (White, Mixed, Asian, 
Black, and Other). Prolific had 32,867 eligible participants active in the 90 days before my 
survey fielded. Prolific emailed a link of the survey to eligible respondents in each demographic 
subgroup. Participants were told they would be paid $7.25 for completing the survey. 
Respondents completed surveys on a first-come, first-served basis until quotas for each subgroup 
for age, sex, and ethnicity were completed. Of the 835 respondents, 28 (3 percent) did not 
complete the survey. Eight of these did not enter any information and 20 dropped off within the 
first quarter of the survey. These 20 came from all four treatment groups. These incompletes 
were small in number and were distributed over treatment groups, which minimized effects it 
could have on dependent variables.  

For clarity, I use the term “total sample” to refer to all n=835 respondents in the survey. I use 
the term “test sample” to refer to just the n=634 respondents who passed all manipulation checks 
and were included in the analysis, discussed below. 

Description of Total Sample and Test Group 

Percentages of respondents in each age category of the total sample closely followed the U.S. 
population, with the exception of fewer respondents in the 65+ year range and more respondents 
in the 50-64-year range (Table 6.2).276 The gender ratio of the total sample was also very close to 

 
275 Prolific Team, “Representative Samples on Prolific,” webpage, March 5, 2019. As of May 27, 2021: 
https://researcher-help.prolific.co/hc/en-gb/articles/360019236753-Representative-Samples-on-Prolific 
276 A two-tailed t-test revealed these slight differences were not statistically significant (p = 0. 8506). 

https://researcher-help.prolific.co/hc/en-gb/articles/360019236753-Representative-Samples-on-Prolific
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the 2020 U.S. Census277 (50.4/49.5 percent women/men in 2020 U.S. Census and 50.9/48.0 
percent women/men in the total sample).278 

Table 6.2: Sex and Age Ratios in Total Sample Compared to U.S. Census 

Demographic 

Variables 

Sample 

% 

Census 

% 

Female 50.9 50.4 
18-24 years 12.7 13.0 
25-34 years 17.5 17.8 
35-49 years 23.1 24.1 
50-64 years 28.5 24.4 
65+ years 14.7 20.7 
No answer 3.5 -- 

 
Some minor differences were seen in age-gender brackets compared to the Census. Although 

the total and test samples closely followed Census age-gender brackets, the samples had more 
older women than the Census.279 Perhaps Prolific recruited more people in this age-gender 
bracket to take the survey. Prolific relaxes the age restriction on surveys after 48 hours, so it is 
possible women in this age group were over-represented when completing the last few surveys. 
These differences in age-gender ratios are small and did not have a noticeable impact on results.  

Descriptive Statistics  

Between 95.9 and 100 percent of participants responded to questions following each 
meme.280 Overall, the test sample (N = 634) was predominantly more White, female, non-
Hispanic, older, and leaned left compared to U.S. averages (Table 6.3). The frequency of social 
media usage was similar to typical U.S. usage reported by Pew Research.281 This group had 
fewer Facebook, Snapchat, and Instagram daily users and more Twitter and YouTube daily 
users. 

 
277 U.S. Census Bureau, National Demographic Analysis Tables: 2020, webpage, December 14, 2020. As of 
February 19, 2021: https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2020/demo/popest/2020-demographic-analysis-tables.html.  
278 Note: some numbers do not sum to 100 due to rounding or survey respondents reporting non-binary gender.  
279 See Appendix F, Table F.1. 
280 See Appendix F, Table F.2. 
281 A table comparing usage is included in Appendix F, Table F.3. Pew Research Center: Internet and Technology, 
"Social Media Fact Sheet," webpage, June 12, 2019. As of January 20, 2021: 
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/ 

https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2020/demo/popest/2020-demographic-analysis-tables.html
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/
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Table 6.3: Demographics and Other Summary Statistics for Test Sample 

 Demographics %    Demographics %    Demographics % 

 Sex    Urbanicity    Religion   

Female 53.9  Large city 21.6  Religious 51.9 

Male 45.3  Suburb 42.3  Non-religious 48.3 

 Age   Small city or town 24.6   Political Leaning  

18-24 14.1  Rural  10.5  Extremely Liberal 15.2 

25-34 18.0   Income   Liberal 29.6 

35-49 22.3  $0-$49k 41.3  Slightly Liberal 15.0 

50-64 29.3  $50-99k 36.2  Moderate 15.8 

65+ 15.4  $100k+ 18.6  Slightly Conservative 9.1 

 Race   Prefer not to answer 3.8  Conservative 8.8 

White 72.0   Employment   Extremely Conservative 3.1 

Non-white 28.0 FT employed 51.1 Haven’t thought  2.5 

 Ethnicity   PT employed 2.5  much  

Hispanic 6.0 No paid work 45.0 Frequency on a Social Media 

Not Hispanic 93.3   Relationship Status    Platform 

 Education   Married or living with 48.0  Several times a day 28.8 

High School or less 9.9  a partner   About once a day 16.5 

AA or some college 31.7  Never been married 35.3  A few times a week 21.5 

Bachelor’s 37.6 Other 16.7 Every few weeks 13.0 

Graduate 20.1     Less often 9.6 

      Never 10.0 

 
Most demographic variables were generally evenly distributed across all four treatment 

groups (no variation was greater than 12 percentage points), indicating acceptable 
randomization.282  

 
282 See Appendix F, Table F.4. 
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Procedure  

I pre-tested this survey using cognitive interviews over three rounds on a convenience sample 
of ten.283 Each time, I adjusted wording of questions that were confusing until there was no 
reported confusion or misunderstanding of survey questions. 

When I fielded the final survey on Prolific, participants gave their consent and viewed a 
series of screens through a survey software (SelectSurvey) that randomized them into one of four 
groups. The software then showed them a treatment or control and then had them view a series of 
four stimulus memes, each followed by questions gauging their reactions to the memes. The 
participants ended by filling out a questionnaire regarding their demographics and social media 
usage and were then debriefed.284  

Random Assignment 

I relied on SelectSurvey’s answer option randomization function to randomly assign 
participants to one of four groups.285 Fewer participants were assigned to the T1 – Emotional 
treatment group because 1) fewer were randomized into it (195 vs an average of 210 in other 
groups), and 2) the manipulation check (discussed later) for this group had two answers that 
could be seen as true, but only one that was sufficiently specific. It is possible the SelectSurvey 
randomizer was not as evenly random over the 800+ surveys and reduced the number of 
respondents assigned to T1. Additionally, the manipulation check asked, “According to the 
passage you just read, some memes are used to: a) Influence your emotions, b) Entertain you, c) 
Educate you, or d) Deceive you,” with the correct answer being, “Influence your emotions.” 
However, some chose, “Deceive you,” which is broadly true, but it was not the specific feature I 
was testing for, so they fell out. I also observed several small variations between the T1 – 
Emotional group and other groups in employment, education, and gender. However, when these 
variables were controlled for in later regression models, significant differences were not seen in 
gender, education, or employment so these small variations did not change model outcomes. 
Only the lower number in the T1 – Emotional group affected findings by slightly reducing 
statistical power for this group.286  

 
283 I gathered a convenience sample of ten people, split them into three groups (four, four, and two people). Over 
video conferencing, I interviewed the first four individually as they took the survey. I assessed their feedback, made 
changes to the survey, and fielded the updated survey in the same way with four more people. Only a few changes 
were needed before I fielded a third update of the survey with two more individuals, after which no major changes 
were needed or requested. Each interviewee received a $25 Amazon gift card for participation. 
284 See Appendix E for full survey. 
285 I asked respondents to select the first answer option listed to a question (which SelectSurvey randomized). This 
option sorted respondents into one of four conditions.  
286 These contributed to reduced power for the T1 group by 1 percentage point more than other treatment groups. 
This led to slightly less confidence in statistically significant findings from T1, but only by 1 percentage point 
compared to other treatment groups. See Note F.1 in Appendix F. 
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Memes and Responses 

All participants were exposed to four disinformation memes from Russia or Iran (Figure 
6.2).287 The U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and tech companies found these 
memes originated from Russian or Iranian accounts.288 From memes collected from these 
accounts, I selected ones that addressed either race or immigration and appealed either to those 
voting for the political left or right viewpoints in the U.S. political system.289 A survey shows 
that liberals see racial discrimination as more of a problem in the U.S. than do conservatives.290 
This is reflected in the liberal meme referencing a problem with racial discrimination while the 
conservative meme counters this claim by expressing concern a demographic state (i.e. being 
white) is automatically associated with being racist in America today. Also, more black people 
vote liberal and more white people vote conservative, making each race-oriented meme more 
appealing to demographics in each party.291 Surveys also show many more liberals than 
conservatives look favorably on immigrants and see them as strengthening society.292 This 
sentiment is reflected in the two immigration memes, the conservative one calling immigrants a 
more dehumanizing term (“illegals”) and hinting at an argument on the Right that immigrants 
take away jobs. The liberal meme has nothing negative to say about immigrants, but rather pokes 
fun at the inconsistency in the conservative party’s dim view of immigrants and yet willingness 
to elect a candidate with an immigrant partner. I used this criteria because 1) race and 

 
287 Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, New Reports Shed Light on Internet Research Agency’s Social Media 
Tactics, Washington, D.C., December 2018; Meme1: Pasternack, Alex, “It’s not over: Russia’s divisive Instagram 
memes are still racking up likes,” Fast Company, December 19, 2018. As of February 18, 2021: 
https://www.fastcompany.com/90283167/russia-instagram-war-facebook-memes; Meme 3: Guynn, Jessica, “These 
are the liberal memes Iran used to target Americans on Facebook,” USA Today, August 26,2018. As of February 18, 
2021: https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2018/08/24/how-iran-targeted-u-s-facebook-youtube-and-twitter-
liberal-memes/1079882002/ Memes 2 & 4: UsHadrons, “This space is a repository for content from the Russian 
social media account ‘_AmericaFirst_’. If you have any content from the ‘_AmericaFirst_’ account that is not posted 
here, please DM me on Twitter,” webpage, March 17, 2018. As of February 18, 2021: 
https://medium.com/@ushadrons/this-space-is-a-repository-for-content-from-the-russian-social-media-account-
americafirst-a4081efeb761. 
288 Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, 2018. 
289 Left and Right viewpoints are based on both popular rhetoric and platform principles for the U.S.’s DNC and 
GOP political parties, respectively. Many of these memes appealed to extreme ends of this spectrum, but those at 
those extreme ends often still vote Left or Right. 
290 Beyond Red vs. Blue: The Political Typology, “Section 4: Views on Immigration and Race,” Pew Research 
Center, June 26, 2014. As of July 8, 2021: https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2014/06/26/section-4-views-on-
immigration-and-race/ 
291 CES 2020 Data, “Cooperative Election Study,” Harvard University, 2021. As of July 8, 2021: 
https://cces.gov.harvard.edu/explore 
292 The Partisan Divide on Political Values Grows Even Wider, “4. Race, immigration and discrimination,” Pew 
Research Center, October 5, 2017. As of July 8, 2021: https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2017/10/05/4-race-
immigration-and-discrimination/; Beyond Red vs. Blue, 2014.  

https://www.fastcompany.com/90283167/russia-instagram-war-facebook-memes
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2018/08/24/how-iran-targeted-u-s-facebook-youtube-and-twitter-liberal-memes/1079882002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2018/08/24/how-iran-targeted-u-s-facebook-youtube-and-twitter-liberal-memes/1079882002/
https://medium.com/@ushadrons/this-space-is-a-repository-for-content-from-the-russian-social-media-account-americafirst-a4081efeb761
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2014/06/26/section-4-views-on-immigration-and-race/
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2014/06/26/section-4-views-on-immigration-and-race/
https://cces.gov.harvard.edu/explore
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2017/10/05/4-race-immigration-and-discrimination/
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2017/10/05/4-race-immigration-and-discrimination/
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immigration are salient issues facing Americans during elections,293 2) these issues are divisive 
and can create strong, measurable reactions,294 and 3) due to consistent media coverage of these 
issues, most Americans (and therefore most survey respondents) would have had at least some 
exposure to race and immigration issues.295 Using this criteria, I selected memes that could 
replicate politically charged, divisive messaging Americans might see during elections.296   
  

 
293 Pew Research Center, “2016 Campaign: Strong Interest, Widespread Dissatisfaction: 4. Top voting issues in 
2016 election,” webpage, July 2016. As of May 28, 2021: https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2016/07/07/4-top-
voting-issues-in-2016-election/  
294 Hout, Michael and Christopher Maggio, “Immigration, Race & Political Polarization” Daedalus, Vol. 150, No. 
2, Spring 2021. As of July 8, 2021: https://www.amacad.org/publication/immigration-race-political-polarization 
295 Krupenkin, Masha and David Rothschild, “Using Machine Learning to Measure Changes in Cable News 
Coverage of Immigration (2014-2019),” Computation + Journalism 2020, March 20–21, 2020, Boston, MA. As of 
July 8, 2021: https://cpb-us-
w2.wpmucdn.com/sites.northeastern.edu/dist/0/367/files/2020/02/CJ_2020_paper_41.pdf; Ford Foundation, Polling 
Results on the Coverage of Race in the News Media 50 years post-Kerner Commission, New York, February 2018. 
As of July 8, 2021: https://www.fordfoundation.org/media/3741/32quadrantpollffweb.pdf 
296 Meme 3 was the only meme that used sarcasm, which some participants may not have understood. It was also 
the only meme from Iran. Finding Left-targeted memes about race or immigration was difficult given the volume of 
memes targeting the political Right during the 2016 election. However, Meme 3 saw the same effects as the other 
memes in the survey, with only one difference that is noted in the analysis.   

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2016/07/07/4-top-voting-issues-in-2016-election/
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2016/07/07/4-top-voting-issues-in-2016-election/
https://www.amacad.org/publication/immigration-race-political-polarization
https://cpb-us-w2.wpmucdn.com/sites.northeastern.edu/dist/0/367/files/2020/02/CJ_2020_paper_41.pdf
https://cpb-us-w2.wpmucdn.com/sites.northeastern.edu/dist/0/367/files/2020/02/CJ_2020_paper_41.pdf
https://www.fordfoundation.org/media/3741/32quadrantpollffweb.pdf
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Figure 6.2: Memes used in Survey 

 Political Left Political Right 

Race  

  

Meme 1 (KKK police) Meme 2 (Being white) 

Immigration 

  

Meme 3 (Took my job) Meme 4 (Wages) 

 
After viewing each meme, participants answered questions asking about 1) their emotional 

reaction to the meme, 2) their cognitive reactions to this meme, and 3) their behavioral intentions 
to engage with the meme on social media. Wherever possible, questions were taken from 
previous, validated surveys. Participants self-reported their emotional state using an abbreviated 
version of the Discrete Emotion Questionnaire (DEQ).297 This questionnaire used a seven-point 

 
297 See Appendix F, Figure F.1. 
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Likert scale to measure six emotions (anger, fear, sadness, anxiety, relaxation, and happiness).298 
After participants viewed each meme, they answered 24 questions measuring the six emotions 
(four questions for each emotion). Questions relating to each emotion were interspersed with 
each other but appeared in the same order each time.299 The four questions for each emotion 
were averaged to get a value for each emotion felt after each meme. Cronbach’s Alpha revealed 
high internal consistency and reliability in measuring these emotions (with a range of .73 to .94 
and an average of .87).300  

Demographic and Social Media Activity Characteristics and Debrief 

I collected information on many demographic characteristics to test Research Question 2, 
Were there any demographic features that correlated with resistance to disinformation? This 
included age, gender, race and ethnicity, education, income, employment, relationship status, 
religion, political party registration, political beliefs, and urbanicity (see Table 6.3).301 I also 
collected information on how often the respondents used social media, which media they used, 
and for what purposes they used it.302 

I concluded with a debrief explaining how the memes were false and supplied a well-sourced 
narrative delivering the facts the memes ignored or misrepresented.303 

Manipulation  

Treatment  

Each treatment group received an inoculation in the form of a meme and a 150-200-word 
inoculation message that contained counterarguments and refutations for either being 
emotionally manipulated, cognitively deceived, or both.  

1. Treatment 1 (T1) aimed to inoculate against emotional over reactions to memes.  
2. Treatment 2 (T2) aimed to inoculate against cognitive deceit from memes.  
3. Treatment 3 (T3) aimed to inoculate against both emotional and cognitive tactics.  
4. The control group read an unrelated passage and associated meme.304  

 
298 Wollebæk D, Karlsen R, Steen-Johnsen K, Enjolras B, “Anger, Fear, and Echo Chambers: The Emotional Basis 
for Online Behavior,” Social Media + Society, April 2019. As of February 18, 2021: 
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/2056305119829859 
299 This introduced a potential for order effects bias, possibly priming respondents to feel more of the first emotion 
listed (Anger). I used a factor analysis to group the four negative emotions into one variable, which helped mitigate 
any order effects that may have been present.  
300 See Appendix F, Table F.5. 
301 Demographic questions were taken from the U.S. Census, Pew Research question banks, and RAND’s American 
Life Panel. 
302 For details on how demographic and social media usage variables were assessed, see Note F.2 in Appendix F. 
303 For full survey, see Appendix E. 
304 See Appendix E for full treatments and control for all conditions. 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/2056305119829859
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Figure 6.3 displays Treatment 3, which include all elements of Treatments 1 and 2. 

Figure 6.3 Example Inoculation: T3 – Emotional-Cognitive Inoculation 

T1 – Emotional excludes the Cognitive paragraph. T2 – Cognitive excludes the Emotional paragraph. 

Introductory Material  
Can you remember a time when you were lied to or 
manipulated? It's probably not an experience you want to repeat. 
Some information on social media purposely lies to you. Not all, 
but some posts on social media are intended to manipulate 
you into feeling, thinking, or acting in certain ways. Sometimes, 
this false or manipulative information is packaged in memes. 

Some groups or people make memes to manipulate your 
emotions, using false messages intended to get specific 
reactions from you. These memes are meant to leave you 
feeling overly angry, fearful, relaxed, anxious, happy, or 
sad, all depending on the kind of over-reaction they want to get 
from you. These feelings are real, but the memes they’re based 
on may not be. 

Other memes may try to deceive you by making claims that are 
false in some way. They may misrepresent a quote, a photo, or 
create wholesale false content. These memes are false but try 
to deceive you into thinking they’re true. Once these memes 
are online, they can be shared by anyone. You may have seen 
memes sharing false content from your friends or family, and it’s 
possible you also have been used to spread disinformation 
without your knowing it. 

Do yourself a favor. If you notice information that seems odd or 
unlikely or if you notice yourself getting caught up in an angry or 
fearful emotional over-reaction, ask yourself, "Is this meme even 
real? Is it factual?" Look up the claims that are bothering you in 
sources you trust, like multiple major newspapers, and see if that 
meme is worth considering. Get smart, not manipulated. 

 
 
This study excluded participants who failed any of three manipulation checks. These checked 

for:  

 

Emotional  

portion of 

Inoculation 

(T1) 

 

Emotional-

Cognitive 

Inoculation 

(T3) 

Cognitive 

portion of 

Inoculation  

(T2) 
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• Threat: Inoculation requires participants feel a sense of threat from the thing they are 
being inoculated against (false information). After reading the treatment, participants 
answered six validated, 9-point sliding scale questions on how threatened they felt 
about the possibility of being manipulated by memes (i.e., calm/anxious, scared/not 
scared, etc.).305 

• Comprehension: To assess comprehension, I included a comprehension question to 
check if participants understood what they read in the treatment. 

• Memory: A memory check followed at the end of the survey to see if they still 
remembered the gist of their treatment.   

Of the 807 total respondents, 634 (78.6 percent) passed all manipulation checks and 
comprised the final test sample. Table 6.4 shows with what frequencies and percentages 
participants in each group passed each check and how many were in the final test sample. 

Table 6.4: Frequencies and Percentages of Participants Passing Each Check 

Treatment Original Manipulation 
Check 

Memory 
Check 

Threat 
Check 

Test Sample 

Control 196 183 (93.4%) 179 (91.3%) NA 174 (88.8%)  

T1: Emotional 
Inoculation 

195 152 (80.0%) 182 (93.3%) 194 (99.5%) 121 (62.1%) 

T2: Cognitive 
Inoculation 

213 185 (86.9%) 204 (95.8%) 211 (99.1%) 171 (80.3%) 

T3: Emotional-
Cognitive 
Inoculation 

223 200 (89.7%) 205 (91.9%) 222 (99.6%) 168 (75.3%) 

Total 807 720 (89.2%) 770 (95.4%) 765 (94.8%) 634 (78.6%) 

 

Demographic Variables 

I collected demographic information on features that literature has suggested are related to 
resistance to disinformation. I also included a few other variables that may or may not influence 
resisting false information. In all, I tested for age, gender, race, ethnicity, education, income, 
employment, relationship status, religion, political party registration, political beliefs, and 
urbanicity. 

 
305 Threat scale taken from Lee, Wai-Peng, “The Effects of Cognitive and Affective Inoculation Appeals in 
Conferring Resistance Against Cognitive and Affective Attacks,” Dissertation, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
June 4, 1997, pg. 200. A Cronbach’s Alpha analysis of this 6-question scale showed high agreement in each 
Treatment group, .94, .93, and .92 for Treatments 1-3 respectively. 
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Dependent Variables  

Dependent Variables  

I had three sets of potential variables measuring aspects of inoculation outcomes in this 
exploratory study: emotional responses, cognitive responses, and behavioral intentions. I selected 
four dependent variables (DVs) shown in Table 6.5 that measure different aspects of inoculation 
to attitude change. Descriptive statistics for each DV are included in Appendix F, Table F.26b, 
and below I discuss my selection criteria for each DV.  

Table 6.5: Dependent Variables and the Survey Questions They are Based On 

Dependent 
Variable 

Survey Question Scale 

Receive  How willing or unwilling would you be to letting 
us send you this meme so you can share it with 
others? 

7-point Likert Scale:  
• (1) Extremely Unwilling 
• (2) Unwilling 
• (3) Slightly Unwilling 
• (4) Neither Willing nor Unwilling 
• (5) Slightly Willing 
• (6) Willing 
• (7) Extremely Willing  

Favor If you saw this meme on social media, how likely 
would you be to do the following? Click to react 
favorably (like it, up-vote, click a heart, thumbs 
up, smiley-face emoji, etc.) 

5-point Likert Scale:  
• (1) Very Unlikely 
• (2) Unlikely 
• (3) Undecided 
• (4) Likely 
• (5) Very Likely 

Share If you saw this meme on social media, how likely 
would you be to do the following? Share it or 
repost it 

5-point Likert Scale:  
• (1) Very Unlikely 
• (2) Unlikely 
• (3) Undecided 
• (4) Likely 
• (5) Very Likely 

Agree How much do you agree or disagree with this 
meme? 

7-point Likert:  
• (1) Extremely Unwilling 
• (2) Unwilling 
• (3) Slightly Unwilling 
• (4) Neither Willing nor Unwilling 
• (5) Slightly Willing 
• (6) Willing 
• (7) Extremely Willing 
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Cognitive Responses 

Cognitive variables included 1) agreeing with the meme, 2) liking the meme, and 3) if 
respondent’s opinion increased or decreased in favor of the meme after viewing it. I used 
agreeing with the meme as a DV, as that is an evaluation and close to measuring attitude.306 I 
excluded liking the meme, as that was a preference and less an evaluative judgement. Finally, I 
excluded opinion change as a dependent variable because of validity measurement problems. 
The question asked, “After viewing this meme, are you more in favor or less in favor of the 
opinion shared in the meme, as you understand it?” I used a 7-point Likert scale (1 – Much less 
in favor, 4 – My opinion did not change, 7 – Much more in favor). Inoculation aims at having no 
opinion change (a 4 on the scale), however, decreased opinions of the memes (1-3 on the scale) 
would likely also reduce engaging with the disinformation, a desirable outcome for social media 
platforms, yet an outcome not strictly considered inoculation. Since a 1-3 on the scale could not 
technically be used to measure inoculation to opinion change, yet these reduced opinions might 
lead to the same desirable behavioral outcomes platforms are interested in (i.e., not favoring or 
not sharing the disinformation), the variable did not measure inoculation as I intended to measure 
it. I elected to measure the desirable outcomes of inoculation that policymakers at social media 
platforms would be most interested in rather than a definitionally strict effect of inoculation on 
opinion that may exclude behaviors that show resistance to disinformation (i.e., behaviors 
stemming from those with decreased opinions of the disinformation memes). For that reason, I 
focused mainly on behavioral intention variables as dependent variables.307  

Behavioral Intention Responses 

I included three behavioral intention variables as dependent variables: their 1) willingness to 
receive and share the meme (Receive), 2) if they would react to the meme favorably on social 
media (Favor), and 3) if they would share it on social media (Share). These three best measured 
potential engagement of participants with disinformation memes. Receive allowed participants to 
exhibit a high behavioral intention to share, as respondents marked to what degree they would 
like to receive the meme so they could share it. Reporting to what extent they would Favor it (for 
example, click a “like” button) or Share it on social media measured behavioral intention as well 
and would directly impact the spread of false information online.  

This was an exploratory survey. Not all questions that could have been dependent variables 
were included as dependent variables for reasons of lack of clarity in how the engagement 
related to resistance, being out of scope, or the disinterest a social media platform might have in 
that question compared to questions that better measure typical forms of engagement. I excluded 
three behavioral intention variables, 1) how likely they were to comment on the meme, 2) how 

 
306 Recall inoculation is supposed to prevent attitude change. As defined in Chapter 2, attitude is “an evaluative 
integration of cognitions and affects experienced in relation to an object.”  
307 See Appendix F, Figures F.6 – F.8 to see distributions of each cognitive variable by meme. 
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likely they were to unfavor the meme (for example, downvote or give an angry emoji), and 3) if 
the survey could send them the meme.308  

I excluded if they would comment on the meme, as it was not clear if their commenting 
signified more or less resistance to false information. Additionally, very few users comment on 
political or social topics on social media.309 This study was focused on how to help the average 
user resist false information. Since average users do not comment on political topics, and since it 
was not clear if commenting was resistant or less resistant behavior, I scoped my dependent 
variables to measure typical user engagement where resistance was more clear. 

Likewise, I excluded if participants would mark the meme unfavorably on social media. 
Downvoting or responding with an angry emoji still engages with the meme (which is 
undesirable to social media platforms). Some algorithms give more exposure even to content that 
has negative engagement.310 This could further spread the disinformation meme and expose more 
users to it. Additionally, unfavoring a meme using an angry emoji may not measure the same 
thing as downvoting. Responding with an angry emojis could be empathetic to the anger 
expressed by the meme. Participants who find truth in and are upset by the sentiment expressed 
in the meme (i.e., such as those who agree with and feel angry about the sentiment expressed in 
Meme 2 – Being white) may unfavor the meme but still be affected by it and believe it is 
authentic. Like commenting, the effects of downvoting a meme were not separatable into actions 
that showed reduced resistance to false information and actions that showed increased resistance. 
Because unfavor both increased engagement with memes and could signal both resistance or lack 
of resistance to false information, I did not include it as a dependent variable.  

Finally, I excluded the binary variable “Can we send you this meme?” because the question 
did not measure behavioral intention on its own and it was unclear what respondents would do 
with the meme if they agreed to receive it. If they gave an indicator they would share it on social 
media, this question might be of more interest to social media platforms. However, its lack of 
connection to social media platform made this question less useful as a dependent variable and 
was excluded.311   

 
308 The first two were answered with the same 5-point Likert scale in Table 6.5, and the last question was 
dichotomous (yes/no). 
309 McClain, Colleen, “70% of U.S. social media users never or rarely post or share about political, social issues,” 
Pew Research Center, May 4, 2021. As of July 8, 2021: 
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/05/04/70-of-u-s-social-media-users-never-or-rarely-post-or-share-
about-political-social-issues/   
310 Smart Communications Inc. Press Release, “No angry emojis: Tips on fighting fake news from PLDT-Smart 
#Cybersmart campaign,” webpage, 2020. As of May 29, 2021: https://smart.com.ph/About/newsroom/press-
releases/2020/10/29/no-angry-emojis-tips-on-fighting-fake-news-from-pldt-smart-cybersmart-campaign 
311 See Appendix F, Figures F.9 – F.14 to see distributions of each behavioral variable by meme. 

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/05/04/70-of-u-s-social-media-users-never-or-rarely-post-or-share-about-political-social-issues/
https://smart.com.ph/About/newsroom/press-releases/2020/10/29/no-angry-emojis-tips-on-fighting-fake-news-from-pldt-smart-cybersmart-campaign
https://smart.com.ph/About/newsroom/press-releases/2020/10/29/no-angry-emojis-tips-on-fighting-fake-news-from-pldt-smart-cybersmart-campaign
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Control Measures  

Emotional Responses 

In exploring the data, I found that, contrary to my expectation, emotional levels were not 
decreased by treatments, but rather increased when treatment effects were significant. Two-
sample, unpaired Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests (a non-parametric alternative to a t-test) showed 
emotions often significantly increased or stayed the same in treatment groups rather than 
decreased (see Figure 6.3). Linear model regressions also showed similar results, where 
treatments, when they had significant effects on emotion, always increased emotional 
responses.312 Adding demographic variables to these regressions did not clarify the relationship 
between treatments and emotions. However, patterns emerged as I experimented with a new 
relationship, where emotions became predictor variables to behavioral intention and cognitive 
dependent variables. This matched previously stated definitions in Chapter 2 of attitudes 
(measured with the Agree variable) and behaviors. These definitions describe both as evaluative 
judgements or choices. Emotions might not be an outcome or choice as much as they are an input 
to attitudinal and behavioral choices. This suggested emotions’ role in inoculation may be as 
independent variables driving behavior and preferences rather than dependent outcomes that 
inoculation can lower the intensity of. Accordingly, I removed emotions as dependent variables 
and included them as independent variables. 

Social Media Activity Variables 

Since this survey studied resistance to false information on social media, I also gathered 
information on which platforms participants used, how often they used them, and for what 
purposes.  

Results 

Research Question 1: Inoculations and Reduced Emotional Responses  

Recall Research Question 1: Do inoculations reduce participants’ self-reported emotional 
feelings about memes compared to a Control group? My expectation was that those in Treatment 
groups would have lower emotional levels than those in the Control group. To find out if those in 
the Treatment groups had reduced emotional levels than the Control group, I conducted 
Wilcoxon-Rank Sum tests to compare means of emotional levels between the Control and 

 
312 See Appendix F, Tables F.32 – F.39 for initial results of the effect of treatments on emotion for each meme. This 
was for a two-sample t-test with significant p-values being p ≤ .05. 
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Treatment groups for each meme.313 I then visualized these data in boxplots and highlighted 
treatments with statistically different means of emotional levels than the Control.  

Figure 6.4 shows emotions that were statistically different from the Control group’s emotions 
after viewing Meme 1 (KKK police).314 Significant differences at the .05 level for a two-tailed 
test are outlined with a solid blue line while those significant at the .10 level are outlined with a 
dashed blue line. The red horizontal line marks the median emotional response of the Control 
group. The T2 – Cognitive and the T3 – Emotional-Cognitive treatment groups had significantly 
different levels of anxiety and happiness, respectively, than the Control. More anxiety was 
experienced in the treatment group T2 compared to the Control, indicating inoculation did not 
reduce the emotional reaction to the meme. However, happiness has a similar distribution but 
lacks those feeling the most happy, leading to feeling less happiness. Additionally, at the .10 
significance level, the dashed lines shows that the T2 treatment group also experienced more fear 
than the Control group.  
  

 
313 Because it does not assume a distribution, Wilcoxon-Rank Sum compares randomly drawn observations from 
two samples and if the mean location changes, the null hypothesis is rejected that there is a non-significant 
difference in the means of both samples. 
314 Boxplots for Memes 1-4 are in Appendix F, Figures F.2 – F.5. 
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Figure 6.4: Emotional Responses to Meme 1 (KKK police) Compared to the Control 

Red line is the median emotional response of the Control group.  
A solid blue circle represents a significant difference in emotional responses between that group and the Control to 

Meme 1 (KKK police) at the p = .05 level, two-tailed test. 
A dashed blue circle represents a significant difference in emotional responses between that group and the Control to 

Meme 1 (KKK police) at the p = .10 level, two-tailed test. 

 

Table 6.7 summarizes the emotional responses that were significantly different from the 
Control group for each meme. Almost all significant differences in emotions led to an increase in 
emotions in treatment groups compared to the Control. Opposite to my expectation, those in 
treatment groups tended to have increased levels of negative emotion compared to the Control 
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when differences were significant. The most consistent trend was the T2 – Cognitive treatment 
group’s having increased levels of negative emotions (particularly anxiety) across most memes. 
On the opposite end, T3 – Emotional-Cognitive treatment group had very similar emotional 
responses as the Control group, with the exception of feeling slightly less happiness. Perhaps this 
decrease in happiness follows the same trend as the increase in negative emotions. It suggests a 
general trend among those inoculated to feel less positively. This could be a side effect of the 
inoculation procedure, which requires participants feel a sense of threat for the upcoming 
persuasive attempt in order for the inoculation to work.315  

Table 6.7: Summary of Boxplots: Statistically Different Emotional Responses Compared to Control  

(+) indicates that emotion increased and (-) indicates that emotion decreased for the Treatment group compared to 
the Control at p ≤ .05.  

 T1 (Emotional)  T2 (Cognitive)  T3 (Emotional- 
Cognitive)  

Meme 1 (KKK 
police) 

 Anxiety (+) Happy (-) 

Meme 2 (Being 
white) 

Anxiety (+) 
Relax (+) 

Anxiety (+) 
Sad (+) 

Happy (-) 

Meme 3 (Took my 
job) 

 Anxiety (+) 
Anger (+) 
Sad (+) 

 

Meme 4 (Wages) Fear (+) 
Sad (+) 

  

 
In all, this gave a muddled answer to my first research question, revealing that negative 

emotions increased and one positive emotion decreased after the inoculations. T1 and T2 
increased participants’ self-reported negative emotional responses compared to the Control, 
while T3 reduced one positive emotional response, but otherwise had a similar emotional profile 
as the Control. In essence, when just emotions or cognitions alone were inoculated against (T1 
and T2), negative emotions increased, but when both were inoculated at the same time (T3) a 
similar emotional profile to the Control was seen. This may be due to the dual elements used in 
attitude formation. Recall from Chapter 2, attitudes are evaluative judgments integrating both 
cognitions and affects. Perhaps T3 – Emotional-Cognitive did the best job at inoculating against 
emotional changes because it addressed the dual aspects of attitude and thereby prevented 
attitude change and its resultant emotional changes. Additionally, higher emotional responses in 
T1 and T2 may be a byproduct of inoculation, which relies on participants feeling a sense of 
threat to an upcoming persuasive attempt before being exposed to it. Perhaps those in T3 did not 
have increased negative emotions because both aspects of attitude change were addressed in their 

 
315 Banas and Rains, 2010. 
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inoculation, which may have prepared them to feel more secure in maintaining their attitude. 
This range of responses may indicate inoculations have a differential impact on emotional 
response based on if they inoculate against one or both aspects of attitude, but more testing is 
needed to support this claim.  

Differential emotional reactions could also be based on meme content, but there was no clear 
pattern across treatment groups to support this. All groups had significant reactions to Meme 2 
(Being white), but the emotional reactions were more different than similar, T1 feeling both 
more relaxed and anxious, T2 feeling more anxious and sad, and T3 feeling less happy. 
Similarly, there is no pattern of emotional reactions to Right-targeted or Left-targeted memes. 
Both sets of memes had different sets of significant responses. The emotional responses appear 
to be randomly distributed across treatment groups and memes. 

Research Question 2: Demographic Characteristics in Resistance to Disinformation 

Moving on from my first research question testing inoculations in preventing emotional over-
reactions, I next tested if there were any demographic characteristics that correlated with 
resistance to disinformation. With 12 demographic variables across 16 models (four memes x 
four dependent variables), I used regression model-building to test the effects demographics had 
on all 16 sets of inoculation results. Demographic variables could play some role in describing 
inoculation outcomes, however, research in the inoculation field is inconsistent on if 
demographics affect inoculation. Some studies have found significant effects316 while others do 
not include demographics at all.317   

Building and Selecting a Regression Model 

Although my data was well-suited to more complex partial-proportional odds (PPO) models, 
I used ordinary least square (OLS) regressions to answer my research questions.318 I built several 
OLS regression models using the literature to guide as I progressively added more demographic 
variables.319 I concluded by comparing all models using the r-squared goodness-of-fit test.320  

 
316 See the literature review in this chapter. 
317 Pfau et al., 2004; Sagarin et al., 2002; Cook, Lewandowsky, and Ecker, 2017. 
318 Results from both PPO and OLS models were similar. As OLS is a simpler, more well-understood method, I 
used OLS models in my analysis. For more details on the suitability of OLS for my data and how I determined to 
use OLS over PPO, see Appendix F, Note F.3. For OLS residuals analysis, see Appendix F, Note F.3. For PPO 
models, see Appendix F, Tables F.28 – F.31. 
319 I combined or removed variables that were too closely correlated with other variables, such as combining four 
negative emotions into one variable using exploratory factor analysis or removing income when it was closely 
correlated with education. 
320 See Appendix F, Tables F.6-F.21 reporting on model-building for each meme and dependent variable. These are 
truncated tables showing only five models tested. I tested a total of 10 models for each regression, with models 5-10 
progressively building more and more demographics into the model, and removing ones when they were too highly 
correlated with another variable (such as income with education). Adding in the demographics was based on the 
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For each regression, I compared 10 potential models to better understand what role 
demographics played in inoculation. For clarity, I display just 5 of these models. Figure 6.8 
shows an example of one of these model-building regressions (for Meme 1 (KKK Police) and the 
Receive dependent variable), and the others are included in the appendix.321  

In the model-building below, Model 1 set a base-line regression, regressing the treatment on 
the dependent variable. Model 2 added emotional responses.322 Emotional reactions were a key 
part of my study and one of my principal contributions to knowledge. Therefore, emotions were 
included in almost all models. Model 3 added how frequently participants used social media.323 
As the policy client of this research is social media platforms, this attribute was important to 
include to make findings most applicable to the client. Model 4 then pivoted to set a baseline for 
demographic variables and regressed all demographic variables with treatment, excluding all 
other independent variables. I then iterated in six more models (not displayed here) that 
progressively added and tested more demographic features based on the literature. I abbreviate 
these iterations by just showing the final model, Model 5. Based on the literature, Model 5 
regresses a combination of demographic and other predictor variables.324  

I then compared the models using an r-squared goodness-of-fit test. Model 5 had the best fit 
of all models. Model 4, the baseline for using demographic variables, was among the most ill-
fitting, while Model 3, with no demographic variables, was among the best fitting models. I used 
this model-building and model fit procedure to answer my second research question below.  
  

 
literature mentioned earlier in this chapter. My final model selection was guided by comparing the goodness of fit of 
models using the r-squared value. I display the final result of the iterations rather than each iteration.  
321 See Appendix F, Tables F.6 – F.21. 
322 Negative Emotion is a factor variable combining fear, anger, anxiety, and sadness. It was found for each meme 
using principal component analysis and exploratory factor analysis. 
323 Social Media Activity Frequency is a summary variable reporting the most amount of time (Never, Less Often, 
Every Few Weeks, A Couple Times a Week, About Once a Day, Several Times a Day) a participant reported 
spending on a social media platform (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, WhatsApp, Snapchat, or Reddit). 
324 Two variables had high multi-collinearity, income and education. I removed income. I likewise removed 
political party registration in favor of political spectrum. 
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Table 6.8: Model-building for Receive Dependent Variable for Meme 1 (KKK police) 

Model 3 and Model 5 have the best goodness-of-fit. Both show the same significant effects on treatment outcomes at 
the 5% level. Model 3 was selected for its greater parsimony and because it had the same treatment effects as the 
slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 1 (KKK police) - Receive Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: Receive 
 receive 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatments      
T2 – Emotional 0.742 0.693* 0.782 0.762 0.753* 

 (0.202) (0.194) (0.171) (0.191) (0.171) 

T3 – Cognitive 0.644** 0.580*** 0.766* 0.635** 0.816 
 (0.184) (0.177) (0.156) (0.178) (0.158) 

T4 – Emotional-Cognitive 0.530*** 0.544*** 0.705** 0.584*** 0.735** 
 (0.184) (0.176) (0.156) (0.176) (0.156) 

Negative Emotion  1.333*** 1.334***  1.319*** 
  (0.070) (0.061)  (0.063) 

Relax  0.896 1.018  1.031 
  (0.108) (0.099)  (0.101) 

Happy  1.962*** 1.192  1.193 
  (0.142) (0.133)  (0.136) 

Like   1.580***  1.505*** 
   (0.040)  (0.045) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   1.217  1.102 

   (0.258)  (0.259) 

every few weeks   0.975  1.003 
   (0.238)  (0.242) 

a few times a week   1.125  1.127 
   (0.218)  (0.225) 

about once a day   1.102  1.113 
   (0.227)  (0.232) 

several times a day   2.004***  1.902*** 
   (0.211)  (0.218) 

Age      
25-34 years    0.470*** 0.817 

    (0.241) (0.210) 

35-49 years    0.619* 0.878 
    (0.244) (0.205) 

50-64 years    0.382*** 0.761 
    (0.241) (0.198) 
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65+ years    0.341*** 0.982 
    (0.287) (0.235) 

Gender - female    0.732** 0.834 
    (0.135) (0.119) 

Race - non-white    1.481** 1.363** 
    (0.157) (0.133) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    1.078  
    (0.287)  

Education      
AA or some college    0.650* 0.718 

    (0.242) (0.211) 

Bachelor’s    0.572** 0.564*** 
    (0.244) (0.211) 

Graduate    0.635 0.497*** 
    (0.278) (0.238) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    1.915*  

    (0.353)  

$50,000 - $99,999    1.917*  
    (0.354)  

$100,000 or more    2.048*  
    (0.379)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    0.960 0.799* 

    (0.153) (0.133) 

part time    1.631 1.640 
    (0.414) (0.359) 

Religion - religious    1.375**  
    (0.145)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    0.933  

    (0.203)  

never been married    1.211  
    (0.222)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    3.846*** 2.674** 

    (0.483) (0.435) 

liberal    2.265* 2.145* 
    (0.467) (0.418) 

slightly liberal    1.878 2.451** 
    (0.475) (0.426) 
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moderate. middle of the road    1.423 2.211* 
    (0.475) (0.425) 

slightly conservative    0.758 1.652 
    (0.512) (0.446) 

conservative    1.152 2.122* 
    (0.531) (0.448) 

extremely conservative    1.032 1.955 
    (0.609) (0.521) 

Political Party      
Democrat    0.476  

    (0.609)  

Independent / none    0.466  
    (0.615)  

Republican    0.615  
    (0.657)  

Urbanicity      
rural     0.703 0.838 

    (0.248) (0.222) 

small city or town    0.847 1.095 
    (0.196) (0.174) 

suburb near a large city    0.608*** 0.735** 
    (0.174) (0.156) 

constant 15.275*** 8.233*** 2.353*** 29.235*** 2.775* 
 (0.129) (0.175) (0.246) (0.883) (0.558) 

R2 0.020 0.107 0.290 0.200 0.345 
Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 

 
Over all 16 model-building regressions, Model 3 and Model 5 had the best fit. Model 3 

typically had r-squared values only a few points lower than Model 5 and was more parsimonious, 
which is attractive when comparing 16 regression models. With fit being similar, I looked closer 
at each model’s significant treatment effects. Both Models 3 and 5 had the same significant 
treatment effects across all 16 regressions in both direction and significance (.05 level or 
better).325 Although adding demographic variables provided a marginal improvement in 
goodness-of-fit for Model 5, demographics provided no significant difference in describing 
significant treatment effects across all 16 regressions. This means these demographics did not 
have a large, explanatory effect on inoculation.  

 
325 This with the exception of the Meme 3 (Took my job) – Favor model, where a significant effect in the T2 
treatment group is seen in Model 3 but not in Model 5. However, in both models, the effect’s direction is the same 
and the coefficients and standard errors are similar. See Appendix F, Table F.12. 
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Additionally, when comparing significant demographic variables for all 10 models for each 
regression, no variable had a consistently significant impact on describing the inoculation 
outcome. Some demographics were significant in some regressions, but not in others, likely 
based on the specific content of the meme (i.e., more black people and liberals would Receive or 
Favor Meme 3 (Took my job), featuring Michelle Obama, who is both black and liberal).  

Given that demographics added no more explanatory power to describing significant 
inoculation effects than did the parsimonious Model 3, that demographics were inconsistently 
significant across models, and that other research in inoculation did not-+ include demographics 
in their models,326 I concluded the answer to my second research question was, no, there were 
not demographic variables that clearly correlate with resistance to these disinformation memes. 
With this answer to my second research question, I selected the more parsimonious Model 3 
(Figure 6.5) to answer my final research question.327 

Figure 6.5: Final Regression Model 

Dependent Variable = treatment + negative emotion + happy + relax + like + social media 
frequency328 

Research Question 3: Inoculations and Resistance to Disinformation 

My final research question looked at if inoculations actually inoculated participants against 
disinformation. I measured this through OLS regression and noting where treatments had a 
significant effect on a dependent variable compared to the Control group. Results for all 16 
regressions are summarized in Table 6.9. In brief, when treatment effects were significant, they 
indicated greater inoculation, or greater behavioral intent to refrain from engaging with the 
disinformation meme. I present results for each dependent variable below. 

Receive  

In Tables 6.9 and 6.10, negative coefficients indicate inoculative effects, or that participants 
were less willing to engage (receive, favor, share, or agree) with the disinformation memes.329 

 
326 Pfau et al., 2004; Sagarin et al., 2002; Cook, Lewandowsky, and Ecker, 2017. 
327 To double-check there was no systematic bias in my sample of participants compared to the full population of 
participants, I ran the final model on the full survey sample. I got the same results, showing there was no systematic 
bias in my dependent variables due to participants dropping out of treatment conditions. For more details, see 
Appendix F, Tables F.22-F.25. 
328 For a Table explaining each variable used in this model, see Appendix F, Table F.26a. For a table describing 
descriptive statistics for each DV tested, see Appendix F, Table F.26b. 
329 A negative coefficient meant resistance was improved in the presence of that independent variable, or 
participants were less likely to receive, favor, share, or agree with the disinformation meme. A positive coefficient 
meant resistance to disinformation was decreased in the presence of that independent variable, or participants were 
more likely to receive, favor, share, or agree with the disinformation meme. 
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Table 6.8 shows those in the T3 Emotional-Cognitive treatment group appeared to be the most 
inoculated from being willing to receive memes so they can later share them. Inoculative effects 
were seen for Memes 1 and 3. All treatment groups expressed inoculative effects to Meme 3 
(Took my job). This was the only time all three treatment groups seemed to work on the same 
meme. Meme 3 (Took my job) was the only meme that used sarcasm and was from Iran, 
however, it is unclear if sarcasm or origin played a part in the inoculations working, as this effect 
was not seen for any other dependent variable or for Meme 3 (Took my job) again. Conversely, 
both feeling Negative Emotions, Liking the meme (as in, finding the meme likeable or 
appealing), and using social media several times a day significantly reduced resistance to 
disinformation. The more negative emotions participants felt (with the exception of Meme 2 
(Being white)), if they used social media several times a day (with the exception of Meme 4 
(Wages)), or if they liked the meme, the more participants wanted to receive it.  

Favor 

Only two treatments on two memes showed inoculative effects against an intention to favor 
the meme (i.e., click “like,” upvote, etc.). T1 – Emotional had inoculative effects on Meme 1 
(KKK police) and T2 – Cognitive had effects on Meme 3 (Took my job). Negative Emotion had 
the same pattern as in the Receive DV, there is an inverse relationship between feeling negative 
emotions and resisting disinformation (except for Meme 2 (Being white)). Feeling happy, liking 
the meme, and using social media several times a day also have an inverse relationship to 
resisting disinformation. The more participants felt happy, liked the meme, or frequented social 
media, the more willing they were to favor the meme. 

Share 

Share was the only dependent variable where treatments showed no significant inoculative 
effects. These regressions follow the same pattern as the Receive and Favor regressions for 
Negative Emotion and Like. Negative Emotion is significant for all but Meme 2 (Being white) 
and Like is significant for all memes in increasing the behavioral intention to share the meme. 
Similar to Favor, those that felt Happy (except for in response to Meme 1 (KKK police)) showed 
poorer resistance to sharing the disinformation. Some significant effects were seen in how 
frequently participants used social media, following the same trend as the above regressions. 

Agree 

This variable was the only cognitive variable included and showed slightly different effects. 
T2 – Cognitive and T3 – Emotional-Cognitive treatments showed inoculative effects for Meme 1 
(KKK police). No other inoculative effects were seen for other memes or treatment groups. 
Negative Emotion only had a significant effect for Meme 1 (KKK police), again, in the opposite 
direction of resistance to agreeing with the disinformation (meaning the more negative emotion 
participants felt, the more they agreed with the meme). Like all other regressions, significant 
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effects were seen for Like. Unlike all other regressions, very few significant effects were seen for 
frequency of social media use. 

Overall Trends 

Overall trends included significant treatment effects only for the Left-targeted memes 
(Memes 1 and 3). These inoculations did not work on Right-targeted memes. Share was the only 
dependent variable where treatments had no inoculative effects. There was great continuity 
across all 16 regressions in that any significant predictor variable always affected the DV in the 
same direction (the sign was always the same). This lent more confidence that the dependent 
variables were measuring the same construct, resistance to disinformation. Variables that 
improved inoculation or resistance to disinformation included Treatments and Relax. Variables 
the reduced inoculation or resistance to disinformation included Negative Emotion, Like, Happy, 
and Frequency on Social Media. Like was the only variable that significantly affected 
inoculation across all 16 regressions. 
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Table 6.9: Results of Ordinary Least Squares Models for All DVs and All Memes 
All significant treatment effects suggest respondents receiving a treatment were more resistant to disinformation when treatments were significant.  

Dependent 
Variables receive favor share agree 

Memes (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Treatment 1 
Emotional -0.246 -0.160 -0.296** -0.036 -0.302*** -0.019 -0.039 0.104 -0.058 0.013 0.017 0.165* -0.302* 0.083 0.136 -0.087 

 (0.171) (0.138) (0.151) (0.138) (0.110) (0.074) (0.092) (0.097) (0.113) (0.087) (0.094) (0.095) (0.177) (0.128) (0.137) (0.126) 

Treatment 2 
Cognitive -0.267* -0.121 -0.422*** -0.091 -0.064 0.098 -0.179** -0.024 -0.083 0.113 -0.132 0.067 -0.421*** 0.177 0.115 -0.074 

 (0.156) (0.125) (0.139) (0.126) (0.101) (0.067) (0.085) (0.088) (0.103) (0.078) (0.086) (0.086) (0.161) (0.115) (0.126) (0.114) 

Treatment 3 
Emotional-
Cognitive 

-0.349** -0.113 -0.363*** -0.060 -0.123 0.015 -0.113 0.022 -0.147 0.088 0.089 0.113 -0.492*** 0.041 0.161 -0.064 

 (0.156) (0.123) (0.137) (0.126) (0.100) (0.066) (0.084) (0.089) (0.103) (0.077) (0.085) (0.087) (0.160) (0.114) (0.125) (0.115) 

Negative 
Emotion 0.288*** 0.011 0.256*** 0.156*** 0.180*** 0.028 0.079** 0.125*** 0.239*** 0.046 0.183*** 0.142*** 0.467*** -0.037 0.004 0.076* 

 (0.061) (0.051) (0.056) (0.048) (0.039) (0.027) (0.034) (0.034) (0.041) (0.032) (0.035) (0.033) (0.063) (0.047) (0.051) (0.044) 

Relax 0.018 -0.081 0.083 0.072 -0.132** -0.144*** -0.074* -0.093* 0.035 -0.031 -0.010 -0.021 -0.370*** -0.037 -0.084 -0.018 
 (0.099) (0.069) (0.063) (0.067) (0.064) (0.037) (0.038) (0.047) (0.066) (0.043) (0.039) (0.046) (0.102) (0.064) (0.057) (0.061) 

Happy 0.176 0.512*** 0.136 0.517*** 0.358*** 0.424*** 0.440*** 0.411*** 0.168* 0.420*** 0.220*** 0.423*** 0.123 -0.108 0.120 0.030 
 (0.133) (0.096) (0.085) (0.092) (0.085) (0.051) (0.052) (0.065) (0.088) (0.060) (0.053) (0.063) (0.137) (0.089) (0.077) (0.084) 

Like 0.457*** 0.411*** 0.491*** 0.458*** 0.367*** 0.301*** 0.299*** 0.393*** 0.152*** 0.108*** 0.159*** 0.219*** 0.777*** 0.916*** 0.852*** 0.919*** 
 (0.040) (0.042) (0.041) (0.034) (0.026) (0.022) (0.025) (0.024) (0.027) (0.026) (0.026) (0.023) (0.041) (0.039) (0.037) (0.031) 

Frequency on 
Social Media                 

less often 0.196 0.047 0.194 -0.021 0.125 0.020 0.080 0.049 -0.034 0.107 0.028 0.058 0.011 0.147 0.029 -0.112 
 (0.258) (0.205) (0.226) (0.207) (0.166) (0.110) (0.138) (0.145) (0.171) (0.128) (0.141) (0.142) (0.266) (0.190) (0.205) (0.188) 

every few 
weeks -0.025 0.244 0.213 -0.072 0.154 -0.010 0.327** 0.188 0.007 0.174 0.245* 0.100 -0.122 -0.021 0.122 -0.381** 

 (0.238) (0.192) (0.208) (0.194) (0.153) (0.103) (0.127) (0.136) (0.157) (0.120) (0.129) (0.133) (0.245) (0.178) (0.189) (0.176) 

a few times a 
week 0.117 0.061 0.146 0.061 0.111 0.066 0.161 0.298** -0.006 0.110 -0.035 0.117 0.120 0.144 -0.075 -0.297* 

 (0.218) (0.175) (0.192) (0.176) (0.140) (0.093) (0.117) (0.124) (0.144) (0.109) (0.120) (0.121) (0.224) (0.162) (0.174) (0.160) 
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about once a 
day 0.097 0.193 0.377* 0.056 0.406*** 0.061 0.398*** 0.165 0.126 0.054 -0.004 0.156 -0.006 0.184 0.018 -0.337** 

 (0.227) (0.183) (0.203) (0.182) (0.146) (0.098) (0.124) (0.128) (0.150) (0.115) (0.126) (0.125) (0.233) (0.170) (0.184) (0.166) 

several times 
a day 0.695*** 0.397** 0.507*** 0.326* 0.572*** 0.194** 0.362*** 0.268** 0.469*** 0.338*** 0.218* 0.183 0.407* 0.046 0.104 -0.269* 

 (0.211) (0.168) (0.183) (0.168) (0.136) (0.090) (0.112) (0.118) (0.140) (0.105) (0.114) (0.115) (0.218) (0.156) (0.166) (0.153) 

Constant 0.856*** 0.273 0.415** 0.095 0.374** 0.293*** 0.137 0.053 0.853*** 0.354*** 0.559*** 0.210 2.307*** 0.425** 0.452** 0.747*** 
 (0.246) (0.184) (0.199) (0.189) (0.158) (0.098) (0.121) (0.133) (0.163) (0.115) (0.124) (0.129) (0.254) (0.170) (0.180) (0.172) 

R2 0.290 0.362 0.403 0.470 0.401 0.501 0.548 0.516 0.201 0.296 0.278 0.373 0.476 0.578 0.640 0.687 
Observations 590 596 554 589 590 596 554 589 590 596 554 589 590 596 554 589 

Note: 
  *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 

The F-statistic for all models was significant at the 1 percent level. 

 
Table 6.10 simplifies Table 6.9 and shows just the significant predictor variables. It is encouraging to note all significant treatment 

effects reduced sharing disinformation. Though some of these values are moderate or small, research on political campaign 
inoculations emphasize that effect sizes are often small, but still can make a large difference in tightly-contested spaces.330 The same 
might be true in tightly-contested information spaces. 

 
330 Compton and Ivanov, 2013.  
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Emotional Intensity and Resistance to Disinformation   

I observed an apparent contradiction in how a treatment could simultaneously significantly 
increase and decrease resistance to disinformation. Some treatments were effective in improving 
resistance to disinformation. However, these treatments also raised levels of negative emotion, 
which acts in the opposite direction as the treatment and inversely affects resistance.  

To investigate this contradiction, I split each negative emotion into a few binary variables 
corresponding to three or four levels of emotional intensity, depending on the distribution in the 
data. These generally corresponded to low, medium-low, medium, and high levels of fear, anger, 
anxiety, or sadness. I ran each model, replacing Negative Emotion with a binary variable, 
indicating presence or absence of a low, medium-low, medium, or high level of each negative 
emotion.331  I found that most levels of these negative emotions had the same effect as the full 
Negative Emotion variable, either an insignificant or a significantly positive effect, which 
decreased resistance. However, this was not true for those feeling medium-low levels of negative 
emotions after viewing Meme 1 (KKK police). When a medium-low level of anxiety, sadness, or 
anger was felt, it significantly increased resistance to the meme. (A medium-low level of fear 
also had a negative, but statistically non-significant effect). This medium-low, Goldilocks level 
of negative emotion (i.e. not too much negative emotion, not too little) led to better resistance to 
disinformation for the first meme. This raised questions about the impact of order effects bias 
and other contextual biases on this finding and the role of differing emotional intensity in 
inoculation. These questions are considered in the Discussion session. 

 
 
 
 

 
331 See Appendix F, Table F.27. 
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Table 6.10 –Significant Results for All Models 
Resisting disinformation increased for some Treatment conditions and Relax. Resisting disinformation decreased with some models’ Negative Emotion, Happy, Like, and 

Frequency on Social Media. Significant results at the .05 level or better are included. 
Dependent 
Variables receive favor share agree 

Memes (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Treatment 2 
Emotional   -0.296**  -0.302***            

Treatment 3 
Cognitive   -0.422***    -0.179**      -0.421***    

Treatment 4 
Emotional-
Cognitive 

-0.349**  -0.363***          -0.492***    

Negative 
Emotion 0.288***  0.256*** 0.156*** 0.180***  0.079** 0.125*** 0.239***  0.183*** 0.142*** 0.467***    

Relax     -0.132** -0.144***       -0.370***    
Happy  0.512***  0.517*** 0.358*** 0.424*** 0.440*** 0.411***  0.420*** 0.220*** 0.423***     
Like 0.457*** 0.411*** 0.491*** 0.458*** 0.367*** 0.301*** 0.299*** 0.393*** 0.152*** 0.108*** 0.159*** 0.219*** 0.777*** 0.916*** 0.852*** 0.919*** 
Frequency on 
Social Media                 

less often                 
every few 
weeks       0.327**         -0.381** 

a few times a 
week        0.298**         

about once a 
day     0.406***  0.398***         -0.337** 

several times 
a day 0.695*** 0.397** 0.507***  0.572*** 0.194** 0.362*** 0.268** 0.469*** 0.338***       

Constant 0.856***  0.415**  0.374** 0.293***   0.853*** 0.354*** 0.559***  2.307*** 0.425** 0.452** 0.747*** 

R2 0.290 0.362 0.403 0.470 0.401 0.501 0.548 0.516 0.201 0.296 0.278 0.373 0.476 0.578 0.640 0.687 
Observations 590 596 554 589 590 596 554 589 590 596 554 589 590 596 554 589 

Note: 
  **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 in a two-tailed  test 

The F-statistic for all models was significant at the 1 percent level. 
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Discussion 
This study tested the limits of inoculation theory to see if short inoculation messages could 

help participants resist engaging with disinformation memes. It also tested if inoculations that 
warned of emotional manipulation, such as might be seen during election campaigns, could 
moderate emotional responses from participants. Over 600 participants were randomly assigned 
to treatment groups and gave their emotional, cognitive, and behavioral intention responses after 
viewing disinformation memes. This study answered a few questions and raised many more. 
While findings are limited for this study, they raise important questions about the role of emotion 
in inoculations (inoculations are more commonly referred to as pre-bunks among policymakers 
at social media platforms) and point future research toward useful questions in helping social 
media platforms help their users resist disinformation.  

Research Question 1: Did Inoculations Reduce Self-reported Emotional Responses?  

My study showed inoculations had a muddled impact on emotions. When effects were 
significant, negative emotions increased and positive emotions decreased in treatment groups 
compared to the Control. T1 – Emotional and T2 – Cognitive experienced higher negative 
emotions for some memes, with the Cognitive group consistently having the highest emotional 
responses, particularly for anxiety (for Memes 1, 2, and 3).  

It is unclear why negative emotions increased compared to the Control. One possible 
explanation is inoculation requires participants feel a sense of threat. Perhaps the needed sense of 
threat, increased Treatment participants’ negative emotional responses. However, this does not 
account for T3 – Emotional-Cognitive having no increased negative emotions. An explanation 
for T3’s similar emotional profile to the Control might be that T3’s inoculation targeted both 
aspects of attitude formation (thoughts and feelings). With both aspects inoculated, these 
participants may have felt more secure and prepared against attitude change and felt less 
emotional volatility when their attitudes were challenged by the memes. This hypothesis does not 
appear in the under-researched field of inoculation’s effect on inoculating against overwhelming 
emotional responses, and would have to be tested in future research. 

Additionally, the discovery the medium-low levels of negative emotions having a significant 
effect on improving inoculation needs more study. It could mean evoking lower intensities of 
negative emotions may assist in helping increase resistance to disinformation. However, as this 
was largely only seen for Meme 1 (KKK police), there could be order effects bias332 (where the 
first meme viewed has a consistently different or biased set of responses compared to the other 
memes) or other contextual biases. Contextual biases include events going on in society while 
this survey was being fielded. This survey was fielded in an election year weeks and just after 

 
332 Perreault, William D. Jr., “Controlling Order-Effect Bias,” The Public Opinion Quarterly, Vol. 39, No. 4, 
Winter, 1975-1976, pp. 544-551. 
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George Floyd was killed, a black man suffocated by a white police officer.333 That context, in 
conjunction with every participant seeing this meme first, could have produced biases that negate 
this finding that medium-low emotional responses can increase resistance. More testing is 
needed to understand the effectiveness of inoculations in moderating emotional responses.  

Research Question 2: Did Demographic Characteristics Correlate with Resistance to Sharing 
Disinformation? 

Based on my data, the answer to this question was, no, there were no consistent demographic 
characteristics that associated with inoculation. No memes or models reliably showed that age, 
education, political ideology, or other categories consistently associated with resisting 
disinformation. While building a regression model, models of just demographic characteristics 
were consistently the most ill-fitting models.334 While a combination of demographic 
characteristics (age, gender, race, education, employment, religion, political spectrum, and 
urbanicity) with the eventual chosen model (treatment, emotional responses, like, and frequency 
of activity on social media) did marginally increase the models’ goodness of fit, demographic 
effects were not consistent and the gain in model fit did not justify the more complex model.  

True, inconsistent patterns appeared showing significant effects some demographic variables 
had on some models, but these were usually aligned with specific content of the memes. For 
example, black people liked and were more willing to share Meme 3 (Took my job) featuring 
Michelle Obama. Additionally, some models showed those identifying as liberal were more 
willing to share liberal-leaning memes. However, the main effects and significance for most 
models were not changed with the addition of demographic characteristics, leading me to 
conclude that for this survey, demographic characteristics did not have a consistent or strong 
influence on resisting these disinformation memes. 

The disagreement in the field over whether demographics affect inoculation results is still 
being explored. A recent study found that demographic considerations did not substantially 
affect inoculation results335 while in another recent study, age plays a role in resistance to 
misinformation.336 It is possible age did not play a role in my study because my online survey 
platform had access to older people who were likely more Internet literate than the average older 
citizen. That may have made them more adept at detecting false information online. Likewise, 
political-leanings of individuals sometimes had significant effects on inoculation, but not across 

 
333 Hill, Evan, Ainara Tiefenthäler, Christiaan Triebert, Drew Jordan, Haley Willis & Robin Stein, “How George 
Floyd Was Killed in Police Custody,” The New York Times, May 31, 2020. 
334 See model 4 in Appendix F, Tables F.6 - F.21.  
335 Roozenbeek, Jon, Sander Van Der Linden, & Thomas Nygren, “Prebunking interventions based on “inoculation” 
theory can reduce susceptibility to misinformation across cultures,” Harvard Kennedy School Misinformation 
Review, February 3, 2020. As of July 9, 2021: https://misinforeview.hks.harvard.edu/article/global-vaccination-
badnews/ 
336 Guess, Nagler, and Tucker, 2019.  

https://misinforeview.hks.harvard.edu/article/global-vaccination-badnews/
https://misinforeview.hks.harvard.edu/article/global-vaccination-badnews/
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all memes. If I had provided a greater variety of memes in each category (i.e. Right-targeted 
immigration, Left-targeted immigration, etc.), I may have been able to randomize out 
idiosyncratic responses to particular memes. While not knowing exactly why demographics did 
not play a major role in my study, this finding is not outside the norm for this field, which is still 
investigating the inconsistent impact of demographics on inoculation. 

Research Question 3: Did Inoculations Reduce Participants’ Behavioral Intent to Engage with 
Disinformation? 

It was encouraging that all treatments with significant effects helped increase resistance to 
disinformation. There was a great consistency across models, as well, that any predictor variable 
with a significant effect affected inoculation in the same way. When effects were significant, 
treatments and not feeling relaxed improved inoculation, while negative emotions, feeling happy, 
liking the meme, or using social media frequently all decreased inoculation.  

It is unclear why significant treatment effects were only seen in the Left-targeted memes. 
Participants in my sample were more liberal than conservative. Perhaps the Left-targeted memes 
resonated the most with the most participants and led to treatments showing an effect for these 
memes. Admittedly, this is a very small sample of memes and larger studies with more memes 
may help clarify these results. If results hold true in future studies that inoculations are 
ineffective for Right-targeted disinformation, special attention will have to be given for why 
communities remain un-inoculated to this content and what measures, inoculation or not, can be 
taken to help users be resilient to disinformation. Potential solutions will depend on the reasons 
for a lack of inoculation, but could include improving trust with these users, employing 
spokespeople influential for these users, or partnering with sympathetic organizations esteemed 
by these users to deliver similar messaging. 

It was also unclear why some inoculations worked and others did not. According to these 
results, participants were not less likely to share disinformation, whether or not they showed 
other signs of being resistant to the content. True, Share may not have had any significant results 
because of a predisposition among most participants to not share on social media. However, for 
those participants that were not dissuaded from sharing and did not show signs of being resistant 
to disinformation, it reveals a more acute problem. Like users who were not dissuaded from 
engaging with Right-targeted memes, participants who showed non significant results for sharing 
and non significant results in other resistance variables are perhaps a group that is difficult for 
social media platforms to influence and help resist disinformation. For this group of inert or non-
influenceable users, social media platforms would have to pursue options other than inoculation 
to reach these users and help them resist disinformation. This would again have to be determined 
through research and understanding why users were less influenced. Possible interventions might 
include adding friction to sharing posts (including either asking if they want to post and 
immediately posting or delaying posting posts for a “cooling off period” and asking later if they 
still want to post), or taking away the ability to post altogether. Platforms would have to consider 
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policy options that could still help users resist disinformation or curb their ability to do so during 
critical times, such as during a contested election campaign season.  

Overall, liking or preferring a meme had the most consistent and significant influence on 
resistance to disinformation. All 16 models showed that if the person liked the meme, they were 
more likely to receive it, favor it, share it, or agree with it. Liking a meme and wanting to engage 
with it makes intuitive sense, but it is important to note how universal this effect was across all 
models. Social media platforms could use this finding as they start or expand their inoculation or 
pre-bunking efforts. Pre-bunks that are likeable may be more likely to be favored, agreed with, 
shared, or received (if the pre-bunk allows for a sharing affordance). Platforms’ efforts to reduce 
disinformation on their platforms may do well to make their inoculations or pre-bunks likeable to 
the target audience. 

Limitations 
There were notable limitations in the design of this survey and sample. Results likely could 

have been clearer if the memes appeared in random order to participants. Seeing memes in the 
same order may have produced non-random variation that could have been controlled for if the 
memes were presented in random order. As it was, the first meme shown to all respondents had 
clearer patterns in emotional responses and may have affected responses to the following memes.  

Another area where non-random variation may have occurred is in the memes themselves. 
They were chosen for their appeal to the political-left or -right and their subject matter of race or 
immigration. However, better controlling for the subject matter itself and for unique reactions to 
specific memes would have made this study stronger. This could have been accomplished by 
adding in exposure to neutral memes, such as public service announcements, to serve as 
comparison points for reactions to the original memes. I could also have added more memes to 
each category and randomly drawn from a pool of memes to show respondents. This would have 
averaged out strong effects that may be due to the specific content of the meme rather than its 
message (i.e. it would have better controlled for strong reactions to seeing former First Lady 
Michelle Obama rather than reacting to the liberal-immigration disinformation message her 
image communicated).  

There were also limitations with my survey sample, particularly its size. The power is not up 
to typical academic standards of having a 95 percent confidence interval with a 5 percent margin 
of error. Power even decreased as participants dropped out. It would have been ideal if they were 
representative of Americans on social media, but instead were only representative of age and sex 
based on the U.S. Census. 

Conclusion 
Overall, this study suggests inoculations are tricky to write effectively to target either 

emotions or cognitions, but that these inoculations can still influence behavioral intention to not 
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share disinformation. This survey shows these short, memetic inoculations or pre-bunks, 1) did 
no harm and 2) had some positive effects for resisting disinformation. Additionally, memes that 
were likable were universally more likely to be engaged with. Social media platforms that want 
to use inoculations or pre-bunks would likely increase the effectiveness of their pre-bunks if they 
1) use them, and 2) make them likeable.  

The dangers of disinformation to a democratic society has become more apparent in the 
United States.337 Using inoculations or pre-bunks can benefit the public and perhaps deliver 
helpful messages in more effective ways, Increasing the viral spread of pre-bunks could very 
well help users resist disinformation found on social media platforms. 

Recommendations  
Given this research, I offer a few recommendations for social media platforms: 

1) Use or continue using inoculations or pre-bunks. This study shows they do not hurt 
resistance to disinformation and only improved it when results were significant.  

2) Make pre-bunks both likeable and sharable to encourage the viral spread of 
inoculation materials. Most participants that reported liking a meme had a higher 
behavioral intention to share it. The same could be true of sharing inoculation 
materials. 

3) Research and test different formats for inoculations that are well-suited for 
consumption on social media platforms. Most inoculations in the literature require 
reading a few paragraphs or more, a method not well-suited to consuming 
information on social media. My inoculations combined a meme with a smaller 
amount of text, 150-200 words, and saw positive effects. More research and testing 
on creating inoculations suited for consumption on social media platforms is needed, 
particularly inoculations using memes, videos, animation, minimal text, or some 
combination thereof.  

4) Combine emotional and cognitive inoculations to help users achieve a more stable 
emotional response as well as resist persuasion. This study investigated the effect 
inoculations can have on emotional response. The T3 – Emotional-Cognitive 
treatment resulted in emotional profiles similar to the Control group and was no less 
successful at inoculating participants than were any other treatment groups. Including 
an emotional inoculation may help reduce emotional manipulation from messages.  

5) Conduct further research on the effect of medium-low levels of negative emotion on 
inoculation. This study cannot rule out order effects bias, but found a pattern where 
resistance increased when nuanced levels of negative emotions were felt. There may 
be optimal levels of negative emotional response that help users resist disinformation.   

 
337 Most recently, the January 6, 2021 attack on the U.S. Capitol to prevent certification of a presidential vote.  
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7. Bringing it All Together: Recommendations and Policy Guides 
for Social Media Platforms to Help Users Resist False Information  

This chapter reviews the results of this monograph in brief. It also highlights the culminating 
recommendations included in the industry white papers in Appendices A, B, and C.  

Definitions  
This dissertation started by defining key terms surrounding false information on social media 

to facilitate a clearer, streamlined conversation. The most important terms were the distinctions 
between dis-, mis-, and false information. The main difference is in the motivation for sharing 
the misleading information. Deliberately sharing misleading information is disinformation while 
unknowingly or negligently sharing misleading information is misinformation.338 False 
information is an umbrella term for both words when the motivation for sharing the information 
is unknown.  

Also important were definitions of types of influence, particularly persuasion and 
manipulation. Persuasion is ethical, appeals to a person’s reasoning capabilities, and leaves the 
listener a choice.339 Manipulation by-passes or counters reasoning capabilities, but can still be 
used ethically in a limited fashion.340 The nudge principle illustrates a benign uses of 
manipulation.341 Setting up an environment to encourage beneficial choices (such as placing the 
healthiest foods at eye-level in a cafeteria) or limiting choices available to a person (as in 
algorithms that do not allow users to re-post verified false news) are examples of socially 
acceptable uses of manipulation.  

What is the Feasibility of Platforms Helping Users Resist Disinformation? 
With definitions clarified, the conversation continued by evaluating the case for social media 

platforms continuing or adopting user-focused policies to help users resist false information. It is 
anathema for some platforms to try to influence their users themselves.342 (Most platforms do not 

 
338 King’s Centre for Strategic Communications and NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence, 2018; 
Wardle, 2017. 
339 King’s Centre for Strategic Communications and NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence, 2018; 
Wardle, 2017. 
340 Blumenthal-Barby, 2012. 
341 Sunstein and Thaler, 2009. 
342 Various expert interviews with social media company employees, academics, and journalists, Torrance, Calif., 
August – October 2020 (names withheld on request). 
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consider selling ad space in groups of micro-targeted users as influencing users). However, bad 
actors take advantage of people who are most influenced by social media platforms343 and the 
immense persuasive power available on platforms344 to influence and disinform users. Platforms 
trying to stay on the sidelines of influence may leave users more exposed to influence from bad 
actors. This monograph included helpful criteria to create ethical, user-focused products. 
Platforms have an opportunity to beneficially influence users to resist false information. I 
concluded adopting Consumption- or user-focused policies, along with existing Production- and 
Distribution-focused policies, is essential to a comprehensive and proactive defense against false 
information.  

What Messaging Works in Resisting Disinformation? 
After examining the case for adopting user-focused policies, I investigated which policies or 

interventions would work best to help users resist false information. After collecting research 
from fields like public health, advertising, and social-psychology, several prominent themes 
emerged. Among these were 1) trust, 2) inoculation, 3) influencing influencers, 4) appealing to 
cross-cutting identities, and 5) in-group minorities. 

Platforms that wish to help their users resist false information would be well served by first 
building trust with their users.345 After that, inoculation, or pre-bunking, is a promising method 
for helping users resist false information.346 Twitter, for example, already used pre-bunks against 
misinformation in the 2020 U.S. presidential election.347 Influencing influencers with sharable 
messages also has a high potential to influence the most people through a viral spread of 
messages.348 If the message shared by an influencer is an inoculation, it could even inoculate the 
network.349 Modifying algorithms to serve relevant, but identity cross-cutting information may 
help diversify networks and reduce viral information cascades.350 An example of this is rather 
than serve recommendations based on socially divisive identities, such as race, age, or politics, 
serve recommendations based on users’ county of residence, favorite sports teams, or family 
roles. Recommendations favoring these less-divisive identities are relevant but do not reinforce 
pre-existing social cleavages that can lead to echo chambers. Facebook has already done 

 
343 Lazarsfeld and Katz, 1955. 
344 Fogg, 2008. 
345 Edelman, 2020b; Pew Research Center, 2019a.  
346 Van der Linden et al., 2017. 
347 Ingram, David, “Twitter launches 'pre-bunks' to get ahead of voting misinformation,” NBC News, October 26, 
2020. As of May 18, 2021: https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/twitter-launches-pre-bunks-get-ahead-voting-
misinformation-n1244777 
348 Gangadharbatla and Valafar, 2017; Choi, 2015.  
349 Ivanov et al., 2012. 
350 Centola, Eguíluz, and Macy, 2007. 

https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/twitter-launches-pre-bunks-get-ahead-voting-misinformation-n1244777
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/twitter-launches-pre-bunks-get-ahead-voting-misinformation-n1244777
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something like this. In 2018, they changed their News Feed algorithm to emphasize local news 
and events while reducing posts from businesses and media.351  

Finally, messaging can be made more persuasive by using in-group minorities.352 In-group 
minorities are members of the target group that have a different opinion from the majority of the 
group. Because they are members of the group, they are more influential to members of the 
group than an outsider. For example, former violent extremists often carry more influence with 
current members of violent extremist groups than outsiders. Their experiences are sometimes 
shared with group members to dissuade them from extremism.353 Being strategic and finding 
spokespeople that are in-group minorities to groups targeted by disinformation could help 
platforms effectively harden users to malign influence.  

Where are the At-risk Users? 

After understanding possible types of user-focused messaging, the next question was how 
would platforms find these groups. The results of a network analysis and text analysis provided a 
proof-of-concept for identifying networks sharing more false information than other networks. 
Users in these networks are more at risk of being exposed to and sharing false information.  

Once these at-risk users were identified, I recommended platforms use criteria to decide 
which networks or influencers to intervene with. Objective criteria (like network density, 
severity of echo-chamber, number of followers, frequency of posts, etc.) could be adopted. If 
objective criteria do not adequately prioritize at-risk users, context-based criteria can also be 
used. Context-based criteria selects groups based on specific pieces of disinformation shared. 
This method has been used around elections, correcting specific misinformation about voting 
days or mail-in ballot information.354 An alternative to criteria-based or context-based 
intervention rules is to have no criteria and simply share the same intervention messaging with 
all users. This option might be more politically safe and also build trust with users. 

What Messages Help Users Resist Disinformation? 
After I had explored a proof-of-concept for identifying users exposed to false information, I 

focused on understanding what kinds of messages might actually help users resist false 
information. I used a survey experiment to see how inoculation helped respondents resist memes 
conveying disinformation. I also noted if inoculation had any effect on users’ emotional 

 
351 Hutchinson, 2018; Garcia, 2018.  
352 Crano and Chen, 1998. 
353 Helmus, Todd C. and Kurt Klein, Assessing Outcomes of Online Campaigns Countering Violent Extremism: A 
Case Study of the Redirect Method, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-2813-GNF, 2018. As of May 20, 
2021: https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR2813.html 
354 Ingram, 2020.  

https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR2813.html
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reactions.355 Findings from Chapter Six included that inoculations never hurt and sometimes 
helped users resist disinformation. Also, making inoculations attractive and sharable can boost 
the chances of users sharing an inoculation message. I recommend using inoculations that are 
likeable and shareable, as well as testing the effectiveness of shorter, more visual inoculations 
better suited for consumption on a social media platform. I also recommend including both 
emotional and cognitive elements in inoculations to stabilize emotional reactions to memes. 
Finally, I recommend further research on the effect of medium-low levels of negative emotion on 
inoculation, as nuanced levels of emotions may have a positive effect on resistance to false 
information.  

Where the Rubber Meets the Road: How can Social Media Platforms Help 
Users Resist False Information? 

Bringing it all together, I included recommendations and potential applications of my 
findings for major social media companies in Appendices A (Facebook), B (Twitter), and C 
(YouTube). These recommendations come from both the above research and several expert 
interviews I carried out with employees at social media companies, academics, and journalists.356  
Interviewees were generous with their time and lent insights into the highly innovative 
atmosphere and culture of experimentation in many social media companies, as well as company 
cultures that lead some companies to hesitate in implementing Inform policies, especially when 
there is a risk of appearing politically biased. They shared insights on how policy research could 
most help their companies and how some companies prefer to structure their business when 
dealing with disinformation. They also helped me better understand their policymaking processes 
and helped me clarify my communication of policy options presented in the white papers. I am 
grateful to these anonymous interviewees and value their input as something that helped make 
these white papers more applicable and tailored for my intended policy clients. 

These white papers recommend the importance of 1) building trust with users through 
transparency and communication, 2) using evidence-based principles of influence in messaging 
(influence principles like Social Proof and Liking leading to making messages likable and 
sharable).357 Also, using both 3) direct and 4) indirect appeals with users is important. Direct 
appeals include serving inoculations to influencers or crafting public commitments (i.e. hashtags 
like #IKeepItReal creates a public commitment, whereas #KeepingItReal does not). Indirect 
appeals include algorithm edits to serve information to users based on relevant, but cross-cutting 
identities (i.e. family roles, location, sports teams) rather than identities along social cleavages 

 
355 Recall from Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral (2018) that the spread of falsehoods was associated with higher emotional 
levels.  
356 Various expert interviews, 2020. 
357 Cialdini, 2008. 
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(i.e. political, racial, or generational identities). Finally, 5) I recommend using information on 
users platforms already possess to tailor interventions. 

Conclusion 

According to Facebook’s former Director of Analytics for News Feed, “The community is 
the best defense against misinformation in the long run.”358 To contextualize this “best defense,” 
recall the Remove, Reduce, and Inform policies from Chapter 1 and their mapping onto stages of 
false information transmission, Production, Distribution, and Consumption.359 In addition to the 
Remove and Reduce policies that largely limit the Production and Distribution of false 
information, Inform policies help limit the Consumption of false information among users. 
Inform-type policies are designed to utilize our “best defense” against misinformation. As social 
media platforms adopt Inform-type, user-focused policies, they will better help their users resist 
false information, particularly during elections.   

 

  

 
358 Facebook & Morgan Neville, “Facing Facts: An Inside Look at Facebook's Fight Against Misinformation,” 
video, YouTube, May 23, 2018. As of February 8, 2021: https://youtu.be/zgkF23nFIBw 
359 Election Integrity Partnership, 2020; Matthews, forthcoming. 

https://youtu.be/zgkF23nFIBw
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Appendix A: Facebook Brief: Help Users Resist Disinformation 

Problem 

Too many people on Facebook are consuming and sharing false information in ways that 
undermine Facebook’s goal of building community and bringing the world closer together. 

Approach 
“One of the things that gives me hope in fighting misinformation,” a former director at 

Facebook said, “is that we can come at the problem from so many angles.”1 One such angle in 
countering misinformation is partnering with Facebook’s users to decrease the spread of false 
information. This can be done by helping them discern, avoid, or resist false information. This 
user-centered approach complements Facebook’s current policies incorporating fact-checkers, 
funding applied research, and creating public service announcements for news literacy.2 Social 
media users can spread false information as fast as bots.3 Creating policies focusing on users may 
be as important as policies focusing on bots. What follows are evidence-based recommendations 
to help users on Facebook to discern, avoid, or resist false information.  

Research-based Recommendations 

1. Build Trust by Transparently Communicating Policies and Values 

Building trust is important in helping people resist disinformation. To the extent that people 
trust Facebook, they will likely be more open to its efforts to help them resist false information. 
An annual global trust study finds there is more trust for CEOs and less trust for governments 
solving problems.4 There is also American support for social media companies protecting 
platforms against abuse during elections.5 This current state of trust suggests Facebook has an 
opportunity to innovate to help their customers resist false information. To build trust with 
customers, consider the following: 

• Clearly communicate Community Standards and how they are applied. Continue to 
publish and draw attention to rationale for controversial, high profile applications of 
policies.  

• Create short, animated, cartoon narratives explaining foundational principles and sources 
for the Community Standards, how they are applied, and which principles are prioritized 
when two conflict. 
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• Deliver platform notifications for significant policy changes. Consider using videos from 
the CEO or a personable, consistent spokesperson to drive the narrative and deliver 
messaging.  

• Use attention-grabbing banners or notifications at the beginning of a major election 
season. Remind users of policies and inform them of counter-disinformation efforts 
Facebook is taking.  

• Ensure products meet an outside ethical standard, such as Stanford’s Persuasive 
Technology Lab’s eight principles of persuasive technology design, which gives 
guidance on privacy, transparency, manipulation, and persuasion.6 Make the public aware 
of this quality standard. 

•  Keep users no more than two clicks away from Community Standards and resources. In 
Settings, include a Community Standards hub with modules communicating the above 
and recent take downs. Prompt people with links to existing media literacy courses, 
reporting tools, or other information quality tools. 

2. Use Influential Design Features  

Employ evidence-based principles of influential design, such as Cialdini’s principles of 
social proof, authority, likeness, and unity, to increase effectiveness of user-focused products.7  

• Social Proof: Show the likes received by an inoculation, forewarning, or PSA. 
• Authority: Quote from authorities the general public (or the target network) would 

respect.  
• Likeness: Include spokespeople the target audience generally likes or identifies with. This 

could be anything from a celebrity to a cartoon personality of a popular emoji. 
• Unity: Appeal to community membership (i.e. the Facebook community, the national 

community) to set standards and expectations for reducing disinformation on Facebook. 

Anticipate and educate about biases (intergroup, confirmation, and blind spot biases) when 
reaching out to users. In interventions, beware of intergroup and blind spot biases.8 

• Account for intergroup bias by ensuring spokespeople are part of the target group. You 
could achieve this through contrast. For example, if using an American actor or athlete as 
a spokesperson, juxtapose him/her next to a French actor or athlete. American viewers 
will likely consider the American spokesperson inside their group and view his/her 
message more favorably. 

Acknowledge message weaknesses before detractors can. Research shows people often 
discount flaws in an argument, and even see the argument as more credible, when weaknesses 
are voluntarily admitted.9  
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• After using inoculations, forewarnings, or PSAs, Facebook might conclude with, “We at 
Facebook are trying hard to catch all misinformation before it reaches you, but we will 
miss some. If you want to help keep Facebook real, share this message. You may help a 
lot of people if you do. #IKeepItReal” 

3. Make Direct Appeals to Users to Resist Disinformation 

Direct appeals are educational or persuasive interventions that help people resist false 
information. Before making direct appeals, make templates for standardized communication 
tools to facilitate tailoring interventions for different users. These templates might include 
inoculation templates, four-slide click-through slideshows, PSAs or memes in ad space that can 
be shared and liked, tagging a variety of free media literacy games with what demographic 
groups might find each interesting (see “Fighting Disinformation Online: A Database of Web 
Tools” for a list of educational games10), popup messages, labels, and a checklist of influence 
design elements (see 2. Use Influential Design Features) to check against each product.  

3.1 Focus on Influencers 

Consider targeting influencers with direct appeals. Influencers are trusted and more 
persuasive than Facebook or other sources.11 Influencing influencers can spread true information 
as fast as disinformation spreads.12  

• Identify influential users in vulnerable networks through network and text analysis 
(looking for handles that are over-present key words). Using existing data, tailor sharable 
messages to these influencers in the form of memes, posts, ads, or games.13  

3.2 Give Corrections in a Narrative 

Supply corrections in the context of a narrative. People naturally create narratives to process 
information.14 Corrections threaten to invalidate a person’s narrative and can lead to rejecting the 
correction.15  

• Supply corrections inside a narrative to make it easier for the user to absorb the new 
information.  

• Encourage fact checking contractors to supply corrections in a narrative. 

3.3 Frame in Terms of Public Commitments 

Public commitments form a strong obligation in someone to complete a commitment and be 
consistent.16 Helping users make public commitments increases the chances they will keep the 
commitment.17   

• Incorporate commitments in hashtags, i.e. #ImKeepingItReal rather than #KeepingItReal. 
• Make PSA memes on discerning disinformation likable and sharable. Ask for a like or 

share. 
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• Partner with media literacy groups (like IREX) and story-telling groups to make four-
slide click-through slideshows on information consumption. Ask the user to click a 
checkbox at the end to commit to being a savvy information consumer. 

3.4 Forewarn Users  

Warn users of the persuasive intent (rather than content) of upcoming messages. Researchers 
showed that forewarning of persuasive intent reliably resulted in greater resistance to persuasion, 
while forewarning of content caused polarizing responses: either greater resistance or greater 
agreement.18  

• Forewarn users of some messages’ manipulative intent prior to increased spending on 
elections.19  

• Use a pop-up screen informing users of the coming election season and warn that some 
messages may intend to manipulate them. Point to where they can report messages, get 
training, or update algorithms that feed them ads. 

• Trigger a label to warn of the manipulative intent of some foreign-owned news sources 
when a story of that domain is shared with a user during election seasons.  

• Proactively monitor disinformation sources (such as foreign, state-owned media).20 Issue 
PSAs, warnings, or inoculations before stories reach the mainstream from fringe sources.  

3.5 Inoculate Users Against Disinformation  

Inoculate users against disinformation tactics and the intent to manipulate. Inoculation, or 
pre-bunking, exposes users to a weakened argument used in false information before they view 
the false message and supplies them with refutations for it. Inoculating against disinformation 
tactics and manipulative intent avoids partisanship and makes inoculation materials applicable to 
multiple messages.  

• Craft inoculations warning of messages’ manipulative intent rather than their content 
(intent, such as concealing or deceiving who is paying for a message or why they are 
paying for it). Inoculating against manipulative intent can potentially inoculate against 
more messages than inoculating against individual content can.  

• Continue working with academics and government to identify disinformation tactics and 
manipulative sources.  

• Inoculations have a short shelf-life.21 Deploy inoculations before and at least every two 
weeks throughout election seasons. 

• Inoculation can spread through the same means as disinformation.22 Inoculate influencers 
using sharable, attractive content (such as memes, links, videos, etc.) to possibly 
inoculate a network. 
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4. Make Indirect Appeals to Users to Resist Disinformation 

Indirect appeals include algorithm edits, advertising user resources, and design features 
encouraging good information habits. 

4.1 Make settings more easily accessible  

Empower people to use Settings to make conscious information choices. This could build 
awareness and habits for making choices with disinformation later. Empower users to control 
how much and what types of information they see and share on Facebook. 

• Simplify access to time management settings. 
• Make it easier for users to find and set ad personalization settings. Advertise easy 

tutorials on privacy, time management, and advertiser settings. 

4.2 Serve Relevant, Identity-Cross-Cutting Recommendations 

Deliver recommendations based on cross-cutting identities. People on different sides of 
social cleavages (i.e. urban/rural or political divides) also share common identities (i.e. home 
state, family roles). These cross-cutting identities can help build wider support for disinformation 
resistance products and promote complex networks that prevent misinformation cascades.23 

• Edit algorithms to prioritize posts based on county. For example, Angelenos would 
receive posts from those in Los Angeles as well as rural parts of Los Angeles County. 

• Use existing user data to edit algorithms to appeal to state identities, family roles, 
pastimes, sports team wins, common sentiments (like gratitude), or shared history. Avoid 
algorithms that serve posts based on cleavage groups like political, urban/rural, or 
generation groups.24  

4.3 Connect Users to Media Literacy Games, Tools, and Courses 

Sharpen Facebook’s many good tools in this area by tailoring them and making users more 
aware of them.  

• Expand the Digital Literacy Library to serve shorter literacy lessons to non-youth 
audiences. IREX’s media literacy memes25 or tools outlined in “Fighting Disinformation 
Online: A Database of Web Tools” may help expand this library.26  

• Continue efforts in the Voting Information Center.  
• Increase the visibility and shareability of Inside the Feed. Create sharable infographics or 

other content to increase the impact of this resource. 

4.4 Give Social Affirmation 

Social affirmation has been shown to encourage people to maintain desirable behaviors.27  
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• Fill the screen with approval emojis when users visit Facebook’s resource pages or share 
inoculations in the same way confetti fills the screen when a user comments, “Congrats!”  

• When users decline reading or sharing posts Rated False by independent fact-checkers, 
display, “Thank you for helping keep Facebook real. #KeepingItReal” 

 

5. Know Your Users to Better Reach Them 
Engage System II thinking by attracting users’ attention on what they value.28 People pay 

attention to what they value.29 Kahneman (2011) describes thinking as either heuristic, where 
little attention is paid (System I), or requiring effortful attention (System II).30 People often 
default to System I thinking unless there is something worth paying attention to. Know what 
people value to better grab their attention. 

• Use existing metrics to understand what people value in order to construct interventions.  
• Apply network analysis, A/B testing, and other market research techniques to determine 

key indicators of users’ susceptibility to disinformation.  

Conclusion 
According to Facebook’s former Director of Analytics, News Feed, “The community is the 

best defense against misinformation in the long run.”31 This brief suggests how to partner with 
Facebook’s ‘best defense’ and provides actionable policy options to help users resist false 
information. As Facebook partners with its users to help them discern, avoid, and resist false 
information, the spread of false information on the platform will likely decrease. Resilience to 
false information at the user level would better secure the platform, safeguard its users, and 
empower Facebook to better accomplish its mission. For more details on people-centric policies 
in combatting false information, see Reininger’s #KeepinItReal: Improving Social Media Users’ 
Resistance to False Information during Elections (2021).32  
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Appendix B: Twitter Brief: Help Users Resist Disinformation 

Problem 

Too many people on Twitter are consuming and sharing false information, which challenges 
Twitter’s goal of improving – while not detracting from – a free and global conversation.  

Approach 
“One of the things that gives me hope in fighting misinformation,” a director at a major 

social media company said, “is that we can come at the problem from so many angles.”1 One 
such angle in countering misinformation is partnering with Twitter’s customers to decrease the 
spread of false information. This can be done by helping customers to discern, avoid, or resist 
false information. This user-centered approach complements Twitter’s principled, civically-
minded, and technically-expert policies. Users on social media can spread false information as 
fast as bots.2 Creating policies focusing on users may be as important as policies focusing on 
bots. What follows are evidence-based recommendations to help users on Twitter to discern, 
avoid, or resist false information. 

Research-based Recommendations 

1. Build Trust by Transparently Communicating Policies and Values 

Building trust is important in helping people resist disinformation. To the extent that 
customers trust Twitter, they will likely be more open to its efforts to help them resist false 
information. An annual global trust study finds there is more trust for CEOs and less trust for 
governments solving problems.3 There is also American support for social media companies 
protecting platforms against abuse during elections.4 This current state of trust suggests Twitter 
has an opportunity to innovate to help their customers resist false information. To build trust, 
consider the following: 

• Clearly communicate Twitter Rules and how they are applied. Continue to publish and 
draw attention to rationale for controversial, high profile applications of policies.  

• Create short, animated cartoon narratives explaining foundational principles and their 
sources (such as UDHR and other documents) for Twitter Rules, how they are applied, 
and which principles are prioritized when two conflict. 

• Deliver platform notifications for significant policy changes. Consider using videos from 
the CEO or a personable, consistent spokesperson to drive the narrative and deliver 
messaging.  
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• Use attention-grabbing banners or notifications at the beginning of a major election 
season. Remind users of policies and inform them of counter-disinformation efforts 
Twitter is taking.  

• Ensure products meet an outside ethical standard, such as Stanford’s Persuasive 
Technology Lab’s eight principles of persuasive technology design, which gives 
guidance on privacy, transparency, manipulation, and persuasion.5 Make the public aware 
of this quality standard. 

• Keep users no more than two clicks away from Twitter Rules and resources. In Settings, 
include a Twitter Rules hub with modules communicating the above and news of recent 
take downs. Prompt people with links to existing media literacy courses, reporting tools, 
or other information quality tools. 

2. Use Influential Design Features  

Employ evidence-based principles of influential design, such as Cialdini’s principles of 
social proof, authority, likeness, and unity, to increase effectiveness of user-focused products.6  

• Social Proof: Show the likes received by an inoculation, forewarning, or PSA. 
• Authority: Quote from authorities the general public (or the target network) would 

respect.  
• Likeness: Include spokespeople the target audience generally likes or identifies with. This 

could be anything from a celebrity to a cartoon personality of a popular emoji. 
• Unity: Appeal to community membership (i.e. the Twitter community, the national 

community) to set standards and expectations for reducing disinformation on Twitter. 

Anticipate and educate about biases (intergroup, confirmation, and blind spot biases) when 
reaching out to users. In interventions, beware of intergroup and blind spot biases.7 

• Account for intergroup bias by ensuring spokespeople are part of the target group. You 
could achieve this through contrast. For example, if using an American actor or athlete as 
a spokesperson, juxtapose him/her next to a French actor or athlete. American viewers 
will likely consider the American spokesperson inside their group and view his/her 
message more favorably. 

Acknowledge message weaknesses before detractors can. Research shows people often 
discount flaws in an argument, and even see the argument as more credible, when weaknesses 
are voluntarily admitted.8  

• After using inoculations, forewarnings, or PSAs, Twitter might conclude with, “We at 
Twitter are trying hard to catch all misinformation before it reaches you, but we will miss 
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some. If you want to help keep Twitter real, share this message. You may help a lot of 
people if you do. #IKeepItReal” 

3. Make Direct Appeals to Users to Resist Disinformation 

Direct appeals are educational or persuasive interventions that help people resist false 
information. Before making direct appeals, make templates for standardized communication 
tools to facilitate tailoring interventions for different users. These templates might include 
inoculation templates, four-slide click-through slideshows, PSAs or memes in ad space that can 
be shared and liked, tagging a variety of free media literacy games with what demographic 
groups might find each interesting (see “Fighting Disinformation Online: A Database of Web 
Tools” for a list of educational games9), popup messages, labels, and a checklist of influence 
design elements (see 2. Use Influential Design Features) to check against each product.  

3.1 Focus on Influencers 

Consider targeting influencers with direct appeals. Influencers are trusted and more 
persuasive than Twitter or other sources.10 Influencing influencers can spread true information as 
fast as disinformation spreads.11  

• Identify influential users in vulnerable networks through network and text analysis 
(looking for handles that are over-present key words). Using existing data, tailor sharable 
messages to these influencers in the form of memes, posts, ads, or games.12  

3.2 Give Corrections in a Narrative 

Supply corrections in the context of a narrative. People naturally create narratives to process 
information.13 Corrections threaten to invalidate a person’s narrative and can lead to rejecting the 
correction.14  

• Supply corrections (or ask fact-checking firms to supply corrections) using a narrative to 
make it easier for the user to absorb new information.  

3.3 Frame in Terms of Public Commitments 

Public commitments form a strong obligation in someone to complete a commitment and be 
consistent.15 Helping users make public commitments increases the chances they will keep the 
commitment.16 

• Incorporate commitments in hashtags, i.e. #ImKeepingItReal rather than #KeepingItReal. 
• Make PSA memes on discerning disinformation likable and sharable. Ask for a like or 

retweet for PSA memes on discerning disinformation. 
• Partner with media literacy groups (like IREX) and story-telling groups to make four-

slide click-through slideshows on information consumption. Ask the user to click a 
checkbox at the end to commit to being a savvy information consumer. 
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3.4 Forewarn Users  

Warn users of the persuasive intent (rather than content) of upcoming messages. Researchers 
showed that forewarning of persuasive intent reliably resulted in greater resistance to persuasion, 
while forewarning of content caused polarizing responses: either greater resistance or greater 
agreement.17  

• Forewarn users of some messages’ manipulative intent prior to increased spending on 
elections.18  

• Use a pop-up screen informing users of the coming election season and warn that some 
messages may intend to manipulate them. Point to where they can report messages, get 
training, or update algorithms that feed them ads. 

• Trigger a label to warn of the manipulative intent of some foreign-owned news sources 
when a story of that domain is shared with a user during election seasons.  

• Proactively monitor disinformation sources (such as foreign, state-owned media).19 Issue 
PSAs, warnings, or inoculations before stories reach the mainstream from fringe sources.  

3.5 Inoculate Users Against Disinformation  

Inoculate users against disinformation tactics and the intent to manipulate. Inoculation, or 
pre-bunking, exposes users to a weakened argument used in false information before they view 
the false message and supplies them with refutations for it. Inoculating against disinformation 
tactics and manipulative intent avoids partisanship and makes inoculation materials applicable to 
multiple messages.  

• Craft inoculations warning of messages’ manipulative intent rather than their content 
(intent, such as concealing or deceiving who is paying for a message or why they are 
paying for it). Inoculating against manipulative intent can potentially inoculate against 
more messages than inoculating against individual content can.  

• Continue working with academics and government to identify disinformation tactics and 
manipulative sources.  

• Inoculations have a short shelf-life.20 Deploy inoculations before and at least every two 
weeks throughout election seasons. 

• Inoculation can spread through the same means as disinformation.21 Inoculate influencers 
using sharable, attractive content (such as memes, links, videos, etc.) to possibly 
inoculate a network. 

4. Make Indirect Appeals to Users to Resist Disinformation 

Indirect appeals include algorithm edits, advertising user resources, and design features 
encouraging good information habits. 
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4.1 Make Settings More Easily Accessible  

Empower customers to use Settings to make conscious information choices. This could build 
awareness and habits for making choices with disinformation later. Empower users to control 
how much and what types of information they see and share on Twitter. 

• Create and make easy access to a time management setting on Twitter. 
• Make it easier for users to find and set ad personalization settings. Advertise easy 

tutorials on privacy, time management, and advertiser settings. 

4.2 Serve Relevant, Identity-Cross-Cutting Recommendations 

Deliver recommendations based on cross-cutting identities. People on different sides of 
social cleavages (i.e. urban/rural or political divides) also share common identities (i.e. home 
state, family roles). These cross-cutting identities can help build wider support for disinformation 
resistance products and promote complex networks that prevent misinformation cascades.22 

• Edit algorithms to prioritize tweets based on county. For example, Angelenos would 
receive news and tweets from those in Los Angeles city and rural county areas. 

• Use existing user data to edit algorithms to appeal to state identities, family roles, 
pastimes, sports team wins, common sentiments (like gratitude), or shared history. Avoid 
algorithms that serve tweets based on cleavage groups like political, urban/rural, or 
generation groups.23  

4.3 Connect Users to Media Literacy Games, Tools, and Courses 

Continue providing election information resources and expand into media literacy resources.  
• Serve short media literacy memes or lessons to audiences using existing resources. 24 
• Create media literacy pages. Tools outlined in IREX’s media literacy library25 or in 

“Fighting Disinformation Online: A Database of Web Tools” may help.26 

4.4 Give Social Affirmation 

Social affirmation has been shown to encourage people to maintain desirable behaviors.27  
• Give an animated, approval emoji when users visit Twitter’s resource pages or share 

inoculations, in the same way the like button animates when users like something.  
• When users decline reading or sharing tweets with misleading information labels, 

display, “Thank you for helping keep Twitter clean of misinformation. #KeepingItReal.” 
 

5. Know Your Users to Better Reach Them 

Engage System II thinking by attracting users’ attention on what they value.28 People pay 
attention to what they value.29 Kahneman (2011) describes thinking as either heuristic, where 
little attention is paid (System I), or requiring effortful attention (System II).30 People often 
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default to System I thinking unless there is something worth paying attention to. Know what 
customers value to better grab their attention. 

• Use existing metrics to understand what people value in order to construct interventions.  
• Apply network analysis, A/B testing, and other market research techniques to determine 

key indicators of users’ susceptibility to disinformation.  

Conclusion 
An analytics leader at a major social media company commented, “The community is the 

best defense against misinformation in the long run.”31 This brief suggests how to partner with 
Twitter’s ‘best defense’ and provides actionable policy options to help users resist false 
information. As Twitter partners with its customers to help them discern, avoid, and resist false 
information, the spread of false information on the platform will likely decrease. Resilience to 
false information at the user level would better secure the platform, safeguard its customers, and 
empower Twitter to better accomplish its mission. For more details on people-centric policies in 
combatting false information, see Reininger’s #KeepinItReal: Improving Social Media Users’ 
Resistance to False Information during Elections (2021).32  
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Appendix C: YouTube Brief: Help Users Resist Disinformation 

Problem 

Too many people on YouTube are consuming and sharing false information, weakening 
YouTube’s value of building understanding and documenting world events.  

Approach 
“One of the things that gives me hope in fighting misinformation,” a director at a major 

social media company said, “is that we can come at the problem from so many angles.” One such 
angle in countering misinformation is partnering with users on YouTube to decrease the spread 
of false information. This can be done by helping them discern, avoid, or resist false information. 
This user-centered approach adds Resist to YouTube’s current disinformation policies of 
Remove, Raise Up, and Reduce and helps its customers Resist false information.1 Users can 
spread false information as fast as bots.2 Creating policies focusing on users may be as important 
as policies focusing on bots. What follows are evidence-based recommendations for how to help 
users on YouTube to discern, avoid, or resist false information.  

Research-based Recommendations 

1. Build Trust by Transparently Communicating Policies and Values 

Building trust is important in helping people resist disinformation. To the extent that people 
trust YouTube, they will likely be more open to its efforts to help them resist false information. 
An annual global trust study finds there is more trust for CEOs and less trust for governments 
solving problems.3 There is also American support for social media companies protecting 
platforms against abuse during elections.4 This current state of trust suggests YouTube has an 
opportunity to innovate to help their customers resist false information. To build trust with 
customers, consider the following: 

• Clearly communicate Community Guidelines and how they are applied. Continue to 
publish and draw attention to rationale for controversial, high profile applications of 
policies.  

• Create short, animated cartoon narratives explaining foundational principles and sources 
for community standards at YouTube, how they are applied, and which principles are 
prioritized when two conflict. 
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• Deliver platform notifications for significant policy changes. Consider using videos from 
the CEO or a personable, consistent spokesperson to drive the narrative and deliver 
messaging.  

• Use attention-grabbing banners or notifications at the beginning of a major election 
season. Remind users of policies and inform them of counter-disinformation efforts 
YouTube is taking.  

• Ensure products meet an outside ethical standard, such as Stanford’s Persuasive 
Technology Lab’s eight principles of persuasive technology design, which gives 
guidance on privacy, transparency, manipulation, and persuasion.5 Make the public aware 
of this quality standard. 

• Keep users no more than two clicks away from Community Guidelines and resources. In 
Settings, include a Community Guidelines hub with modules communicating the above 
and news of recent take downs. Prompt people with links to existing media literacy 
courses, reporting tools, or other information quality tools. 

2. Use Influential Design Features  

Employ evidence-based principles of influential design, such as Cialdini’s principles of 
social proof, authority, likeness, and unity, to increase effectiveness of user-focused products.6  

• Social Proof: Show the likes received by an inoculation, forewarning, or PSA. 
• Authority: Quote from authorities the general public (or the target network) would 

respect.  
• Likeness: Include spokespeople the target audience generally likes or identifies with. This 

could be anything from a celebrity to a cartoon personality of a popular emoji. 
• Unity: Appeal to community membership (i.e. the YouTube community, the national 

community) to set standards and expectations for reducing disinformation on YouTube. 

Anticipate and educate about biases (including intergroup, confirmation, and blind spot 
biases) when reaching out to users. Beware of intergroup and blind spot biases when making 
interventions.7 

• Account for intergroup bias by ensuring spokespeople are part of the target group. You 
could achieve this through contrast. For example, if using an American actor or athlete as 
a spokesperson, juxtapose him/her next to a French actor or athlete. American viewers 
will likely consider the American spokesperson inside their group and view his/her 
message more favorably. 
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Acknowledge message weaknesses before detractors can. Research shows people often 
discount flaws in an argument, and even see the argument as more credible, when weaknesses 
are voluntarily admitted.8  

• After using inoculations, forewarnings, or PSAs, YouTube might conclude with, “We at 
YouTube are trying hard to catch all misinformation before it reaches you, but we will 
miss some. If you want to help keep YouTube real, share this video. You may help a lot 
of people if you do. #IKeepItReal” 

3. Make Direct Appeals to Users to Resist Disinformation 

Direct appeals are educational or persuasive interventions that help people resist false 
information. Before making direct appeals, make templates for standardized communication 
tools to facilitate tailoring interventions for different users. These templates might include 
inoculation templates, four-slide click-through slideshows, PSAs or memes in ad space that can 
be shared and liked, tagging a variety of free media literacy games with what demographic 
groups might find each interesting (see “Fighting Disinformation Online: A Database of Web 
Tools” for a list of educational games9), popup messages, labels, and a checklist of influence 
design elements (see 2. Use Influential Design Features) to check against each product.  

3.1 Focus on Influencers 

Consider targeting influencers with direct appeals. Influencers are trusted and more 
persuasive than YouTube or other sources.10 Influencing influencers can spread true information 
as fast as disinformation spreads.11  

• Identify influential users in vulnerable networks through network and text analysis 
(looking for handles that are over-present key words). Using existing data, tailor sharable 
messages to these influencers in the form of memes, posts, ads, or games.12  

3.2 Give Corrections in a Narrative 

Supply corrections in the context of a narrative. People naturally create narratives to process 
information.13 Corrections threaten to invalidate a person’s narrative and can lead to rejecting the 
correction.14  

• Supply corrections (or ask fact-checking firms to supply corrections) using a narrative to 
make it easier for the user to absorb new information.  

3.3 Frame in Terms of Public Commitments 

Public commitments form a strong obligation in someone to complete a commitment and be 
consistent.15 Helping users make public commitments increases the chances they will keep the 
commitment.16   

• Incorporate commitments in hashtags, i.e. #ImKeepingItReal rather than #KeepingItReal. 
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• Make PSA memes on discerning disinformation likable and sharable. Ask for a like or 
share for PSA memes on discerning disinformation. 

• Partner with media literacy groups (like IREX) and story-telling groups to make four-
slide click-through slideshows on information consumption. Ask the user to click a 
checkbox at the end to commit to being a savvy information consumer. 

3.4 Forewarn Users  

Warn users of the persuasive intent (rather than content) of upcoming messages. Researchers 
showed that forewarning of persuasive intent reliably resulted in greater resistance to persuasion, 
while forewarning of content caused polarizing responses: either greater resistance or greater 
agreement.17  

• Forewarn users of some messages’ manipulative intent prior to increased spending on 
elections.18  

• Use a pop-up screen informing users of the coming election season and warn that some 
messages may intend to manipulate them. Point to where they can report messages, get 
training, or update algorithms that feed them ads. 

• Trigger a label to warn of the manipulative intent of some foreign-owned news sources 
when a video of that domain is shared with a user during election seasons.  

• Proactively monitor disinformation sources (such as foreign, state-owned media).19 Issue 
PSAs, warnings, or inoculations before stories reach the mainstream from fringe sources.  

3.5 Inoculate Users Against Disinformation  

Inoculate users against disinformation tactics and the intent to manipulate. Inoculation, or 
pre-bunking, exposes users to a weakened argument used in false information before they view 
the false message and supplies them with refutations for it. Inoculating against disinformation 
tactics and manipulative intent avoids partisanship and makes inoculation materials applicable to 
multiple messages.  

• Craft inoculations warning of messages’ manipulative intent rather than their content 
(intent, such as concealing or deceiving who is paying for a message or why they are 
paying for it). Inoculating against manipulative intent can potentially inoculate against 
more messages than inoculating against individual content can.  

• Continue work with academics and government to identify disinformation tactics and 
manipulative sources.  

• Inoculations have a short shelf-life.20 Deploy inoculations before and at least every two 
weeks throughout election seasons. 
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• Inoculation can spread through the same means as disinformation.21 Inoculate influencers 
using sharable, attractive content (such as memes, links, videos, etc.) to possibly 
inoculate a network. 

4. Make Indirect Appeals to Users to Resist Disinformation 

Indirect appeals include algorithm edits, advertising user resources, and design features 
encouraging good information habits. 

4.1 Make Settings More Easily Accessible  

Empower users to use Settings to make conscious information choices. This could build 
awareness and habits for making choices with disinformation later. Empower users to control 
how much and what types of information they see and share on YouTube. 

• Simplify access to time management settings. 
• Make it easier for users to find and set ad personalization settings. Advertise easy 

tutorials on privacy, time management, and advertiser settings. 

4.2 Serve Relevant, Identity-Cross-Cutting Recommendations 

Deliver recommendations based on cross-cutting identities. People on different sides of 
social cleavages (i.e. urban/rural or political divides) also share common identities (i.e. home 
state, family roles). These cross-cutting identities can help build wider support for disinformation 
resistance products and promote complex networks that prevent misinformation cascades.22 

• Edit algorithms to base video suggestions on county or region. For example, Angelenos 
would receive videos from those in Los Angeles as well as rural Los Angeles County. 

• Use existing user data to edit algorithms to appeal to state identities, family roles, 
pastimes, sports team wins, common sentiments (like gratitude), or shared history. Avoid 
algorithms that serve videos based on cleavage groups like political, urban/rural, or 
generation groups.23  

4.3 Connect Users to Media Literacy Games, Tools, and Courses 

Continue providing election information resources and expand into media literacy resources.  
• Serve short media literacy memes or lessons to audiences using existing resources. 24 
• Create media literacy channels. Tools outlined in IREX’s media literacy library25 or in 

“Fighting Disinformation Online: A Database of Web Tools” may help.26 

4.4 Give Social Affirmation 

Social affirmation has been shown to encourage people to maintain desirable behaviors.27  
• Give approval emojis when users visit YouTube’s resource pages or share inoculation 

messages.  
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• When users decline sharing videos with misleading information labels, display, “Thank 
you for not sharing this and helping keep YouTube clean of misinformation. 
#KeepingItReal” 

 

5. Know Your Users to Better Reach Them 
Engage System II thinking by attracting users’ attention on what they value.28 People pay 

attention to what they value.29 Kahneman (2011) describes thinking as either heuristic, where 
little attention is paid (System I), or requiring effortful attention (System II).30 People often 
default to System I thinking unless there is something worth paying attention to. Know what 
people value to better grab their attention.   

• Use existing metrics to understand what people value in order to construct interventions.  
• Apply network analysis, A/B testing, and other market research techniques to determine 

key indicators of users’ susceptibility to disinformation.  
• Expand ad surveys to disinformation spotting skills surveys. 

Conclusion 
An analytics leader at a major social media company commented, “The community is the 

best defense against misinformation in the long run.”31 This brief suggests how to partner with 
YouTube’s ‘best defense’ and provides actionable policy options to help users resist false 
information. As YouTube partners with its users to help them discern, avoid, and resist false 
information, the spread of false information on the platform will likely decrease. Resilience to 
false information at the user level would better secure the platform, safeguard its users, and 
empower YouTube to better accomplish its mission. YouTube already follows policies of 
Remove, Raise up, and Reduce to manage disinformation on its platform.32 This brief suggests 
adding Resist to these policies. For more details on people-centric policies in combatting false 
information, see Reininger’s #KeepinItReal: Improving Social Media Users’ Resistance to False 
Information during Elections (2021).33   
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Appendix D: Affordances Stoplight Chart  

To see how the affordances are likely distributed across popular social media platforms, I 
constructed Table D.1. This depicts a selection of popular social media platforms among U.S. 
users and several affordances. This chart or ones like it may be used in the future to judge what 
types of interventions would be most effective on each platform, given their affordances. Charts 
like this could also highlight vulnerabilities each platform has to various types of disinformation 
attacks.  

Table D.1 shows which affordances exist on which sites. White cells indicate the affordance 
is present for that platform, gray indicates the affordance is partially present, and black cells 
indicate the affordance is not available on that platform. This is based on research from Moreno 
and D’Angelo (2019), Majchrzak et al. (2013), dana boyd (2010), and updated by referencing 
policies each platform publishes.360 Details of each affordance are included after the table. 

Notice WhatsApp’s different set of affordances compared to other platforms. Its peer-to-peer 
messaging structure limits the types of possible, ethical interventions, as well as limits the 
affordances available for manipulating the platform. WhatsApp is still manipulated to spread 
disinformation, but the means used are different than on sites like Facebook or Twitter, and so 
interventions would have to be different. In the same vein, the similar affordance profiles across 
the other four sites suggests interventions discussed below may be widely applied to help these 
users resist false information.  
  

 
360 Moreno and D'Angelo, 2019; Majchrzak, et al., 2013; danah boyd, 2010. 
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Table D.1 – Affordances Table 

White cells mean the affordance is present for that platform. Gray cells indicate the affordance is moderately present. Black Cells mean the affordance is not 
available with that platform 

Affordance Facebook Twitter Instagram YouTube WhatsApp 
Identity – 
Generative role-
taking 

Difficult, too identity-
rich  

Yes , identity sparse 
profile 

Yes, identity sparse 
profile 

Yes, if a content creator 
or compiler  

Not without a new 
phone number 

Social - 
Belongingness 

Friends, Groups, events, 
hashtags, discussions 

Hashtags and following, 
no groups 

Hashtags, direct 
message; limited group 
functions 

Hashtags and following 
channels; no groups 

Chat groups with no 
third-party viewership 
unless a public group 

Network-
informed 
associations 

Suggested friends Suggested followership Suggested followership Trending content None 

Audience 
management 

Observe comments and 
can post to different 
groups or audiences 

Observe comments and 
number of retweets (rt); 
can only control rt by 
deleting original tweet 

Observe comments; 
permission required to 
repost 

Observe comments; 
cannot control 
viewership 

Observe responses but 
no control over 
reposting 

Metavoicing Can respond to others’ 
content 

Can respond to others’ 
content 

Can respond to others’ 
content 

Can respond to others’ 
content 

Can respond to others’ 
content 

Cognitive – 
Triggered 
attending 

Notifications  Notifications Notifications Notifications Notifications 

Emotional – 
Emotional 
responses 

Like, love, care, 
laughter, surprise, 
sadness, and anger 

Likes and emoticons Likes and emoticons Only dis/likes No reaction buttons, 
but there are emoticons 

Functional – 
Replicability 

Reposting Retweets  Only through 3rd party 
software, except for 
Stories 

Replicated to other 
sites, not back to 
YouTube 

Forwards and replies 
through chats without 
3rd party observers 

Scalability Viral-capable through 
newsfeed 

Viral-capable through rt, 
followers, and trending  

3rd party software 
required to repost 

Viral-capable through 
trending views 

Viral-capable through 
peer-to-group posting 

Permanence Stories last 24 hours Tweets remain Stories last 24 hours Content remains Chats remain 
.
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Facebook361 

• Identity Rich Profile: Yes. Profiles may include name, pictures, school, where users 
live, where they are from, bio, hobbies, relationship status, birthday, family members, 
and more. 

• Generative Role-taking: Somewhat. Generative role-taking is associated with 
platforms with fewer identity clues. Facebook has the most identity clues and most 
rich profile of these five platforms, making it difficult to construct a new profile. 
Facebook also suspends new accounts using stock photos as personal photos. Despite 
this, profiles can still be created and a new role generated. 

• Belonging: Yes. Facebook groups, events, hashtags, and discussing and sharing 
content in these groups allow users to feel a sense of belonging as they join and 
interact in these communities. 

• Network-informed Associations: Yes. Facebook suggests friends of friends. 
• Audience Management: Yes. A user can post to different audiences in groups or 

their personal page and they may observe comments and reactions to their posts. They 
may also see how many times a message is shared.  

• Metavoicing: Yes. Users can observe what others have said and respond in a 
comment thread. They may also respond to a string of posts on a personal or group 
page.  

• Triggered Attending: Yes. Facebook sends alerts for content users might like or for 
notifications from their friend requests, inboxes, events, or other activities. Mobile 
phone users receive Facebook notifications as they would a text message notification.  

• Emotional Responses: Yes. Facebook has emotional reaction options available to 
indicate like, love, surprise, sadness, laughter, or anger. 

• Generating Empathy: Yes. Facebook’s combination of photos, names, messages, or 
other personal information embedded in a social network is highly capability of 
generating empathy.  

• Functional: Yes. Facebook allows for multiple functions. 
• Replicability: Yes. Facebook allows for easily reposting content. 
• Scalability: Yes. Facebook posts can be widely shared beyond the original audience. 

Posts also indicate how many shares and reactions they receive, which can encourage 
sharing. 

• Searchable: Yes. Facebook allows searching through hashtags, usernames, locations, 
and other content. 

 
361Moreno, Megan A. and Jonathan D'Angelo, “Social Media Intervention Design: Applying an Affordances 
Framework,” Journal of Medical Internet Research, Vol. 23, No. 3, March 2019. 
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• Permanence: Somewhat. Facebook keeps content on its platform for general or 
limited access by users. Facebook Stories only last for 24 hours. 

• Editability: Yes. Facebook allows users to edit their content even after it is posted. 

Twitter362 

• Identity Rich Profile: No. The Twitter profile allows for name, bio, location, 
website, and date of birth. 

• Generative Role-taking: Yes. Although a sparse profile, only an email address is 
needed for a new account. Posting content and networking with other users can begin 
to create a new role. 

• Belonging: Somewhat. Twitter uses hashtags and allows users to follow or be 
followed by other users, but no groups are allowed natively on the platform, which 
could provide a greater sense of belonging. 

• Network-informed Associations: Yes. Twitter may suggest other users to follow 
based on similar location, contacts, activity, and, with permission, visits to third party 
websites. If given permission, Twitter will recommend connections by matching 
phone numbers in a users contact list to profiles listing that phone number.363 Twitter 
also suggests promoted accounts.  

• Audience Management: Yes. Users may observe comments and reactions to their 
tweets. They may also see how many times they are retweeted.  

• Metavoicing: Yes. Users can observe what others have said and respond in a 
comment thread to a tweet. 

• Triggered Attending: Yes. Twitter alerts users when content that might interest them 
appears on the platform. Mobile phone users receive notifications as they would a text 
message notification. 

• Emotional Responses: Somewhat. Twitter allows users to like tweets.  
• Generating Empathy: Somewhat. Twitter’s combination of photos, names, 

messages, and links embedded in a social network has capacity for generating 
empathy. However, the limited details in the profile combined with few emotional 
responses limits the personal connections that facilitate generating empathy. 

• Functional: Yes. Twitter allows for multiple functions.  
• Replicability: Yes. Twitter allows near instantaneous retweets of content. 

 
362 Moreno and D’Angelo, 2019. 
363 “About Twitter’s Account Suggestions,” Twitter Help Center, website, undated. As of February 5, 2020: 
https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/account-suggestions 

https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/account-suggestions
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• Scalability: Yes. Twitter is highly scalable as tweets may be retweeted and trending 
tweets will show which themes are being talked about most. This is evidenced in top 
tweets and manipulation of the platform by ISIS364 

• Searchable: Yes. Twitter allows searching through hashtags, usernames, locations, 
and other content.  

• Permanence: Yes. Twitter keeps content on its platform for general or limited access 
by users. 

• Editability: No. Twitter allows users who originated a tweet to delete it from their 
timeline but not edit it or delete retweeted copies of it from others’ timelines. 

Instagram365 

• Identity Rich Profile: Somewhat. The profile allows for name, website, bio, email, 
phone, and gender. 

• Generative Role-taking: Yes. While the profile is not identity-rich, content posted, 
along with social networking, can help create a new role. Only an email address is 
needed for a new account. 

• Belonging: Somewhat. Instagram uses hashtags, has direct message groups, and hosts 
limited, conversation-like, public groups. These public-facing groups allows creators 
to specify if users can comment, like, or both, but users cannot contribute new 
content. These types of conversation groups provide some sense of belonging, but it 
can be limited. 

• Network-informed Associations: Yes. Instagram suggests friends of friends. 
• Audience Management: Yes: Users may observe comments and reactions to their 

posts and may deny permission to repost their posts.  
• Metavoicing: Yes. Users can observe what others have said and respond in a 

comment thread to a post. 
• Triggered Attending: Yes. Instagram alerts users when content that might interest 

them appears on the platform. Mobile phone users receive notifications as they would 
text message notifications. 

• Emotional Responses: Yes. Instagram allows users to like a post or respond with 
readily accessible emoticons in comments that indicate love, congratulations, sadness, 
surprise, and other emotions.  

 
364 Callahan, Grace, “Attacking ISIL on Twitter: Addressing Ethical Responsibility in the Weaponization of Social 
Media,” Intersect, Vol 10, No 2, 2017; Altman, Alex, “Why Terrorists Love Twitter,” Time, September 11, 2014. As 
of June 21, 2021: https://time.com/3319278/isis-isil-twitter/;  
365 Moreno and D’Angelo, 2019. 

https://time.com/3319278/isis-isil-twitter/
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• Generating Empathy: Yes. Instagram’s combination of photos, names, messages, or 
other personal information embedded in a social network has a high capacity for 
generating empathy. 

• Functional: Yes. Instagram allows for multiple functions. 
• Replicability: Somewhat. Instagram currently does not allow reposting without using 

outside software. If the user allows it, their posts may be posted to another users’ 
story where it remains for a day.  

• Scalability: Somewhat. Instagram allows users to react emotionally and record the 
number of likes, however, its limited replicability affordance limits its scalability. 

• Searchable: Yes. Instagram allows searching through hashtags, usernames, and other 
content. 

• Permanence: Somewhat. Instagram keeps content on its platform for general or 
limited access by users, however, their stories only remain one day. 

• Editability: Yes. Instagram allows users to edit their content even after it is posted. 

YouTube366 

• Identity Rich Profile: No. Only name, description, and a photo are available in the 
profile.  

• Generative Role-taking: Yes. There is very little in the profile one can use to make a 
new role, however, users may post content to a new channel or new account that can 
create a new identity. A new account only requires an email address. Despite that 
very few users on YouTube are content creators, this affordance is still available. 

• Belonging: Somewhat. There are no YouTube groups, but the use of hashtags, 
following channels, and the discussion following content can build some sense of 
belonging.   

• Network-informed Associations: Somewhat. YouTube will recommend content 
based on content a user has already clicked or what is trending. It does not suggest 
content or following a channel based on social associations.367  

• Audience Management: Somewhat. Users may observe comments and reactions to 
their videos and channels. However, users do not know exactly who their audience 
will be when they post. Also, while they can see how many times their video is 
viewed, they cannot see how many times it is shared nor with whom it is shared. 

• Metavoicing: Yes. Users can observe what others have said and respond in a 
comment thread to a particular video. 

 
366Moreno and D’Angelo, 2019. 
367 YouTube Help, “[YouTube Recommendations] Ask us anything! YouTube Team will be here Friday February 
8th.,” webpage, February 4, 2019. As of March 31, 2019: https://support.google.com/youtube/thread/1456096?hl=en 

https://support.google.com/youtube/thread/1456096?hl=en
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• Triggered Attending: Yes. YouTube sends alerts for content users might like. 
Mobile phone users receive notifications as they would a text message notification.  

• Emotional Responses: Somewhat. YouTube allows users to like or dislike content.  
• Generating Empathy: Somewhat. YouTube’s combination of photos, videos, and 

messages has a high capacity for generating empathy. However, it lacks the personal 
information and social connections that can help evoke empathy that some other 
networks have.   

• Functional: Yes. YouTube allows for multiple functions. 
• Replicability: Somewhat. YouTube allows users to put content on their channel and 

link their content to other sites or even other YouTube videos. However, replicating 
content is often done through sharing with other sites, not directly through YouTube.  

• Scalability: Yes. YouTube has trending videos and allows easy sharing of links to 
other sites and services. YouTube also tracks how many views and likes each video 
receives, which can encourage further sharing. 

• Searchable: Yes. YouTube allows users to search through hashtags, usernames, 
locations, and other content. 

• Permanence: Yes. YouTube keeps content on its platform for general or limited 
access by users. 

• Editability: Somewhat. Owners of content or comments may edit their content or text 
once published, but it is harder to edit videos and only some video editing tools are 
provided by YouTube. 

WhatsApp368 

• Identity Rich Profile: No. A WhatsApp profile includes name, picture, phone 
number, and a short about section long enough for a status update. 

• Generative Role-taking: No. A new phone number is needed to obtain a new 
account, the profile does not allow for building in a lot of identity, and the lack of 
hashtags and social networking also limits identity that may be generated. 

• Belonging: Yes. WhatsApp does not include hashtags, but it provides groups and 
chats that allow for more intimate conversations with people users typically already 
have contact information for, thus creating a sense of belonging. There is also no 
third-parties viewing content, increasing social intimacy in each chat group. 

• Network-informed Associations: No. WhatsApp does not recommend contacts to its 
users.  

 
368 Moreno and D’Angelo, 2019. 
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• Audience Management: Somewhat. Users may observe responses to their posts. 
However, their posts may be copied and shared in other chat groups to which they are 
not a part, preventing them from monitoring the reaction of their full audience.  

• Metavoicing: Yes. Users can observe what others have said and respond in a texting 
thread. 

• Triggered Attending: Yes. Users receive notifications as they would a text message 
notification. 

• Emotional Responses: Somewhat. WhatsApp does not have ready options for 
instantly responding with an emotional response to posts. However, users can use 
emoticons, gifs, or other mediums from their keyboard in writing a response to a 
thread.  

• Generating Empathy: Yes. Although WhatsApp does not have immediate emotional 
responses available, the keyboard options combined with the lack of third-party 
viewers and typically close social circles of affinity makes for a more intimate, 
connected setting. This allows for more emotional connection that more easily affords 
empathy. 

• Functional: Yes. WhatsApp allows for multiple functions. 
• Replicability: Yes. WhatsApp content can copied and shared. 
• Scalability: Yes. WhatsApp groups, though communicating peer-to-peer rather than 

with third party visibility into conversations, still allows for rapid sharing and scaling 
of information. Content shared through different social circles has sparked massive 
social actions. The fact that WhatsApp groups can host a high number of members in 
each group facilitates sharing information more widely and thus affords greater 
scalability. This is evidenced in Indian social media groups during Chennai floods or 
the spat of mobbings and lynchings.369 

• Searchable: Somewhat. WhatsApp allows searching only within chats users are 
members of, whereas other platforms allow searching through site-wide content. 

• Permanence: Yes. WhatsApp keeps content on its conversation threads for access by 
current members of the group. 

• Editability: No. Content may only be deleted, not edited, once it is posted. 
  

 
369 Bhuvana, N. and I. Arul Aram, “A study on Facebook and WhatsApp during Chennai floods 2015,” Journal of 
Print and Media Technology Research, Vol. 6, No. 3, pp 123-133, September – December 2017. 
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Appendix E: Survey Instrument 

Memes on Social Media370 

Informed Consent 

Purpose 

You are invited to participate in a study on political memes (stylized pictures with words or 
captions shared on the Internet).  

I am conducting this research to understand opinions about political memes on social media. 
You will see political memes about race and immigration. I am interested in your thoughts, 
feelings, and opinions after viewing these memes. 

Procedures 

If you agree to take this survey, you will be asked to view political memes, read prompts, and 
answer questions on your thoughts and feelings regarding political memes about race and 
immigration. You will also be asked questions about demographics and reporting what you read. 

Your participation will last for about 30-45 minutes. 

Risks, Benefits and Confidentiality 

You will be compensated at the U.S. minimum wage rate, $7.25. 
Your participation is voluntary, and there are no major risks for participating in this study. No 
personally identifiable information will be collected, and it is not expected your identity could be 
inferred from this survey. Should you include information that could be used to infer identity, I 
will delete it or delete your entire survey response. If this occurs, you will still be paid. 

Though answers to most questions are required, you may refuse to answer any questions 
and be compensated for your time. You may email the study leader (Hilary 
Reininger, hsmith@prgs.edu) if you have any concerns before agreeing to join the study.  

If you have questions about your rights as a research participant or need to report a 
research-related concern, you can contact RAND's Human Subjects Protection Committee toll-
free at (866) 697-5620 or by emailing hspcinfo@rand.org. When you contact the Committee, 
please reference Study #2020-0001. 

 
370 All bracketed ( [] ) phrases are explanatory and did not appear in the survey. 

mailto:hsmith@prgs.edu
mailto:hspcinfo@rand.org
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If you are willing to participate, please click Next to continue. You are free to decline or 
stop participation at any time during or after this step, and you will be paid for your time. 

Welcome 

You have chosen to take a survey on memes.  
A meme, according to the Oxford dictionary, is “a humorous 

image, video, piece of text, etc., that is copied (often with slight 
variations) and spread rapidly by Internet users.” An example of a 
popular “Grumpy Cat” meme is shown. 

This study will show you some “Introductory Material” 
followed by four memes and ask your reactions to each. The memes 
have to do with political issues of race or immigration. This survey 
should take you about 45 minutes.371 
 

1. In order for us to get the most accurate measures of your 
opinions, it is important that you take the time to provide 
thoughtful answers. Do you commit to thoughtfully provide 
your best answers to this survey? 

2. Please enter your Prolific ID: 
3. Below are pixel sizes that change the size of a meme. Each size best fits different social 

media platforms. We need you to select the first pixel size option listed below. Please 
select the first option listed below. [Answers appeared in random order. Question to 
randomly assign participants to treatment groups] 

I. 1080 x 1080 
II. 800 x 768 

III. 1200 x 1200 
IV. 1024 x 512 

 

 
371 Meme from Zhang, Michael, “Grumpy Cat Wins $710,000 in Copyright Infringement Lawsuit,” PetaPixel, 
January 25, 2018. As of May 8, 2020: https://petapixel.com/2018/01/25/grumpy-cat-wins-710000-copyright-
infringement-lawsuit/ 

https://petapixel.com/2018/01/25/grumpy-cat-wins-710000-copyright-infringement-lawsuit/
https://petapixel.com/2018/01/25/grumpy-cat-wins-710000-copyright-infringement-lawsuit/
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Introductory Material [Control 
Group] 

 “The science of food 
encompasses food science, food 
technologies, and their 
applications across the food 
industry... 

“Food science draws from 
many disciplines, including 
biology, chemical engineering, 
and biochemistry to better 
understand food processes and improve food products for the general public. As the stewards of 
the field, food scientists study the physical, microbial, and chemical makeup of food. They apply 
their findings to develop the safe, nutritious, and sustainable foods and innovative packaging that 
line supermarket shelves today. 

“The food you consume daily is the result of extensive food research, a systematic 
investigation into a variety of foods’ properties and compositions. After the initial stages of 
research and development, food products are mass produced using the principles of food 
technology. These interrelated fields contribute to the food industry—the largest manufacturing 
industry in the United States. 

“Food science plays a vital role in ensuring our world’s food supply is safe, nutritious, 
delicious, plentiful, and sustainable.”372 

 
1. According to the passage you just read, food science’s role is in [cognitive understanding 

question] 
a. Ensuring our world’s food supply is safe, nutritious, delicious, plentiful, and 

sustainable. 
b. Enabling food scientists to develop the most marketable product, despite nutrition. 
c. Decrease the number of GMOs (genetically-modified organisms) in our food 

supply. 
d. Work with international food regulators to bring all foods up to FDA standards. 

2. How much do you feel the following about the possibility of you being manipulated by 
memes?  I find this possibility...:373 [manipulation check] 

a. Not dangerous 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Dangerous 

 
372Text from Institute of Food Technologists, “Learn about Food Science,” webpage, undated. As of April 30, 2020: 
https://www.ift.org/career-development/learn-about-food-science 
Meme from Pet- happy, “How to switch cat food to a new type or brand,” webpage, March 31, 2020. As of April 30, 
2020: https://www.pet-happy.com/how-to-switch-cat-food-properly/ 
373 Lee, Wai-Peng, 1997, p. 200. 

https://www.ift.org/career-development/learn-about-food-science
https://www.pet-happy.com/how-to-switch-cat-food-properly/
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b. Nonthreatening 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Threatening 
c. Calm 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Anxious 
d. Not scary 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Scary 
e. Not harmful 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Harmful 
f. Not risky 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Risky 

 

Introductory Material [Treatment 
1: Emotional Inoculation] 

Can you remember a time when 
you were lied to or 
manipulated? It's probably not an 
experience you want to repeat. 
Some information on social media 
purposely lies to you. Not all, but 
some posts on social media are 
intended to manipulate 
you into feeling, thinking, or acting 
in certain ways. Sometimes, this false or manipulative information is packaged in memes. 

Some groups or people make memes to manipulate your emotions, using false messages 
intended to get specific reactions from you. These memes are meant to leave you feeling 
overly angry, fearful, relaxed, anxious, happy, or sad, all depending on the kind of over-
reaction they want to get from you. These feelings are real, but the memes they’re based on may 
not be. 

Do yourself a favor. If you notice yourself getting caught up in an angry or fearful emotional 
over-reaction, ask yourself, "Is this meme even real?" Look up the claims that are bothering you 
in sources you trust, like multiple major newspapers, and see if that meme is worth getting angry 
or sad about or whichever emotion they are trying to get you to feel. Get smart, not 
manipulated. 

 
1. According to the passage you just read, some memes are used to: 

a. Entertain you 
b. Influence your emotions 
c. Educate you 
d. Deceive you 

2. How much do you feel the following about the possibility of you being manipulated by 
memes?  I find this possibility...:374 [manipulation check] 

a. Not dangerous 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Dangerous 
b. Nonthreatening 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Threatening 

 
374 Lee, Wai-Peng, 1997, p. 200. 
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c. Calm 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Anxious 
d. Not scary 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Scary 
e. Not harmful 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Harmful 
f. Not risky 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Risky 

 

Introductory Material 
[Treatment 2: Cognitive 
Inoculation]  

Can you remember a time 
when you were lied to or 
manipulated? It's probably not an 
experience you want to repeat. 
Some information on social media 
purposely lies to you. Not all, but 
some posts on social media are 
intended to manipulate you into feeling, thinking, or acting in certain ways. Sometimes, this false 
or manipulative information is packaged in memes. 

Some memes try to deceive you by making claims that are false in some way. They may 
misrepresent a quote, a photo, or create wholesale false content. These memes are false but try 
to deceive you into thinking they’re true. Once these memes are online, they can be shared by 
anyone. You may have seen memes sharing false content from your friends or family, and it’s 
possible you also have been used to spread disinformation without your knowing it. 

Do yourself a favor. If you notice information that seems odd or unlikely in a meme, ask 
yourself, "Is this meme even real? Is it factual?" Look up the claims that are bothering you in 
sources you trust, like multiple major newspapers, and see if that meme is worth 
considering. Get smart, not manipulated. 

1. According to the passage you just read, some memes are used to [cognitive understanding 
question] 

a. Deceive you 
b. Entertain you 
c. Educate you 
d. Influence your emotions 

2. How much do you feel the following about the possibility of you being manipulated by 
memes?  I find this possibility...:375 [manipulation check] 

a. Not dangerous 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Dangerous 
b. Nonthreatening 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Threatening 
c. Calm 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Anxious 
d. Not scary 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Scary 

 
375 Lee, Wai-Peng, 1997, p. 200. 
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e. Not harmful 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Harmful 
f. Not risky 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Risky 

 

Introductory Material [Treatment 
3: Emotional-Cognitive 
Inoculation]  

Can you remember a time when 
you were lied to or manipulated? It's 
probably not an experience you 
want to repeat. Some information on 
social media purposely lies to you. 
Not all, but some posts on social 
media are intended to manipulate 
you into feeling, thinking, or acting 
in certain ways. Sometimes, this false or manipulative information is packaged in memes. 

Some groups or people make memes to manipulate your emotions, using false messages 
intended to get specific reactions from you. These memes are meant to leave you feeling 
overly angry, fearful, relaxed, anxious, happy, or sad, all depending on the kind of over-
reaction they want to get from you. These feelings are real, but the memes they’re based on may 
not be. 

Other memes may try to deceive you by making claims that are false in some way. They may 
misrepresent a quote, a photo, or create wholesale false content. These memes are false but try 
to deceive you into thinking they’re true. Once these memes are online, they can be shared by 
anyone. You may have seen memes sharing false content from your friends or family, and it’s 
possible you also have been used to spread disinformation without your knowing it. 

Do yourself a favor. If you notice information that seems odd or unlikely or if you notice 
yourself getting caught up in an angry or fearful emotional over-reaction, ask yourself, "Is this 
meme even real? Is it factual?" Look up the claims that are bothering you in sources you 
trust, like multiple major newspapers, and see if that meme is worth considering. Get smart, not 
manipulated. 

 
1. According to the passage you just read, some memes are used to [cognitive understanding 

question] 
a. Educate you and entertain you 
b. Deceive you and entertain you 
c. Influence your emotions and educate you 
d. Influence your emotions and deceive you 
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2. How much do you feel the following about the possibility of you being manipulated by 
memes?  I find this possibility...:376 [manipulation check] 

a. Not dangerous 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Dangerous 
b. Nonthreatening 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Threatening 
c. Calm 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Anxious 
d. Not scary 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Scary 
e. Not harmful 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Harmful 
f. Not risky 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 Risky 

Meme 1377 

 
 

 
376 Lee, Wai-Peng, 1997, p. 200. 
377 Meme1: Pasternack, 2018.  
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Meme 2378 

 
 

Meme 3379 

 
 

 
378 UsHadrons, 2018.  
379 Guynn, 2018.  
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Meme 4380 

 
 
[Questions AFTER EACH meme] 
 
1. While reading this meme, to what extent did you experience these emotions?381 
 

 Not at all Slightly Somewhat Moderately Quite a bit Very much An extreme 
amount 

Anger         
Dread         
Sad         
Easygoing         
Happy         
Terror         

 
 Not at all Slightly Somewhat Moderately Quite a bit Very much An extreme 

amount 
Rage         
Grief         
Anxiety         
Chilled out         
Nervous         
Lonely         

 
380 UsHadrons, 2018. 
381 Harmon-Jones, Cindy, Brock Bastian, and Eddie Harmon-Jones, “The Discrete Emotions Questionnaire: A New 
Tool for Measuring State Self-Reported Emotions,” PLoS One, Vol. 11, No. 8, August 8, 2016. As of August 8, 
2019 https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0159915#pone.0159915.s001 

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0159915#pone.0159915.s001
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 Not at all Slightly Somewhat Moderately Quite a bit Very much An extreme 

amount 
Scared         
Mad         
Satisfaction         
Empty         
Panic         
Calm         

 
 Not at all Slightly Somewhat Moderately Quite a bit Very much An extreme 

amount 
Fear         
Relaxation         
Worry         
Enjoyment         
Pissed off         
Liking        

 
2. How much do you like this meme? 

a. Extremely Dislike 
b. Dislike  
c. Somewhat Dislike  
d. Neither Like nor Dislike 
e. Somewhat Like  
f. Like 
g. Extremely Like  

3. How much do you agree with this meme?  
a. Extremely Disagree 
b. Disagree  
c. Somewhat Disagree 
d. Neither Agree nor Disagree 
e. Somewhat Agree 
f. Agree  
g. Extremely Agree 

4. How willing or unwilling would you be to letting us send you this meme so you can share 
it with others? 

a. Extremely Unwilling 
b. Unwilling  
c. Somewhat Unwilling 
d. Neither Willing nor Unwilling 
e. Somewhat Willing 
f. Willing  
g. Extremely Willing 

5. Can we send you this meme? 
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a. Yes 
b. No  

6. If you saw this meme on your social media, how likely would you be to do the following? 
[Measures of behavioral intention] 

a. Click to react favorably (for example, like it, up-vote, click a heart, thumbs up, or 
smiley-face emoji, etc.) 

i. Very Unlikely 
ii. Unlikely 

iii. Undecided 
iv. Likely 
v. Very Likely 

b. Click to react unfavorably (for example, a down-vote, click an angry emoji, etc.) 
i. Very Unlikely 

ii. Unlikely 
iii. Undecided 
iv. Likely 
v. Very Likely 

c. Share it or repost it 
i. Very Unlikely 

ii. Unlikely 
iii. Undecided 
iv. Likely 
v. Very Likely 

d. Write a comment 
i. Very Unlikely 

ii. Unlikely 
iii. Undecided 
iv. Likely 
v. Very Likely 

7. After viewing this meme, are you more in favor or less in favor of the opinion shared in 
the meme, as you understand it?  

a. Much less in favor 
b. Less in favor 
c. Somewhat less in favor 
d. My opinion did not change 
e. Somewhat more in favor 
f. More in favor 
g. Much more in favor 

 
Questions following the memes: 
8. What do you recall from the Introductory Material shown at the beginning of this survey? 

[memory check] 
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[for Control] 
a. Food science seeks to supply safe, 

nutritious, delicious, plentiful, and 
sustainable food. 

b. Food scientists favor developing 
delicious food, no matter the nutrition. 

c. Cat food is a changing market 
responsive to feline preferences.  

d. Cats-owners are particular about what 
types of food they feed their pets.  

[for Treatments] 
e. Some memes try to manipulate you 

using messages that are false in some 
way.  

f. Memes are a part of social media and 
will continue to play a part in online 
communication. 

g. Some bear species are endangered and 
need our protection. 

h. Social media has increased the rate at 
which memes are used in online communication. 

 
[to all respondents] 
 
9. Had you ever seen any of these memes before taking this survey? 

a. Yes 
b. No 
c. I don’t know 

10. Susceptible means how likely you are to be convinced of something. How susceptible do 
you think you are to persuasion on social media? 

a. Extremely Susceptible 
b. Susceptible 
c. Somewhat Susceptible 
d. Unsure 
e. Somewhat Insusceptible  
f. Insusceptible 
g. Extremely Insusceptible  

11. Which social media sites have you visited or used in the past 12 months? Mark all that 
apply.382 

a. Facebook 
b. Twitter 
c. YouTube 
d. Instagram 

 
382 Pew Research Center, “Social Media Fact Sheet,” webpage, April 7, 2021. As of May 12, 2021: 
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/?menuItem=c14683cb-c4f4-41d0-a635-52c4eeae0245  

https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/?menuItem=c14683cb-c4f4-41d0-a635-52c4eeae0245
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e. Snapchat 
f. WhatsApp 
g. Reddit 
h. Other_________________ 
i. I don’t use any social media sites 

12. What do you use social media for? Mark all that apply 
a. To keep in touch with family or friends  
b. To stay current on the news 
c. To meet new people 
d. For entertainment purposes 
e. For educational purposes 
f. Some other reason_____________ 

 
13. About how often do you visit or use these social media sites in the past 12 months?383 

 Several 
times a 
day 

About 
once a 
day 

A few 
days a 
week 

Every 
few 
weeks 

Less 
often 

Don’t 
know  

Does 
not 
apply 

Facebook        
Twitter        
YouTube        
Instagram        
Snapchat        
WhatsApp        
Reddit        
Other        

 
14. About how often do you visit or use these social media sites in the past 12 months? (This 

may include liking, commenting, replying to, or reposting something.) 
 Several 

times a 
day 

About 
once a 
day 

A few 
days a 
week 

Every 
few 
weeks 

Less 
often 

Don’t 
know  

Does 
not 
apply 

Facebook        
Twitter        
YouTube        
Instagram        
Snapchat        
WhatsApp        
Reddit        
Other        

 
383 Pew Research Center, “Social Media Fact Sheet,” webpage, April 7, 2021. As of May 12, 2021: 
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/?menuItem=c14683cb-c4f4-41d0-a635-52c4eeae0245 

https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/?menuItem=c14683cb-c4f4-41d0-a635-52c4eeae0245
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[demographic questions] 
15. What political party are you registered with, if any? 

a. Republican Party 
b. Democratic Party 
c. None or 'independent' 
d. Don't know 
e. Other, please specify 

16. We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Here is a seven-point scale on 
which the political views that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal to extremely 
conservative.  Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven't you thought much about 
this? 

a. Extremely Liberal 
b. Liberal 
c. Slightly Liberal 
d. Moderate. Middle of the Road 
e. Slightly Conservative 
f. Conservative 
g. Extremely Conservative 
h. Haven't Thought Much 
i. Don’t Know  

17. What is your age?384 
a. 18-24 years 
b. 25-34 years 
c. 35-49 years 
d. 50-64 years 
e. 65+ years 

18. What is your gender?  
a. Male 
b. Female 
c. Other __________________ 

16. What is your race and/or ethnicity? Click all that apply385 
a. Hispanic or Latino 
b. White, not Hispanic 
c. Black or African American 
d. American Indian or Alaskan Native 
e. Asian 
f. Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 
g. Other  

17. What is your current employment situation? 
a. Working Now 

 
384 U.S. Census Bureau, 2020 U.S. Census, , 2020. 
385 U.S. Census Bureau, 2020 U.S. Census, , 2020. 
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b. Unemployed and looking for work 
c. Temporarily laid off, on sick or other leave 
d. Disabled 
e. Retired 
f. Homemaker 
g. Other, please specify 

18. Are you currently married, living with a partner, divorced, separated, widowed, or have you never 
been married? 

a. Married  
b. Living with a partner 
c. Divorced 
d. Separated 
e. Widowed 
f. Never been married 
g. Refuse to answer 

19. What is your present religion, if any?  
a. Protestant 
b. Roman Catholic 
c. Mormon 
d. Orthodox such as Greek or Russian Orthodox 
e. Jewish 
f. Muslim 
g. Buddhist 
h. Hindu 
i. Atheist 
j. Agnostic 
k. Something else 
l. Nothing in particular 

20. What is your household income? 
a. $0-$24,999 
b. $25,000-$49,999 
c. $50,000-$74,999 
d. $75,000-$99,999 
e. $100,000 - $149,999 
f. $150,000 - $249,999 
g. $250,000 or more 
h. Prefer not to answer 

21. Thinking about your local community... Which of the following BEST describes the place where 
you now live? 

a. A large city 
b. A  suburb near a large city 
c. A small city or town 
d. A rural area 
e. A rural area 

22. In what state do you currently live?  
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23. What is the highest level of education you have completed?386 
a. Less than High School 
b. Some high school, no diploma 
c. High school graduate or equivalent 
d. Some college, no degree 
e. Associate degree 
f. Bachelor's degree 
g. Master's degree 
h. Professional school degree 
i. Doctorate degree  

Debrief 

Please read 

Thank you for participating in this survey! The memes shown to you were from fake 
accounts pretending to be real accounts and contained disinformation. This was a survey 
about your opinions after viewing political memes that used some type of disinformation and 
were from fake accounts. Below explains how each post used false information. Please read 
through this so you are informed with true information. 

The posts you saw were false in the following ways: 
  

This is from the Russian social media account “Blacktivist.” 

This post spreads misleading content, which is a “misleading use 
of information to frame an issue or individual.” 

This post is from a fake Russian account pretending to be an 
American activist during the 2016 presidential election. PBS 
Newshour and Snopes rate a similar claim, (that the FBI warned 
of the “possibility of white supremacist groups infiltrating U.S. 
law enforcement agencies”), as mostly true. The meme’s content 
was misleading in that the FBI’s warning was issued in 2006 and 
it is unclear how much it applies today. This meme has 
misleading content in that the visual implies all police officers are 
KKK members. This exaggeration is misleading and makes a legitimate problem appear worse. 
This exaggeration follows a classic Russian tactic of exacerbating existing divisions in American 
society to further divide it. This type of disinformation is especially harmful because it has a 
basis in reality and intentionally stokes fear and anger. 
 
 

 Sources 

 
386 Survey Monkey, “Education demographics survey template,” webpage, 2021. As of May 12, 2021: 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/education-demographics-survey-template/ 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/education-demographics-survey-template/
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• Downs, Kenya, “FBI warned of white supremacists in law enforcement 10 years ago. Has anything changed?” PBS 
Newshour, October 21, 2016. 

• Palma, Bethania, “FBI Warned About White Supremacists Infiltrating Police Departments,” Snopes, September 27, 2016. 

 
 

From the Russian social media account “_AmericaFirst_” 

This post uses false context, which is “when genuine content is 
shared with false contextual information.” 

This meme is intended to make people mad, fearful, or reinforce 
implicit biases. According to a Washington Post article on the 
difficulty of discussing race, implicit bias is the theory “that we 
all have unconscious opinions about race, gender and ethnicity 
that subtly affect our actions.” This meme takes a picture of a 
happy family and puts it into a false context in order to exacerbate 
biases and raise divisive feelings. Racism is complex. The 
website for Racial Equity Tools defines structural racism as “the complex system by which 
racism is developed, maintained and protected.” Understanding racism as a structure that is both 
inherited from previous generations and maintained and built by current society allows for more 
effective conversations about race. This meme serves as bait for unproductive conversations. 

  
Sources 

• Wootson, Cleve R., Jr., “'To be white is to be racist, period,' a high school teacher told his class,” Washington Post, 
October 19, 2016. 

• Racial Equity Tools, “Structural Racism,” webpage, undated. As of May 13, 
2020: https://www.racialequitytools.org/fundamentals/core-concepts/structural-racism  

 
 

From the Iranian social media account “Progressive Front.” 

This post spreads manipulated content, where “genuine 
information or imagery is manipulated to deceive.” 

According to The Guardian and the Associated Press, this photo 
was taken from a #BringBackOurGirls campaign First Lady 
Michele Obama supported to recover and return over 200 girls 
Boko Haram kidnapped in northern Nigeria. The paper originally 
said “#BringBackOurGirls” but has been doctored to mimic 
President Trump’s rhetoric about immigrants taking U.S. jobs and 
poke fun at the fact Melania Trump is an immigrant and replaced 
First Lady Michelle Obama as First Lady. 

 
Sources 

• McVeigh, Tracy, “Michelle Obama raises pressure over kidnapped schoolgirls,” The Guardian, May 10, 2014. 

https://www.racialequitytools.org/fundamentals/core-concepts/structural-racism
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• Caldwell, Alicia A., “Melania Trump modeled in US prior to getting work visa,” AP, November 4, 2016. 
 

 

From the Russian social media account “_AmericaFirst_.“ 

The post spreads false context, which is “when genuine content is 
shared with false contextual information.” 

This meme has at least two pieces of dis- or malicious 
information. First, it dehumanizes illegal immigrants by referring 
to them as "illegals." Dehumanization is making a person or group 
appear less than human. According to Vox, dehumanization 
creates "a mental loophole that lets us harm other people." This 
meme uses dehumanizing language to divide society and bring out 
the worst in it. Empathy, rather than dehumanization, helps 
productive conversations occur for all sides. 
 
Second, this meme manipulates a picture of a fallen soldier to push an argument about 
illegal immigrants getting paid more than service members. Given reasonable assumptions, this 
claim is not true. According to Business Insider and Newsweek, new recruits to the U.S. military 
get paid well over the national minimum wage of $7.25 per hour in base pay, health care, 
housing, food, and clothing allowances. Assuming these illegal immigrants are paid the national 
minimum wage or lower, this claim is not true.  
Sources 

• Resnick, Brian, "The Dark Psychology of Dehumanization, Explained," Vox, March 7, 2017. 
• Foster, Caitlin, “Military pay: This is how much US troops are paid according to their rank,” Business Insider, 

February 15, 2019. 
• Whalen, Andrew, “Are $15 Minimum Wage Laws Hurting U.S. Army Recruitment?,” Newsweek, January 3, 2019. 

The memes’ degree of falseness were rated using Wardle’s Seven Types of Mis- and 
Disinformation, shown below. 
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You and other participants were also randomized into groups that either received a pre-treatment 
(inoculation) during the Introductory Material to help you identify false information or you did 
not. Your responses are intended to support my dissertation aimed at helping social media 
companies better prepare their users to discern, avoid, and resist false information. 

  
Sources 

• Wardle, Claire, “Fake News. It’s Complicated,” First Draft, February 16, 2017. 
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Appendix F: Materials Supporting Survey Analyses 

Checking for Potential, Uncontrolled Bias in the Dependent Variables 

Table F.1 checks for uncontrolled variation in the dependent variables by comparing the sex-
age demographic groups in my survey data. This chart 1) double checks that the sex-age ratios in 
my Total Survey Sample truly matched the U.S. Census (as was promised by the survey panel 
company, Prolific). It also 2) checks if the Total and Test Samples have about the same sex-age 
ratios, as disproportionate losses in a sex-age group could have led to uncontrolled variation.  

The chart compares the sex-age ratios between the 2020 U.S. Census, my Total Sample, and 
the final Test Sample. The Total Sample includes all respondents (n=835) of the survey, while 
the Test Sample includes just the respondents (n=634) who passed all manipulation checks and 
were included in the analysis. Respondents in both Total and Test Sample sex-age brackets 
closely followed those in the Census sex-age brackets, with the exception of middle-aged 
females. There were more females aged 50-64 in both samples and fewer in the brackets below 
and above (35-49 and 65+) compared to the Census. Otherwise, the samples are fairly close to 
the U.S. population. I determined Prolific provided a sample matched well enough to the U.S. 
Census for age and sex.  

The age-sex ratios from the Total and Test Samples were nearly identical, indicating 
winnowing the Total Sample down to the Test Sample was likely random. When I compared 
final regression models using data from the Total and Test Samples, there was no observable 
difference between model results, leading me to conclude there was no random variation in the 
dependent variables due to sex or age. 
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Table F.1: Comparison of Sex and Age Ratios for Census, Total Sample, and Test Sample 

 

Table F.2 also checks for any uncontrolled variation in the dependent variables by checking 
if there were large groups that failed to answer all questions following each stimulus (meme). 
The percentages below display the ratio of those that completed all questions following a meme 
compared to the total number of available respondents in that treatment group. There was a very 
high response rate for each meme, between 95.9 percent and 100 percent. This indicates there 
likely was not any uncontrolled variation in the dependent variables due to large groups of 
respondents failing to complete all questions in the survey. 

Table F.2: How Many Responded to Each  Meme 

Treatment Meme 1 (KKK 
police) 

Meme 2 
(Being white) 

Meme 3 (Took 
my job) 

Meme 4 
(Wages) 

Control 96.6% 97.1% 96.0% 96.6% 
Emotional 97.5% 97.5% 98.3% 100.0% 

Cognitive 96.5% 96.5% 95.9% 97.7% 
Emotional-Cognitive 97.6% 99.4% 97.0% 97.6% 

Total 97.0% 97.6% 96.7% 97.8% 
 
Table F.3 checks if my Test Sample was unusual compared to the U.S. average for social 

media usage. If they were comparable to a U.S. representative sample, it lends greater 
generalizability to results. If not, I would include differences as limitations to the study.  

The table shows comparable ratios of Test Sample participants using social media platforms 
compared to Pew’s surveys of Americans using the same platforms. This shows my Test Sample 
was similar to U.S. social media usage in most categories. The largest differences were the Test 
Sample used Instagram and Snapchat less frequently than the U.S. average. This could result 
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from having more middle-aged people in the Test Sample and younger groups tend to use 
Instagram and Snapchat. Overall, these similarities could make results more generalizable. 

Table F.3: Frequency of Social Media Use for Selected Platforms: Comparison of Test Group to 
Pew’s National Sample  

 Sample Pew Sample Pew Sample Pew 

 Daily Daily Weekly Weekly Less Often Less Often 

Facebook 65% 74% 17% 17% 19% 9% 

Twitter 49% 42% 23% 29% 29% 29% 

YouTube 62% 51% 22% 32% 16% 17% 

Instagram 48% 63% 19% 21% 33% 16% 

Snapchat 45% 61% 21% 17% 34% 22% 
SOURCE: Pew Research Center: Internet and Technology, "Social Media Fact Sheet," webpage, June 12, 2019. As 
of January 20, 2021: https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/ 

 
Table F.4 further checks for non-random variation that could be observed in the dependent 

variable by checking to see if Treatment groups from the Test Sample contained about the same 
ratios of each demographic groups or if there was a non-random distribution of a demographic 
characteristic that would need to be controlled for.  

Participants were distributed fairly evenly across each group, indicating acceptable 
randomization. Reported as percentage of the Treatment group, reading across a row will show 
what proportion of that Treatment Group was in that category. The more similar the percentages 
across the rows, the more evenly proportioned the groups were and randomization was effective.  

Table F.4: Randomization of Each Demographic Group Across Each Treatment Group in Percent  

Sums may be higher than 100 due to rounding. 
  Control T1 – Emotional T2 – Cognitive T3 – Emotional 

Cognitive 
Total 

N 

Age 18-24 14.5 11.7 14.8 15.6 90  

25-34 19.7 13.3 20.7 17.4 114  

35-49 19.7 28.3 20.7 22.8 141  

50-64 32.9 28.3 28.4 28.1 186 

65+ 13.3 18.3 15.4 16.2 98 

Gender Female 48.6 52.5 45.0 40.7 338 

Male 51.4 47.5 55.0 59.3 291 

Race Non-White 32.9 29.2 22.5 27.5 176 

White 67.1 70.8 77.5 72.5 453 
Ethnicity Non-Hispanic 91.9 96.7 95.9 92.2 591 

Hispanic 8.1 3.3 4.1 7.8 38 

Education High School or 
less 

8.1 6.7 10.7 12.6 61 

AA or some 
college 

38.7 37.5 26.6 25.7 200 

Bachelor’s 37.6 30.8 35.5 46.7 240 

Graduate 15.6 25.0 27.2 15.0 128 

https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/
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Income $0-$49,999 42.2 44.2 37.9 41.9 260 

$50,000-$99,999 37.0 33.3 37.3 36.5 228 

$100,000 or 
more 

15.6 18.3 22.5 18.0 117 

Prefer not to 
answer 

5.2 4.2 2.4 3.6 24 

Employment Full-time 50.9 57.5 52.1 47.9 325 

Part-time 4.6 4.2 0.0 1.8 16 

No paid work 43.9 38.3 47.3 49.1 284 
NA 0.6 0.0 0.6 1.2 4 

Urban A rural area 9.8 8.3 10.1 13.8 67 

A small city or 
town 

24.3 27.5 26.0 22.2 156 

A suburb near a 
large city 

46.8 40.8 39.1 43.7 269 

A large city 19.1 23.3 24.9 20.4 137 

Relationship 
Status 

Married or living 
with a partner 

45.1 48.3 47.3 51.5 302 

Never been 
married 

37.6 35.8 34.3 33.5 222 

Other                 17.3 15.8 18.3 15.0 105 

Religion Non-religious  50.3 50.0 40.8 52.7 304 
Religious 49.7 50.0 59.2 47.3 325 

Political Party 
Registration 

Democrat                 51.4 42.5 47.9 47.3 300 

None or 
Independent 

26.6 34.2 33.1 35.9 203 

Republican                 20.2 21.7 17.8 15.6 117 

Other/NA 1.8 1.7 1.2 1.2 9 

Political 
Spectrum 

Extremely Liberal 13.3 15.8 16.0 16.8 97 

Liberal 33.5 25.8 33.7 25.7 189 

Slightly Liberal 16.8 14.2 13.0 16.2 95 

Moderate. 
Middle of the 

Road 

15.0 18.3 11.8 19.8 101 

Slightly 
Conservative 

8.7 10.8 10.7 7.2 58 

Conservative 7.5 9.2 10.1 9.0 56 

Extremely 
Conservative 

3.5 3.3 2.4 3.6 20 

Haven't Thought 
Much 

1.7 2.5 2.4 1.8 13 

Susceptible  Extremely not 
susceptible 

19.7 18.3 24.9 20.4 132 

Not Susceptible 34.1 23.3 29.0 36.5 197 

Somewhat Not 
Susceptible 

18.5 22.5 24.3 19.8 133 

Unsure 7.5 10.0 3.6 8.4 45 

Somewhat 
Susceptible 

15.0 23.3 13.6 10.8 95 

Susceptible 5.2 1.7 3.0 4.2 23 

Extremely 
Susceptible 

0.0 0.8 1.8 0.0 4 

Social Media 
Activity 

Frequency 

Several times a 
day 

24.9 30.8 30.8 30.5 183 

About once a 
day 

15.6 15.8 18.3 16.8 105 
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A few times a 
week 

23.7 20.8 18.9 23.4 137 

Every few weeks 15.6 11.7 13.0 11.4 82 

Less often 10.4 11.7 10.1 7.2 61 

Never                 9.8 9.2 8.9 10.8 61 

Power Calculations 

Note F.1 – Power Calculations 

The industry standard for margin of error is 5 percent with a 95 percent confidence interval. 
My data did not meet this standard and includes a few more percentage points for margin of 
error. Power calculations showed that 835 respondents, at about 200 in each group, yields only 
about a 7 percent margin of error at a 95 percent confidence interval. While 7 percent is not 
ideal, it is still a fairly small margin of error and can inform us of the reliability of these results 
going forward.  

After respondents from the Total Sample dropped out due to manipulation checks, power 
calculations showed that at a 95 percent confidence level, all margins of error increased from 7 
percent by about 1-2 percentage points (Control, T2 and T3 expanded to 8 percent margin of 
error, and T1 expanded to 9 percent). This analysis assumes a 95 percent confidence interval and 
an 8-9 percent margin of error. 

Measuring Emotions 
Figure F.1 is the original Discrete Emotion Questionnaire that my survey’s emotional 

measurement questions were based on. The original measures eight emotions while I opted to 
measure just six.  

In the survey, I adapted the prompt to read, “While reading this meme, to what extent did you 
experience these emotions?” Participants then selected how much they felt each emotion on a 7-
point Likert scale. Four questions were used to assess the intensity of each emotion (for a total of 
24 questions). These four measures were then averaged to get the overall fear response, anger 
response, etc., to a given meme. 
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Figure F.1:The Discrete Emotions Questionnaire 

Please indicate your response using the scale provided. 

While (undergoing the emotional experience, e. g., viewing the photographs, reading the 
story, etc.) to what extent did you experience these emotions? 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not 

at all 
Slightly Somewhat Moderately Quite 

a bit 
Very 

much 
An 

extreme 
amount 

 
Anger (Ag) Scared (F) 
Wanting (Dr) Mad (Ag) 
Dread (Ax) Satisfaction (H) 
Sad (S) Sickened (Dg) 
Easygoing (R) Empty (S) 
Grossed out (Dg) Craving (Dr) 
Happy (H) Panic (F) 
Terror (F) Longing (Dr) 
Rage (Ag) Calm (R) 
Grief (S) Fear (F) 
Nausea (Dg) Relaxation (R) 
Anxiety (Ax) Revulsion (Dg) 
Chilled out (R) Worry (Ax) 
Desire (Dr) Enjoyment (H) 
Nervous (Ax) Pissed off (Ag) 
Lonely (S) Liking (H) 

Taken from Harmon-Jones, Cindy, Brock Bastian, and Eddie Harmon-Jones, “The Discrete Emotions Questionnaire: 
A New Tool for Measuring State Self-Reported Emotions,” PLoS One, Vol. 11, No. 8, August 8, 2016. As of August 8, 
2019 https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0159915#pone.0159915.s001 

 
Ag = Anger items, Dg = Disgust items, F = Fear items, Ax = Anxiety items, S = Sadness 

items, Dr = Desire items, R = Relaxation items, H = Happiness items. 
 

 
Table F.5 reports the Cronbach’s Alpha score for each emotional response to each meme. It 

checks for internal consistency of these emotional measures and is a good indicator of scale 
reliability for the DEQ (see Figure F.1).  

After viewing a meme, I measured six emotions using four questions per emotion. I averaged 
the scores from these four questions to get the overall fear response, anger response, etc. for that 
meme. The Cronbach’s Alpha for each of these four sets of questions was high, showing 
emotional measures had high internal consistency. I averaged each of these scores across memes 
and overall to give an idea of the level of consistency of these emotional measures, which appear 
high and consistent, lending confidence these emotional measurement questions were all 
measuring the intended emotion. 

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0159915#pone.0159915.s001
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Table F.5: Cronbach Alpha Scores for DEQ Emotions 
 

Fear Anger Anxiety Sad Happy Relax Average Score 
for all Emotions 

Meme 1 (KKK police)  0.93 0.92 0.91 0.73 0.86 0.82 0.86 

Meme 2 (Being white) 0.91 0.92 0.89 0.73 0.91 0.87 0.87 

Meme 3 (Took my job) 0.91 0.94 0.89 0.77 0.91 0.89 0.89 

Meme 4 (Wages) 0.92 0.93 0.88 0.78 0.88 0.88 0.88 

Average Cronbach’s Alpha for all memes, all emotions 0.87 

Simplifying Response Variables 

Note F.2 - Simplifying Independent Variables (Demographics and Social Media Usage) 

Several of my survey’s demographic questions contained several response options. After I 
received all survey responses back, I aggregated and simplified responses for some variables. 
This Note explains which responses I aggregated and simplified.  

Based on response rates, I aggregated and simplified responses for several demographic 
variables, including race and ethnicity, education, income, employment, religion, relationship 
status, and frequency of social media use.  

I transformed the categorical variable, race-ethnicity (taken from the U.S. Census), into two 
dichotomous variables: race (Non-white and White) and ethnicity (Not Hispanic or Hispanic).  

I combined nine categories of education into four categories (High School or less, 
Associates’ Degree or Some College, Bachelors’, and Graduate).  

I also simplified employment to Full-time employment, Part-time employment (work 
between 20-39 hours per week), and No Paid Work (including caregiving and small gig work, 
like being a survey respondent).  

I simplified the many levels of religion to just two based on responses (Non-religious and 
Religious).  

Finally, I constructed a social media activity variable that reported the highest frequency with 
which a respondent visited a social media site (either Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, 
Snapchat, WhatsApp, or Reddit). This variable, Social Media Activity Frequency, meant 
respondents visited any of the above social media platforms at most Several Times a Day, About 
Once a Day, A Few Times a Week, Every Few Weeks, Less Often, Never, or Don’t Know.  
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Comparing Emotional Responses to the Control 
Figures F.2 – F.5 compare Treatment and Control Groups’ emotional responses to each 

meme. This helped answer my first research question of could inoculations reduce emotional 
reactions to memes compared to a Control Group. 

Using a Wilcoxon-Rank Sum test (the non-parametric alternative to a t-test), I found which 
reaction levels were significantly different from the Control group. Reactions that were 
significantly different from the Control at the .05 level (for a two-tailed test) I circled with a solid 
blue line, while reactions that were significantly different at the .10 level I circled with a dashed 
blue line. The red line shows the median emotional response for the Control, and each boxplot’s 
black line is the median emotional response of that Treatment Group. Overall trends observed in 
these boxplots are discussed in Chapter 6.  
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Figure F.2: Emotional Responses to Meme 1 (KKK police) 

Red line is the median emotional response of the Control group. 
Solid blue circle represents a significant difference in emotional responses between that Treatment Group and the 
Control for Meme 1 (KKK police) at the p = .05 level, two-tailed test. 
Dashed blue circle represents a significant difference in emotional responses between that Treatment Group and the 
Control to Meme 1 (KKK police) at the p = .10 level, two-tailed test. 
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Figures F.3: Emotional Responses to Meme 2 (Being white) 

Red line is the median emotional response of the Control group. 
Solid blue circle represents a significant difference in emotional responses between that Treatment Group and the 
Control for Meme 2 (Being white) at the p = .05 level, two-tailed test. 
Dashed blue circle represents a significant difference in emotional responses between that Treatment Group and the 
Control to Meme 2 (Being white) at the p = .10 level, two-tailed test l. 
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Figures F.4: Emotional Responses to Meme 3 (Took my job) 

Red line is the median emotional response of the Control group. 
Solid blue circle represents a significant difference in emotional responses between that Treatment Group and the 
Control for Meme 3 (Took my job) at the p = .05 level, two-tailed test. 
Dashed blue circle represents a significant difference in emotional responses between that Treatment Group and the 
Control to Meme 3 (Took my job) at the p = .10 level, two-tailed test. 
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Figures F.5: Emotional Responses to Meme 4 (Wages) 

Red line is the median emotional response of the Control group. 
Solid blue circle represents a significant difference in emotional responses between that Treatment Group and the 
Control for Meme 4 (Wages) at the p = .05 level, two-tailed test. 
Dashed blue circle represents a significant difference in emotional responses between that Treatment Group and the 
Control to Meme 4 (Wages) at the p = .10 level, two-tailed test. 
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Building and Selecting a Regression Model 

Tables F.6 – F.21 – Model-building for Each Dependent Variable and Each Meme 

Below are results for model-building for each of the 16 regressions (four dependent variables 
measured across four stimulus memes) studied in this chapter. Each table displays five of the ten 
OLS regression models I used to find which model best described demographics’ impact on 
inoculation and which model was parsimonious and had best-fit (using r-squared) . These models 
helped me answer research questions 2 and 3 in Chapter 6 (are there any demographic features 
associated with inoculation, and, do inoculations affect behavioral intent to engage with 
disinformation memes).  

For each regression, I compared five potential models to better understand what role 
demographics played in inoculation. Model 1 set a base-line regression using just the treatment 
variable. Model 2 added emotional responses. Model 3 added how frequently participants used 
social media. Model 4 introduced demographic variables and regressed only treatment with all 
demographic variables. After Model 4, I iterated through six more regressions, progressively 
adding demographic variables as guided by the literature and removing or combining variables 
as correlations manifested. I then compared the fit of each of these six models, double checked 
that the IVs had a basis in the literature, and selected the best fitting model, Model 5, and 
included in the tables below. Model 5 regressed a combination of demographic and other 
predictor variables, based on the literature discussed in this chapter and Chapter 4.  

Model 4, with only demographic variables, was among the most ill-fitting models while 
Model 3, with no demographic variables, was among the best fitting models. (This helped 
answer the second research question, indicating demographic characteristics had little consistent 
effect on resisting these disinformation memes). Model 3 and Model 5 had the highest fit, which 
Model 5 fitting slightly better for most of the 16 regressions. However, both Model 3 and Model 
5 showed significant effects for the same treatments (significant at the 5 percent level or better). 
The demographics added in Model 5 only marginally increased goodness of fit and carried little 
additional predictive power for how treatments affected inoculation. Moreover, no demographics 
were consistently significant across the regressions or even across groups of memes or dependent 
variables. For these reasons of parsimony and little added explanatory power, I selected the 
parsimonious Model 3 and excluded models using demographic characteristics as predictor 
variables.  
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Table F.6: Model-building for Receive and Meme 1 

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 1 - Receive Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 receive 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional -0.299 -0.366* -0.246 -0.271 -0.284* 

 (0.202) (0.194) (0.171) (0.191) (0.171) 

T3 Cognitive -0.440** -0.545*** -0.267* -0.454** -0.203 
 (0.184) (0.177) (0.156) (0.178) (0.158) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive -0.635*** -0.608*** -0.349** -0.538*** -0.308** 
 (0.184) (0.176) (0.156) (0.176) (0.156) 

Negative Emotion  0.287*** 0.288***  0.277*** 
  (0.070) (0.061)  (0.063) 

Relax  -0.110 0.018  0.031 
  (0.108) (0.099)  (0.101) 

Happy  0.674*** 0.176  0.176 
  (0.142) (0.133)  (0.136) 

Like   0.457***  0.409*** 
   (0.040)  (0.045) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   0.196  0.097 

   (0.258)  (0.259) 

every few weeks   -0.025  0.003 
   (0.238)  (0.242) 

a few times a week   0.117  0.119 
   (0.218)  (0.225) 

about once a day   0.097  0.107 
   (0.227)  (0.232) 

several times a day   0.695***  0.643*** 
   (0.211)  (0.218) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.754*** -0.202 

    (0.241) (0.210) 

35-49 years    -0.479* -0.130 
    (0.244) (0.205) 

50-64 years    -0.962*** -0.273 
    (0.241) (0.198) 

65+ years    -1.075*** -0.019 
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    (0.287) (0.235) 

Gender - female    -0.311** -0.182 
    (0.135) (0.119) 

Race -_non-white    0.393** 0.309** 
    (0.157) (0.133) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    0.075  
    (0.287)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.431* -0.331 

    (0.242) (0.211) 

Bachelor’s    -0.558** -0.572*** 
    (0.244) (0.211) 

Graduate    -0.454 -0.698*** 
    (0.278) (0.238) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.650*  

    (0.353)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.651*  
    (0.354)  

$100,000 or more    0.717*  
    (0.379)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    -0.041 -0.224* 

    (0.153) (0.133) 

part-time    0.489 0.495 
    (0.414) (0.359) 

Religion - religious    0.318**  
    (0.145)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    -0.069  

    (0.203)  

never been married    0.191  
    (0.222)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    1.347*** 0.984** 

    (0.483) (0.435) 

liberal    0.817* 0.763* 
    (0.467) (0.418) 

slightly liberal    0.630 0.896** 
    (0.475) (0.426) 

moderate. middle of the road    0.353 0.793* 
    (0.475) (0.425) 

slightly conservative    -0.277 0.502 
    (0.512) (0.446) 
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conservative    0.141 0.752* 
    (0.531) (0.448) 

extremely conservative    0.031 0.671 
    (0.609) (0.521) 

Political Party      
Democrat    -0.743  

    (0.609)  

Independent / none    -0.763  
    (0.615)  

Republican    -0.486  
    (0.657)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    -0.352 -0.177 

    (0.248) (0.222) 

small city or town    -0.166 0.090 
    (0.196) (0.174) 

suburb near a large city    -0.498*** -0.308** 
    (0.174) (0.156) 

Constant 2.726*** 2.108*** 0.856*** 3.375*** 1.021* 
 (0.129) (0.175) (0.246) (0.883) (0.558) 

Observations 613 613 590 607 585 
R2 0.020 0.107 0.290 0.200 0.345 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.7: Model-building for Receive and Meme 2  

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 2 - Receive Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 receive 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional 0.083 -0.108 -0.160 0.011 -0.200 

 (0.178) (0.151) (0.138) (0.172) (0.139) 

T3 Cognitive -0.034 -0.074 -0.121 -0.071 -0.137 
 (0.162) (0.137) (0.125) (0.160) (0.127) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive -0.145 -0.074 -0.113 -0.136 -0.113 
 (0.161) (0.136) (0.123) (0.157) (0.125) 

Negative Emotion  -0.077 0.011  0.039 
  (0.053) (0.051)  (0.052) 

Relax  -0.038 -0.081  -0.152** 
  (0.072) (0.069)  (0.071) 

Happy  0.902*** 0.512***  0.589*** 
  (0.082) (0.096)  (0.099) 

Like   0.411***  0.389*** 
   (0.042)  (0.043) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   0.047  -0.045 

   (0.205)  (0.208) 

every few weeks   0.244  0.214 
   (0.192)  (0.196) 

a few times a week   0.061  0.056 
   (0.175)  (0.181) 

about once a day   0.193  0.186 
   (0.183)  (0.188) 

several times a day   0.397**  0.362** 
   (0.168)  (0.176) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.346 -0.213 

    (0.217) (0.167) 

35-49 years    -0.253 -0.208 
    (0.219) (0.163) 

50-64 years    -0.560*** -0.215 
    (0.216) (0.155) 

65+ years    -0.524** -0.090 
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    (0.259) (0.186) 

Gender - female    -0.264** -0.071 
    (0.122) (0.095) 

Race -_non-white    0.357** 0.159 
    (0.142) (0.109) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    -0.258  
    (0.258)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.441** -0.287 

    (0.219) (0.175) 

Bachelor’s    -0.566** -0.465*** 
    (0.220) (0.175) 

Graduate    -0.452* -0.420** 
    (0.251) (0.197) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.193  

    (0.311)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.246  
    (0.312)  

$100,000 or more    0.266  
    (0.336)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    -0.030 -0.070 

    (0.137) (0.107) 

part-time    0.042 0.016 
    (0.385) (0.302) 

Religion - religious    0.409***  
    (0.130)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    -0.060  

    (0.181)  

never been married    -0.233  
    (0.198)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    -0.253 -0.106 

    (0.435) (0.342) 

liberal    -0.377 -0.269 
    (0.421) (0.330) 

slightly liberal    -0.595 -0.234 
    (0.427) (0.337) 

moderate. middle of the road    -0.232 -0.084 
    (0.427) (0.336) 

slightly conservative    -0.104 -0.012 
    (0.458) (0.352) 
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conservative    -0.443 0.301 
    (0.477) (0.355) 

extremely conservative    -0.550 -0.597 
    (0.548) (0.415) 

Political Party      
Democrat    -0.433  

    (0.548)  

Independent / none    -0.413  
    (0.553)  

Republican    0.341  
    (0.591)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    -0.272 -0.119 

    (0.222) (0.180) 

small city or town    -0.269 -0.195 
    (0.175) (0.140) 

suburb near a large city    -0.365** -0.275** 
    (0.156) (0.125) 

Constant 1.899*** 0.752*** 0.273 3.588*** 1.232*** 
 (0.114) (0.124) (0.184) (0.793) (0.429) 

Observations 617 617 596 610 590 
R2 0.003 0.299 0.362 0.149 0.403 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.8: Model-building for Receive and Meme 3  

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 3 - Receive Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 receive 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional -0.194 -0.234 -0.296** -0.263 -0.345** 

 (0.199) (0.170) (0.151) (0.199) (0.153) 

T3 Cognitive -0.282 -0.332** -0.422*** -0.383** -0.393*** 
 (0.182) (0.156) (0.139) (0.185) (0.142) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive -0.460** -0.387** -0.363*** -0.405** -0.354** 
 (0.182) (0.155) (0.137) (0.184) (0.141) 

Negative Emotion  0.171*** 0.256***  0.244*** 
  (0.059) (0.056)  (0.058) 

Relax  0.076 0.083  0.056 
  (0.069) (0.063)  (0.065) 

Happy  0.700*** 0.136  0.173* 
  (0.070) (0.085)  (0.088) 

Like   0.491***  0.479*** 
   (0.041)  (0.043) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   0.194  0.141 

   (0.226)  (0.232) 

every few weeks   0.213  0.202 
   (0.208)  (0.215) 

a few times a week   0.146  0.180 
   (0.192)  (0.203) 

about once a day   0.377*  0.435** 
   (0.203)  (0.213) 

several times a day   0.507***  0.494** 
   (0.183)  (0.195) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.324 -0.138 

    (0.252) (0.182) 

35-49 years    0.099 0.067 
    (0.255) (0.180) 

50-64 years    0.004 -0.070 
    (0.250) (0.171) 

65+ years    -0.279 0.095 
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    (0.300) (0.204) 

Gender - female    -0.481*** -0.109 
    (0.141) (0.106) 

Race -_non-white    0.170 0.294** 
    (0.164) (0.120) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    0.042  
    (0.298)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.258 -0.233 

    (0.255) (0.194) 

Bachelor’s    -0.277 -0.389** 
    (0.256) (0.193) 

Graduate    -0.056 -0.213 
    (0.292) (0.218) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.460  

    (0.366)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.501  
    (0.367)  

$100,000 or more    0.705*  
    (0.395)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    0.095 -0.031 

    (0.159) (0.118) 

part-time    -0.229 -0.114 
    (0.430) (0.324) 

Religion - religious    0.386**  
    (0.150)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    0.156  

    (0.211)  

never been married    -0.082  
    (0.229)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    1.185** 0.578 

    (0.502) (0.366) 

liberal    0.915* 0.407 
    (0.486) (0.354) 

slightly liberal    0.578 0.505 
    (0.493) (0.360) 

moderate. middle of the road    0.764 0.665* 
    (0.493) (0.358) 

slightly conservative    1.308** 0.672* 
    (0.530) (0.382) 
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conservative    0.655 0.574 
    (0.552) (0.382) 

extremely conservative    0.751 0.354 
    (0.638) (0.450) 

Political Party      
Democrat    -0.030  

    (0.633)  

Independent / none    -0.161  
    (0.639)  

Republican    -0.073  
    (0.682)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    -0.332 -0.225 

    (0.258) (0.195) 

small city or town    -0.204 -0.169 
    (0.203) (0.155) 

suburb near a large city    -0.500*** -0.369*** 
    (0.180) (0.137) 

Constant 2.491*** 1.223*** 0.415** 1.695* 0.415 
 (0.128) (0.142) (0.199) (0.917) (0.449) 

Observations 611 611 554 604 547 
R2 0.011 0.292 0.403 0.108 0.434 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.9: Model-building for Receive and Meme 4  

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 4 - Receive Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 receive 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional 0.149 0.127 -0.036 0.070 -0.046 

 (0.195) (0.165) (0.138) (0.179) (0.138) 

T3 Cognitive -0.119 -0.167 -0.091 -0.170 -0.106 
 (0.178) (0.151) (0.126) (0.168) (0.127) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive -0.192 -0.102 -0.060 -0.189 -0.079 
 (0.179) (0.152) (0.126) (0.166) (0.127) 

Negative Emotion  0.104* 0.156***  0.156*** 
  (0.057) (0.048)  (0.049) 

Relax  0.126 0.072  0.042 
  (0.079) (0.067)  (0.068) 

Happy  1.053*** 0.517***  0.536*** 
  (0.093) (0.092)  (0.094) 

Like   0.458***  0.423*** 
   (0.034)  (0.037) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   -0.021  -0.099 

   (0.207)  (0.209) 

every few weeks   -0.072  -0.077 
   (0.194)  (0.197) 

a few times a week   0.061  0.071 
   (0.176)  (0.184) 

about once a day   0.056  0.057 
   (0.182)  (0.188) 

several times a day   0.326*  0.256 
   (0.168)  (0.177) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.051 -0.077 

    (0.228) (0.169) 

35-49 years    -0.079 -0.195 
    (0.230) (0.166) 

50-64 years    -0.430* -0.340** 
    (0.226) (0.156) 

65+ years    -0.337 -0.198 
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    (0.269) (0.183) 

Gender - female    -0.209 -0.041 
    (0.127) (0.095) 

Race -_non-white    0.283* 0.289*** 
    (0.149) (0.108) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    0.265  
    (0.271)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.346 -0.005 

    (0.226) (0.174) 

Bachelor’s    -0.387* -0.093 
    (0.228) (0.173) 

Graduate    -0.311 0.033 
    (0.260) (0.194) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.545*  

    (0.326)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.573*  
    (0.328)  

$100,000 or more    0.515  
    (0.352)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    -0.094 -0.120 

    (0.143) (0.107) 

part-time    -0.344 -0.459 
    (0.390) (0.291) 

Religion - religious    0.358***  
    (0.136)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    0.039  

    (0.191)  

never been married    -0.110  
    (0.207)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    0.141 0.319 

    (0.455) (0.340) 

liberal    0.344 0.450 
    (0.440) (0.327) 

slightly liberal    0.364 0.411 
    (0.447) (0.333) 

moderate. middle of the road    0.847* 0.697** 
    (0.447) (0.333) 

slightly conservative    0.858* 0.491 
    (0.481) (0.351) 
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conservative    0.887* 0.871** 
    (0.499) (0.358) 

extremely conservative    1.982*** 0.916** 
    (0.577) (0.451) 

Political Party      
Democrat    0.238  

    (0.574)  

Independent / none    0.318  
    (0.579)  

Republican    1.075*  
    (0.619)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    -0.440* -0.240 

    (0.234) (0.188) 

small city or town    -0.405** -0.037 
    (0.185) (0.141) 

suburb near a large city    -0.481*** -0.261** 
    (0.164) (0.125) 

Constant 2.143*** 0.635*** 0.095 1.231 0.094 
 (0.126) (0.150) (0.189) (0.832) (0.426) 

Observations 618 618 589 611 582 
R2 0.006 0.292 0.470 0.236 0.509 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.10: Model-building for Favor and Meme 1 

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 1 - Favor Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 favor 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional -0.374** -0.429*** -0.302*** -0.358*** -0.305*** 

 (0.146) (0.135) (0.110) (0.136) (0.111) 

T3 Cognitive -0.195 -0.277** -0.064 -0.221* -0.018 
 (0.133) (0.124) (0.101) (0.127) (0.103) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive -0.371*** -0.344*** -0.123 -0.349*** -0.129 
 (0.133) (0.123) (0.100) (0.125) (0.102) 

Negative Emotion  0.190*** 0.180***  0.158*** 
  (0.049) (0.039)  (0.041) 

Relax  -0.245*** -0.132**  -0.097 
  (0.075) (0.064)  (0.066) 

Happy  0.777*** 0.358***  0.349*** 
  (0.099) (0.085)  (0.089) 

Like   0.367***  0.330*** 
   (0.026)  (0.029) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   0.125  0.072 

   (0.166)  (0.169) 

every few weeks   0.154  0.127 
   (0.153)  (0.157) 

a few times a week   0.111  0.094 
   (0.140)  (0.146) 

about once a day   0.406***  0.387** 
   (0.146)  (0.151) 

several times a day   0.572***  0.534*** 
   (0.136)  (0.142) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.587*** -0.108 

    (0.171) (0.136) 

35-49 years    -0.345** -0.034 
    (0.173) (0.133) 

50-64 years    -0.761*** -0.138 
    (0.171) (0.129) 

65+ years    -1.010*** -0.148 
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    (0.203) (0.153) 

Gender - female    -0.100 -0.008 
    (0.096) (0.077) 

Race - non-white    0.232** 0.176** 
    (0.112) (0.086) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    0.174  
    (0.204)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.085 -0.103 

    (0.171) (0.137) 

Bachelor’s    -0.098 -0.187 
    (0.173) (0.137) 

Graduate    -0.049 -0.331** 
    (0.197) (0.155) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.479*  

    (0.250)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.374  
    (0.251)  

$100,000 or more    0.540**  
    (0.269)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    0.150 0.034 

    (0.108) (0.086) 

part-time    0.445 0.464** 
    (0.294) (0.234) 

Religion - religious    0.109  
    (0.103)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    0.104  

    (0.144)  

never been married    0.141  
    (0.157)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    0.625* 0.258 

    (0.343) (0.283) 

liberal    0.215 0.165 
    (0.331) (0.272) 

slightly liberal    -0.026 0.255 
    (0.337) (0.277) 

moderate. middle of the road    -0.267 0.183 
    (0.337) (0.277) 

slightly conservative    -0.641* 0.121 
    (0.363) (0.290) 
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conservative    -0.577 0.040 
    (0.377) (0.291) 

extremely conservative    -0.580 0.034 
    (0.432) (0.339) 

Political Party      
Democrat    -0.391  

    (0.432)  

Independent / none    -0.271  
    (0.436)  

Republican    -0.029  
    (0.466)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    -0.257 -0.139 

    (0.176) (0.144) 

small city or town    -0.323** -0.092 
    (0.139) (0.113) 

suburb near a large city    -0.435*** -0.232** 
    (0.123) (0.101) 

Constant 2.024*** 1.476*** 0.374** 2.396*** 0.593 
 (0.093) (0.122) (0.158) (0.627) (0.363) 

Observations 613 613 590 607 585 
R2 0.016 0.159 0.401 0.221 0.433 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.11: Model-building for Favor and Meme 2 

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 2 - Favor Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 favor 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional 0.186 0.048 -0.019 0.137 -0.034 

 (0.114) (0.089) (0.074) (0.111) (0.074) 

T3 Cognitive 0.151 0.124 0.098 0.138 0.100 
 (0.104) (0.081) (0.067) (0.103) (0.068) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive -0.008 0.052 0.015 0.011 0.016 
 (0.103) (0.080) (0.066) (0.102) (0.067) 

Negative Emotion  -0.057* 0.028  0.023 
  (0.031) (0.027)  (0.028) 

Relax  -0.134*** -0.144***  -0.162*** 
  (0.042) (0.037)  (0.038) 

Happy  0.757*** 0.424***  0.459*** 
  (0.048) (0.051)  (0.053) 

Like   0.301***  0.301*** 
   (0.022)  (0.023) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   0.020  -0.004 

   (0.110)  (0.112) 

every few weeks   -0.010  -0.028 
   (0.103)  (0.105) 

a few times a week   0.066  0.078 
   (0.093)  (0.097) 

about once a day   0.061  0.081 
   (0.098)  (0.101) 

several times a day   0.194**  0.205** 
   (0.090)  (0.095) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.061 -0.073 

    (0.140) (0.090) 

35-49 years    0.0003 -0.005 
    (0.142) (0.087) 

50-64 years    -0.202 0.017 
    (0.139) (0.083) 

65+ years    -0.323* -0.015 
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    (0.167) (0.100) 

Gender - female    -0.212*** -0.051 
    (0.078) (0.051) 

Race -_non-white    0.147 -0.049 
    (0.091) (0.059) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    0.058  
    (0.167)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.275* -0.180* 

    (0.141) (0.094) 

Bachelor’s    -0.311** -0.214** 
    (0.142) (0.094) 

Graduate    -0.164 -0.110 
    (0.162) (0.106) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.159  

    (0.200)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.229  
    (0.201)  

$100,000 or more    0.230  
    (0.217)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    0.017 -0.027 

    (0.089) (0.058) 

part-time    0.082 0.033 
    (0.248) (0.162) 

Religion_- religious    0.202**  
    (0.084)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    0.050  

    (0.117)  

never been married    -0.078  
    (0.127)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    0.234 0.319* 

    (0.281) (0.184) 

liberal    0.246 0.308* 
    (0.271) (0.177) 

slightly liberal    0.050 0.311* 
    (0.275) (0.181) 

moderate. middle of the road    0.304 0.395** 
    (0.275) (0.180) 

slightly conservative    0.285 0.265 
    (0.296) (0.189) 
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conservative    -0.174 0.357* 
    (0.308) (0.191) 

extremely conservative    -0.041 -0.079 
    (0.353) (0.222) 

Political Party      
Democrat    -0.177  

    (0.353)  

Independent / none    -0.120  
    (0.357)  

Republican    0.455  
    (0.381)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    -0.217 -0.118 

    (0.143) (0.097) 

small city or town    -0.035 -0.002 
    (0.113) (0.075) 

suburb near a large city    0.030 0.048 
    (0.100) (0.067) 

Constant 1.361*** 0.560*** 0.293*** 1.329*** 0.192 
 (0.073) (0.073) (0.098) (0.512) (0.230) 

Observations 617 617 596 610 590 
R2 0.008 0.409 0.501 0.145 0.528 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.12: Model-building for Favor and Meme 3 

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 3 - Favor Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 favor 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional -0.039 -0.027 -0.039 -0.085 -0.066 

 (0.149) (0.111) (0.092) (0.150) (0.093) 

T3 Cognitive -0.144 -0.139 -0.179** -0.190 -0.138 
 (0.137) (0.102) (0.085) (0.140) (0.086) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive -0.156 -0.111 -0.113 -0.114 -0.118 
 (0.137) (0.102) (0.084) (0.139) (0.086) 

Negative Emotion  -0.002 0.079**  0.084** 
  (0.039) (0.034)  (0.035) 

Relax  -0.055 -0.074*  -0.079** 
  (0.045) (0.038)  (0.039) 

Happy  0.756*** 0.440***  0.445*** 
  (0.046) (0.052)  (0.054) 

Like   0.299***  0.306*** 
   (0.025)  (0.026) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   0.080  0.074 

   (0.138)  (0.141) 

every few weeks   0.327**  0.322** 
   (0.127)  (0.130) 

a few times a week   0.161  0.211* 
   (0.117)  (0.123) 

about once a day   0.398***  0.456*** 
   (0.124)  (0.129) 

several times a day   0.362***  0.401*** 
   (0.112)  (0.118) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.192 -0.094 

    (0.190) (0.110) 

35-49 years    0.189 0.063 
    (0.192) (0.109) 

50-64 years    0.260 0.029 
    (0.189) (0.104) 

65+ years    0.105 0.239* 
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    (0.226) (0.124) 

Gender - female    -0.335*** -0.041 
    (0.106) (0.064) 

Race -_non-white    0.007 0.126* 
    (0.124) (0.073) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    -0.068  
    (0.225)  

Education      
AA or some college    0.057 0.037 

    (0.192) (0.118) 

Bachelor’s    0.149 -0.003 
    (0.193) (0.117) 

Graduate    0.306 -0.041 
    (0.220) (0.132) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.255  

    (0.276)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.164  
    (0.277)  

$100,000 or more    0.353  
    (0.298)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    -0.022 -0.052 

    (0.120) (0.072) 

part-time    -0.326 -0.084 
    (0.325) (0.197) 

Religion_- religious    0.232**  
    (0.113)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    0.046  

    (0.159)  

never been married    -0.045  
    (0.173)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    0.685* 0.174 

    (0.379) (0.222) 

liberal    0.364 -0.011 
    (0.367) (0.215) 

slightly liberal    0.243 0.257 
    (0.372) (0.219) 

moderate. middle of the road    0.182 0.090 
    (0.372) (0.217) 

slightly conservative    0.436 -0.124 
    (0.400) (0.232) 
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conservative    -0.194 -0.093 
    (0.416) (0.232) 

extremely conservative    -0.169 -0.128 
    (0.482) (0.273) 

Political Party      
Democrat    0.217  

    (0.477)  

Independent / none    0.146  
    (0.482)  

Republican    0.252  
    (0.515)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    0.033 -0.009 

    (0.195) (0.118) 

small city or town    0.079 -0.005 
    (0.153) (0.094) 

suburb near a large city    -0.059 -0.136 
    (0.136) (0.083) 

Constant 1.886*** 0.745*** 0.137 1.074 0.063 
 (0.096) (0.093) (0.121) (0.692) (0.273) 

Observations 611 611 554 604 547 
R2 0.003 0.452 0.548 0.092 0.577 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.13: Model-building for Favor and Meme 4 

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 4 - Favor Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 favor 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional 0.180 0.161 0.104 0.113 0.071 

 (0.147) (0.124) (0.097) (0.131) (0.096) 

T3 Cognitive -0.076 -0.121 -0.024 -0.060 -0.022 
 (0.135) (0.114) (0.088) (0.123) (0.089) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive -0.063 -0.014 0.022 -0.047 0.021 
 (0.135) (0.114) (0.089) (0.122) (0.089) 

Negative Emotion  0.069 0.125***  0.129*** 
  (0.043) (0.034)  (0.034) 

Relax  -0.060 -0.093*  -0.122** 
  (0.059) (0.047)  (0.047) 

Happy  0.920*** 0.411***  0.431*** 
  (0.070) (0.065)  (0.066) 

Like   0.393***  0.348*** 
   (0.024)  (0.026) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   0.049  0.045 

   (0.145)  (0.146) 

every few weeks   0.188  0.220 
   (0.136)  (0.138) 

a few times a week   0.298**  0.305** 
   (0.124)  (0.129) 

about once a day   0.165  0.217 
   (0.128)  (0.131) 

several times a day   0.268**  0.301** 
   (0.118)  (0.124) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.014 -0.028 

    (0.167) (0.118) 

35-49 years    0.093 0.053 
    (0.169) (0.116) 

50-64 years    -0.036 0.0004 
    (0.166) (0.109) 

65+ years    0.175 0.234* 
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    (0.197) (0.128) 

Gender - female    -0.200** -0.152** 
    (0.093) (0.067) 

Race -_non-white    0.123 0.124 
    (0.109) (0.075) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    0.170  
    (0.198)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.355** -0.066 

    (0.166) (0.122) 

Bachelor’s    -0.401** -0.095 
    (0.167) (0.121) 

Graduate    -0.415** -0.025 
    (0.191) (0.136) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.408*  

    (0.239)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.497**  
    (0.240)  

$100,000 or more    0.497*  
    (0.258)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    -0.126 -0.101 

    (0.105) (0.075) 

part-time    0.066 0.036 
    (0.286) (0.204) 

Religion_- religious    0.114  
    (0.100)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    0.057  

    (0.140)  

never been married    -0.006  
    (0.152)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    0.011 0.213 

    (0.334) (0.238) 

liberal    0.059 0.170 
    (0.322) (0.229) 

slightly liberal    0.024 0.098 
    (0.328) (0.234) 

moderate. middle of the road    0.492 0.277 
    (0.328) (0.233) 

slightly conservative    0.852** 0.565** 
    (0.352) (0.246) 
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conservative    0.560 0.576** 
    (0.366) (0.251) 

extremely conservative    1.254*** 0.356 
    (0.423) (0.316) 

Political Party      
Democrat    0.191  

    (0.420)  

Independent / none    0.096  
    (0.424)  

Republican    0.904**  
    (0.453)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    0.004 0.019 

    (0.171) (0.132) 

small city or town    -0.296** -0.014 
    (0.135) (0.099) 

suburb near a large city    -0.254** -0.096 
    (0.120) (0.087) 

Constant 1.679*** 0.615*** 0.053 1.059* 0.056 
 (0.095) (0.113) (0.133) (0.610) (0.298) 

Observations 618 618 589 611 582 
R2 0.006 0.298 0.516 0.282 0.553 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.14: Model-building for Share and Meme 1 

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 1 - Share Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 share 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional -0.034 -0.085 -0.058 -0.016 -0.080 

 (0.128) (0.121) (0.113) (0.124) (0.113) 

T3 Cognitive -0.116 -0.201* -0.083 -0.120 -0.036 
 (0.117) (0.110) (0.103) (0.116) (0.104) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive -0.238** -0.223** -0.147 -0.197* -0.134 
 (0.117) (0.110) (0.103) (0.114) (0.103) 

Negative Emotion  0.263*** 0.239***  0.227*** 
  (0.043) (0.041)  (0.042) 

Relax  0.032 0.035  0.027 
  (0.067) (0.066)  (0.067) 

Happy  0.336*** 0.168*  0.167* 
  (0.089) (0.088)  (0.090) 

Like   0.152***  0.128*** 
   (0.027)  (0.030) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   -0.034  -0.125 

   (0.171)  (0.172) 

every few weeks   0.007  0.028 
   (0.157)  (0.160) 

a few times a week   -0.006  0.002 
   (0.144)  (0.149) 

about once a day   0.126  0.126 
   (0.150)  (0.153) 

several times a day   0.469***  0.456*** 
   (0.140)  (0.144) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.414*** -0.063 

    (0.157) (0.139) 

35-49 years    -0.199 0.055 
    (0.159) (0.136) 

50-64 years    -0.500*** -0.068 
    (0.156) (0.131) 

65+ years    -0.630*** 0.004 
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    (0.186) (0.155) 

Gender - female    -0.083 -0.028 
    (0.088) (0.079) 

Race -_non-white    0.362*** 0.322*** 
    (0.102) (0.088) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    0.025  
    (0.186)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.414*** -0.345** 

    (0.157) (0.140) 

Bachelor’s    -0.345** -0.360** 
    (0.158) (0.139) 

Graduate    -0.250 -0.347** 
    (0.180) (0.157) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.390*  

    (0.229)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.339  
    (0.229)  

$100,000 or more    0.457*  
    (0.246)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    -0.005 -0.072 

    (0.099) (0.088) 

part-time    0.562** 0.636*** 
    (0.269) (0.238) 

Religion_- religious    0.242**  
    (0.094)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    0.003  

    (0.132)  

never been married    0.098  
    (0.144)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    0.476 0.199 

    (0.314) (0.288) 

liberal    0.349 0.258 
    (0.303) (0.277) 

slightly liberal    0.148 0.187 
    (0.308) (0.282) 

moderate. middle of the road    0.153 0.262 
    (0.308) (0.281) 

slightly conservative    -0.042 0.192 
    (0.332) (0.295) 
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conservative    0.034 0.276 
    (0.345) (0.296) 

extremely conservative    0.042 0.177 
    (0.396) (0.345) 

Political Party      
Democrat    -0.337  

    (0.395)  

Independent / none    -0.477  
    (0.399)  

Republican    -0.233  
    (0.426)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    -0.140 -0.059 

    (0.161) (0.147) 

small city or town    -0.225* -0.099 
    (0.127) (0.115) 

suburb near a large city    -0.345*** -0.294*** 
    (0.113) (0.103) 

Constant 1.726*** 1.299*** 0.853*** 2.118*** 1.133*** 
 (0.082) (0.109) (0.163) (0.573) (0.369) 

Observations 613 613 590 607 585 
R2 0.008 0.122 0.201 0.152 0.265 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.15: Model-building for Share and Meme 2 

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 2 - Share Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 share 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional 0.182* 0.056 0.013 0.138 -0.008 

 (0.105) (0.091) (0.087) (0.104) (0.087) 

T3 Cognitive 0.178* 0.137* 0.113 0.163* 0.111 
 (0.096) (0.082) (0.078) (0.097) (0.080) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive 0.075 0.117 0.088 0.089 0.074 
 (0.095) (0.082) (0.077) (0.095) (0.078) 

Negative Emotion  0.034 0.046  0.049 
  (0.032) (0.032)  (0.033) 

Relax  0.018 -0.031  -0.064 
  (0.043) (0.043)  (0.045) 

Happy  0.474*** 0.420***  0.467*** 
  (0.049) (0.060)  (0.062) 

Like   0.108***  0.098*** 
   (0.026)  (0.027) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   0.107  0.082 

   (0.128)  (0.131) 

every few weeks   0.174  0.141 
   (0.120)  (0.123) 

a few times a week   0.110  0.091 
   (0.109)  (0.114) 

about once a day   0.054  0.054 
   (0.115)  (0.118) 

several times a day   0.338***  0.355*** 
   (0.105)  (0.111) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.023 0.051 

    (0.131) (0.105) 

35-49 years    0.108 0.166 
    (0.132) (0.102) 

50-64 years    -0.058 0.123 
    (0.130) (0.097) 

65+ years    -0.101 0.140 
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    (0.156) (0.116) 

Gender - female    -0.139* -0.011 
    (0.073) (0.060) 

Race -_non-white    0.112 -0.007 
    (0.086) (0.069) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    -0.029  
    (0.156)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.232* -0.179 

    (0.132) (0.110) 

Bachelor’s    -0.208 -0.173 
    (0.133) (0.109) 

Graduate    -0.270* -0.306** 
    (0.152) (0.123) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.189  

    (0.187)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.241  
    (0.188)  

$100,000 or more    0.290  
    (0.203)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    -0.088 -0.093 

    (0.083) (0.067) 

part-time    0.072 0.060 
    (0.232) (0.189) 

Religion_- religious    0.172**  
    (0.078)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    -0.047  

    (0.109)  

never been married    -0.089  
    (0.119)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    0.096 0.058 

    (0.263) (0.215) 

liberal    0.030 0.021 
    (0.254) (0.207) 

slightly liberal    -0.094 0.031 
    (0.258) (0.212) 

moderate. middle of the road    0.021 0.058 
    (0.257) (0.210) 

slightly conservative    0.138 0.255 
    (0.276) (0.221) 
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conservative    -0.070 0.305 
    (0.288) (0.223) 

extremely conservative    -0.301 -0.333 
    (0.330) (0.260) 

Political Party      
Democrat    -0.101  

    (0.331)  

Independent / none    -0.084  
    (0.334)  

Republican    0.466  
    (0.357)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    -0.068 0.022 

    (0.134) (0.113) 

small city or town    -0.159 -0.107 
    (0.106) (0.088) 

suburb near a large city    -0.142 -0.095 
    (0.094) (0.078) 

Constant 1.237*** 0.581*** 0.354*** 1.409*** 0.508* 
 (0.067) (0.075) (0.115) (0.478) (0.269) 

Observations 617 617 596 610 590 
R2 0.008 0.275 0.296 0.129 0.339 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.16: Model-building for Share and Meme 3 

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 3 - Share Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 share 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional 0.116 0.082 0.017 0.063 -0.026 

 (0.116) (0.101) (0.094) (0.116) (0.095) 

T3 Cognitive -0.032 -0.088 -0.132 -0.061 -0.104 
 (0.107) (0.093) (0.086) (0.108) (0.088) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive 0.060 0.106 0.089 0.098 0.080 
 (0.107) (0.092) (0.085) (0.107) (0.087) 

Negative Emotion  0.182*** 0.183***  0.177*** 
  (0.035) (0.035)  (0.036) 

Relax  -0.009 -0.010  -0.024 
  (0.041) (0.039)  (0.040) 

Happy  0.411*** 0.220***  0.232*** 
  (0.041) (0.053)  (0.055) 

Like   0.159***  0.155*** 
   (0.026)  (0.026) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   0.028  -0.022 

   (0.141)  (0.144) 

every few weeks   0.245*  0.240* 
   (0.129)  (0.133) 

a few times a week   -0.035  -0.0004 
   (0.120)  (0.126) 

about once a day   -0.004  0.062 
   (0.126)  (0.132) 

several times a day   0.218*  0.276** 
   (0.114)  (0.121) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.091 -0.0001 

    (0.147) (0.113) 

35-49 years    0.267* 0.186* 
    (0.148) (0.111) 

50-64 years    0.266* 0.129 
    (0.146) (0.106) 

65+ years    0.216 0.364*** 
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    (0.175) (0.127) 

Gender - female    -0.268*** -0.114* 
    (0.082) (0.066) 

Race -_non-white    0.077 0.139* 
    (0.096) (0.074) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    -0.172  
    (0.174)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.189 -0.181 

    (0.148) (0.120) 

Bachelor’s    -0.131 -0.208* 
    (0.149) (0.119) 

Graduate    -0.023 -0.236* 
    (0.170) (0.135) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.135  

    (0.213)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.064  
    (0.214)  

$100,000 or more    0.232  
    (0.230)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    -0.032 -0.073 

    (0.092) (0.073) 

part-time    -0.059 0.038 
    (0.251) (0.201) 

Religion_- religious    0.182**  
    (0.087)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    -0.064  

    (0.123)  

never been married    -0.064  
    (0.134)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    0.648** 0.337 

    (0.293) (0.227) 

liberal    0.443 0.183 
    (0.283) (0.219) 

slightly liberal    0.276 0.279 
    (0.287) (0.223) 

moderate. middle of the road    0.323 0.288 
    (0.287) (0.222) 

slightly conservative    0.428 0.234 
    (0.309) (0.236) 
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conservative    -0.0002 0.163 
    (0.321) (0.237) 

extremely conservative    -0.001 -0.033 
    (0.372) (0.279) 

Political Party      
Democrat    -0.041  

    (0.369)  

Independent / none    -0.043  
    (0.372)  

Republican    0.272  
    (0.398)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    -0.142 -0.080 

    (0.150) (0.121) 

small city or town    -0.143 -0.111 
    (0.118) (0.096) 

suburb near a large city    -0.289*** -0.265*** 
    (0.105) (0.085) 

Constant 1.443*** 0.803*** 0.559*** 1.343** 0.578** 
 (0.075) (0.084) (0.124) (0.534) (0.278) 

Observations 611 611 554 604 547 
R2 0.003 0.260 0.278 0.113 0.327 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.17: Model-building for Share and Meme 4 

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 4 - Share Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 share 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional 0.220* 0.197* 0.165* 0.182 0.145 

 (0.122) (0.104) (0.095) (0.116) (0.095) 

T3 Cognitive 0.077 0.031 0.067 0.048 0.052 
 (0.112) (0.095) (0.086) (0.108) (0.088) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive 0.028 0.079 0.113 0.018 0.082 
 (0.112) (0.096) (0.087) (0.107) (0.088) 

Negative Emotion  0.126*** 0.142***  0.139*** 
  (0.036) (0.033)  (0.034) 

Relax  0.008 -0.021  -0.022 
  (0.049) (0.046)  (0.047) 

Happy  0.687*** 0.423***  0.429*** 
  (0.058) (0.063)  (0.065) 

Like   0.219***  0.189*** 
   (0.023)  (0.026) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   0.058  -0.005 

   (0.142)  (0.145) 

every few weeks   0.100  0.112 
   (0.133)  (0.136) 

a few times a week   0.117  0.108 
   (0.121)  (0.127) 

about once a day   0.156  0.149 
   (0.125)  (0.130) 

several times a day   0.183  0.202* 
   (0.115)  (0.122) 

Age      
25-34 years    0.039 0.063 

    (0.148) (0.117) 

35-49 years    0.150 0.193* 
    (0.149) (0.115) 

50-64 years    -0.148 0.001 
    (0.146) (0.108) 

65+ years    0.009 0.177 
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    (0.174) (0.127) 

Gender - female    -0.105 -0.015 
    (0.082) (0.066) 

Race -_non-white    0.138 0.099 
    (0.096) (0.074) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    0.162  
    (0.175)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.674*** -0.439*** 

    (0.146) (0.120) 

Bachelor’s    -0.641*** -0.420*** 
    (0.147) (0.120) 

Graduate    -0.675*** -0.452*** 
    (0.168) (0.134) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.219  

    (0.210)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.322  
    (0.212)  

$100,000 or more    0.178  
    (0.227)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    -0.087 -0.065 

    (0.092) (0.074) 

part-time    0.223 0.159 
    (0.252) (0.201) 

Religion_- religious    0.239***  
    (0.088)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    0.010  

    (0.123)  

never been married    -0.138  
    (0.134)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    0.074 0.103 

    (0.294) (0.235) 

liberal    0.129 0.136 
    (0.284) (0.226) 

slightly liberal    0.014 -0.020 
    (0.289) (0.231) 

moderate. middle of the road    0.199 0.079 
    (0.289) (0.230) 

slightly conservative    0.346 0.185 
    (0.311) (0.243) 
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conservative    0.088 0.231 
    (0.323) (0.248) 

extremely conservative    0.530 0.253 
    (0.373) (0.312) 

Political Party      
Democrat    0.185  

    (0.371)  

Independent / none    0.124  
    (0.374)  

Republican    0.717*  
    (0.400)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    -0.063 -0.020 

    (0.151) (0.130) 

small city or town    -0.275** -0.094 
    (0.119) (0.098) 

suburb near a large city    -0.260** -0.174** 
    (0.106) (0.086) 

Constant 1.405*** 0.535*** 0.210 1.385** 0.602** 
 (0.079) (0.095) (0.129) (0.537) (0.295) 

Observations 618 618 589 611 582 
R2 0.006 0.288 0.373 0.195 0.413 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.18: Model-building for Agree and Meme 1 

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 1 - Agree Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 agree 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional -0.534** -0.578*** -0.302* -0.369* -0.251 

 (0.234) (0.220) (0.177) (0.193) (0.166) 

T3 Cognitive -0.657*** -0.790*** -0.421*** -0.683*** -0.405*** 
 (0.213) (0.201) (0.161) (0.181) (0.153) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive -0.926*** -0.905*** -0.492*** -0.856*** -0.505*** 
 (0.213) (0.201) (0.160) (0.178) (0.152) 

Negative Emotion  0.411*** 0.467***  0.367*** 
  (0.079) (0.063)  (0.062) 

Relax  -0.568*** -0.370***  -0.175* 
  (0.123) (0.102)  (0.099) 

Happy  0.936*** 0.123  -0.022 
  (0.162) (0.137)  (0.132) 

Like   0.777***  0.606*** 
   (0.041)  (0.044) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   0.011  -0.066 

   (0.266)  (0.252) 

every few weeks   -0.122  -0.117 
   (0.245)  (0.235) 

a few times a week   0.120  0.167 
   (0.224)  (0.219) 

about once a day   -0.006  -0.036 
   (0.233)  (0.225) 

several times a day   0.407*  0.279 
   (0.218)  (0.212) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.836*** -0.305 

    (0.244) (0.204) 

35-49 years    -0.904*** -0.520*** 
    (0.247) (0.199) 

50-64 years    -1.114*** -0.386** 
    (0.243) (0.192) 

65+ years    -1.786*** -0.614*** 
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    (0.290) (0.228) 

Gender - female    -0.165 -0.051 
    (0.137) (0.116) 

Race -_non-white    0.712*** 0.619*** 
    (0.159) (0.129) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    0.145  
    (0.290)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.334 -0.214 

    (0.245) (0.206) 

Bachelor’s    -0.409* -0.352* 
    (0.247) (0.205) 

Graduate    -0.293 -0.360 
    (0.281) (0.231) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.670*  

    (0.357)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.679*  
    (0.358)  

$100,000 or more    0.871**  
    (0.384)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    0.260* 0.090 

    (0.155) (0.129) 

part-time    0.176 0.078 
    (0.419) (0.349) 

Religion_- religious    -0.089  
    (0.146)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    0.010  

    (0.206)  

never been married    0.083  
    (0.225)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    1.958*** 1.593*** 

    (0.489) (0.423) 

liberal    1.150** 1.075*** 
    (0.472) (0.407) 

slightly liberal    0.855* 1.170*** 
    (0.480) (0.414) 

moderate. middle of the road    -0.027 0.414 
    (0.481) (0.414) 

slightly conservative    -0.695 0.008 
    (0.518) (0.434) 
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conservative    -0.221 0.206 
    (0.537) (0.435) 

extremely conservative    -0.185 0.520 
    (0.617) (0.507) 

Political Party      
Democrat    -0.651  

    (0.616)  

Independent / none    -0.872  
    (0.622)  

Republican    -0.842  
    (0.665)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    -0.220 -0.035 

    (0.251) (0.215) 

small city or town    -0.316 -0.095 
    (0.198) (0.170) 

suburb near a large city    -0.609*** -0.372** 
    (0.176) (0.152) 

Constant 4.304*** 4.059*** 2.307*** 4.903*** 2.450*** 
 (0.150) (0.199) (0.254) (0.894) (0.543) 

Observations 613 613 590 607 585 
R2 0.032 0.146 0.476 0.398 0.568 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.19: Model-building for Agree and Meme 2 

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 2 - Agree Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 agree 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional 0.216 0.098 0.083 0.160 0.094 

 (0.198) (0.178) (0.128) (0.193) (0.128) 

T3 Cognitive 0.186 0.201 0.177 0.218 0.206* 
 (0.180) (0.162) (0.115) (0.180) (0.117) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive 0.016 0.061 0.041 0.018 0.046 
 (0.180) (0.161) (0.114) (0.177) (0.115) 

Negative Emotion  -0.286*** -0.037  -0.030 
  (0.063) (0.047)  (0.048) 

Relax  -0.029 -0.037  -0.018 
  (0.085) (0.064)  (0.066) 

Happy  0.779*** -0.108  -0.116 
  (0.097) (0.089)  (0.091) 

Like   0.916***  0.916*** 
   (0.039)  (0.040) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   0.147  0.167 

   (0.190)  (0.192) 

every few weeks   -0.021  -0.054 
   (0.178)  (0.181) 

a few times a week   0.144  0.155 
   (0.162)  (0.167) 

about once a day   0.184  0.166 
   (0.170)  (0.173) 

several times a day   0.046  0.102 
   (0.156)  (0.163) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.279 -0.165 

    (0.243) (0.154) 

35-49 years    0.003 -0.164 
    (0.246) (0.150) 

50-64 years    -0.355 -0.023 
    (0.242) (0.143) 

65+ years    -0.379 -0.104 
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    (0.290) (0.171) 

Gender - female    -0.043 0.117 
    (0.136) (0.088) 

Race -_non-white    0.101 -0.150 
    (0.159) (0.101) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    -0.684**  
    (0.290)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.101 0.172 

    (0.245) (0.162) 

Bachelor’s    -0.067 0.171 
    (0.247) (0.161) 

Graduate    -0.017 0.159 
    (0.282) (0.182) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.224  

    (0.348)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.145  
    (0.350)  

$100,000 or more    0.128  
    (0.377)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    0.046 -0.038 

    (0.154) (0.099) 

part-time    0.112 -0.026 
    (0.432) (0.279) 

Religion_- religious    0.299**  
    (0.146)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    0.082  

    (0.204)  

never been married    -0.052  
    (0.222)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    -0.906* -0.200 

    (0.488) (0.316) 

liberal    -0.388 0.130 
    (0.472) (0.305) 

slightly liberal    -0.534 0.342 
    (0.479) (0.311) 

moderate. middle of the road    -0.166 0.297 
    (0.479) (0.310) 

slightly conservative    0.049 0.350 
    (0.514) (0.325) 
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conservative    -0.922* 0.133 
    (0.535) (0.328) 

extremely conservative    0.149 0.456 
    (0.615) (0.383) 

Political Party      
Democrat    -0.377  

    (0.615)  

Independent / none    -0.130  
    (0.621)  

Republican    0.463  
    (0.663)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    0.105 0.370** 

    (0.249) (0.166) 

small city or town    0.256 0.316** 
    (0.196) (0.130) 

suburb near a large city    0.142 0.169 
    (0.175) (0.115) 

Constant 2.314*** 1.298*** 0.425** 3.301*** -0.034 
 (0.127) (0.147) (0.170) (0.890) (0.396) 

Observations 617 617 596 610 590 
R2 0.003 0.207 0.578 0.140 0.607 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.20: Model-building for Agree and Meme 3 

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 3 - Agree Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 agree 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional 0.190 0.248 0.136 0.098 0.072 

 (0.226) (0.186) (0.137) (0.228) (0.138) 

T3 Cognitive 0.122 0.187 0.115 0.046 0.087 
 (0.207) (0.171) (0.126) (0.213) (0.129) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive 0.061 0.099 0.161 0.114 0.151 
 (0.207) (0.170) (0.125) (0.211) (0.127) 

Negative Emotion  -0.186*** 0.004  0.015 
  (0.065) (0.051)  (0.052) 

Relax  -0.105 -0.084  -0.078 
  (0.075) (0.057)  (0.058) 

Happy  0.990*** 0.120  0.095 
  (0.076) (0.077)  (0.080) 

Like   0.852***  0.861*** 
   (0.037)  (0.039) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   0.029  0.123 

   (0.205)  (0.210) 

every few weeks   0.122  0.187 
   (0.189)  (0.194) 

a few times a week   -0.075  0.006 
   (0.174)  (0.184) 

about once a day   0.018  0.097 
   (0.184)  (0.192) 

several times a day   0.104  0.168 
   (0.166)  (0.176) 

Age      
25-34 years    -0.158 -0.111 

    (0.289) (0.164) 

35-49 years    0.397 0.009 
    (0.292) (0.162) 

50-64 years    0.366 -0.048 
    (0.287) (0.155) 

65+ years    0.043 0.091 
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    (0.344) (0.185) 

Gender - female    -0.523*** -0.035 
    (0.162) (0.096) 

Race -_non-white    -0.270 -0.060 
    (0.188) (0.108) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    -0.036  
    (0.342)  

Education      
AA or some college    0.557* 0.438** 

    (0.292) (0.175) 

Bachelor’s    0.557* 0.264 
    (0.294) (0.174) 

Graduate    0.905*** 0.455** 
    (0.335) (0.197) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.563  

    (0.421)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.496  
    (0.422)  

$100,000 or more    0.684  
    (0.454)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    0.202 -0.023 

    (0.182) (0.107) 

part-time    -0.452 -0.087 
    (0.494) (0.293) 

Religion_- religious    0.049  
    (0.172)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    0.108  

    (0.242)  

never been married    0.127  
    (0.264)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    -0.097 -0.688** 

    (0.577) (0.331) 

liberal    -0.470 -1.001*** 
    (0.558) (0.320) 

slightly liberal    -0.908 -0.924*** 
    (0.566) (0.326) 

moderate. middle of the road    -0.600 -0.799** 
    (0.566) (0.324) 

slightly conservative    -0.571 -1.168*** 
    (0.609) (0.345) 
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conservative    -1.046* -0.997*** 
    (0.633) (0.346) 

extremely conservative    -0.854 -0.962** 
    (0.733) (0.407) 

Political Party      
Democrat    -0.393  

    (0.726)  

Independent / none    -0.423  
    (0.734)  

Republican    -0.141  
    (0.783)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    0.243 0.111 

    (0.296) (0.176) 

small city or town    0.088 -0.078 
    (0.233) (0.140) 

suburb near a large city    -0.036 -0.096 
    (0.206) (0.124) 

Constant 2.988*** 1.533*** 0.452** 2.793*** 1.088*** 
 (0.146) (0.155) (0.180) (1.053) (0.406) 

Observations 611 611 554 604 547 
R2 0.001 0.336 0.640 0.084 0.662 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Table F.21: Model-building for Agree and Meme 4 

I built OLS regressions to select a parsimonious model of best fit to answer research questions 2 and 3. Models 3 
and 5 have the best fit (R-squared). Both show significant effects on the same treatment outcomes (at the .05 level or 
better in a two-tailed test). No demographic coefficients were consistently significant across memes or dependent 
variables. Therefore, I selected Model 3 for its greater parsimony and because it had significant effects for the same 
treatments as the slightly better fitting Model 5.  

Meme 4 - Agree Model Building - OLS 
 Dependent variable: 
 agree 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Treatment      
T2 Emotional 0.089 0.086 -0.087 -0.062 -0.140 

 (0.229) (0.203) (0.126) (0.194) (0.123) 

T3 Cognitive -0.224 -0.247 -0.074 -0.200 -0.089 
 (0.210) (0.186) (0.114) (0.182) (0.114) 

T4 Emotional-Cognitive -0.186 -0.112 -0.064 -0.182 -0.109 
 (0.210) (0.187) (0.115) (0.181) (0.114) 

Negative Emotion  -0.054 0.076*  0.062 
  (0.071) (0.044)  (0.044) 

Relax  0.074 -0.018  -0.056 
  (0.097) (0.061)  (0.061) 

Happy  1.153*** 0.030  0.093 
  (0.114) (0.084)  (0.084) 

Like   0.919***  0.837*** 
   (0.031)  (0.034) 

Frequency of Social Media Usage      
less often   -0.112  -0.013 

   (0.188)  (0.187) 

every few weeks   -0.381**  -0.286 
   (0.176)  (0.177) 

a few times a week   -0.297*  -0.154 
   (0.160)  (0.164) 

about once a day   -0.337**  -0.180 
   (0.166)  (0.168) 

several times a day   -0.269*  -0.090 
   (0.153)  (0.158) 

Age      
25-34 years    0.230 -0.007 

    (0.248) (0.151) 

35-49 years    0.672*** 0.307** 
    (0.250) (0.148) 

50-64 years    0.304 0.134 
    (0.246) (0.140) 

65+ years    0.433 0.232 
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    (0.292) (0.164) 

Gender - female    -0.134 -0.022 
    (0.138) (0.085) 

Race -_non-white    0.031 0.066 
    (0.162) (0.096) 

Ethnicity - not Hispanic    0.556*  
    (0.294)  

Education      
AA or some college    -0.399 0.057 

    (0.246) (0.156) 

Bachelor’s    -0.489** -0.029 
    (0.248) (0.155) 

Graduate    -0.482* 0.124 
    (0.282) (0.174) 

Income      
$0 - $49,999    0.398  

    (0.354)  

$50,000 - $99,999    0.263  
    (0.356)  

$100,000 or more    0.114  
    (0.382)  

Employment Status      
no paid work    -0.066 -0.011 

    (0.155) (0.096) 

part-time    -0.416 -0.308 
    (0.424) (0.261) 

Religion_- religious    0.178  
    (0.148)  

Relationship Status      
married or living with a partner    -0.104  

    (0.207)  

never been married    -0.042  
    (0.225)  

Political Spectrum      
extremely liberal    -0.894* -0.100 

    (0.495) (0.304) 

liberal    -0.334 0.127 
    (0.478) (0.293) 

slightly liberal    0.085 0.450 
    (0.486) (0.299) 

moderate. middle of the road    0.770 0.451 
    (0.486) (0.298) 

slightly conservative    1.112** 0.708** 
    (0.522) (0.314) 
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conservative    0.978* 0.671** 
    (0.542) (0.321) 

extremely conservative    2.144*** 0.602 
    (0.627) (0.405) 

Political Party      
Democrat    0.226  

    (0.623)  

Independent / none    0.157  
    (0.629)  

Republican    1.157*  
    (0.672)  

Urbanicity      
rural area    -0.218 -0.005 

    (0.254) (0.169) 

small city or town    -0.301 0.155 
    (0.200) (0.127) 

suburb near a large city    -0.223 0.053 
    (0.178) (0.112) 

Constant 2.869*** 1.303*** 0.747*** 1.892** 0.287 
 (0.148) (0.185) (0.172) (0.904) (0.382) 

Observations 618 618 589 611 582 
R2 0.004 0.224 0.687 0.346 0.719 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 for a two-tailed test 
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Note F.3 Determining to Use OLS over Partial-proportional Odds Models 

My categorical response data following non-normal distributions was better suited to 
proportional odds or partial-proportional odds (PPO) models rather than Ordinary Least Squares 
(OLS) models, which assume a normal distribution. However, after comparing results from both 
PPO and OLS regressions and finding precedence for relaxing the normal distribution 
assumption when there is a high number of observations, I decided to use the simpler OLS 
models. The following explains in more detail the process of comparing PPO and OLS models 
and how I chose to use OLS.  

The Shapiro-Wilk Normality test is a widely-accepted test for normality that preserves the 
most power.387 This test revealed all my variables of interest (emotional, cognitive, and 
behavioral response variables) were not normally distributed. I therefore used non-parametric 
measures for these non-parametric data.  

Though my data was not normally distributed, and therefore violated one of the assumptions 
of OLS, there is precedence for relaxing OLS’s normality assumption when observations are 
sufficiently high (less than 100 in most cases and less than 500 for extremely non normal 
data).388 At n=634, my data met the high number of observations criteria. To double check the 
validity of using OLS, I performed additional checks to ensure OLS models would yield accurate 
results. I conducted both a residuals analysis and a regression analysis with the more compatible, 
but more complicated PPO models. A residuals analysis showed most models showed residuals 
were distributed more or less normally and were acceptable overall.389  

Additionally, I compared the OLS models with partial proportional odds (PPO) models using 
ordered logit regressions and confirmed they had similar results.390 PPO or ordered logit models 
are used when dependent variables (DV) are ordered and often qualitative. As all my dependent 
variables were based on Likert-scales, ordered logit was a logical choice. However, ordered logit 
regressions require models pass the proportional odds assumption. This is where predictor 
variables have the same effect, or coefficient, on each level of the dependent variable. The 
proportional odds assumption is also known as the parallel lines assumption because, 
graphically, a regression for each level of the DV should be parallel or have the same slope and 
coefficient at every level of the DV. Often, predictor variables will have a different effect on 
different levels of the dependent variable and fail the proportional odds/parallel lines assumption. 
My data was no exception. Therefore, I used partial proportional odds models. These allow the 
proportional odds/parallel lines assumption to be relaxed for variables that fail the assumption.  

 
387 Ghasemi, Asghar, & Saleh Zahediasl, “Normality Tests for Statistical Analysis: A Guide for Non-Statisticians,” 
International Journal of Endocrinol Metabolism, Vol. 10, No. 2, pp. 486-489, Spring 2012. 
388 Lumley, Thomas, Paula Diehr, Scott Emerson, & Lu Chen, “The Importance of the Normality Assumption in 
Large Public Health Data Sets,” Annual Review of Public Health, Vol. 23, pp. 151-169, May 2002. 
389 See Appendix F, Note F.4 
390 See Appendix F, Tables F 28 – F.31 and Table 6.9 
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Results are then reported as a regression for each level of the DV (i.e. three regressions are 
reported if the DV has three levels, likely, somewhat likely, or unlikely). The variables that pass 
the proportional odds assumption will have the same coefficient in each regression. However, for 
predictor variables failing the proportional odds assumption, PPO models allow that variable to 
have a different coefficient at each level of the dependent variable.  

Interpretation in PPO models requires more nuance, as a predictor variable may have 
different effects on each level of the dependent variable. For example, age, might have a 
different effect on each level of the dependent variable of being likely, somewhat likely, or 
unlikely to share a meme on social media. Younger ages may be more likely to share on social 
media (producing a negative coefficient for the likely level of the DV), while older ages may be 
more unlikely to share on social media (producing a positive coefficient for the unlikely level of 
the DV).  

While PPO models were better suited to my data, they are rarely found in the literature and 
are more complicated to interpret. I compared results from the PPO and OLS models and found 
similar results in both models.391 OLS is easier to interpret and ubiquitous in the literature. Since 
I had a high number of observations in each model (n>500), residuals were fairly normally 
distributed, and since I could replicate the approximately same results using PPO ordered logit 
models, I decided to report on OLS models rather than PPO models.  

Tables F.22 – F.25 – Checking for Systematic Bias between Total and Test Samples  

Tables F.22 – F.25 compare regressions using the Test Sample data with the same regression 
using Total Sample data to determine if there was uncontrolled bias in how I compiled my Test 
Sample. Results between each pair of regressions were comparable. I determined there was no 
uncontrolled variation in the dependent variables due to how I constructed my Test Sample. 
Below are more details. 

To double-check there was no systematic bias in the Test Sample of participants compared to 
the Total Sample of participants, I ran the final regression model on the Total Sample and 
compared results with those of the Test Sample. I got the same or similar results, showing there 
was no systematic bias in my dependent variables due to participants dropping out of the Total 
Sample. I specifically looked at treatment effects on the dependent variables and found 
significant treatment effects were consistent in direction and significance between the two 
datasets, (but sometimes significant at different levels, i.e. p=.05 sometimes changed to p=.01). I 
concluded there did not appear to be any uncontrolled, non-random factors leading to variation in 
my dependent variables due to how I compiled my Test Sample. 

 
391 For comparisons of OLS with PPO ordinal logit models, see Appendix F, Model 3 in Tables F.22-F.25 for OLS 
and Tables F.28-F.31 for PPO models. 
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Table F.22 tests that no uncontrolled bias is found in the dependent variable between the 
Total Sample and Test Sample. (The Test Sample was obtained by eliminating participants that 
failed one or more manipulation checks). This table shows similar findings across regressions 
using both the Total and Test samples, showing no uncontrolled bias in the dependent variable.  

Table F.22: Comparison of Total and Test Samples for Each Meme for DV Receive 

Odd numbered models are of the Test Sample dataset. Even numbered models are of the Total Sample.  
Models 1-2 respond to Meme 1. Models 3-4 respond to Meme 2. Models 5-6 respond to Meme 3. Models 7-8 
respond to Meme 4. 

Comparison of Sample and Full Dataset for Each Meme for Receive 
 Dependent variable: 
 Receive 

Models (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

treatment2Emotional -0.246 -0.087 -0.160 -0.009 -0.296** -0.241* -0.036 -0.005 
 (0.171) (0.150) (0.138) (0.117) (0.151) (0.128) (0.138) (0.124) 

treatment3Cognitive -0.267* -0.284* -0.121 -0.074 -0.422*** -0.406*** -0.091 -0.162 
 (0.156) (0.147) (0.125) (0.114) (0.139) (0.126) (0.126) (0.120) 

treatment4Emotional-Cognitive -0.349** -0.242* -0.113 -0.068 -0.363*** -0.367*** -0.060 -0.053 
 (0.156) (0.146) (0.123) (0.113) (0.137) (0.125) (0.126) (0.120) 

NegEmotion 0.288*** 0.436*** 0.011 0.054 0.256*** 0.285*** 0.156*** 0.253*** 
 (0.061) (0.056) (0.051) (0.044) (0.056) (0.048) (0.048) (0.045) 

relax 0.018 -0.048 -0.081 -0.055 0.083 -0.010 0.072 -0.013 
 (0.099) (0.080) (0.069) (0.054) (0.063) (0.050) (0.067) (0.058) 

happy 0.176 0.198* 0.512*** 0.404*** 0.136 0.222*** 0.517*** 0.375*** 
 (0.133) (0.104) (0.096) (0.072) (0.085) (0.067) (0.092) (0.078) 

like 0.457*** 0.445*** 0.411*** 0.474*** 0.491*** 0.502*** 0.458*** 0.549*** 
 (0.040) (0.036) (0.042) (0.035) (0.041) (0.034) (0.034) (0.029) 

social_media_activity_freq_Less often 0.196 0.340 0.047 0.163 0.194 0.129 -0.021 0.184 
 (0.258) (0.229) (0.205) (0.181) (0.226) (0.198) (0.207) (0.191) 

social_media_activity_freq_Every few weeks -0.025 -0.061 0.244 0.256 0.213 0.138 -0.072 -0.103 
 (0.238) (0.209) (0.192) (0.166) (0.208) (0.179) (0.194) (0.176) 

social_media_activity_freq_A few times a week 0.117 0.056 0.061 0.156 0.146 0.140 0.061 0.096 
 (0.218) (0.193) (0.175) (0.154) (0.192) (0.167) (0.176) (0.162) 

social_media_activity_freq_About once a day 0.097 0.139 0.193 0.234 0.377* 0.299* 0.056 0.089 
 (0.227) (0.197) (0.183) (0.158) (0.203) (0.172) (0.182) (0.164) 

social_media_activity_freq_Several times a day 0.695*** 0.594*** 0.397** 0.293** 0.507*** 0.455*** 0.326* 0.375** 
 (0.211) (0.182) (0.168) (0.145) (0.183) (0.156) (0.168) (0.152) 

Constant 0.856*** 0.980*** 0.273 0.163 0.415** 0.465*** 0.095 0.194 
 (0.246) (0.214) (0.184) (0.158) (0.199) (0.172) (0.189) (0.170) 

Observations 590 769 596 769 554 731 589 762 
R2 0.290 0.312 0.362 0.432 0.403 0.450 0.470 0.507 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Table F.23 tests that no uncontrolled bias is found in the dependent variable between the 
Total Sample and Test Sample. (The Test Sample was obtained by eliminating participants that 
failed one or more manipulation checks). This table shows similar findings across regressions 
using both the Total and Test samples, showing no uncontrolled bias in the dependent variable.  

Table F.23: Comparison of Total and Test Samples for Each Meme for DV Favor 

Odd numbered models are of the Test Sample dataset. Even numbered models are of the Total Sample.  
Models 1-2 respond to Meme 1. Models 3-4 respond to Meme 2. Models 5-6 respond to Meme 3. Models 7-8 
respond to Meme 4. 

Comparison of Sample and Full Dataset for Each Meme for Favor 
 Dependent variable: 
 favor 

Models (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

treatment2Emotional -0.302*** -0.167* -0.019 0.066 -0.039 -0.075 0.104 0.086 
 (0.110) (0.095) (0.074) (0.065) (0.092) (0.082) (0.097) (0.085) 

treatment3Cognitive -0.064 -0.085 0.098 0.102 -0.179** -0.097 -0.024 -0.015 
 (0.101) (0.092) (0.067) (0.063) (0.085) (0.080) (0.088) (0.083) 

treatment4Emotional-Cognitive -0.123 -0.100 0.015 0.053 -0.113 -0.070 0.022 0.005 
 (0.100) (0.092) (0.066) (0.062) (0.084) (0.079) (0.089) (0.083) 

NegEmotion 0.180*** 0.244*** 0.028 0.059** 0.079** 0.115*** 0.125*** 0.155*** 
 (0.039) (0.036) (0.027) (0.024) (0.034) (0.030) (0.034) (0.031) 

relax -0.132** -0.113** -0.144*** -0.099*** -0.074* -0.105*** -0.093* -0.068* 
 (0.064) (0.051) (0.037) (0.030) (0.038) (0.032) (0.047) (0.040) 

happy 0.358*** 0.314*** 0.424*** 0.368*** 0.440*** 0.428*** 0.411*** 0.341*** 
 (0.085) (0.065) (0.051) (0.040) (0.052) (0.042) (0.065) (0.054) 

like 0.367*** 0.361*** 0.301*** 0.323*** 0.299*** 0.324*** 0.393*** 0.430*** 
 (0.026) (0.023) (0.022) (0.019) (0.025) (0.021) (0.024) (0.020) 

social_media_activity_freq_Less often 0.125 0.066 0.020 0.053 0.080 0.073 0.049 0.083 
 (0.166) (0.144) (0.110) (0.099) (0.138) (0.126) (0.145) (0.132) 

social_media_activity_freq_Every few weeks 0.154 0.022 -0.010 -0.026 0.327** 0.190* 0.188 0.170 
 (0.153) (0.131) (0.103) (0.091) (0.127) (0.114) (0.136) (0.121) 

social_media_activity_freq_A few times a week 0.111 -0.011 0.066 0.059 0.161 0.144 0.298** 0.250** 
 (0.140) (0.121) (0.093) (0.085) (0.117) (0.106) (0.124) (0.112) 

social_media_activity_freq_About once a day 0.406*** 0.222* 0.061 0.107 0.398*** 0.293*** 0.165 0.196* 
 (0.146) (0.124) (0.098) (0.087) (0.124) (0.109) (0.128) (0.113) 

social_media_activity_freq_Several times a day 0.572*** 0.468*** 0.194** 0.123 0.362*** 0.319*** 0.268** 0.249** 
 (0.136) (0.115) (0.090) (0.079) (0.112) (0.099) (0.118) (0.105) 

Constant 0.374** 0.500*** 0.293*** 0.229*** 0.137 0.188* 0.053 0.058 
 (0.158) (0.135) (0.098) (0.087) (0.121) (0.109) (0.133) (0.117) 

Observations 590 770 596 773 554 733 589 762 
R2 0.401 0.421 0.501 0.562 0.548 0.557 0.516 0.557 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Table F.24 tests that no uncontrolled bias is found in the dependent variable between the 
Total Sample and Test Sample. (The Test Sample was obtained by eliminating participants that 
failed one or more manipulation checks). This table shows similar findings across regressions 
using both the Total and Test samples, showing no uncontrolled bias in the dependent variable.  

Table F.24: Comparison of Total and Test Samples for Each Meme for DV Share 

Odd numbered models are of the Test Sample dataset. Even numbered models are of the Total Sample.  
Models 1-2 respond to Meme 1. Models 3-4 respond to Meme 2. Models 5-6 respond to Meme 3. Models 7-8 
respond to Meme 4. 

Comparison of Sample and Full Dataset for Each Meme for Share 
 Dependent variable: 
 share 

Models (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

treatment2Emotional -0.058 -0.116 0.013 0.023 0.017 -0.043 0.165* 0.156* 
 (0.113) (0.100) (0.087) (0.075) (0.094) (0.082) (0.095) (0.084) 

treatment3Cognitive -0.083 -0.096 0.113 0.101 -0.132 -0.156* 0.067 0.006 
 (0.103) (0.098) (0.078) (0.073) (0.086) (0.081) (0.086) (0.082) 

treatment4Emotional-Cognitive -0.147 -0.123 0.088 0.110 0.089 0.062 0.113 0.113 
 (0.103) (0.097) (0.077) (0.072) (0.085) (0.080) (0.087) (0.082) 

NegEmotion 0.239*** 0.320*** 0.046 0.081*** 0.183*** 0.266*** 0.142*** 0.203*** 
 (0.041) (0.038) (0.032) (0.028) (0.035) (0.030) (0.033) (0.031) 

relax 0.035 0.016 -0.031 -0.030 -0.010 -0.013 -0.021 -0.025 
 (0.066) (0.054) (0.043) (0.035) (0.039) (0.032) (0.046) (0.039) 

happy 0.168* 0.239*** 0.420*** 0.399*** 0.220*** 0.213*** 0.423*** 0.381*** 
 (0.088) (0.069) (0.060) (0.046) (0.053) (0.043) (0.063) (0.053) 

like 0.152*** 0.154*** 0.108*** 0.143*** 0.159*** 0.194*** 0.219*** 0.261*** 
 (0.027) (0.024) (0.026) (0.022) (0.026) (0.022) (0.023) (0.020) 

social_media_activity_freq_Less often -0.034 0.012 0.107 0.210* 0.028 0.055 0.058 0.167 
 (0.171) (0.152) (0.128) (0.115) (0.141) (0.126) (0.142) (0.129) 

social_media_activity_freq_Every few weeks 0.007 -0.070 0.174 0.098 0.245* 0.183 0.100 0.089 
 (0.157) (0.139) (0.120) (0.105) (0.129) (0.113) (0.133) (0.120) 

social_media_activity_freq_A few times a week -0.006 -0.069 0.110 0.091 -0.035 -0.041 0.117 0.129 
 (0.144) (0.129) (0.109) (0.098) (0.120) (0.106) (0.121) (0.110) 

social_media_activity_freq_About once a day 0.126 0.065 0.054 0.038 -0.004 0.044 0.156 0.149 
 (0.150) (0.132) (0.115) (0.100) (0.126) (0.109) (0.125) (0.111) 

social_media_activity_freq_Several times a day 0.469*** 0.418*** 0.338*** 0.283*** 0.218* 0.207** 0.183 0.265** 
 (0.140) (0.122) (0.105) (0.092) (0.114) (0.098) (0.115) (0.103) 

Constant 0.853*** 0.879*** 0.354*** 0.324*** 0.559*** 0.543*** 0.210 0.180 
 (0.163) (0.143) (0.115) (0.100) (0.124) (0.109) (0.129) (0.116) 

Observations 590 752 596 757 554 713 589 749 
R2 0.201 0.275 0.296 0.391 0.278 0.374 0.373 0.448 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Table F.25 tests that no uncontrolled bias is found in the dependent variable between the 
Total Sample and Test Sample. (The Test Sample was obtained by eliminating participants that 
failed one or more manipulation checks). This table shows similar findings across regressions 
using both the Total and Test samples, showing no uncontrolled bias in the dependent variable.  

Table F.25: Comparison of Total and Test Samples for Each Meme for DV Agree 

Odd numbered models are of the Test Sample dataset. Even numbered models are of the Total Sample.  
Models 1-2 respond to Meme 1. Models 3-4 respond to Meme 2. Models 5-6 respond to Meme 3. Models 7-8 
respond to Meme 4. 

Comparison of Sample and Full Dataset for Each Meme for Agree 
 Dependent variable: 
 agree 

Models (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

treatment2Emotional -0.302* -0.262* 0.083 0.072 0.136 0.072 -0.087 -0.118 
 (0.177) (0.154) (0.128) (0.114) (0.137) (0.119) (0.126) (0.109) 

treatment3Cognitive -0.421*** -0.326** 0.177 0.083 0.115 0.083 -0.074 -0.079 
 (0.161) (0.150) (0.115) (0.111) (0.126) (0.117) (0.114) (0.106) 

treatment4Emotional-Cognitive -0.492*** -0.333** 0.041 0.071 0.161 0.188 -0.064 -0.091 
 (0.160) (0.149) (0.114) (0.110) (0.125) (0.116) (0.115) (0.106) 

NegEmotion 0.467*** 0.536*** -0.037 -0.032 0.004 0.043 0.076* 0.121*** 
 (0.063) (0.058) (0.047) (0.043) (0.051) (0.044) (0.044) (0.040) 

relax -0.370*** -0.312*** -0.037 -0.053 -0.084 -0.098** -0.018 0.034 
 (0.102) (0.082) (0.064) (0.053) (0.057) (0.048) (0.061) (0.051) 

happy 0.123 0.004 -0.108 -0.005 0.120 0.115* 0.030 -0.024 
 (0.137) (0.106) (0.089) (0.070) (0.077) (0.062) (0.084) (0.069) 

like 0.777*** 0.728*** 0.916*** 0.882*** 0.852*** 0.830*** 0.919*** 0.923*** 
 (0.041) (0.037) (0.039) (0.034) (0.037) (0.031) (0.031) (0.026) 

social_media_activity_freq_Less often 0.011 0.178 0.147 0.159 0.029 -0.018 -0.112 0.066 
 (0.266) (0.234) (0.190) (0.175) (0.205) (0.183) (0.188) (0.169) 

social_media_activity_freq_Every few weeks -0.122 -0.124 -0.021 0.081 0.122 0.191 -0.381** -0.213 
 (0.245) (0.213) (0.178) (0.160) (0.189) (0.165) (0.176) (0.156) 

social_media_activity_freq_A few times a week 0.120 0.257 0.144 0.180 -0.075 -0.026 -0.297* -0.200 
 (0.224) (0.197) (0.162) (0.149) (0.174) (0.154) (0.160) (0.144) 

social_media_activity_freq_About once a day -0.006 0.154 0.184 0.349** 0.018 0.045 -0.337** -0.161 
 (0.233) (0.201) (0.170) (0.153) (0.184) (0.159) (0.166) (0.145) 

social_media_activity_freq_Several times a day 0.407* 0.568*** 0.046 0.079 0.104 0.116 -0.269* -0.136 
 (0.218) (0.186) (0.156) (0.140) (0.166) (0.144) (0.153) (0.134) 

Constant 2.307*** 2.295*** 0.425** 0.352** 0.452** 0.503*** 0.747*** 0.644*** 
 (0.254) (0.219) (0.170) (0.152) (0.180) (0.159) (0.172) (0.151) 

Observations 590 768 596 772 554 732 589 762 
R2 0.476 0.452 0.578 0.585 0.640 0.629 0.687 0.699 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Table F.26a briefly displays each variable used in the final regression model, if it was a 
dependent or independent variable, and the scale used to measure the variable (or the answer 
options respondents chose from). This is provided as a convenient reference. 

Table F.26a: Variables Used in Final Regression Model 

Variable DV IV Values 
Receive x  7-point Likert Scale – Extremely Unwilling to Receive to Extremely Willing to 

Receive the meme 
Favor x  5-point Likert Scale – Very Likely to Very Unlikely to favor the meme on social 

media 
Share x  5-point Likert Scale – Very Likely to Very Unlikely to share the meme on social 

media 
Agree x  7-point Likert Scale – Extremely Agree to Extremely Disagree with the meme 
Treatment  x One of four treatments, T1 Control, T2 Emotional, T3 Cognitive, T4 Emotional-

Cognitive 
Negative 
emotion 

 x Factor variable combining fear, anger, anxiety, and sadness. Each of those four 
measured with the average of a 7-point Likert scale for how much they felt that 
emotion – Not at All to An Extreme Amount 

Happy  x Average of a 7-point Likert scale for how much happiness they felt when viewing 
the meme – Not at All to An Extreme Amount 

Relax  x Average of a 7-point Likert scale for how much relaxation they felt when viewing 
the meme – Not at All to An Extreme Amount 

Like  x 7-point Likert scale of how much they liked the meme – Extremely Dislike to 
Extremely Like. 

Social media 
activity 
frequency 
(sm_freq_) 

 x 6-point scale, the most often they use a social media platforms (limited to 
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, WhatsApp, Snapchat, or Reddit) – Never, 
Less Often, Every Few Weeks, A Couple Times a Week, About Once a Day, 
Several Times a Day 

 

 
 

Table F.26b displays descriptive statistics for each dependent variable for each meme and the 
overall Test Sample. This helps describe the chosen dependent variables and how mean and 
median responses in each DV compare to each other and across memes. The more passive DVs, 
such as Receive and Agree have higher mean and median levels in the DV (meaning more 
engagement and less resistance) than the more active, committal behaviors, like Favor and Share. 
Additionally, mean and median DV responses seem to randomly vary by meme for most memes. 
Meme 1 (KKK police), for example, has a higher DV values than other memes for some DVs, 
but not enough to be a consistent pattern. Meme 2 (Being white), however, had the most 
consistent pattern, having the lowest mean and median values for all four dependent variables. 
This meme produced the least engagement of all the memes.  
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Table F.26b: Descriptive Statistics for Each DV by Condition and Test Sample 

 Observations Mean Std. Dev. Median Min Max  
Receive       

Meme 1 613 2.38 1.69 2 1 7 
Meme 2 617 1.87 1.48 1 1 7 
Meme 3 611 2.26 1.66 2 1 7 
Meme 4 618 2.09 1.63 1 1 7 

Test Sample 634 2.14 1.18 1.75 1 7 
Favor       

Meme 1 613 1.80 1.22 1 1 5 
Meme 2 617 1.43 0.95 1 1 5 
Meme 3 611 1.80 1.24 1 1 5 
Meme 4 618 1.68 1.23 1 1 5 

Test Sample 634 1.68 0.73 1.5 1 5 
Share       

Meme 1 613 1.62 1.06 1 1 5 
Meme 2 617 1.34 0.88 1 1 5 
Meme 3 611 1.47 0.97 1 1 5 
Meme 4 618 1.48 1.02 1 1 5 

Test Sample 634 1.44 0.73 1 1 5 
Agree       

Meme 1 613 3.78 1.97 4 1 7 
Meme 2 617 2.41 1.64 2 1 7 
Meme 3 611 3.07 1.88 3 1 7 
Meme 4 618 2.78 1.91 2 1 7 

Test Sample 633 3.01 1 3 1 7 
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Medium-Low Emotional Intensities’ Positive Impact on Resistance 

Table F.27: Effect of Varying Emotional Intensities on Resisting Disinformation  

Table F.27 explores intensities or levels of negative emotion that were significantly associated with participants better resisting the 
disinformation memes. Negative Emotion, when significant, always reduced resistant reactions to disinformation memes. However, 
this analysis suggests when some negative emotions are experienced at a medium-low level, they significantly increase resistance to 
the disinformation memes. More research is needed to better establish this finding.  

Negative Emotion was a factor variable constructed from correlated measures of fear, anger, anxiety, and sadness. The intensity at 
which respondents felt each emotion after viewing a meme was measured using a 7-point Likert scale. I made several dichotomous 
variables representing each intensity level for each emotion based on the emotions’ distribution in the data (i.e. I made one 
dichotomous variable each for feeling “low anger,” “medium-low anger,” “high anger,” etc.). Each cell in the table below represents a 
regression. What I report in the cell is just the regression result for the dichotomous emotion variable representing the presence or 
absence of one negative emotion at one intensity level (i.e. “low anxiety,” “medium-low anxiety,” etc.). These results suggest there 
many be some medium-low levels of negative emotion that improve inoculative effects. 
 
Cells colored yellow show resistance to the disinformation meme and are significant and at the 5% level or better. Cells colored orange show resistance at the 
10% level. Cells colored gray are in the resistant direction but have non-significant results. 
Medium and medium-low levels of most negative emotions are associated with more resistance, mostly for Meme 1. Coefficients reported in log odds. 

DV Receive to Share Favor Share Agree 

 Emotion Meme1 Meme2 Meme3 Meme4 Meme1 Meme2 Meme3 Meme4 Meme1 Meme2 Meme3 Meme4 Meme1 Meme2 Meme3 Meme4 

Anxiety - 
low 

 0.632** 
(0.294) 

0.184 
(0.212) 

0.742*** 
(0.197) 

0.610*** 
(0.189) 

1.074*** 
(0.406) 

0.237 
(0.290) 

0.232 
(0.232) 

0.884*** 
(0.250) 

0.775** 
(0.377) 

0.456 
(0.301) 

0.770*** 
(0.262) 

0.650** 
(0.253) 

0.941*** 
(0.267) 

 0.144 
(0.192) 

-0.117 
(0.178) 

0.358** 
(0.177) 

Anxiety 
– 
medium-
low 

-
0.728*** 
(0.167) 

0.162 
(0.189) 

0.341* 
(0.199) 

0.375* 
(.0227) 

-
0.690*** 
(0.199) 

-0.135 
(0.256) 

-0.001 
(0.244) 

0.050 
(0.311) 

 -
1.023*** 
(0.200) 

-0.061 
(0.265) 

0.324 
(0.269) 

0.290 
(0.305) 

-
0.460*** 
(0.153) 

0.093 
(0.168) 

-0.049 
(0.184) 

0.275 
(0.214) 

Anxiety 
– 
medium  

0.583*** 
(0.180) 

 0.020 
(0.229) 

-- 
0.084 
(0.191) 

 
0.576*** 
(0.207) 

0.289 
(0.317) 

-- 
0.386 
(0.246) 

 
0.848*** 
(0.199) 

0.682** 
(0.307) 

-- 
-0.230 
(0.262) 

0.354** 
(0.169) 

0.244 
(0.205) 

-- 
 0.069 
(0.182) 

Anxiety 
– 

-- -- 
0.601*** 
(0.226) 

0.606** 
(0.261) 

-- -- 
 0.370 
(0.286) 

0.941*** 
(0.321) 

-- -- 
0.714** 
(0.302) 

1.185*** 
(0.305) 

-- -- 
-0.105 
(0.219) 

0.258 
(0.269) 
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medium 
to high 

Anxiety 
– high 

1.038*** 
(0.249) 

-0.081 
(0.326) 

-- -- 
1.009*** 
(.0278) 

0.411 
(0.420) 

-- -- 
0.959*** 
(0.266) 

-0.090 
(0.463) 

-- -- 
1.442*** 
(0.269) 

-0.496 
(0.322) 

-- 
0.258 
(0.269) 

Anger – 
low  

0.665*** 
(0.196) 

0.334 
(0.238) 

0.530** 
(0.216) 

0.327 
(0.222) 

1.188*** 
(0.261) 

0.883** 
(0.318) 

0.613** 
(0.256) 

0.743*** 
(0.285) 

1.246*** 
(0.274) 

0.873** 
(0.342) 

1.144*** 
(0.293) 

0.823*** 
(0.311) 

0.671*** 
(0.182) 

0.422* 
(0.217) 

-0.013 
(0.201) 

-0.141 
(0.205) 

Anger – 
medium-
low  

-- 
0.075 
(0.192) 

0.087 
(0.200) 

-0.216 
(0.180) 

-- 
0.479* 
(0.263) 

0.390 
(0.238) 

-0.046 
(0.230) 

-- 
-0.059 
(0.276) 

0.231 
(0.265) 

-0.464* 
(0.244) 

-- 
 
0.822*** 
(0.175) 

0.328* 
(0.190) 

0.045 
(0.169) 

Anger - 
medium 

-0.328** 
(0.163) 

0.349* 
(0.212) 

0.110 
(0.238) 

0.180 
(0.247) 

0.129 
(0.194) 

 0.407 
(0.298) 

0.219 
(0.297) 

0.008 
(0.337) 

-0.050 
(0.190) 

0.594** 
(0.292) 

0.118 
(0.323) 

0.388 
(0.320) 

-0.147 
(0.155) 

-0.178 
(0.194) 

-0.024 
(0.211) 

-0.044 
(0.234) 

Anger – 
medium 
to high 

-- -- 
0.558** 
(0.265) 

0.514** 
(0.216) 

-- -- 
0.064 
(0.356) 

0.975*** 
(0.292) 

-- -- 
1.337*** 
(0.340) 

1.126*** 
(0.272) 

-- -- 
-
0.549** 
(0.256) 

-0.206 
(0.226) 

Anger – 
high  

1.341*** 
(0.209) 

-0.531 
(0.411) 

-- -- 
0.980*** 
(0.237) 

-0.845 
(0.768) 

-- -- 
1.209*** 
(0.229) 

 0.567 
(0.461) 

-- -- 
1.228*** 
(0.219) 

 -
1.711*** 
(0.455) 

-- -- 

Sad – 
low  

0.652*** 
(0.213) 

0.044 
(0.195) 

0.483** 
(0.192) 

0.211 
(0.188) 

0.697*** 
(0.258) 

0.492* 
(0.271) 

0.497** 
(0.233) 

1.057*** 
(0.273) 

0.842*** 
(0.274) 

0.174 
(0.270) 

 0.548** 
(0.258) 

0.174 
(0.256) 

0.716*** 
(0.191) 

0.195 
(0.176) 

0.115 
(0.175) 

0.463*** 
(0.180) 

Sad – 
medium-
low 

-
0.504*** 
(0.169) 

-0.026 
(0.224) 

 0.161 
(0.193) 

-0.126 
(0.185) 

-0.253 
(0.201) 

 0.022 
(0.293) 

 0.065 
(0.237) 

0.084 
(0.239) 

-0.381* 
(.0198) 

-0.182 
(0.319) 

-0.015 
(0.267) 

-0.461* 
(0.256) 

-0.279* 
(0.154) 

0.277 
(0.198) 

0.133 
(0.179) 

0.161 
(0.172) 

Sad – 
medium  

 
0.649*** 
(0.174) 

0.107 
(0.207) 

-- 
0.096 
(0.230) 

0.375* 
(0.207) 

0.590** 
(0.291) 

-- 
0.262 
(0.290) 

0.346* 
(0.200) 

 0.463 
(0.294) 

-- 
-0.274 
(0.318) 

0.547*** 
(0.167) 

0.038 
(0.186) 

-- 
0.218 
(0.226) 

Sad – 
medium 
to high 

 
0.955*** 
(0.281) 

-0.085 
(0.325) 

0.565** 
(0.243) 

0.725** 
(0.293) 

 
0.910*** 
(0.307) 

-0.016 
(0.435) 

0.750** 
(0.292) 

1.365*** 
(0.332) 

1.398*** 
(0.296) 

-0.184 
(0.432) 

 
0.882*** 
(0.303) 

 
1.516*** 
(0.322) 

1.038*** 
(0.302) 

-0.148 
(0.296) 

-0.020 
(0.231) 

0.473 
(0.306) 

Fear – 
low  

0.906** 
(0.192) 

0.192 
(0.200) 

0.605*** 
(0.214) 

0.592*** 
(0.192) 

1.315*** 
(0.251) 

-0.258 
(0.281) 

0.230 
(0.265) 

 
0.685*** 
(0.246) 

1.399*** 
(0.264) 

 0.490* 
(0.273) 

0.958*** 
(0.273) 

0.899*** 
(0.244) 

1.009*** 
(0.174) 

-0.261 
(0.182) 

0.056 
(0.202) 

0.462** 
(0.188) 

Fear – 
medium-
low 

-0.17 
(0.179) 

0.256 
(0.213) 

0.355 
(0.315) 

0.778*** 
(0.275) 

 0.002 
(0.2113) 

-
0.670** 
(0.324) 

0.016 
(0.409) 

0.028 
(0.382) 

-0.141 
(0.212) 

0.435 
(0.294) 

1.015*** 
(0.385) 

0.678** 
(0.341) 

0.158 
(0.163) 

-0.100 
(0.192) 

0.012 
(0.302) 

0.410 
(0.276) 

Fear – 
medium  

0.455 
(0.178) 

-- -- -- 
0.588*** 
(0.204) 

-- -- -- 
0.463** 
(0.201) 

-- --  -- 
 0.238 
(0.170) 

-- -- -- 

Fear – 
medium 
to high 

1.026*** 
(0.242) 

-0.091 
(0.351) 

0.645** 
(0.256) 

0.311 
(0.223) 

0.839*** 
(0.276) 

0.722* 
(0.424) 

0.321 
(0.315) 

0.857*** 
(0.274) 

1.254*** 
(0.256) 

0.334 
(0.443) 

0.707** 
(0.323) 

0.742*** 
(0.272) 

1.261*** 
(0.254) 

 -0.544 
(0.331) 

0.075 
(0.244) 

0.377* 
(0.220) 

 
*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Justifying Using OLS: OLS Residual Analysis and PPO Regression Results 

Note F.4 – Residual Analysis to Confirm Using OLS 

Note F.4 reports on a residual analysis of my Test Sample data to verify that using OLS is 
acceptable. Below, I report on the meaning of each test, what a typical test on normal data would 
look like, and how my data compares overall.   

Residual vs Fitted – checks if the data is linear. A fairly equal spread above and below the 
line without obvious patterns ensures the data has a linear relationship. Many of these plots show 
roughly linear relationships with some lined structures in the data. This is typical of the ordinal 
nature of the dependent variables. 

Normal Q-Q – shows if the residuals are normally distributed. This plot is of most interest in 
testing for normality. Data that roughly follows a straight line indicates normally distributed 
residuals. Most plots have some points that trend up and away from the line at the tail. These still 
show roughly normally distributed residuals and were one reason why using OLS was 
acceptable. 

Scale-Location or Spread-Location – tests the homoskedasticity assumption of linear 
regression. Points are supposed to be equally and randomly distributed above and below a 
horizontal line. Most are evenly distributed above and below a roughly horizontal line, but 
spaced out in patterns because the dependent variables are ordinal, not continuous. 

Residuals vs Leverage – tests if there are influential points where removal or inclusion 
needed to be considered. Influential points are outside the Cook’s Distance line. None of these 
graphs included an influential point.   

Overall, the residuals in my data are far from perfectly matching normally distributed OLS 
residuals. However, Normal Q-Q plots match normally distributed data well enough for most 
graphs and patterns in residuals can usually be explained by the categorical rather than 
continuous nature of my variables. Considering my high number of observations (n=634), my 
data is close enough to normally distributed to use OLS. 
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Tables F.28-31 – Final Partial Proportional Odds Models for Each Meme, Reported in Odds Ratios 

Tables F.28 – F.31 are provided to help compare results from PPO regressions to those from 
OLS regressions. Results for both were similar in effect and significance and justify the use of 
OLS rather than the more complex PPO models. For more information on selecting between 
OLS and PPO models, see Note F.3. 
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Table F.28: Final Partial Proportional Odds Models for Meme 1, Reported in Odds Ratios 

 * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

                                                                                    

BIC                          1642            1089            1121            1918   

AIC                      1589.337        1018.810        1051.322        1822.131   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)                                          (0.01)   

Constant                    0.000***                                        0.013***

                           (0.06)                                          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n1                  1.212***                                        1.130** 

                           (0.12)                                          (0.19)   

like1                       1.993***                                        1.776***

                           (0.21)                                          (0.27)   

happy1                      1.180                                           1.433   

                           (0.14)                                          (0.08)   

relax1                      1.037                                           0.541***

                           (0.12)                                          (0.29)   

negemotion1                 1.437***                                        1.758***

                           (0.06)                                          (0.06)   

treatment_n1                0.846*                                          0.847*  

6                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)                                          (0.01)   

Constant                    0.003***                                        0.032***

                           (0.06)                                          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n1                  1.212***                                        1.130** 

                           (0.12)                                          (0.18)   

like1                       1.993***                                        2.037***

                           (0.21)                                          (0.27)   

happy1                      1.180                                           1.433   

                           (0.14)                                          (0.08)   

relax1                      1.037                                           0.541***

                           (0.12)                                          (0.23)   

negemotion1                 1.437***                                        1.776***

                           (0.06)                                          (0.06)   

treatment_n1                0.846*                                          0.847*  

5                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.02)   

Constant                    0.007***        0.000***        0.001***        0.051***

                           (0.06)          (0.09)          (0.09)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n1                  1.212***        1.389***        1.342***        1.130** 

                           (0.12)          (0.82)          (0.10)          (0.28)   

like1                       1.993***        3.381***        1.533***        3.022***

                           (0.21)          (0.32)          (0.20)          (0.27)   

happy1                      1.180           1.079           0.344           1.433   

                           (0.14)          (0.11)          (1.35)          (0.08)   

relax1                      1.037           0.594**         2.781*          0.541***

                           (0.12)          (0.17)          (0.17)          (0.25)   

negemotion1                 1.437***        1.612***        1.728***        2.043***

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.07)          (0.06)   

treatment_n1                0.846*          0.937           0.881           0.847*  

4                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.01)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.03)   

Constant                    0.018***        0.002***        0.004***        0.082***

                           (0.06)          (0.09)          (0.09)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n1                  1.212***        1.389***        1.342***        1.130** 

                           (0.12)          (0.22)          (0.10)          (0.38)   

like1                       1.993***        2.028***        1.533***        3.647***

                           (0.21)          (0.79)          (0.28)          (0.27)   

happy1                      1.180           2.863***        0.828           1.433   

                           (0.14)          (0.11)          (0.53)          (0.08)   

relax1                      1.037           0.594**         1.749           0.541***

                           (0.12)          (0.17)          (0.17)          (0.27)   

negemotion1                 1.437***        1.612***        1.728***        2.157***

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.07)          (0.06)   

treatment_n1                0.846*          0.937           0.881           0.847*  

3                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.01)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.04)   

Constant                    0.027***        0.003***        0.010***        0.116***

                           (0.06)          (0.09)          (0.09)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n1                  1.212***        1.389***        1.342***        1.130** 

                           (0.12)          (0.22)          (0.10)          (0.54)   

like1                       1.993***        2.316***        1.533***        4.257***

                           (0.21)          (0.84)          (0.38)          (0.27)   

happy1                      1.180           2.812***        1.515           1.433   

                           (0.14)          (0.11)          (0.22)          (0.08)   

relax1                      1.037           0.594**         1.047           0.541***

                           (0.12)          (0.17)          (0.17)          (0.25)   

negemotion1                 1.437***        1.612***        1.728***        1.932***

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.07)          (0.06)   

treatment_n1                0.846*          0.937           0.881           0.847*  

2                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.03)          (0.00)          (0.01)          (0.09)   

Constant                    0.100***        0.006***        0.029***        0.218***

                           (0.06)          (0.09)          (0.09)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n1                  1.212***        1.389***        1.342***        1.130** 

                           (0.12)          (0.24)          (0.10)          (1.43)   

like1                       1.993***        2.732***        1.533***        6.637***

                           (0.21)          (0.93)          (0.47)          (0.27)   

happy1                      1.180           2.799**         1.756*          1.433   

                           (0.14)          (0.11)          (0.16)          (0.08)   

relax1                      1.037           0.594**         0.864           0.541***

                           (0.12)          (0.17)          (0.17)          (0.18)   

negemotion1                 1.437***        1.612***        1.728***        1.350*  

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.07)          (0.06)   

treatment_n1                0.846*          0.937           0.881           0.847*  

1                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                             b/se            b/se            b/se            b/se   

                     Receive Me~1    Favor Meme 1    Share Meme 1    Agree Meme 1   
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Table F.29: Final Partial Proportional Odds Models for Meme 2, Reported in Odds Ratios 

 * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

                                                                                    

BIC                          1231             691             727            1441   

AIC                      1178.485         620.781         604.270        1366.352   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)                                          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.000***                                        0.000***

                           (0.06)                                          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n2                  1.099                                           1.014   

                           (0.18)                                          (2.19)   

like2                       2.165***                                        6.970***

                           (0.35)                                          (0.16)   

happy2                      1.854**                                         0.830   

                           (0.12)                                          (0.12)   

relax2                      0.849                                           0.957   

                           (0.10)                                          (0.09)   

negemotion2                 0.999                                           0.924   

                           (0.07)                                          (0.07)   

treatment_n2                0.879                                           1.034   

6                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)                                          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.001***                                        0.000***

                           (0.06)                                          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n2                  1.099                                           1.014   

                           (0.18)                                          (1.24)   

like2                       2.165***                                        5.117***

                           (0.35)                                          (0.16)   

happy2                      1.854**                                         0.830   

                           (0.12)                                          (0.12)   

relax2                      0.849                                           0.957   

                           (0.10)                                          (0.09)   

negemotion2                 0.999                                           0.924   

                           (0.07)                                          (0.07)   

treatment_n2                0.879                                           1.034   

5                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.04)          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.003***        0.000***        0.015           0.004***

                           (0.06)          (0.38)          (0.38)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n2                  1.099           1.212           0.658           1.014   

                           (0.18)          (0.33)          (0.13)          (0.55)   

like2                       2.165***        2.973***        0.260**         4.004***

                           (0.35)          (0.70)         (93.17)          (0.16)   

happy2                      1.854**         2.791***       93.750***        0.830   

                           (0.12)          (0.11)          (0.05)          (0.12)   

relax2                      0.849           0.511**         0.072***        0.957   

                           (0.10)          (0.68)          (1.26)          (0.09)   

negemotion2                 0.999           1.735           3.197**         0.924   

                           (0.07)          (0.10)          (4.37)          (0.07)   

treatment_n2                0.879           0.992           7.596***        1.034   

4                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.010***        0.000***        0.000***        0.006***

                           (0.06)          (0.35)          (1.46)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n2                  1.099           1.727**         3.563**         1.014   

                           (0.18)          (0.33)          (0.95)          (0.66)   

like2                       2.165***        2.973***        3.271***        5.052***

                           (0.35)          (0.70)          (1.54)          (0.16)   

happy2                      1.854**         2.791***        3.238*          0.830   

                           (0.12)          (0.11)          (0.17)          (0.12)   

relax2                      0.849           0.511**         0.384*          0.957   

                           (0.10)          (0.83)          (0.35)          (0.09)   

negemotion2                 0.999           2.456**         1.037           0.924   

                           (0.07)          (0.10)          (0.64)          (0.07)   

treatment_n2                0.879           0.992           1.950*          1.034   

3                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.01)   

Constant                    0.014***        0.001***        0.002***        0.019***

                           (0.06)          (0.14)          (0.16)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n2                  1.099           1.264*          1.197           1.014   

                           (0.18)          (0.33)          (0.32)          (0.60)   

like2                       2.165***        2.973***        1.797***        4.642***

                           (0.35)          (0.70)          (1.38)          (0.16)   

happy2                      1.854**         2.791***        3.374**         0.830   

                           (0.12)          (0.11)          (0.20)          (0.12)   

relax2                      0.849           0.511**         0.633           0.957   

                           (0.10)          (0.22)          (0.32)          (0.09)   

negemotion2                 0.999           0.941           1.429           0.924   

                           (0.07)          (0.10)          (0.17)          (0.07)   

treatment_n2                0.879           0.992           1.029           1.034   

2                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.02)          (0.00)          (0.01)          (0.02)   

Constant                    0.050***        0.010***        0.010***        0.046***

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.10)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n2                  1.099           1.046           1.210*          1.014   

                           (0.18)          (0.33)          (0.19)          (1.34)   

like2                       2.165***        2.973***        1.715***        7.686***

                           (0.35)          (0.70)          (0.37)          (0.16)   

happy2                      1.854**         2.791***        1.417           0.830   

                           (0.12)          (0.11)          (0.19)          (0.12)   

relax2                      0.849           0.511**         1.026           0.957   

                           (0.10)          (0.16)          (0.18)          (0.09)   

negemotion2                 0.999           1.030           1.146           0.924   

                           (0.07)          (0.10)          (0.12)          (0.07)   

treatment_n2                0.879           0.992           1.068           1.034   

1                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                             b/se            b/se            b/se            b/se   

                     Receive Me~2    Favor Meme 2    Share Meme 2    Agree Meme 2   
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Table F.30: Final Partial Proportional Odds Models for Meme 3, Reported in Odds Ratios 

 * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

                                                                                    

BIC                          1323             855             771            1392   

AIC                      1249.387         799.110         663.306        1296.753   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)                                          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.000***                                        0.000***

                           (0.06)                                          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n3                  1.133*                                          1.029   

                           (0.20)                                          (0.89)   

like3                       2.474***                                        3.374***

                           (0.14)                                          (0.26)   

happy3                      0.988                                           1.583** 

                           (0.12)                                          (0.09)   

relax3                      1.107                                           0.819   

                           (0.47)                                          (0.31)   

negemotion3                 2.373***                                        1.526*  

                           (0.06)                                          (0.08)   

treatment_n3                0.780**                                         1.092   

6                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)                                          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.001***                                        0.001***

                           (0.06)                                          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n3                  1.133*                                          1.029   

                           (0.20)                                          (0.52)   

like3                       2.474***                                        2.855***

                           (0.14)                                          (0.26)   

happy3                      0.988                                           1.583** 

                           (0.12)                                          (0.09)   

relax3                      1.107                                           0.819   

                           (0.31)                                          (0.26)   

negemotion3                 1.812***                                        1.514*  

                           (0.06)                                          (0.08)   

treatment_n3                0.780**                                         1.092   

5                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)          (0.00)        (259.14)          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.003***        0.000***      113.697*          0.003***

                           (0.06)          (0.29)          (0.08)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n3                  1.133*          1.043           0.180***        1.029   

                           (0.20)          (0.24)          (0.21)          (0.43)   

like3                       2.474***        2.581***        0.746           3.247***

                           (0.14)          (0.41)          (7.18)          (0.26)   

happy3                      0.988           2.328***       10.843***        1.583** 

                           (0.12)          (0.11)          (0.11)          (0.09)   

relax3                      1.107           0.828           0.128*          0.819   

                           (0.33)          (0.14)          (1.67)          (0.23)   

negemotion3                 2.044***        1.174           4.253***        1.273   

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.10)          (0.08)   

treatment_n3                0.780**         0.857           0.938           1.092   

4                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.010***        0.000***        0.000***        0.012***

                           (0.06)          (0.28)          (0.86)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n3                  1.133*          1.810***        2.583**         1.029   

                           (0.20)          (0.24)          (0.39)          (0.42)   

like3                       2.474***        2.581***        2.028***        3.728***

                           (0.14)          (0.41)          (0.53)          (0.26)   

happy3                      0.988           2.328***        1.648           1.583** 

                           (0.12)          (0.11)          (0.27)          (0.09)   

relax3                      1.107           0.828           0.890           0.819   

                           (0.21)          (0.14)          (0.26)          (0.11)   

negemotion3                 1.456**         1.174           1.454*          0.631*  

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.10)          (0.08)   

treatment_n3                0.780**         0.857           0.938           1.092   

3                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.01)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.015***        0.001***        0.007***        0.012***

                           (0.06)          (0.13)          (0.11)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n3                  1.133*          1.314**         0.986           1.029   

                           (0.20)          (0.24)          (0.29)          (0.66)   

like3                       2.474***        2.581***        1.858***        5.016***

                           (0.14)          (0.41)          (1.12)          (0.26)   

happy3                      0.988           2.328***        3.219***        1.583** 

                           (0.12)          (0.11)          (0.14)          (0.09)   

relax3                      1.107           0.828           0.520*          0.819   

                           (0.19)          (0.14)          (0.21)          (0.15)   

negemotion3                 1.446**         1.174           1.337           0.852   

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.10)          (0.08)   

treatment_n3                0.780**         0.857           0.938           1.092   

2                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.02)          (0.00)          (0.01)          (0.01)   

Constant                    0.065***        0.009***        0.022***        0.011***

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.08)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n3                  1.133*          1.157*          1.078           1.029   

                           (0.20)          (0.24)          (0.20)          (2.70)   

like3                       2.474***        2.581***        1.951***       12.385***

                           (0.14)          (0.41)          (0.17)          (0.26)   

happy3                      0.988           2.328***        0.888           1.583** 

                           (0.12)          (0.11)          (0.16)          (0.09)   

relax3                      1.107           0.828           1.136           0.819   

                           (0.13)          (0.14)          (0.20)          (0.12)   

negemotion3                 1.125           1.174           1.447**         0.814   

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.10)          (0.08)   

treatment_n3                0.780**         0.857           0.938           1.092   

1                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                             b/se            b/se            b/se            b/se   

                     Receive Me~3    Favor Meme 3    Share Meme 3    Agree Meme 3   
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Table F.31: Final Partial Proportional Odds Models for Meme 4, Reported in Odds Ratios 

 * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

                                                                                    

BIC                          1308             817             828            1314   

AIC                      1255.628         759.750         718.216        1239.952   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)                                          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.000***                                        0.000***

                           (0.06)                                          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n4                  1.108                                           0.919   

                           (0.16)                                          (0.59)   

like4                       2.269***                                        3.226***

                           (0.27)                                          (0.28)   

happy4                      1.585**                                         1.501*  

                           (0.13)                                          (0.11)   

relax4                      1.111                                           0.917   

                           (0.11)                                          (0.11)   

NegEmotion4                 1.217*                                          1.194   

                           (0.07)                                          (0.08)   

treatment_n4                0.959                                           0.983   

6                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)                                          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.001***                                        0.002***

                           (0.06)                                          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n4                  1.108                                           0.919   

                           (0.16)                                          (0.40)   

like4                       2.269***                                        2.838***

                           (0.27)                                          (0.28)   

happy4                      1.585**                                         1.501*  

                           (0.13)                                          (0.11)   

relax4                      1.111                                           0.917   

                           (0.11)                                          (0.11)   

NegEmotion4                 1.217*                                          1.194   

                           (0.07)                                          (0.08)   

treatment_n4                0.959                                           0.983   

5                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.002***        0.000***        0.000***        0.004***

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.28)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n4                  1.108           1.177*          1.355           0.919   

                           (0.16)          (0.27)          (0.15)          (0.44)   

like4                       2.269***        3.043***        1.908***        3.828***

                           (0.27)          (0.29)          (0.51)          (0.28)   

happy4                      1.585**         1.575*          1.669           1.501*  

                           (0.13)          (0.12)          (0.39)          (0.11)   

relax4                      1.111           0.840           1.156           0.917   

                           (0.11)          (0.15)          (0.22)          (0.11)   

NegEmotion4                 1.217*          1.387**         0.941           1.194   

                           (0.07)          (0.17)          (0.63)          (0.08)   

treatment_n4                0.959           0.676           1.903           0.983   

4                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.006***        0.001***        0.005***        0.006***

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.15)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n4                  1.108           1.177*          1.066           0.919   

                           (0.16)          (0.27)          (0.15)          (0.70)   

like4                       2.269***        3.043***        1.908***        5.480***

                           (0.27)          (0.29)          (0.28)          (0.28)   

happy4                      1.585**         1.575*          0.885           1.501*  

                           (0.13)          (0.12)          (0.43)          (0.11)   

relax4                      1.111           0.840           1.328           0.917   

                           (0.11)          (0.15)          (0.30)          (0.11)   

NegEmotion4                 1.217*          1.387**         1.659**         1.194   

                           (0.07)          (0.15)          (0.17)          (0.08)   

treatment_n4                0.959           0.906           0.913           0.983   

3                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.03)          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.009***        0.003***        0.040***        0.004***

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.10)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n4                  1.108           1.177*          0.816           0.919   

                           (0.16)          (0.27)          (0.15)          (1.56)   

like4                       2.269***        3.043***        1.908***        9.598***

                           (0.27)          (0.29)          (0.85)          (0.28)   

happy4                      1.585**         1.575*          2.660**         1.501*  

                           (0.13)          (0.12)          (0.14)          (0.11)   

relax4                      1.111           0.840           0.532*          0.917   

                           (0.11)          (0.15)          (0.34)          (0.11)   

NegEmotion4                 1.217*          1.387**         2.199***        1.194   

                           (0.07)          (0.12)          (0.11)          (0.08)   

treatment_n4                0.959           0.944           0.837           0.983   

2                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                           (0.01)          (0.00)          (0.00)          (0.00)   

Constant                    0.042***        0.004***        0.005***        0.009***

                           (0.06)          (0.08)          (0.10)          (0.05)   

sm_freq_n4                  1.108           1.177*          1.221*          0.919   

                           (0.16)          (0.27)          (0.15)          (4.85)   

like4                       2.269***        3.043***        1.908***       20.341***

                           (0.27)          (0.29)          (0.76)          (0.28)   

happy4                      1.585**         1.575*          2.427**         1.501*  

                           (0.13)          (0.12)          (0.17)          (0.11)   

relax4                      1.111           0.840           1.056           0.917   

                           (0.11)          (0.15)          (0.17)          (0.11)   

NegEmotion4                 1.217*          1.387**         1.358*          1.194   

                           (0.07)          (0.14)          (0.12)          (0.08)   

treatment_n4                0.959           1.258*          1.127           0.983   

1                                                                                   

                                                                                    

                             b/se            b/se            b/se            b/se   

                     Receive Me~4    Favor Meme 4    Share Meme 4    Agree Meme 4   
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Cognitive and Emotional Responses to Each Meme 

Figures F.6 – F.8: Distributions of Responses for Each Cognitive Variable 

Figures F.6 – F.8 report the distribution of respondents to each cognitive variable. This gives 
a baseline to understand, by meme, how respondents cognitively responded to each, if they 
agreed with it, liked it, or if their opinion changed. These descriptive histograms were used for 
understanding each variable before building regression models testing the effectiveness of 
inoculation. 

 

Figure F.6: Responses to if Participants Agree with the Meme 
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Figure F.7: Responses to if the Participant Liked with the Meme 
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Figure F.8: Responses to if Participants Opinion Increased, Decreased, or Stayed the Same after 
Viewing each Meme 

 
 
 
 
 

Figures F.9 – F.14: Distributions of Responses for Each Behavioral Intention Variable 

Figures F.9 – F.14 report the distribution of respondents to each behavioral intention 
variable. This gives a baseline to understand how respondents intended to behaviorally respond 
to each meme, including if they intended to Receive it, Favor it, Share it, Comment, Unfavor, or 
have the meme Sent to them. These descriptive histograms were used for understanding each 
variable before building regression models testing the effectiveness of inoculation. 
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Figure F.9 Responses to if the Participant would Receive the Meme to Share on Social Media 

 

Figure F.10 Responses to if the Participant would Favor the Meme 
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Figure F.11 Responses to if the Participant would Share the Meme 

 

Figure F.12 Responses to if the Participant would Comment on the Meme 
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Figure F.13 Responses to if the Participant would Unfavor the Meme 
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Figure F.14 Responses to if the Survey Can Send the Meme to the Participant 
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Tables F.32 – F.39: OLS Regressions Exploring Emotions as Dependent Variables 

Tables F.32 – F.39 display OLS regressions of treatment on each emotion (fear, anger, anxiety, sad, happy, and relax). In addition 
to the boxplots showing emotional responses to each meme compared to the Control (Figures F.2 – F.5), these further describe the 
relationship of treatment to emotion. Counter to my expectations, treatments did not lower emotional responses, but, when significant 
effects are seen, treatments usually increased the coefficient on emotional responses. These tables, combined with Figures F.2 – F.5, 
showed that my hypothesis was wrong in thinking treatments reduced emotional reactance to memes.  

Table F.32: OLS Models of Treatment (IV) Regressed Against Negative Emotions (DV) for Meme 1 (KKK Police) 

Four regressions showing treatment’s effect on fear, anger, anxiety, and sadness reactions to Meme 1 (KKK Police). Significant effects usually increase 
emotional reactance compared to the Control. This was for a two-sample t-test with significant p-values being p ≤ .05. 

  fear anger anxiety sad 

Predictors Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p 

(Intercept) 2.42 2.20 – 2.64 <0.001 3.35 3.10 – 3.59 <0.001 2.81 2.59 – 3.02 <0.001 2.33 2.17 – 2.49 <0.001 

T1 – Emotional Treatment 0.07 -0.27 –  
0.42 

0.676 -
0.07 

-0.45 –  
0.30 

0.699 0.09 -0.25 –  
0.43 

0.588 -
0.02 

-0.27 –  
0.24 

0.906 

T2 – Cognitive Treatment  0.24 -0.07 –  
0.55 

0.129 0.27 -0.07 –  
0.62 

0.120 0.35 0.05 – 0.66 0.024 0.15 -0.08 –  
0.38 

0.189 

T3 – Emotional-Cognitive 
Treatment 

-
0.10 

-0.41 –  
0.22 

0.547 -
0.19 

-0.54 –  
0.16 

0.285 0.02 -0.29 –  
0.33 

0.889 -
0.04 

-0.27 –  
0.19 

0.739 

Observations 634 634 634 634 

R2 / R2 adjusted 0.007 / 0.003 0.011 / 0.007 0.010 / 0.005 0.005 / 0.000 
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Table F.33: OLS Models of Treatment (IV) Regressed Against Positive Emotions (DV) for Meme 1 (KKK Police) 

Two regressions showing treatment’s effect on happy and relax reactions to Meme 1 (KKK Police). Significant effects usually increase emotional reactance 
compared to the Control. This was for a two-sample t-test with significant p-values being p ≤ .05. 

  happy relax 

Predictors Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p 

(Intercept) 1.20 1.11 – 1.30 <0.001 1.50 1.37 – 1.63 <0.001 

T1 – Emotional Treatment 0.07 -0.08 – 0.22 0.359 0.09 -0.12 – 0.29 0.403 

T2 – Cognitive Treatment  0.04 -0.10 – 0.17 0.608 0.00 -0.19 – 0.19 0.991 

T3 – Emotional-Cognitive Treatment -0.06 -0.20 – 0.08 0.416 -0.06 -0.25 – 0.13 0.518 

Observations 634 634 

R2 / R2 adjusted 0.005 / 0.000 0.003 / -0.002 
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Table F.34: OLS Models of Treatment (IV) Regressed Against Negative Emotions (DV) for Meme 2 (Being White) 

Four regressions showing treatment’s effect on fear, anger, anxiety, and sadness reactions to Meme 2 (Being White). Significant effects usually increase 
emotional reactance compared to the Control. This was for a two-sample t-test with significant p-values being p ≤ .05 

  fear anger anxiety sad 

Predictors Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p 

(Intercept) 1.50 1.35 – 1.65 <0.001 2.57 2.34 – 2.80 <0.001 1.93 1.74 – 2.11 <0.001 1.79 1.65 – 1.93 <0.001 

T1 – Emotional Treatment 0.20 -0.04 –  
0.44 

0.095 0.16 -0.19 –  
0.52 

0.372 0.32 0.04 – 0.61 0.025 0.13 -0.09 –  
0.36 

0.232 

T2 – Cognitive Treatment  0.18 -0.04 –  
0.39 

0.109 0.38 0.05 – 0.70 0.023 0.30 0.04 – 0.56 0.023 0.28 0.08 – 0.48 0.007 

T3 – Emotional-Cognitive 
Treatment 

-
0.07 

-0.29 –  
0.14 

0.504 -
0.11 

-0.43 –  
0.22 

0.526 -
0.07 

-0.33 –  
0.19 

0.583 0.01 -0.20 –  
0.21 

0.946 

Observations 634 634 634 634 

R2 / R2 adjusted 0.013 / 0.008 0.015 / 0.010 0.020 / 0.015 0.015 / 0.010 
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Table F.35: OLS Models of Treatment (IV) Regressed Against Positive Emotions (DV) for Meme 2 (Being White) 

Two regressions showing treatment’s effect on happy and relax reactions to Meme 2 (Being White). Significant effects usually increase emotional reactance 
compared to the Control. This was for a two-sample t-test with significant p-values being p ≤ .05. 

  happy relax 

Predictors Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p 

(Intercept) 1.35 1.21 – 1.49 <0.001 1.60 1.45 – 1.76 <0.001 

T1 – Emotional Treatment 0.20 -0.01 – 0.42 0.064 0.18 -0.07 – 0.43 0.149 

T2 – Cognitive Treatment  0.05 -0.14 – 0.25 0.590 0.05 -0.17 – 0.28 0.655 

T3 – Emotional-Cognitive Treatment -0.10 -0.30 – 0.09 0.301 -0.03 -0.26 – 0.19 0.767 

Observations 634 634 

R2 / R2 adjusted 0.013 / 0.008 0.005 / 0.000 
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Table F.36: OLS Models of Treatment (IV) Regressed Against Negative Emotions (DV) for Meme 3 (Took My Job) 

Four regressions showing treatment’s effect on fear, anger, anxiety, and sadness reactions to Meme 3 (Took My Job). Significant effects usually increase 
emotional reactance compared to the Control. This was for a two-sample t-test with significant p-values being p ≤ .05. 

  fear anger anxiety sad 

Predictors Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p 

(Intercept) 1.29 1.16 – 1.42 <0.001 2.19 1.96 – 2.42 <0.001 1.59 1.43 – 1.74 <0.001 1.59 1.45 – 1.73 <0.001 

T1 – Emotional Treatment 0.18 -0.03 –  
0.38 

0.086 0.21 -0.15 –  
0.56 

0.252 0.23 -0.02 –  
0.48 

0.068 0.22 0.00 – 0.43 0.045 

T2 – Cognitive Treatment  0.21 0.03 – 0.40 0.024 0.52 0.19 – 0.84 0.002 0.33 0.10 – 0.55 0.004 0.32 0.12 – 0.51 0.001 

T3 – Emotional-Cognitive 
Treatment 

-
0.05 

-0.23 –  
0.14 

0.629 -
0.07 

-0.39 –  
0.26 

0.694 -
0.12 

-0.35 –  
0.10 

0.285 -
0.07 

-0.26 –  
0.13 

0.495 

Observations 634 634 634 634 

R2 / R2 adjusted 0.016 / 0.012 0.023 / 0.019 0.029 / 0.024 0.029 / 0.025 
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Table F.37: OLS Models of Treatment (IV) Regressed Against Positive Emotions (DV) for Meme 3 (Took My Job) 

Two regressions showing treatment’s effect on happy and relax reactions to Meme 3 (Took My Job). Significant effects usually increase emotional reactance 
compared to the Control. This was for a two-sample t-test with significant p-values being p ≤ .05. 

  happy relax 

Predictors Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p 

(Intercept) 1.63 1.46 – 1.80 <0.001 1.81 1.63 – 1.99 <0.001 

T1 – Emotional Treatment 0.02 -0.25 – 0.29 0.868 0.12 -0.16 – 0.39 0.409 

T2 – Cognitive Treatment  -0.02 -0.26 – 0.23 0.890 -0.06 -0.31 – 0.19 0.656 

T3 – Emotional-Cognitive Treatment -0.07 -0.32 – 0.17 0.572 -0.11 -0.36 – 0.14 0.390 

Observations 634 634 

R2 / R2 adjusted 0.001 / -0.004 0.004 / -0.000 
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Table F.38: OLS Models of Treatment (IV) Regressed Against Negative Emotions (DV) for Meme 4 (Wages) 

Four regressions showing treatment’s effect on fear, anger, anxiety, and sadness reactions to Meme 4 (Wages). Significant effects usually increase emotional 
reactance compared to the Control. This was for a two-sample t-test with significant p-values being p ≤ .05. 

  fear anger anxiety sad 

Predictors Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p 

(Intercept) 2.42 2.20 – 2.64 <0.001 3.35 3.10 – 3.59 <0.001 2.81 2.59 – 3.02 <0.001 2.33 2.17 – 2.49 <0.001 

T1 – Emotional Treatment 0.07 -0.27 –  
0.42 

0.676 -
0.07 

-0.45 –  
0.30 

0.699 0.09 -0.25 –  
0.43 

0.588 -
0.02 

-0.27 –  
0.24 

0.906 

T2 – Cognitive Treatment  0.24 -0.07 –  
0.55 

0.129 0.27 -0.07 –  
0.62 

0.120 0.35 0.05 –  
0.66 

0.024 0.15 -0.08 –  
0.38 

0.189 

T3 – Emotional-Cognitive 
Treatment 

-
0.10 

-0.41 –  
0.22 

0.547 -
0.19 

-0.54 –  
0.16 

0.285 0.02 -0.29 –  
0.33 

0.889 -
0.04 

-0.27 –  
0.19 

0.739 

Observations 634 634 634 634 

R2 / R2 adjusted 0.007 / 0.003 0.011 / 0.007 0.010 / 0.005 0.005 / 0.000 
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Table F.39: OLS Models of Treatment (IV) Regressed Against Positive Emotions (DV) for Meme 4 (Wages) 

Two regressions showing treatment’s effect on happy and relax reactions to Meme 4 (Wages). Significant effects usually increase emotional reactance compared 
to the Control. This was for a two-sample t-test with significant p-values being p ≤ .05. 

  happy relax 

Predictors Coeff. CI p Coeff. CI p 

(Intercept) 1.20 1.11 – 1.30 <0.001 1.50 1.37 – 1.63 <0.001 

T1 – Emotional Treatment 0.07 -0.08 – 0.22 0.359 0.09 -0.12 – 0.29 0.403 

T2 – Cognitive Treatment  0.04 -0.10 – 0.17 0.608 0.00 -0.19 – 0.19 0.991 

T3 – Emotional-Cognitive Treatment -0.06 -0.20 – 0.08 0.416 -0.06 -0.25 – 0.13 0.518 

Observations 634 634 

R2 / R2 adjusted 0.005 / 0.000 0.003 / -0.002 
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